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SUMMARY 

The author, an experienced Municipal Engineer at present, in charge, 

of a design office for Leicester Corporation, examines the Civil Engineering 

Design Process in the context of Local Government. Observations shovr that 

some engineers are experiencing difficulties in dealing with complex design 

situations making the present study apposite. 

The Basic Principles of Design are explored in the light of a 

comprehensive revie", of previous studies in the allied fields of 

Architecture, IJechanical Engineering and Industrial Design. No evidence 

of previous studies in civil engineering vrere located. Concepts relevant 

to civil engineering are described. Fundamental Design' Activities, the 

,microcosm of the process are identified and examined in detail fn the 

present context. l,iodern aids to design are considered but their 

contribution is found to be disappointing. 

A Framework for Design is then developed having particular regard to 

the complicated and confused client - designer - sponsorsynarome in 

Local Government. The macrocosm of the process is investigated and Design 

Strateeies are evolved for Systems and Projects. Ne'tivork analysis is shown 
, 

in its present form to largely ignore the intrica.cies of design and 

concentrate on peripheral activities. Improved I!lethods are suggested. The 

',design strategies are then decomposed by use of network analysis methods, 

and typical examples, for municipai engineering designs are developed. 

,Next the vast array of individual contributors to these typical designs 

is analysed and their mul tif~ious roles identified. The Activity Charts 

thus produced are presented as a new aid to management. They also, ~xpose 
, .'.. ' ' ". ~ 

the complexity of the management and communications systems inherent in 

these design situations and highlight particular areas of need. The' 

relationship between the Fundamental Design Activitj.es and the Design 

, 
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strategies is demonstrate,d coni'irmil'.g the yalidi ty of the design concepts 

preYiouslydescribed. A sear~~ for efficient and effective w~s of 

controlling design shows the weakness of present systems and a more 

comprehensive combination of controls is postulated. 

In conclusion the Essential Characteristics of the design process are 

stipulated as :- personal; evolutionary; cyclic; speculative; and 

chaotic. To meet these characteristics an appropriate Design Philosophy 

acknowledging the P.r-e-eminence of the Designer and urging a policy of 

Opportunism and Containment supported by increased attention to Communications 

, and the Compatibility of the Contributors Objectives is suggested. 

Reco~~endations suitable for adoption in Leicester but also of general 

application are made indicating hmv the civil engineering design process 

in Local Government could be improved. Detailed changes in the J,[anagement 

P.r-ocessesare proposed and the consequential effect on Management 

structures are considered. In ad.di tion proposals for iP.lproYing the 

Competence of Designers are described.. 

This thesis exposes many of the enigmatic properties of deSign but 

makes practical suggestions for the way ahead. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

"Design is the total planning process for bringing into being by 

the most expedient means available the neY{ struotures, devices, nw.chines 

and processes which contribute to man's control of his environnent and 

as such it is the central aotivity to engineering". (.r.L. l.Ierian) 

" Civil Engineering is the "art of directing the great sources of 

power in nature for the use and convenience of man". (Thomas Tredgold) 

This thesis examines the activities of Civil Engineers engaged as 

designers in Local Government. The author has had many years experience 

in this capacity and while investigatir.g this topic has been in charge 

of the Civil Engineering Design Office of the City Er.gineer of Leicester. 

The statistics 1 relating to the employment of Civil Engineers given in 

Table 1 sho?, that Local Authorities are the largest single employers of 

Chartered Civil Eneineers in the United Kingdom. If Central Government, 

Nationalized Industries and Local Authorities are gr~~ped together these 

" account for 52"~ of such engineers. 

% 
Central Government 5 

I Local Authorities 4.'() 52% 

Nationalized "Il1'lustry 7 

Consultant Firms 17 

Contractors and 
Commercial Companies " 25 

Others 8 

Total 100 

The R~ploymcnt of Chartered Civil ~ineers 

in the United Kingdom 

Table No. 1 (C.E.I. &'urvey 1 19(8) 
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There are four ways :iri which a civil engineer,ls career can develop: 

in design, in construction,' in research and in teaching. Most civil 

engineers, in the course of their careers, take part in· more than one 

. of these activities. Indeed, to complete his professional training the 

young would-be civil engineer must have experience in both design and 

construction. The statistics 1 relating to the activities of Civil 

Engineers given in Table 2 shOl'7 that design is the activity in which the 

greatest number of them are engaged. It should also. be remembered that 

many of those described as managers will be managing design. 

% 
Managerial and Administrative 51 

Design 55 

Construction 20 

Research 5 

i'eaching 4 

Others 9 

Total 100 

The Activities of Chartered Civil ~)1gineers 

in the United Kingdom 

Table No. 2 (C.E.I. Survey 1 1968) 

Local Authorities British Local Government exists to meet m3JJy of the. 

local needs of the community and has powers and duties which have been 

laid down by Parliament. It is financed by the rates levied on the 
. . 

property :iri the area and these are supplemented by grants mad~ by the 

central gove=ent. Local Government is controlled by a Council of 

elected lay representatives which ecrploys full time officers to eive 

advice and carry out its duties. 1'hese duties are diverse and can 

include the protection of public safety and health, the provision of 

social welfare services, corporation housing, and education together with 
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recreational and cultural facilities. Other duties are the control of 

the built environment of the area and the p!'ovision of such essential 

services as refuse collection and" disposal, drainage and sewage disposal 

and the construction and maintenance of public highWays. Some local 

authorities also operate public transport and provide accommodation 

for markets etc( 

The Council appoints specialist committees to deal ,vith defined 

areas of responsibility and can delegate certain of its pmvers. These 

committees are advised and served by full time officers and their chairman " 

reports to the cOtUlcil. Officers do not normally report direct to the 

Council. Tnere are usually a number of "specialist departments serving 

the local authority each headed by a Chief Officer. Traditionally the 

Clerk who is in c1uJ.rge of legal matters was accepted as the senior among 

the cbief officers. In more recent years many authorities have 

introduced the post of Chief Executive Officer. All authorities employ a 

Treasurer to handle the finances. Histcrically the Engineer and Surveyor 

(i. e. ),!unicipal Engineer) was the first chief officer to emerge concerned 

with the built environment. As parliament extended the pm'rers ana. duties 

of local govern.~ent to include more architecttlral and planning work these 

specialisms usually develo?ed within the Zllgineer and Surveyor's 

Department. In the last tpxee decades many authorities have established 

separate chief officers and departments to deal with both planning and 

wi th architectural work. 

Local Goverrnent sometimes employs a consultant to prepare designs 

but most of the larger authorities prefer to retain full t"ime 

professional staff to meet the majority of their design re'luirements. 

~~cipal ~~ineers Civil Engineers employed in Local Authorities are 

often referred to as Municipal En[lineers. Their duties involve [living 

expert advice on.engineerin~ matters and the design Dnd implenentation 

of the enginecrine components or $chern~s und.erta..l(en hy the Cou.ncil. They 

take the initiative in dealing vrl th proposals for trnnsportation, hiehways, 

10 
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refuse disposal, drainage and sewage disposal. l'hese fUnctions normally 

involve a close liaison with other departments and in particular the 

Planning Officer who is concerned with the total built environment of 

the area. Quite frequently the Municipal Engineer will also provide a 

consultancy service for 'the Local Authori~ Architect in structural and 

the other Civil Engineering aspects of his \vork. There exists therefore 

a close relationship between the activities of the Planner, Architect 

and Engineer as all three are involved in many of the schemes carried 

out by the Local Authori~. 

Most local authorities employ a direct labour force for certain 

aspects of maintenance and in some cases it will undertake civil 

engineering construction. The majority of the 1,luniC!pal Engineer::; designs 

are however constructed by contractors who are selected by competitive 

teno.er. h'ven where a local authority has its ovm direct labour organisation 

this is often reCJ.Uired to compete with private contractors for the 

available work. 

Worthwhile Achievements l.!a.ny civil engineers have a· natural and strong 

desire to have schemes built. One of the most constant sources of 

bitterness in local government among engi~~ers is the frustration of 

having their completed designs altered or implementation delayed by 

unforeseen administrative procedures. This attitude is indicative of a 

person deeply involved in a creative activity; Civil Engineers h~vever 

seldom seem to dwell on 'the topic of creative design in civil engineering. 

Recently the rnsti tution of Civil Engineers' 2 has published a ne\7 careers 

booklet and this is commendably entitled "A Creative Career _ Civil 

b'ngineering". Perhaps this is indicative of a gr~7ing self awareness of 

the civil engineers role. 

The success of !lIatl,Y of the projects undertaken by local authorities 

is very much dependent upon,the creative abili~ of their ~dll time 

professional officers. 1'his is particularly true of the work of town 

planners, architects and civil engineers. l'he author suspects that 

11 



creativity is equally important in many of the other branches of local 

government service. Much of modern management theory is concerned TIith 

the more efficient use of the limited resources available. There is, 

however, no real merit in the efficient implementation of an ill 

conceived physical solution to a problem. II!any modern management 

techniques apply logical and syctematic reasoning to the control of 

resources. Creative ideas h07rover emerge by a different thought process 

which often seems the antithesis of logic. Such ideas are however 

serviced and subsequently tested by systematic logic. In some situations 

the narrow doctrinaire ap?lication of logical I!'.anagement techniques 

could actually suppress creative tllinking and frustrate design. 

Aunlied Scientist Many Uunicipal' r~ngineers are very critical of the 

more unorthodox design solutions proposed by their Architectural and 

Planning colleagues who in turn accuse him of a lack of imagination. 

,'Engineers ere keenly interested in analytical tech..'liques and find 

satisfaction in the mathematical exploration and definition of problems. 

The modern Land Use/Transportation stuqy or the elaborate analysis of' 

a surface water catchment are typical exa'!lples. Unfortunately,' when faced 

with an unfamiliar and complex problem many rescrt to over elaborate 

analysis, of the problem and find it difficult to conceive and develop 

sound solutions by a synthesis of ideas. Often ~~ve design solutions are 

too readily adopted. Consequently major inadequacies become evident at a 

subsequent stage in the design with attendant expensive and frustrating 

re-design and delay. 

In recent years the growing traffic congestion in urban areas has 

become a source of public concern. '.rhe design of new highways for a 

complex congested urblL~ area is a very intractable problem and design 

cri teria and physical constraints are usually very severe and often 

incompatible. This makes the generation of an acceptable solution very 

difficult. In a number of cases staff engaged upon such design problems 

have been observed to vacillate between the two follow1n8 attitudes. 

12 
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a) Senior management is accused of' providing so detailed a brief' 

that the generation of' a design solution is precluded. 

b) Senior management is accused of' indecision and urged to state 

what solution is required so that design can proceed. 

That these reactions should recur alternately whilst the design 

context remains stable suggests that the designer is frustrated and is 

trying to of'f'-load the responsibility f'orhis own impotence upon senior 

management. This demonstrates that additional training in oreative design 

is needed by some civil engineers. 

>'lhere do I begin? This response has been evoked f'rom designers and new 

graduates by the author on many occasions when brief'ing them f'or an . 

unf'amiliar.and complex design project. An experienced designer readily 

observes the conflicting design criteria and constraints. He also 

appreciates that the solution chosen f'or one aspect of tile problem interacts 

with the f'easiblealternatives f'or the remaining facets. The cry of' 

"\'lhere do I begin" suggests to the author a failure to appreciate the 

fundamental character of' design. If' designers are to be better equipped to 

meet the increasing challenges of' design a detailed study of' the design 

process in the context of' civil engineering is warranted. 

Protracted Desisn With an increase in the size and comple:rl ty of some 

local government civIl engi~eering projccts the design period necessary 

to ensure that all the resources are available can be 5 to 10 years. 

Vlhen design extends over such a period it is impracticable to retain the 

same staff f'rom inception to implementation •. Under such cir~Jmstances 

design continuity must be ~chieved by a f'ormal managema~t struc~Jre. 

~'he creation of' such procedures makes it necessary to have a f'uller 

understanding of' .the progressive evolution of the process of' design. 

The Spccialist Designer The era of the generalist engineer is rapidly 

passing. Host larger local authority.engineers.offices are divided into 

specialist sections. J~ach section makes its own narrow contribution to, 
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many of the more comprehensive design projects. Probably the Structural 

Engineer was one of the earliest to seek a separate identity.· This. trend 

is growing rapidly and offices often have at least the following 

specialist sections. 

a) Structures 

b) Drainage 

c) Sewage Disposal 

d) Traffic Engineering 

e) F.ighways 

f) .!.Iotorways etc. 

g) Street lighting 

In mruw cases these sections are staffed by designers T1i th very 

limited knowledge of each others· specialist fields. If projects involving 

several specialist sections are to be adeQuately co-ordinated a better 

understanding of the design process is necessary. 

ilie Graduate \'fuen Civil Engineers \'Tere trained by the pupil system they 

were from the beginning closely associc.ted cith designs in progress. 

Under these conditions it YlaS natural for a pupil to regard his theoretical 

education as providing an essential foun~"ation upon which to develop his 

creative career. In more recent years the majority of entrants to Civil 

Engineering take a University Degree Course before starting ,york in a 

design office. At University the emphasis must obviously be on academic 

education but there isa danger that students f'ail to understand the 

creative I'.a ture of civil engineerin,:; design. If' the transition from 

further education to a creatiVe career is to be effectively bridged there 

is an urgent need f'or a better understanding .of' the design process. 

Ir:norance of Desir;n 
. . Cl . 

It has already been illustrated that a greater 

understanding of' civil engineering design would be very useful. Not only 

do trainees find it difficult to acclimatize to the design sit-uation but 

at· times expcrienced engineers f'eel il:!potent in thc face of an unf'artilier 

and complex problem. As the lcrgest sinr:;le sectiol1 of the profession are 
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engaged upon design it is most desirable that tIns topic should be more 

closely investigated. Equally as Local Gcver~ent is the ~rincipal 

employer of civil engineers it is appropriate that an evaluation of 

desi~ should take place' in that field • 

. Apuroaches to Topic Design could have been explored in various ways. 

The si.'11plest division of approach is between "Broad Brush" and the 

"Detailed stuay of a single aspect". BelOl"{ a..'"C given a number of 

approaches to .the topic:-

a) From case histories of several similar designs identify 
• 

their outstanding characteristics. 

b) From a large number of case histories e~lore in depth one 

specific aspect of design. 

c) From a large number of case histories t~ to identify a 

broad philosophy and theoI'"'J of design. 

d) From a large nu~ber of case histories t~ to formulate 

useful procedures to help future designers. 

e) study the designer in action and identi~ what makes a good 

designer and hOl·{ he works. 

f) R.~ne hOl·{ designers are managed and try to identify the 

most effective environment for good design. 

g) Compare design in civil engineering with. that in allied fields 

such as mechanical engineering or architecture. ' 

h) Exploro design theories developed in allied fields and modify 

and develop these to meet the situation that exists in civil 

engineeri~. 

After a very' cpxeful search the autl10r was unable to find a single 

worthwhile study of Civil Engineering Design. It was therefore decided 

that there was a pressing need for a "Broad Brush" study of' the topic. 

If slloh a study were made it could form a base from v,nich to !:mke more 

detailocl studies. It was realized that such a "Broad Brush" ptudy would. 

be open to the criticism that it was too abstract and superficial. 

15 



Because of the limitations of space and·time the examples ana 

illustrations' that could be included would also .be restricted. In spite. 

of the difficulties it Y,as considered that. such a study must be 

attempted if future development in this field is to take place. 

Whilst it was obviously p03sible to contain the study within the civil 

engineering discipline the author felt it expedient to take advantage of 

work in allied fields. The decision vras therefore made to adopt the last 

approach listed above. 

This thesis will therefore be devoted to an examination of design 

theories developed in allied fields and their modification and development 

to meet the situation that exists in civil engineering. 

Design is an activity Vlhich is common to a large area of hucran 

endeavour. There is obviously a booy of knm7ledge, principles and general 

concepts underlying such an activity but at present it has only been 

partially expiored and developed unequally in different fields of industry. 

Considerable work has been done in mechanical engineering ,7here 

development has sprung from the methodical studies of design and 

production leading to an emphasis on mechanistic techniques and ideas. 

In the realm of architectural design "mere interest is focused on man's 

enclosure of space and creation of an artificial environment the 

developments have h,,-d close links with the aesthetic world of art. So far 

. very little work has been done in the field of Civil bngineering' but this 

is an area where both the above lines of approach arc jointly. relevant. 

Consequently a wide spectrum of the current literature on the design 

process has been exa~ined and material relevant to the present research 

collected. In the light of this information and against the back cloth of 

current design practice in local government the design process in civil 

engineering has been explored. This ha.s lead to the formulation of some 

basic principles of design. These principles have then been used to 

postulate techniques and aids which could result in a more effective and 

16 
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efficient l1laIlagement of civil engineering design. Equally the whole 

study should provide a basis for a better understanding of the topic. 

17 



2.0 BASIC ffimCIPLES 

2.01 BACKGROUND 

A study of the appropriate literature reveals that investigations 

. into "Creative Thinking" were taking place in the early 1950' s. At 

that time interest was mainly directed towards the activities of 

artists, writers and musicians. Then, as subsequently, the most common 

source of information was· from the reports of. actual practitioners. 

C. Batrick, 5 however, undertook real experiments and from his 

observations concluded that creative thinking proceeds through a series 

of stages:,. 

Preparation Here the subject makes himself familiar with 

his situation and its materials. 

Incubation The problem begins to be defined. Suggestions 

occur and fragments of the final product appear. 

Illumination A specific goal is envisaged and the 'subject 

begins to work towards it. 

Verification The results are worked out fully, revised, 

altered and completed. (Testing - in the case of a hypothesis). 

Patrick and others were at that time primarily. concerned with creative 

activity as a mental process of interest to psychologists. Since that time, 

there have been a number of works published dealing in greater depth with 

the psycllological aspects of the process of. creative thinking. In his 

very comprehensive publication "The Act of Creation", Arthur Koestler 4 

examines the creative activities .that underlie Humour, Discovery and Art. 

He postulates many psychological concepts which he illustrates with a 

vast arras of examples drawn from almost ever>J field. of creative activity. , 

The examples demonstrate the similarity of creative thought whatever the 

application. His book supports and greatly elaborates those ideas 

. 5 
presented by Batrick. 
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Since the second world war there has been a growing interest in 

Design as a creative activity. Probably the 'most significant factors 

leading to the study of design have becn:~ 

(a) Increasing industrialisation has accelerated the demise of the 

. era of the craftsman and caused a rapid growth of mass production. This 

has placed gr~ater power and responsibility upon the designer. 

(b) Growing affluence has generated larger industrial markets, 

serviced by giant industrial producers manufacturing a wider range of 

often more complex and elaborate products. This also places greater 

demands upon the ability of designers. 

(c) The explosion of technical knowledge has offered the designer 

new but 'untried materials and techniques of greater potential. A high 

level of design competence is essential if such opportunities are to be 

exploited without serious risk of failure. 

(d) As a consequence of a, b & c maqy design situations are now 

very complex and are often beyond the comprehension of the individual 

designer. The direction and co-ordination of such projects has added a 

new dimension to the role of designer. 

(e) The development of electronic computers has made possible the 

speedy and easy manipulation of large volumes of data. When serviced by a 

computer, .many new design opportunities are available but these place a 

still greater demand and responsibility uPQn the ability of the designer. 

The impact of industrialisation, affluence and technical knowledge, 

were iirl. tiD.lly more apparent in the fields of industrial design and 

mechanical engineering. 

In arch! tecture the post war demand for buildings coupled with a 

gradual industrialisation and increasing design freedom given by new 

materials and techniques also fooused attention on the! limited knowledge 

of Design Methods. Under these pressures.there has been increasing 

research and new methods or aids to design have emerged in Industrial 
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Design, Mechanical Engineering and Architecture since the late 1950's. 

The civil engineer w"as for a while sheltered from these pressures 

. because e:x:pendi turewas restricted. l.!ore recently with increasing 

e:x:penditure, industrialisation, affluence and technical knowledge are 

having an impact. In addition the growing complexity of urban problems 

and use of computers is now being accutely felt by some cj. viI engineers. 

It is therefore prudent "that civil engineers should be aware of design 

developments"in811ied industries and improve their mvn proficiency. 

There are three main objectives which have motivated those engaged 

upon the" study of this subject. Some have pursued the subject primarily 

in the quest for greater knowledge, whilst others have been more concerned 

to evolve improved methods for teaching design or to devise means whereby 

the activity of design can be made more efficient and effective. "Most 

work, hovlever, makes some contribution to more than one of these " aspects. 

Whilst it is not possible to include a comprehensive review of the whole 

spectrUm of studies, a few examples will illustrate the range of research 

u.l1dertaken. 

Knowledge The activities of a designer have always been in part 

surrounded by myste~. Vlhilst the physical activitie~ of data collection, 

calc~ation, modelling, testing, drawing, etc., can be readily observed, 

the sum of such activities does not adequately describe the designer at 

work. It is the unobserved mental activities that give purpose and 

meaning to the process. 

5 . " 
W.J.J. Gardon in his book "Synectics" reports on his comprehensive 

study of these mental activities. He proposed the follmving hypothesis:-

1. Creative efficien~J is increased when the psychological " 

process is understood. 

2. In the creative process, the emotional is more important than 

the intellectual. Irrational, more important than rational. 
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5. By understanding the emotional and irrational elements, the 

probability of success can be improved. 

Much of the research reported and many of the theories proposed 

in the book are· based on' a study of specially structured groups of experts 

engaged in design situations. The most notewort~ research is at the 

Rock Pool residential centre, Lisbon, New Hampshire, U.S.A. where 12-20 

artists live and VIOrk together. From his work he evolves various techniques 

for the construction and manipulation of highly creative groups of 

de~igners. He also identifies f'our fundamental Psychological States 

. associated with creative activity. This work does much to expose the 

observed mental processes that are vital to design. It Vlould not however 

be appropriate for the author to atteopt to pursue this topic in the 

present research. 

Now going to another extreme, Christopher Alexander, 6 a ma'thematician 

turned architect from Caobridge, has attempted to reproduce the design 

activity in mathematical concepts. He makes ready use of Set Theory, 

Graph Theory and Topology in his various publications. Design is likened 

to a situation where iron filings fit the magnetic field in wInch they are 

placed. Tne needs and constraints of' the design situation are seen as a 

multiplicity of forces or pressures. He therefore breaks the design problem 

down into small parts and identifies the forces on each part. The:::e forces 

he calls "misfit variables". Variables are linked if the satisfaction of 

one affects another. Where linked variables are compatible they are 

positive and where incompatible negative. I.!a.thematical methods axe then 

used to evolve a design which is the natural l:'esponse to the "misfit 

variables". Whilst this theory may indicate one view of the design activity 

it so over simplifies the relationships bet,ycen variables that it is not 

a very meaningful or useful approach to most design situations. 

A rather more useful, if still mathematical, app~oach is that proposed 

by M. Asimow 7 in "Introduction to Design". Here the algorithmic form of 

logic used in computer progrruruning is applied to the design situation. 
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Whilst it is quite real in concept the vital htUDan contributions dealt 

with by Cordon such as generation of design concepts are outside the. 

algori tiun. The algori thIn proposed by Asimow is probably the most 

comprehensive of a whole variety of flow diagrams used to describe the 

WI33 design take.s place. This approach to design will be explored in more 

detail later in the thesis. 

Education The whole approach to the training and education of those 

. engaged upon design has changed fundamentally in the last 40 years. At 

one time the majority of designers vrere trained in the working context 

and their more formal education provided as a part-time supplement. In 

the mechanical world, designers were shop trained whilst in civil 

. engineering, architecture etc. it was cO!!llllon to be indentured to an 

experier.ced professional designer. Most designers now begin· their careers 

with full-time formal education. In this context hl~ of the educational 

bodies are starting to recognise that they must take a more positive 

part in teaching design. 

Again, two examples will illustrate the research and development in 

this field. 

Prior to the 1950's, students of architecture were taught design. 

by traditional studio programmes derived from the Beaux-Arts method. 

Scant attention was paid to the evolution of design and the emphasis was 

on beautiful finished project drawings. ~om 1958 onwards, Denis Thornley 8 

at !.Ianchester University began to evolve a more balanced and systematic 

method for teaching architectural design. These ideas were developed 

with Euttle and resulted in a studio design programme with four stages:-

1. AcctUDulation of data. 

2. Isolation of a general concept of "form". 

5. Development of the "form" into a final scheme. 

4. Presentation of the final scheme. 
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From these simple beginnings there has evolved a comprehensive 

"Plan of Work" setting out in great detail the various stages in the 

preparation of a design for an architectural project. This "plan of Work" 

has been widely publicised in the R.I.B.A. "Handbook of architectural 
, ' 9 

'practice and management" and forms' a working basis in many design 

offices. It has also greatly changed'the teaching of design at Schools 

of Architecture. The author has observed that many of his architectural 

colleagues who trained in this way try to progress systematically through 

the stages of design. The concept of a "Plan of Work" or strategy for 

design\vill be developed later in the thesis and is a useful classification 

for the sequences of design. 

'The concern about teaching design in mechanical engineering is 

indicated by the Fielden Report on "Engineering Design". 10 Universities 

are criticised for an emphasis on scientific learning to the exclusion of 

training in design. Equally, the training for design in industry is 

not adequate and some professional bodies are very lax in admitting to 

full professional status without assessing the design competence of the 

candidate. In the past decade, a nu:nber of Universities etc. have begun 

to take more interest in design. There have been conferences where those 

concerned mainly \vi th teaching design have gathered to exchange research 

information. The first of these took place in London in 1962 and the 

proceedings were published - "Conference on Design Methods" editors 
11 ' 

J.C. Jones and D.~. Thornley. In 1965 a similar symposium was held at 

Birmineham University and the proceedings were published - "The Design 

12 
!.lethod", editor S. A. Gregory. This was followed in 1968 by a similar 

conference at Portsl!louth when the proceedings were published';' "Design 

/,!ethods in ArChitecture", editors ~. Broadbent 15 and A. Ward. These and 
, 

other similar conferences have been well supported by academic staff 

involved in teaching design. Many of the papers presented have been very 

theoretical and at times abstruse. They demonstrate, horrever, the keen . 

interest in teachip~ design and many of the more abstract theories may yet 
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form a basis for advances in design performance. 

A n~~ber of educational bodies have established departments devoted 

to teaching design. The Design Centre at Loughborough University is a 

very good example of this development. 

ImprovedEfficiency In th~ highly industrialised communi~J.great emphasis 

·is placed upon work being·undertaken in an efficient and effective manner. 

In the realm of production Work study techniques have been used. More 

recently the concepts of Operational Research have developed and a more 

comprehensive approach has been made to the improvement of operating 

conditions for complex processes and systems. The work in these two areas 

has been supported by a growing concern and application of more scientific 

methcds of management. The control and direction of staff engaged upon 

design has always been an area of concern to management. It is, therefore, 

natural that various tried techniques from the realm of production should 

be adopted to deal with designers. 

The use of Critical Bath Networks for production situations·is quite 

common and this technique is now also widely applied to the design of 

many sehemes. In Leicester City Engineer's Department, for instance, 

netl'rork planning is used for all designs. 

In ft~chitecture and Engineering there is a gr~dng use of specialists 

to deal with different aspects. of design. The co-ordination and collaboration 

between these specialists present serious problems. Techniques have been 

evolved in the field of architecture for ensuring the optimum interaction' 

. and collaboration. The late Ministry of Public Building and Works did 

considerable \vork in this field. Again, reflecting the influence of Work 

Study various techniques have been developed where a. se<J).lence of set 

questions are used to stimulate and evaluate designs. These techluques 

. have been evolved and applied in industry. The best kn~m exponcnt of 

these methods is E. l,:atchettof the West of England Engineering E!1ployers 

Association. He has directed lnlU1Y courses aimed at training practicing 

designers to improve thei:; performance by use of check lists and a complex 
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sequence of set questions. 

Whilst computers are now widely used in design offices for the 

rapid processing of complex calculations and the simulation of operating 

situations, .their use in the more creative realm of design hIls not made 

very much progress. 

In spite of the concern for greater efficiency none of the methods 

mentioned are ·at present sUbstantiated by measured improvements in output. 

This is probably due to the difficulty of making reliable and. comparable 

measurements. 

Conclusions The foregoing brief outline of current research indicates 

the wide range of topics that are being investigated. Whilst very IllalW 

theories, concepts and techniques have been put fo~vard in a period of 

less than 20 years, only a few have so far been accepted as applicable 

in design offices and their adoption in the working situation has been 

slow. Many of the techni'lues are at present too abstruse and theoretical 

for practical application. At present there is still only a limited body 

of kn01rledge that would be generally accepted as trustworthy by the 

majority of experts. In this respect the study of Design can be said to be 

in its infancy. 

With rcspect to l,!unicipal Engineering, there is no evidence in the 

professional press ·or at meetings to indicate any serious interest in 

research into the subject of Design. Even when the larger sphere of 

Civil Engineering is considered interest is· limited • 

. Design - Classification of Activities Before any real progress can be 

made in understanding and improving the "design process" it is essential 

.to break it down into parts so that features common to different design 

situations can be identified. There are two methods of classification 

which are novr in general use by experts on this subject. One which relies 

upon identifying activities that involve similar ment.alprocesses and will 

.be designated "Fundamental Activities" for the purpose of this thesis. 
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~he other relies upon breaking the process down into an historical 

sequence of activities and is here designated "Design strategy". In 

architecture this approach is called "Plan of V/ork". 

"Fundamental activities" There are a n~~ber of mental processes which 

can be identified as playing an important part in the design process. 

The most obvious is creative thought by whicll new design concepts are 

generated. In a subsequent section the more dominant mental processes 

associated with the design process will be examined and "fundamental 

activities" identified. They can be considered as the basic,building 

blocks of the larger process as portrayed by the "Design strategy". 

These "fundamental activities" are present throughout the "Design 

strategy" but with varying degrees of intensity and differing emphasis 

at each stage. 

"Design Strategy" Every design process can be divided into stages which, 

are punctuated by important decisions. These are normally associated with 

a commitment to a chosen design solution or with the commitment of 

resources for a future refinement of design or execution of the design. 

The "Design Strategy" will, therefore, be industry orientated. It is very 

obviously structured by the type of project, the specialist field of 

expertise and the organisational conventions and procedures of both the 

sponsor of the project and implementing industry. For example, in Local 

Government where major decisions are made by elected representatives, their 

decisions will demsrk major stages in the design. Such major stages would 

prObably be subdivided by'the incidence of major technical decisions made 

by an individual, or group of chief officers. In cases where schemes require 

~he approval of, for instance, a Government Department, this may establish 

the boundaries of yet another stage in the design process. E<J).lally, the 

firm commitment of land reservations or financial provisions may demark 

other stages. These concepts will be illustrated when Design Strategies are 

developed i~ detail later in this thesis. 
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In modern parlance the "FundamentriJ. Activities" might be seen as 

the process in microcosm and the "Design strategy" ·as in macrocosm. 

This thesis will therefore firstly identify and then explore in 

some depth a classification of "Fundiunental Activities". Subse'luently a 

general study of design will lead to the emergence of "Design strategies". 

This classification will be specific to the field of Municipal Engineering. 

By the. combined. use of both forms of classification, I intend to high-

light some of the more significant features of the total process, expose 

the character of its complex functioning and indicate possible means for . . 

its improved management. 
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2.02 THE DE:SIGN FIELD 

Design situations are generally presented in such a form" that the.' 

field of concern and extent of interest are broadly stated. Vnhilst the 

nature and scope of the design problem may evolve during the stages of 

design the final solution usually remains within the broad limits in which 

it was first postulated. Designers are" therefore, accustomed to 

accepting these limitations on the area 'of activity and scale of solution. 

Whilst in many cases the boundaries to a problem are clearly evident there 

are also situations where no such. clear. boundary exists. For example, the 

design of roads and sewers to serve a specifio development or the 

provision of a sports oentre will take plaoe within fairly obvious 

boundary oonditions. When hov~'/er a traffio regulation order to control 

stationary vehioles is considered the boundaries are far more a matter 

of oonvenience. Again the area to be served by a new sewage or refuse 

disposal plant could be restrioted to a single local authority er extended 
• 

on a regional basis. The same applies to most major !oad schemes. 

In many situations where convention and practice have established 

boundaries to problems such boundaries are not the result of real 

, limitations inherent in the situation but the consequence of the 

narrowness of the sponsors involvement or the teohnioal inadequaoy of the 

designer. ,Before investigating the more praotical a~plication of design , 

it is appro:priate to explore the nature and extent of' the design field. 

A design solution to any problem can be divided down into small parts 

or "elements". 14 , The solution CB-"l then be described in terms of "eleoents" 

and the "relation" betlveen "elements". There is, .of course, a' very ylide 

ELEMENT 0- RELATION -D ELEMENT 

THE DESIGN FIELD, 

FIGUU> NO. 1 
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variety of such elements and they can be arranged in many different. 

patterns of relations. It is fundamental to this concept that all 

"elements" have a relation with all other "elements" and that a relation 

may obtain only between elements but not be~veen other relations. 

, THE DESIGN FIELD. ' 

FIGURE NO. 2 

In figure No. 2 some typical groupings of elements are shovm and the 

relation'links are shO\7n as lines. These 'various patterns can be 

consicIered as a group and a relation formed be~'reen two such groups as 
• 

shown in figure Ho. :I. This relation is not really just a simple single 

THE DESIGN FIELD. ' 

FIGURE NO. :5 

line as shm~ by the dark line but a very complex netvrork of relations 

linking all elements to every other element. It soon becomes evident that 

the multiplicity of relations is enormous • .As one considers ever larger 

groupings of elements the relations grow beyond comprehension and small 

groups combine.to form ever larger groups as more complex problems are 

"decomposed". In the ultimate, the'whole of man I s environment can be 

conceived as built of "elements" and "relations". 

. For practical convenience a design must be capable of examination 
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and development in isolation from the totality of its environment;_ 

Obviously the enviro~~nt cannot be disregarded but its interaction with 

the design field must be amenable to stylisation into a manageable form. 

It is, therefore, necessary to select interfaces betvreen the design field 

and its environment. Whilst in the concept previously postulated it has 

been stipulated that an interconnection or relation exists between each 

and every "element". The intensity and significance of these relations 

differ widely. A majority of "relations" are so unimportant that their 

very existence can be ignored. The remaining relations can then be ranked 

according to the -''>ay in which changes in the "element" alters the 

relation. Ideally, the interface between a design field and its environment 

should be selected so that a minimum of significant relations cross the 

interface. E<;J.Ually, it is advantageous if the "elements" forming the 

immediate environment are stable in character. Under these cirmlmstances, 

the environmental conditions surrounding the design field can be readily 

stylised and the constraints upon the design defined. If attention is now 

directed towards the design field it is usually found that the "relations" 

within the :tield.- are strong and the "elements" cohere together. With a 

good design the grouping and. relations take on special significance and the 

aggregated relations weld the group into a closely knit unity matching 
--

the environment with economy._ For example the national road network has 

such = aggregated relationship. So also has a single village bypass cm 

a part of that netvlork. 

The designer's breadth of thourht The thought processes associated with 

design are fundamental to the success of the "mole design activity. 

1,!8ny of these processes cannot be externalised and their scope and 

magnitude is limited by the capacity of the mind to assimilate, retain and 

manipulate information and ideas. Moreover, in so far as any design must 

be a unity, then in broad coricept that design mu~t be the product of a 

single intellect.--
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Where a design field is too large for a single designer to handle 

because of its complexity and/or the time avc,ilable for completion of 
, ' 

the Vlork, then it must be divided between a team of designers. The 

overall co-ordination and control of the broad concept must remain in 

the charge of a single designer but the more detailed work allocated 

between members of the team. In so far as it is possible, interfaces 

bet\veen the VIOrk of each team member or sub design team should'be 

selected to keep interaction to a minimum. For example the design of a 

large complex urban higlr,va;y' scheme will b7 directed by a single project' 

leader. Various groups of designers .vill concentrate on specific parts of 

the design, for instance Traffic Signal Equipment, Modifications to 

existing sewers, structural design of over bridges, provision of' street 

lighting and introduction of traffic regulations. This'V!hole problem is 

made much more dif'ficult to resolve with, the rapid growth in technical 

knowledge and the increasing specialisation of designers. These f'actors 

also make it more difficult to find a suitable design leader with a 

broad general background and the ability to deal in the primary concepts of' 

the design. 

The consequences ,of the, principles outlined here are developed in 

the section 5.01 entitled "Hierarchy of Design Achievement". It is essential 

however to remember that the limits to a ,Design Field are limits of' 

convenience. 
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Probably one of the most convenient and successful methods available 

to illustrate a complex and dynamic process is the use of a flow diagram. 

The graphical representation of an idea is often easier for the mind to 

assimilate and such diagrams can frequently be remembered and used as an 

aid to thought. They can express a dynamic situation more adequately than 

nu.'llbers or words and when dealing with basic concepts are most suitable 

for the presentation of general theories. The use of the flow diagram in 

the present context makes it possible to indicate, specifio inputs, types 

end location of activity, specifio outputs, define spheres of involvement,· 

demonstrate the general sequence of operation, linkages and the 

interaotions that take place. 

In recent years a nu.'llber of flow diagrams have been evolved in this 

area of research. Each has its particular emphasis and in many cases a 

vdde v~iety of nomenolature is used. I propose to bring together a 

seleotion of the more meaningful concepts in an attempt to present a 

comprehensive theory of the design process. In certain instances the 

systems diagrams have been modified, extended and elaborated to fulfil 

the objectives of the present research. Subsequently, a schedule of 

"Fundamental Activity" will be prepared and form the basis of a detailed 

investigation. 

Design and Construction In some fields of creative activity one person· 

is at the same time .involved in both the development of the concept and 

the physical realisation of the finished '7Ork. Artists and craftsmen 

are often assumed to be in this situation and the continual interaction 

between mind, eye and hand is an intimate and co'"plex process. But in 

Civil EnBineering,design is being ex~ned in the situation where 

. proposals are formulated and documented to be subsequently. implemented by. 

others. In this situation the interaction between the designer's world of 

ideas and the tradesman's world of matter is minimal. This situation is 
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illustrated in figure No. 4 and the realm of design and construction 

delineated. 
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Artist. Scientist and Inventor There exists considerable confusion 

about the respective roles of the Artist, Scientist and Inventor. The' 

term inventor is used for a specifiC purpose' in this instance which will 
~ . 

become clearer when the figure No. 5 is examined. This illustration, 

15 which is based on Australian research, puts forvrarda valUable concept • 
. . 

In origin the concept demonstrated the comprehensive role and function of 

the Architect in relation to thellrtist, Scientist and Inventor •. Whilst 
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"~ - Fi.gure :10. 5 is baMd upon 1l.."lilluetraticn" takG~ 

from a lecture by G. lIerberl c!ltitled _"A diD."rum.:!tic .. 
, 
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SUllll:lllry of the archi tecturul design process". 

" fn" Australia, Sept. 1966, pages 140-142. 
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. the engineer may naturally be tempted to dispute .the all embracing role 

of the Architect, at least in theory it can be accepted as an idealistic 

concept. Probably a more valid objection would be to the unreal purity of 

function attributed to each specialisation. In the real' world situation 

the three primary functions used in the illustration would become inter-

mixed. Moreover, the admixture and. level of attributes would not be on a 

straight one to one basis. 

This thesis seeks to explore the field of the Municipal Engineer and his 

role has been added to figure No. 5. It will be seen that his skills are 

primarily those of the' combined scientist and inventor. The Civil 

Engineer would fall into a similar category. In so far as the Municipal 

Engineer!3 work impinges upon the built environ.'llent with major bridges, 

roads, dams, etc., it could be argued that an element of the Artist would 

be desirable. Of course in other respects this would be quite unjustified. 
~ . 

If we now consider the Tmm Planner who is closely allicd to the Municipal 

Engineer, he VTouldbe in a category very sj,milar to the Architect. In 

practice, the respective importance of the skills of f>rtist, Scientist 

and Inventor vrould be mingled in different proportions to that of the 

Architect. The Electrical, Mechanical or Chemical Engineel' would fall into 

a category' similar to, the launicipal Engineer, whilst the Industrial 

Designer probably into a category combining Artist 1l!ld InventOr. 

From the foregoing, it is easier to see the similarities and differences 

between the creative roles of the various specialists. 

Simple Flow Diagram A simple but useful flow diagram of the total 

process has been developed by L. fu.UceArcher. 16 A copy of this is shovm 

in figure No. 6. His systeJ:l has external.inputs designated Brief, Training 
.. " 

and ~xperience and issues in an output;ith the emergence.ofthe Solution • 
.. \ 

Th~r~ are a number of re-drculating links which attemPttoportro.y the 

i:;;~'~ative character of th~' design process. They demonstrate that the 
, 

. evolutionary development of a design solution changes and expands everi the 

designer's und.erstanding of his bricf and alters stD.ges alrco.dy completed. 
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· l!2.!a - Figu.re no. 6 is trtken from a leoture by L.B. Archer 

cmti tIed "Systematic mothod, for designers". D(;;!3ign'I ' 

· . JUne 1963, p:tges 70-72. . 

Figu.re )10. 8 is ta1~en from a lecture. by rc.lT. HorrJ,s 
! 
I 
I 

included in "Systematic to Intuitive Hethods in Engineering" 

(Edit. Jones, J.C. & Thorn~ey, D.G.) . .,perrramoll1963, page 118. t , 
! 

Fieure No. 9 hl taken from a textbook by E. V. Krfck. 
, .' . . . '." .f· , '.' , ' 

!,. '. 
ffAn introduction to Engineering & Engineerj.ng Desien", '~i1ey. 

Figu!'9 No. 1 Cl is tak~n from a lect-ure by R. D. ~ratts 

'., "'1' .. 
· reportedbyp •. Scherin' "Thcory,of.Design".!?ellort . or. a 
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, Birtiinghb.m SYmposiut:l". TheA.rcIlitectura1JOUrn~?: ~.nfOrTAa;f.:o.:,~,~:.:i.'. 
Lf.brary,24 Nov. 1.965. page 1224. . -' '-;',.1 
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Whilst this simple concept is so elementary as to be quite unreal in llI:l.!lY ' 

ways, it conveys some of the basic enigmas of the design process. 

Comnlex Flow Diagram In contrast to the previous example, M. Asimow 7 

has produced a much more complex representation of the design process 

using the symbols of computer programming. This is shoym in Figure No. 7. 

The process is staged into feasibility study, preliminary design and 

detailed design and there is a certain similarity of form within each of 
, . 

these stages. Whilst iterative or feedback loops are indicated, the 

clinical precision and rigid se~ence of this flmv diagram give it a 

mechanistic inhuman quality. It does however demonstrate the very complex 

sequences of events and activities necessary if the design process is to 

be expressed in logical terms. In some w~s it portrays a sophisticated 

robot but lacldng this vital but disconcerting spark of life. 

Questions and Answers A much simpler way of considering the design 

process is to represent 'it as a question and anmver sit~tion.17, 

vVhen design commences there are m~~y UIL~nowns. These graduallY,take the 

form of questions. As design solutions are found, these are, in fact, 

anmrers to the previously postulated questions. The final design solution 

is the know position. In some ways this approach must be qualified as it 

would be untrue to assume there is a right and single correct answer to 

each question. Normally, there are a range of acceptable answers, some 

better than oth~rs. In the figure No. 8 the five aspects of design are 

shm'm. The design starts with a problem and with the lapse of time, 

progresses through three levels of sophistication terminating with, a 

detailed documentation ready for implementation. Schematic ally analysis 
, , 

is dominant in, the early stages, whilst decisions and communications 

persist to the end. This representation'shows the various aspects 

proceeding 
,. " :; 

simul taneously as is often "experienced in reality. 
-. ".' . - ,- :" ".¥-'. ,,:;.:~; -,,','., 

Eratic Progress From the previous illustrations ' it could be falsely 

concluded that designs evolve in a steady and systematic manner. 

Attractive as it may be, this :i.s not the general experience. Frequently 
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progress is· eratic and at certain stages work already completed has to be 

abandoned and redone because of a sudd.en appreciation ofa previousJ,y 

unknown facet of the problem or potential solution. The ?igure No. 9 very 

adequately portrays this unpred.ictable characteristic of the. design process 

which is so frustrating· to the' systematic logical' mind.. 18 

Iteration from· Abstraction to Reality The spiral graphically portrays 19 

in Figure No. 10 the continuously changing· state· of the system co~prising 

the designer in an evolving environment. This environment is mod.ified by . .' . 

the very solutions pro;posed by the designer. It is a far more meaningful 

representation than the more conventional feed back loop .mich implies 

the cyclic ropetition of an identical process. Each loop passes the line 

of decision. These decisions can be seen as milestones upon a logical and 

gradual transformation of an abstract need to a concrete proposal. One writer 

clearly expand.s this d.iagr~~tic concept and mod.ifies the d.iameter and 

spacing of the loops to represent the varie~ of design sequences met in 

practice. 

The Chinese Box In all the concepts so far described, it has been assumed 

that the activities of analysis, synthesis, evaluation, etc. I).re 

categories Vlhich can be isolated and take place in· an ind.ependent manner. 

This is in reality an over simplification for convenience of thougl;lt. 

In most cases the execution of one activity at one scale requires at a 

smaller scale of detail the full range of all activities in repetitive 

links. It would be reasonable, therefore, to liken the. process to the 

"Chinese Box" .mere each box contains a group of boxes and each box 'is one 

of a larger group contained. in a larger box. 

The "C;vlinder Set" 'A very ·novel and interesting method for representing 

the design process is put fOI"\7ard by Bryce Mortlock 14 and published in 

Australia. He makes use of a concept for portraying a four d.imensional 

system developed by Joseph Esherik, Prof. of Architecture at Berkley. 

The cylinder set is described as having finite domain and infinite range. 

Infinite range is the extension in time but the finite domain is merely 
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a convention using a perspective linear graph to isolate Things for 

attention. The cylinder set is linked to the rest of the world by 

relation lines which our value-system allows us to ignore but whlch 

continue to exist and to influence the operation of the system. Figure 

No. 11 demonstrates the, application of this concept to the design process. 

Conclusions From those abstract representatives described it Could be 

concluded that the design process may have the foll~.ving characteristics:-

a) Evolutionary Each step builds on what has gone before and. 

,there is a continuity of development., 

b) Cyclic Certain fundamental activities recur in a cyclic 

manner as a design evolves. 

c) Speculative There' is no certainty about subsequent stages, 

and there is always a possibility of abortive design with 

attendant iteration. 

d) Chaotic The fundamental activities are not self contained 

and in fact interact with and incorporate in miniature a full 

cycle of fundamental activities. 
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a convention using a perspective linear graph to isolate Things for 

attention. The cylinder set is linked to the rest of the world by 

rela tion lines which our value-system allows' us ,to ignore but ",Mch 

continue to exist and to influence the operation of the system. Figure 

No. 11 demonstrates the application of this concept to the design process. 

Conclusions From those abstract representatives described it could be 

concluded that the design process may have the following characteristics;-

a) Evolutionary Each step builds on what has gone before and 

there is a continuity of development.· 

b) Cyclic Certain fundamental activities recur in a cyclic 

manner as a design evolves. 

c) Sneculative There' is no certainty about subse~ent stages 

and there is always a possibility Of abortive design with 
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a.ttendant iteration. 

d) Chaotic The fundamental activities are not self contained 

and in fact interact vrith and incorporate in miniature a full 

cycle of fundamental activities. 
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Note Figure .1'10. '11 is taken from a lecture by B. J.:ortlock 

.. ', 

I 

, entitled "l'!odel of, the Design Process an9. the proble:n of:, 

Values" •. Architectui-e in Australia, Dee.~965, page 123. 
" '. "y. 



THE' . , CYLINDER SET' 
. FIGURE No. 11 ' 
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I RO.t .. e_ E'i€Ure }) o• 7 is bken frorn a textbookby)r,. ASimow,' 
",,: ," 

, "Intr,oduc.tion to Design'!, Prentice Hall. 

; " . -:.. ;\ 

jNote.~ Fieure 110. 22 is taken from 'a, textbook by H. Asirnow 

I, . entit'l~'ci' "IntroduCtion to Design",' Prentice lInl1. 
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2.04· FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN ACTIVITIES : GENERAL 

Fundamental Design Activities are proposed as a method of 

classification that identifies activities that involve similar mental 

processes. Unfortunately there is no existing classification which is 

Widely accepted by students of design. Each expert tends to propose his 
., 

ovm classification. In table No. 5 the classification proposed by seven 

writers on design are .tabula ted. The· work of these experts has already 

been referred to in this thesis. On the extreme right the author sets 

out the classification he proposes to use. This attempts to consolidate 

the classifications of pre.vious workers in this subject. , 

Preparation There are a number of sub classifications used for this 

aspect of design. Whilst the division into "Progrrunming" "Data Collection" 

16 14 . and "Analysis" proposed by Archer, and Mortlock has .attractJ.ons 

it was decided to use the simpler classification of "Preparation". l'he 

word "analysis" was intentionally avoided as it has particular 

connotations in Civil Engineering. Its use in the term "structural 

Analysis" could lead to misunderstandings. Structural Analysis actually 

follov/s and does not precede Synthesis. 

Incubation Patrick 5 is the oniy writer to use this term but the 

existence of this mental activi~·is supported both by Keostler, Gordon 

'and other students of psyohology. The inclusion of it in the author's 

classification makes the range of activities more comprehensive. 

~.mthesis There seems considerable agreer.lent among the experts on 
. 

this term. Tne term- Development has been excluded as the "Developr.lent" 

of an initial concept is really a sub-sequence including the· full 

range. of Fundamental Activities and it would be confusing to give it a 

separate· classification •.. 

Verification or (Evaluation) There seems little doubt to an experienced 

designer that this is an important activi~. It seems strange that it 

is overlooked by Archer, 16 Norris, 17 Krick 18 and Watts. 19 
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Deoision The omission of this is even more difficult to understand. 

Nobody oan however doubt that the design process involves many decisions. 

COlll!!lunioation or . (Presentation) This is·an essential olimax to any 

design process that relies upon others to implement its proposals. 

Summary It is oontended -that .these six aotivities adequately describe 

the simple situation of a single designer at work in isolation. Most 

design situations are complex involving more than one designer and 

relying upon assistance from other members of the parent organisation • 

. In these circumstances at the simplest the aotivities wUl be subjeot 

to "IJanagement" and supported by "Administration" • Figure No. 12 shovrs 

. the situation novrpostulated by the author. This concept vdll be 

explored in more detail. Table No. 4 sets out in some detail the nature 

and content of each Fundamental Activity. 

'\ 

incubation 

FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN ACTIVITIES 

FIGURE No. 12. 

Design by Evolution Each of the wa:ysof representing the design process 

already described places emphasis upon a different aspect. In the 

author I S view one of the important aspects of design is the gradual 

evolution of a solution. It inust be realised that opportunism and 

continuit,y are fundamental to the process. In order to demonstrate this 

aspect of the process the author has devised the flow diagram shown 

in figure No. 1:3. 
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Category 

Management 

Preparation 

Incubation 

Synthesis 

Verification 

Decision 

Communi cat inn 

Administration 

Definition 

To exercise control . 

FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN ACTIVITIES 

TABLE NoL 4 

The systematic exploration of needs, problems; or situations 
and their resolution into simple elements grouped in a 
logical and meaningful manner. 

The sub-conscious mental processes that bridge the gap 
between Preparation and Synthesis. 

The creative act of generating new concepts and the 
building up of separate elements into a connected' whole. 

The logical and critical evaluation of concepts to 
determine their adequacy and provide an aid to decision 
making 

A conclusion - making up one's mind.' 

The act of issuing or receiving a request or information. 

Regular course of procedure. 



Sub-Category 

a) 
b) 

Decision - A conclusion - making up ones mind (See below) 

Organize -.To initiate, co-orditkte and control the total prOCQse but· exci~:ng 
decision. ·1 

·.,1· 
a) Search.-to locate relevant information. 

b) Data collection and survey. I 
c) Data prediction by various methods including model analysis. 

: . 

d) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Transformation of data into meaningful· patterns by collating and editing. 

Programming the sequence interaction and duration of future activities. 

Problem formulation by the selective,manipulation of data. 

Innovation resulting in the imaginative generation of new concepts. , 
Development of viable design concepts by constructive manipulation of elements 

and convergent evolution. 

a) Assessment of concepts and proposals to determine whether they are adequate. 

b) Comparison of alternative solutions to indicate their relative merits. 

c) Justification of the commitment: of resources for further design or the 
implementation of the preferred solution. 

d) Transformation The selection and arrangement of data into a form suitable for 
use indecision making. 

a) Choice of the preferred option from a number of alternatives and the rejection 
of the remainder. 

b) Commitment of resources in ter~s of time, manpower and materials to an approved. 
course of action. 

I 

a) The legal, administrative and clerical processes necessary for the design to 
proceed and '.construction. begin. 

b) The negotiations for . t. I of land and other resources. acqulsi lon. 

c) 
I 

The legal reservation or ordering of all necessary resources, rights or 
relationships. ' ' 

'1'·;·: 
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If a record were made at the end of each phase of design indicating 

the relevant work completed this would give a measure of the progress 

of the a.esign. At the same time it would be useful to assess the growth 

of the designers experience. This approach is rather like Time Lapse 

,Photography. Figure No. 15 portrays the progress that could be-

anticipated. During each phase the designer's attention is focused upon 

one f'undamentalactivity. This will not exclude the completion of aspects 

of the work relevant to other fUndamental activities. The mind does not 

operate in closed water tight compartments. In some instances work 

already completed will be rejected and no longer relevant and in some , 

cases work overlooked at a previous phase will be added. The designer 

starts with his past experience plus the design brief. As the design 

proceeds his experience specific to the current design grows. The design 

process ends vdth the solution completed and the designer's specific 

experience is assimilated into his general experience. Whilst 

Incubation has been shown in the diagram the -aotivity takes place largely 

in the sub-oonscious and is therefore not given any diagrammatio 

representation. 

Conclusions The Abstraot Representations of the Design Process are 

Obviously gross over simplifications of the real working situation. They 

do however enable certain FUndamental Activities to be exposed. These 

will be examined in detail in the subse<j).lent seotions. 
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2.05 FUND.AlIEN'nu, DESIGN ACTIVITY: B1EPAHATION 

Definiticn : Fcr the purpcses of this thesis Preparation has been 

defined:-

"The systematic exploration of needs, problems or situations and. 

their resolution into simple elements grouped in a logical and 

meaningful manner". 

This broad definition has been further broken down into sub-

categories:-

(a) Search to lecate relevant information. 

(b).Data collection and survey. 

(c) Data prediction by various methods including model analysis. 

(d) Transfornation of data into meaningful patterns by collating 

and editing. 

L'1 the previous section 2.05 dealing with "The Abstract representation 

of the Design Process"· various ccnceptual models of the Design Prccess were 

given which illus tra te h0\7 the fundamental acti vi tie s quite commonly recur 

in a cyclic manner as a complex design evolves from a primative need or 

design brief to a finished design. Whilst the activity of "preparation" is 

common in character at each stage, the level of detail ar~ emphasis varies 

from broad brush to fine detail. T'nis fact will be illustrated as the 

section proceeds. 

The "Preparation" should produce the "raw material" for the subsequent 

"Synthesis" of'ne,v concepts and designs. 

Designer's Brief Designers seldom get a clear "design brief" and nearly 

al~~s have to develop their own. This fact often causes frustration among 

the inexperienced. Some modern management techniques expect detail "design 

briefs" to exist before design starts. There is a sense in which "coo 

detailcd and restrictive a "brief" can embarrass a designer and result in 

an inadequate design solution or even abort all solutions. For example, if 
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the problem is defined in terms of an an~rer there is only limited scope' 

for. the designer's initiative. E~ally, if too great an emphasis is 

placed on certain 'constraints the brief can pose an insoluable problem. 

In the Leicester office a brief was given for the design of . an urban 

. motOl"lva,y defining a n.unber of important buildings which must be avoided 

and stipulating that the'road must be designed for a speed of 50 m.p.h. 

It was a physicalimpossibili~ to conform to both requirements. In the 

event, the design speed had to be lowered to 40 m.p.h • 

.Again two separate but adjacent 'T'junctions were being designed to 

accommodate increased traffic flows. Considered as two junctions, it '''as 

impossible to find a suitable solution. When, however, the two approach 

roads were realigned to form a single intersection a very satisfactory 

solution became, immediately obvious. 

Too detailed a brief can often predispose a designer to an 

unsatisfactory solution and at time~ be a b=ier to his creative genius. 

Such barriers seem unreal once an acceptable design has been achieved but 

they frequently form a complete mental block to the designer. There is an 

equal hazard in giving an insufficient brief. This leads to most serious 

consequences if the designer is ine~rienced in the field and consequently 

unable to set his ~flnlimits to the brief. A blatent example occurred 

recently when a new graduate trainee was presented vri th the design of a 

simple highway recon~truction scheme. Pressure of sickness and changes in 

staff reduced his contact vrith more senior engineers. His lack of knowledge 

resulted in ad;sign in ,wlich the vertical curves, crossfall and gradients 

were such that the proposed highway would not drain. 

Alleged Heed - Designers Brief Whilst some designers are not appointed 

untIl the sponsor of the design has formulated his needs, this is seldom 

the situation in Municipal Engineering. Normally the full-time staff of the 

Local Authority is involved in the early formative observation of need I1l1d 

~ite fre~ently actually draws the attention of· elccted members to the 

existence of the need. 
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The deSign work of Local Allthority Engineers UBually arises from one 

of two main causes. Either an existing facility is not proving acceptable 

or there is a desire to provide a new facility which has not. existed 

previously. For example an existing watercourse may flood due to the 

increased flow from new residential development upstream. There then exists 

a need to improve the existing watercourse. A typical exrunple of the 
. 

provision of a new facility was the construction of a Sports Staditun at 

Leicester. 

Preparation is the first activity upon which the designer embarks when 

faced with a "need" situation. Subsequently by "synthesis", "verification" 

and "decision" a Design Brief will emerge. 

Pt-eparation a recurrent activity 1Vhilst it is natU!:'al to see "Preparation" 

as the first vital step in defining the problem situation, this activity 

recurs throughout design. When the Design Brief has been agree.9, it is by 

"Pre:?aration" that the technical options and constraints on design are 

exposed· prior to the "Synthesis" of a concept. For example, . the "design 

brief" fer the previously mentioned watercourse might require an existing 

road culvert to be enlarged. A further phase of "Preparation" will expose 

• possible forms of construction. Even when the form of construction has 

been resolved, further "Preparation" will be necessary to highlight items 

of detail design. For instance, the detailing of the road ·guardrail etc. 

It will therefore be seen that "Preparation" recurs at various :levels 

of detail throughout the whole design process. 

DesiJ)l1ers l!:xperience When embarking upon a "Preparation" phase in design, 

the designer has no prior knowledge or exPerience of the :i.:.ullediate problem. 

His past training and experience will provide some of the required 

informtion for "Preparation". lIe is therefore cono erne d to build. upon his 

OIVU reservoir of knowledge with new project orientated information. 

normally the designers background knowledge reduces the time necessary for 

"Preparation" and aids rapid progress. Past experience will sometime~ 

restrict the "Preparation". Por exarrple a lJnmicipal engineer, experienced 
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in the' design of major roads in a rural county area is pre-conditioned 

to consider a road as a linear traffic route. The village by-pass. is the 

common instance. Such an engineer engaged for the first time on an urban 

. scheme seldom considers.the network implications of changing the traffic 

capacity of a length of road. This pre-conditioning has had serious effects 

upon the resolution of urban highway problems.' 

Additional Information Vlhen embarking upon "Preparation" the initial. 

concern will be for additional information. The first Sub-Category of 

"Preparation" is therefore "Search i'. The act of searching for information 

brings into play "Divergent" thinking. In many respects' this can be 

considered as a random seeking of additional information. This seeking 

obviously starts from the "Design Brief" and the strategy adopted will be . 

influenced by the designer's previous experience. To locate new 

information 'the designer will relax his self-restraint. A typical. example 

of "Preparation" and Divergent thought is the civil engineer who starting 

a new' design makes a visit to the site.· Whilst he will embark on that visit 

intent on collecting specific information it is fairly certain that under 

the stimulus' of the physical environment, in a mental attitude of "Divergent" 

thought, he will observe unexpected information and probably think: of 

worthwhile sources of further useful information. 

At this stage, it is very important to resist the temptation to fix one's 

mind on a specific end solution to the design. Such a premature 

predisposi tion can be a major barrier to collecting the information reo..uired 

~d'could hamper subsequent "Synthesis". 

Relevant Information It is very important that only relevant information 

should be collected. The collectionof.additional information can prove . . 
costly in both time and money. Ideally, the designer should avoid. collecting 

any more information than is necessary or collecting it too early in the 

process. This is a philosophy of perfection which cannot in reality be . 

attained because the relevance of the information is only evident in 

retrospect. Probably the most practical way of establishing a balance 
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between "random search" and "economy in search" is to set a cost/limit on· each .. 

investigation. Before'embarking on the investigation, the designer mUllt be 

satisfied there is a reasonable prospect that the value of the outcome· will 

be worth the expenditure. For example, when prospecting alternative routes 
.. . r 

for a major highway or trunk sewer,· the initial1and survey will probably 

b~ on·Ordnance Survey sheets to a small scale tL~ikely to exceed ~1250. 
The production of ~500 or 1/200 aerial or ground surveys at that stage 

would be extravagant and might prove subseCJ).lently UlUlecessary. 

Types of Information Every design is subject to certain limiting 

constraints. The purpose of "P,reparation" is to expose those constraints and 

present them in a form which sets. the limits within vihich an acceptable 

design solution must fall. Of course, "Preparation" is repeated a number 

of times during the normal design process. Each "Preparaticn" builds on the 

previous information collected for and generated during the design process. 

Equally, each recurrence of a "P,reparation" stage will result in a 

refinement and expansion of the relevant information available. At the 

start of a design lIP,reparation" will tend to focus upon the broader issue.'3 
• 

whilst tOlvards the end it will focus upon minor detail. Tnere is, hO'.'rever, 

a similar activity taking place at all stages and the difference lies 

mainly in scale and attention to detail. For example, in the design of a 

bridge the early "Preparation" will be concentrated on such issues as 

loading; span, foundation conditions, appearance etc. At an advanced stage 

attention will be directed to such details as exact disposition of 

reinforcement, fixings for guard rails, surface treatment of river bank etc. 

Inputs and Out"Outs Any device, system etc. which has resulted from design 

can be represented in the very simple diagrammtic form shown in figure No. 

14. The finished design is shown as a rectangle. This is then subject to 

external forces which can be classed as "inputs" and the device or system 

will in turn produce various "outputs". Not all such "inputs" arevrithin 

human control neither are all the "outputs" advantageous or desired. These 

"inputs" and "outputs" together with, the device or system are all subjected 
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to limitations or constraints. In this concept the design mechanism is 

considered rather like an unknown black box which can only be described in 

terms of things and forces external to itself. This is, of course, the 

situation a designer wishes to be in when he seeks to generate a design 

solution. The purpose of "Preparation" is to define this problem situation 

before "synthesis" can begin. For example, for a sewage disposal works. 

Inputs 

a) Purposeful 

1. Fhysical - energy, matter 

2. Human -, control, mere presence 

5. Infor~~tional - error signals, 
coded data, instrumental control 

4. Economic - cost operation, 
maintenance t: depreciation 

, Exmnples 

Sewage - electrical power 

Plant operator 

Flovr recordings 
Effluent B.O.D. 

Loan repa,yments, 
Wages, etc. 

b) Environmental - heat"shock, moistt~e etc. Climatic conditions, 
Contours of site. 

Outputs 

a) Desired - that which the' design is 
beinz undertaken to achieve 

b) Undesired - deduced from system or 
device 

Effluent VIi th required 
purity, Innocuous sludge 

Unpleas~~t small, spoilt 53 
view, noise. 



Constraints on Inputs and Outputs . Limits and tolerances cnn normally be 

set ~or all o~ the Inputs and Outputs. These will be more rigid in some 

instances.than others. For example, in the case o~ the Se~age Disposal 

Works t.l-J.e maximum flOl"{, daily and weekly pattern of fl0l7 would be stated 

as input constraints. E'l.uallY, the output constraint, the 'l.uality of 

effluent would be defined. There 1vould also be limiting constraints upon 

operating costs, aesthetic condi tions and many other a.spects. 

Constraints upon system or device In this case the constraints set limi.ts 

to the scale, sophistication etc. o~ the actual design solution. Again, ~or 

a Sewage Disposal Works the cost o~ building the works, available site, 

contours and levels of site and relationship to sewage inlet and e~fluent 

outfall. l11ese and many other factors including knovm potential types of 

plant all set limitations and. constraints on the possible options open to 

'0. designer. 

More Detailed Design and Compatibility In the example' g:i. ven, items 

associated 'with the initial "Preparation" o~ a scheme have been given as 

these are easier to comprehend. Similar constraints etc. can be defined and 

identified as the design progresses into more detail. For example, the 

selection of pumping e'l.uipment, the choice of materials for weirs, scum 

boards. As the design progresses not only does compliance with constraints 

grow in complexity but also compatibility between alternative solutions 

becomes more important. For.example, pumps selected to handlc sludge must 

be capable of handling the type of sludge the chosen process equipment 

produces. In even nore detail, the flow recorders must transmit data in a . . 

forn that can be .displayed to operator in control room. The lathes in 

workshop and crane etc. must be suitable for repairs to, say, the Dual 

Fuel Diesel Engines selected. 

?actual Information Engineering is sometimes described as an "applied 
~ 

science". Part of the factual information which is col~ected during the 

"Prel'>al'ation" stage is the relevant scientific knowledge. Some of this 

comes :f'rom the theoretical backgrolmd of the engineer but with rapidly 
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advancing technical Y.nowledge this must be supplemented by more recent 

information. 

Factual information concerning ,the specific project is then collected. 

For a traffic junction scheme this would be traffic survey data, a land 

survey and other details. 

Information on availability of resources, materials etc. must be 

collected. This should be ,supplemented by a review of similar design 

solutions so that the merits of potential options can be exposed. For 

example, when embarking upon the design of an .Area Traffic Control Scheme 

for the Ci~ of Leicester an early stage was the collection of £actual data 

, on the schemes that are in operation in West London, GlasgOl'I and Liverpool. 

Knowledge of the successful and unsuccessful aspects of these prior schemes 

is ver'J relevant to the neVl design. In some cases a knowledge of ergonomics 

will be required if satisfactory conditions are to be provided for operators. 

From the above it will be seen that all this information is based upon 

observation of reali~ and much of the information is historical in 

character. 

Conventional Information Attractive as it may be to approach all problems 

'from basic principles, there is in many cases neither the need 'nor the time 

for this approach to formulate constraints etc. For example, the average 

engineer VTould not consider evolving his own hydraulic flOlv formula for 

pipe design. It is obvious that previous work,canbe accepted and applied. 

Equally, many constTaints are accepted on the basis of conventions 

established within the industry. For example, British Standard Specifications 
-

,are commonly used .men selecting materials and equipment. In the case of 

performance standards, and design criteria, many engineers rely upon Codes 

of Practice etc. This source of information is time saving for the designer 

and often provides a safeguard for the public against inexperience, etc. 

The collection and selection of conventional \visdom in'the form of codes, 

standards, etc. plays an important part in the "Preparation" activity of' 
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design. It is appropriate to include a fe\., words of warning in this 

section. The Institution of Structural Engineers published in 1969 a 

document entitled "Aims of Structural Design" 20 - the cover note gives a 

word of caution, "Satisfaction of·a code does not ensure an adequate 

·structure.No. rules can replace the skill and conscience of the designer; 

too many can destroy. them". 

Speculative Information In the two previous sub-sections attention has been 

concentrated upon the. collection and selection of relevant and reliable 

factual information. This information is collected to form as it were the 

launching pad upon which the designer will synthesise his design solution. 

T.~e designer is not really concerned with the past except in so far as it 

can guide him in his assessment of the future. Designs are concerned with 

future situations and are thus "leaps into the unknown". In his 

"Irer.>aration" the designer is therefore primarily concerned with predicting 

the future. Sometimes there is very little risk in predicting the future. 

For example, the l.!llnicipal Engineer designing access roads for a Local 

Authority Housing Scheme, can with reasonable certainty assume the future 

needs with regard to vehicle access.. He can also usually ensure that his 

roads will prove serviceable for several decades. When, horrever, he comes 

to consider the pedestrian needs of the estate, his predictions are more 

liable to error. This is often evidenced by the mud tracks residents make 

across the o)en landscap~d areas.· 

( 

Models The .!!:'d of making analytical models is that they should be 

sufficiently complex to be meaningful but simple enough to allav for solution 

within the problem solving constraints. 

Uodels as Predictors 

. Historical infor",.ation 

Tests 

Measurements 

Isolation of 
constants, etc. 

!.Iodel Building 

Mathematical 

or 

Simulation 
Model 

Speculative 
. InformatIOn: 

Prediction 
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. All "models" in some respects resemble or describe and/or behave as 

the real life counterpart. The types of model most commonly used fo~ 

predictive purposes are set out below with simple illustration from the ' 

field of Municipal Engineering. When considering models in a "freparation" 

stage it must be remembered that such models whilst often first established 

at that stage will subsequently be used in the "verification" stage' to test 

the potential design solution. 

B1,ysical Models Full size or scale models are widely used in all branches 

of engineering. Such models often provide empirical data from which 

subsequent mathematical or graphical models can be constructed. There have 

been many elaborate hydraulic models of river estuaries, dams etc. In the 

field of :,lunicipal Engineering the author construoted and tested model 

. stormvater overflows and deduced certain limiting conditions which were used 

in the subsequent "synthesis"'and "verifiQition" stages of design for 

stormlvater overflows built in Leeds. 

Another example was the design of'a central boiler flue for two adjacent 

22 storey tower blocks of flats. Uodels to scale of the flats were placed in 

a large wind tunnel and a flue and smoke plume simulated. The smoke patterns 
. , 

were then photographed for flues of different heights lvith wind in different 

directions and at various velocities. These photographs were used in the 

subsequent "synthesis" and "verification" of the flue design. 

Mathematical Models Models can be deduced from basic concepts of matter 

and energy as evolved in the pure sciences. More often than not such abstract 

. models are subject to empirical modifications and simplifications. A very 

good example of mathematical models in use in Municipal gngineering are the 

rainfall predictions given by Bilham. Such mathematical predictions are 

sometimes e~ressed in the form of graphs, nomographs or even as tables. 

There are obviously a multitude of such mathematical models. The growing 

science of Traffic' ,,:ngineering is already producing marJY. nel7 mathematical 

models. 
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Digital Simulation Models With the advent of digital computers the 

potential for mathematical simulation models has taken on a new dimension. 

Such models can be very complex .and truce cognizance of very many variables. 

Traffic engineering is. an example where computer models are used to simulate 

the relationship between Land Use/Transportation. From these models the 

Municipal Engineer obtains predictions of future travel demonds and he can 

use these as a basis for "synthesis"and as a test bed for examining his 

design. Whilst this field offers many ready-made models for the engineer, 

the· uninformed use of such models is hazardous. !.!any such models have an 

inherent over-simplification and idealisation of the real situation. 

Ultimate Solution will modifY constraints The whole process of design is 

beset with the !'Chicken and Egg" probleo. Which comes first, the "Preparation" 

or the "synthesis"? In, many situations the inputs, outputs and constraints 

are dependent upon subsequent design deoisions. This cannot be avoided and 

lies at the root of the whole iterative character of design. 

Often tentative assu~ptions about the design solutions are necessary for 

"Preparation". In'the case of storrnwater sewer design, for instance, 

assumptions about the velocity of flow in the sewerage system must be made 

before the worst storm conditions can be predicted either by matheoatical, 

graphical or computer techniques. Again, in the'case of structural design, 

the self weight of the structure must be assumed when considering loadings 

etc. 

Probably the most complex computer models used by Municipal Engineers 

are those used,in connection~vith Land Use/Transportation/studies. Such 

models are calibrated using survey information and then checked against 

cordon traffic surveys. At this stage the model has purely been built and 

tested for validity in the context of historical information. Once, however, 

they are used for predictive purposes some assumptions on future land use 

• 

and highway network capacity are necessary. Such predictions have many 

inadequacies because the available road space and level of traffic congestion 

vdll in reality affect the generation of vehicle trips. TI1US the constraints 
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on the preaictive moael are dependent upon variables in.the design solution. 

From the above it is evident that "Preparation" in the predictive 

context is subject to considerable'tUlcertainty and thejudger.ent of the 

eXperienced engineer is of paracount inportance~ 

Transformation of Information So far consideration has been concentrated 

upon search for, collection of and the prediction of relevant infornation. 

It is now necessary to arrange. the information in a meaningful way as a 

basis for "synthesis". 

Constraints can be represented in various ways. They can be seen as 

boundaries or limits defining an area within which the final solution 

must fall. Figure No. 15 shows such limitrs. 21 This is, however, a· very 

simple representation of the situation and is only likely to be valid at the 

early stage of design. In many eases there vdll be conflicts between 

certain of tp~ design requirements and the boundary constraints. Such 

conflicts can be simply represented. as a force diagram 21 ns aho.m in 

figure No. 16. Once more this si"Wle concept is only likely to be meaningful 

at the early stages of design when major policy is being formulated in broad 

brush terms. As the design proceeds the interaction of the constraints is very 

complex. Consider just t,vo sub problems and assume they can be represented 

as subject to limiting'but not contradicting boundary constraints. The 

interaction 22 bet·ween· the sub problem areas could fall into any of the five 

categories shovm ill figure No •. 17. If one assumes many sub problems and 

complex interactions the difficulties of bringing order out of the chaos is 

evident. For exaL~le, in the enrly stages of the design of a mnjor urban 

highway, the constraints upon selecting the line and location of junctions 

can be simply expressed and boundaries defined. At a later stage.the detailed 

design of pedestrian subways, bridge foundations and their interaction vdth 
. ~ . 

sewer, service and access requirements is subject to a very cOnWlex system 

of confused and conflicting con3traints. To make useful. patterns out of such 

information nssumptions have to be mde about relntive importance ana. order 

• 

of magnitude of the constraints. Some constraints w!len challenged nre amenable 
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~rote - Figures' Ho. 15 & 16 are ta.'<:en from a lecture by 
- ",.' '~:1, .. 

. I,;B. Archer entitled -"Systematic nethod for Desie;ners", 

Design, August 1963, ,page 54 
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Fi.ld of 
r~a5ibl« 
Solution 

DIAGRAMMATICALLY 

Opkimum Sclukion 
to Subp"'blom A 

Op~jmum Solul-ion 
to -Subproblrzm 6 

fi.l~ of 
Faas;ble 
Solution 

1 Subproblllm A Subprobl~m B 

2 A 6 

3 A B 

(B)"" 
i_: .... "', ::+ + ..... ,. 

J,; __ , 

4 A B 

A B • 
5 

-----.,. ... 

IN WORDS 

Wholly inc:omp"tibl~ ~olutions:' 

Thcz:~ is' no oVIZt"ali solution which 
e:rnbracas frzasiblcz: .solut.ions t.o 

both probl.ms. 

Mutually i"cornpatibllZ opti"",: 
Th,z:t"1Z i!J no overall solution which- em"b""t(S 
an) oplimum solution ta lZil.hcz:r subprobla:,.,,' 
bu!:. t.hilrcz ~!:'! owralf sclut.ions whrctt 

-·ernbr-actZ· ITIui:uaIlY,faasible solut.ioM to bo~h 
subprobl«rYls. (Sell nole blZ'lOw). 

Unilat.erally incompetiblcz optimum: 
t.hz~ is no overall solu.tion which rzmbr'aozs 
t.he optimum solution to Subprob1czm B;" but 

thczre t,!rq owral/ solutions t inelud,;,g one 
which providcz:s lhlZ optimum solution to 
Subp.abl.m A. (5 •• not .. b~law) 

AlternatlZ' optima: 
lnczt"'Q!: are ovcz .. c:slf solutions, which may 
includcz: thll" op~imum solution to A or 8 
but:. "oL to both simultar'lCzously. 
(Su not. bolaw) 

Coincide"tal opti,na : 
~hQ:t'<Z ar~ ova:rl!II solutiQns, inc:.luding ona: 
whrcn satisFies thlZ optima of' bol-h 
Subpf"Oblams simullaneously. 

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE THEORY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEeN ANY 

TWO SUElPR~ElLEMS 

FIGURE NO. 17 

NOT£: • 
• Th. FilZld of mutually. compatible solutions is rCl:presCl:nted by tha: sh.d.d ara:as. 

Tha: optimum solutions in e:ach c.ascz dnt ,..czprcz:s~nt(Z'q by e\ cross in thiZ 
C€:ntrcz.s of ihcZ circlcZs. Tha bast si~u8";on is snown In 5 I whczr<Z' optima 
coincide. When this cannot b. achi o:v<zd (as in 4, :3 and 2) " solu+i'on 
mIJS~ be choslZn within th<z shad",d' ar.za MercZ5~ to thlZ optimum which 

. Is c:onsidlZrczd rnorcZ important;· A or' 13. 
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to considerable relaxations. For example, on a major highway contract 

where. peroanent sheet piling was being used as a structural unit the 

:provision of cathodic protection had been assunedas an essential feature. 

When, however, the interaction of the cathodic protection with the adjacent 

water and gas mains. together with the G.P.O. and Electricity cables was 

. realised the need for such protection was re-examined. ~n the event the 

'rate of corrosion and structural hazards likely to arise was very small and made 

it preferable t~ abandon the· requirement of cathodic protection as 

maintenance or safety consequences were unimportant. 

Often constraints must be ranked in order of importance. If this is not 

done consciously then it will be done suhconsciously. Crude weightings of .1 

importance and ranking should and can be used. In this way inforr.lation 

should be transfcrmed to'sufficient and meaningful patterns for subsequent use. 

Design ,lids to "PreDaration" Work study Practitioners and others have 

introduced check list techniques to aid "preparation". The approaches listed 

below are used by E. Uatchett of the West of England Employers Association; 

Bristol. 

MAUD (l.Iethodical Lnalysis for use in Design) 

Procedural steps. 

1. Define the Prir.Jary Functional .Need (PFN). 

This is the need which is paramount. If not properly 
satisfied makes fulfilment of ali other needs pointless. 

2. li!arshall and record all known facts and intentions concerning 
the design. 

3. Consider the influence and life stages of the design to 
. uncover additional needs and limitations. 

4. Critically examine (CUB:;;:) the wn and other needs which might 
affect the design, in apparent order of priority and challenge 
the limitations in order to build up a true specification for 
the design. 

\ 
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CUBE 
\ 

Questioning sequence. 

1. Objective •. 

2. Time. 

5. Place. 

4. Resources. 

5. J.lethod. 

6. Challenge. 

(a) '.'!hat is the need? 

(b) What is its. form? 

(c) '!hat is. its magnitude? 

(d) What is its standard? 

(e) '1!hat is the cause of having to satisfy this need? 

(a) On what occasion will the need arise? 

(b) What is the seq)lence of which this need. forms part? 

(c) How often will the need arise? 

(d) How long will the need endure? 

(a) Vlhere 'rill the need arise? 

(b) What ore the positional needs? 

(c) "!hat are the relationship needs? 

(d) What are the environmental. needs? 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Needs or limitations in Men? 

" " " " l!o.chines?· 

11 It " n Materials? 

" .. .. .. !.!oney? 

What hasic principles and procedures is it intended 
to use? 

·t!hat would be the consequence of not satisfying this 
need? 

Conclusions . ~eparation forms the basis for "synthesis". At the very early 

stages of design this "synthesis" .rill be orientated to'."rards problem 

formulation whilst at later st~.ges it will be concerned to generate first 

design conoepts·and ultimately detail deSign and modified refinements of 

design. 

!.lany aspeots of Preparation have been explored an? these may be useful 

in dealing with specific design situations. This section also Ilighlignts 
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certain factors which contribute to the overall characteristics of the 

total process mentioned earlier. 

a) Evolutionasr Preparation by definition must lead on to 
something. 

b) q-rclic Preparation recurs many times throughout a. Civil 
Engineering Design. 

c) Soeculative A ra~dom search for information and the prediction 
of the future by models both bear the seeds of 
possible abortive vrork and. iteration. 

d) Cha.otic Yihen dealing vri th constraints attention is drawn 
to the interaction between postulated. solutions 
and constraints. 

This demonstrates the underlying chaos. 
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2.06 FUNDAH3NTAL DESIGN ACTIVITlliS : TIXlUBATION 

The activity has been defined:-

"The sub-conscious mental processes that bridge the 

gap between Preparation and Synthesis". 

Both Batrick 5 and Koestler 4 draw attention to this activity. It 

undoubtedly is a vital hidden link in the design process. The author is 

not competent to examine this subject in any detail. It would however be 

misleading if it were not briefly mentioned·in this thesis. . 

Koestler 4 gives a nUmber of examples of the way brilliant ideas 

dawned on famous men of creative genius on the most urilikely occasions. He 

suggests that having saturated ones mind in "preparation" one must wait and 

think aside. Often he' contends you may get the right solution but to a 

different problem. Gardon 5 draws attention among other3 to the psychological 

states of Detachment - real look from way out; Defer!aent - Discipline 

.against premature solution and Speculation - Let Illir>-d run free. All of these 

are very akin to ,vaiting and thinking aside. 

MallY of us will recall that anm'rers to the most intractable problem 

. often dawn \Vith a flash of insight at the most unexpected moment. E~ually we 

. have all experienced the frustration of working hard on a problem and just 

facing a total mental block. The author has observed that ideas dawn on him . 

when doi11£' simple repetitive or nearly automatic tasks: Drivine a car, 

savri11£' wood, mowing the lavm, simple but tedious mechanical arithmetic 

or soothi11£' draughting or tracing. One thing is obvious we cannot consciously 

diSCipline ourselves to the activity of "Incubation". Itis certainly an 

activity that takes place without ,.the designer realizing. Consequently . 

it vrill not be confined to normal \YOrking hours. Some might even de find time 

apparently wasted in' the of'fice on. social interchange,· drinking tea, smoking 
, 

etc,jas setting the climate for "Incubation". 
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It. may well be that the need for "Incubation" will set a limit on the 

acceleration of the design process that is possible by the use of computers 

to do the menial tasks. Draughting, tracing or simple repetitive 

calculations may be a valuable environment for "Inc~bation". 

Conclusions The mystery, ignorance and uncertainty that obviously surrounds 

this activit,y must contribute to the Chaos and Uncertainty that seems 

. characteristic of the design process. Equally in that incubation builds on 

. what has gone on in the designer's mind previously it confirms that t.l!e 

design is evolutionary in character. 
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2. 07 }"'UJIDAl,~1frAL DESIGN ACTIVI'rY SYNTHESIS 

"Those who refUse to go beyond fact rarely get ao far as fact". 

T.H. Huxley. 

'Synthesis has been defined for the purpose of this thesis:-

"The, creative act of generating' new concepts and the building up of 

separate elements, into a connected whole". 

'This broad definition'was further expanded:-

a) ProGramming the sequence, interaction and duration of 
fUture activities. 

, b) Problem formulation by the selective manipulation of data. 

c) Innovation resulting in the imaginative generation of new 
concepts. 

d) Develonment 'of a viable design, concept by constructive 
manipulation of elements and convergent 
evolution. 

It is from this activity that original ideas and concepts spring. In 

this respect it is the birth pla~e of design and creation. Equally, it is 

an area of activity which is most difficult to analyse describe and explain. 

There are a nU'llber of theories put forward 'I',nich indicate the mental 

processes involved. FrO:Il these, techniques to improve the performance of 

designers have been evolved and have proved serviceable in ma~ situations 

but are by no means a guarantee of successful creative activity. ' 

Eureka Act 

Arthur Koestler 4 explains that hW1lan learnil1g takes place as a result, 

of assimulating experiences and groupin& them in an ordered schemata. These 

, ,schemata which structure hu:nan thought frequently restricts the association 

of ideas to within each accepted schemata. Originality is the escape from 
, ;'--"" . , ',~, :",:" " ' 

',these res~rictions?r habits and the free ,association of previously . ".~ .. -. 
disassoCiat'edideas; In some cases these mutations are fruitful and result 

.,.'.. ', .. --,.,. ~ . 
in new ideas of value. At such ,tines we experieme a "flash of insight". 

TIle majority of such associations are useless and have no survival value. 
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A common example, of such useless bisociation is the normal dream where 

the most incongrous schemata of experiences are frequently intermixed in 

bewildering confusion. 

The concept can be graphically represented by assuming that tl'lO ' 

matrices Ml and 112 depict two separate and isolated schemata of thought 

or f'rames of ,mental reference. 'These two matrices do, in fact, intersect 

as shown in Figure No. 18. Unfortunately for creative purposes this 

.. -- -.~ ........ ----, "', --.... - .. -~--~,--- ...... ---

MATRIX Mf 

I 
" 

... .. ,;'" . ' . 
• ·0· -

• 

Figure Iro. 18 \ 

intersection is not acknowledged in the normal tho\Jght processes. The flash 

of inspiration or the birth of an original idea results from the 

observanCe of a connection between tyro previously unconnected matrices of 

experience. 

It is interesti~ t6 consider the forms used in the thought process. 

Picture thinking is the more primitive. Vrords are, of course, essential tools 

for formulating and communicating thoughts. Their very precision and clarity 

,can, however, become a snare and a decoy acting' as a straight jacket 

hole ling our thoughts to the preconceived schemata and obstructing spontaneous 
I • 

mutation of ideas leading to new and original concepts. It is, therefore, at 

times helpful to try and revert to the !!lore primitive. and less precise 
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thought forms of picture thinking. 

Lateral and Vertical T'ninking ,The thought processes are divided into two 

major classifications by Edv,ard De Bono 25 "Vertical Thinking" and' 
, ' , 

"Lateral Thinking". The concepts he propo1.Ulds' are very' relevant to the 

problem of Synthesis. 

Vertical thinking he defines as normal logic by which one step follows 

another. Thinking of this character is ideal, for computer programing and he 

contends'is the only respectable type of thought. 

Lateral thinking has no smooth progression but is a random scatter 

of ideas from which a pattern eventually emerges. In retrospect such a 

conclusion to a' problem may seem obvious and'logical. It is, hovrever, really 

the use of chaos by direction, to discover a ne,v and original concept or 

solution. Such thinking is obviously fundamental to the process of synthesis. 

Normally, Lateral and Vertical thinking are used in a complementary 

way. To use either on its ovm is very restrictive. Vertical thinking can be' 

considered as high probability thinking while lateral thinking because of 

its unstructured form and random pattern is 10\~ probability. 

If we consider thiriking as like digging holes, then logic or vertical 

,thinking is the tool for digging a bigger and deeper hole. Lateral, 

thinking is for digging a n~~ber of holes all in different locations. 

Obviously, many feel very committed to half dug holes and the natural 

inclination is to enlarge the half developed ideas; Much more important 
, , 

than the size of the hole is its location. An enormous hole in the wrong 

place has little merit. Another vrayof contrasting the" two thought forms is 

to compare the classification and analytical approach of logic or vertical 

thinking ,and the putting together of ideas by the lateral thinking or 

creative thought. 

Princinles of Lateral Thinldng It is very evident that Lateral Thinking 

25 ' 
is, the dominant thou.;ht process in Synthesis. De Bono suggests that the 

teclmiques to inprove this form of thin.1dng are:-
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(1) Recognition of the dominant or polarising idea. 

(2) Search for a different~way of looldng at things.· 

(5) A relaxation of the rigid control of vertical thinking. 

(4) The use of chance. 

When using this· method the aim is not to get each stage right step by 

step but rather to get the answer first a nd then Vlork out the steps. 

Subsequently it will be seen how mil.ny of· the recommended. aids for synthesis 

use the principles set out above. ilie mind prefers a static ordered 

, situation to a c1ynamic changing one. IAteral thinking does not seek to 

escape order but by disorder to find a new, simpler and more perfect order: 

"Adult Play" and Synthesis The rel(L~ed exploration of ra~dom ideas by 

the process of Synthesis is sometimes compared to play in children where 

"lets pretend", "lets try" is a dominant idea. Desmond Morris 24 in his 

book "The Naked Ape" malees some very pertinent observations on this :-

"So,'in all these spheres - in painting, sculpture, drawing, music, 

singing, dancing, e;ymnastics, games, sports, Vlri ting and speech - we can 

carry on to our heart's content all, through our long lives, complex and 

, specialised fOrms of exploration and experiment .•.•.••• If we set aside the 

secondary functions of these activities (the malcing of money, gaining of 

status, a~d so forth) then they all emerge, biologically, either as the 

extension into adult life of infantile play patterns,. or as the super-

imposition onto adult information - communication systems of "play rules". 

These rules can be stated as follmvs (1) you sr~l investigate the 

unfamiliar unt:i:l it has become familiar, (2) yo~ 511a,11 impose ~hythmic 

repetition on the familiar, (5) you shall vary this repetition in as many 

ways as possible, (4) you shall select the most satisfying of these 

variations and develop these at the expense of other, (5) you shall combine 
~ .. 

and recombine these variations one with another, and (6) you shall do all 

, this for its ol'ln salee as an end in itself" • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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"In all exploratory behaviour, whether artistic or scientific, there 

is ever present battle between the neophilic and neophilic and neophobic 

urges. The former drives us on to ne-,\., experiences ll'.akes us crave for 

novelty. The latter holds us back, makes us take refuge in the familiar •••••• 

We explore ana we retrench, we investigate and we stabilise step by step,· 

we exPand our awareness and understanding both of ourselves and of the 

complex environment we live in" •. 

These ideas in many respects are complimentary and reinforce the 

concepts of the roles of lateral ana Vertical thinking dealt with earlier 

in this section. 

Psychological Set Synthesis is concerned with finding new and better 

sclutions to problems. So far the character of the mental processes 

involved have been examined. Now consideration will be given to impediments 

which prevent the easy formulation of new solutions. 

For most problems it is reasonable to assume that there are a large . 

number of potential solutions. These can be represented as points scattered 

over an area as shown in figure No. 19. Points near together indicate 

similar solutions while widely separated points represent radically 

different solutions. 

The acceptability of potential solutions is determined by three limiting 

boundaries:-

(1) Boundary due to genuine restrictions 

These may be existirl.c'S physical conditions, available resources, 

legal restrictions, previous decisions, etc. 

(2) Bound.ary d.ue to the limited knowledge of the designer 

. Solutions arise from a re-organisation of the schemata of one's· 

knovtledge. The larger one's store of knowledge and the broader the range of 

subjects it embraces the greater the potential for producing new ideas. 
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This boundnry can be pushed back by increasing the _ designer's' 

knowledge. The study of relevant technical p1Jblications and the 

investigation of phjsical phenomenon are obvious lines of approach., 

_ .. , - .. -----... - -------,-- -- ... ~--- -- -- ---- --.----'--
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Figure !ro. 19 

(5) Boundary due to fictitious restrictions imnosed by the designer 

This boundary is caused by "psychological set". Solutions that are 

currently accepted practice have a powerful attraction and the natural 

inclination is to expect a similar form of ne'7 solution. If (3) is, a 

currently accepted solution then a designer will be tempted to favour 

similar idcas such as A, B or C, or only ideas which are readily, 

constructed using the stable schemata of the designer's knowledge. It 

involves far more, effort and ingenuity to break out of tradition and produce 
, / 

a revolutionary solution. 

"Psychological Set" is not always detrimental and the new' is not 
, , 

, necessarily better than the old~ It is, however, foolishly liniting to be 

debarred from even considering a more "way out" solution. 
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In the majority of' cases "Genuine Restrictions" arc least limiting 
" 

.whilst the "Fictitious Restrictions" are usually the most limiting. By 

application the designer can push back the limit of knowledge. In the case 

of "Fictitious Restrictions" a number of' techniques have been developed to 

overcome "Psychological Set". Probably the most important step is to 

realise it exists. 

AnalOgy A great deal of original thinking has been done by analosy and the 

process can be consciously used to stimulate new ideas. It is a thought 

process by ~rhich a parallel or similar situation in a diff'erent context is 

compared to the problem under consideration resulting frequently in a 

cross fertilisation of-ideas. In this w~ the. designer breaks away !'rom the 

conventiorml solution and also disturbs his stable schemata of' knowledge 

making ne\., concepts possible. 

It is generally accepted that there are four main tY]?es of analogy:-

Direct Analogy ..; In this case t.l:le analogous situation very clearly 

resembles the actual physical problem and there is a direct and real 

comparison between the problems and between the analogous solution and the 

proposed solution. 

3-pbolic ,t.na1ogy - There are maDiY" concepts in literature, folklore. 

and common usage -,mich whilst cOlweying a powerful idea ere not necessarily 

te~l:lnically feasible. Typical examples are:- perpetual motion, philosopher's 

stone, Indi= rope trick, etc. In this case a parallel is dravlll between -

such an inage· which is technologically inaccurate but satisfying and the 

solution of a problem. The shock to normal logic thus induced frees the 

thoueht processes !'rom many preconceived attitudes. 

Personal_Arul_loF;.Y (l')npathy) - The intention in this approach is to 

make what is strange familiar and encourage a more relaxed attitude which is 

conducive to solving the problem. A designer imagines he is himself the 

device or part and by seeing the problem !'rom this viewpoint proposes a 

solution. The technique detaches the designer from the constrirlmng influence 
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of viewing the problem in terms of the previously analysed elements and 

enoourages a personalidentification,T.tth the means of 'solution. 

, Fantasy AnaloCQ" (Fontasy) - In this case a fanciful solution to the problem 

is conceived usirig unreal things or supernatural processes.' The aim is to 

cake the familiar seem strange in a conscious attempt to achieve a new look 

at a familiar problem. It requires a conscious self deceit. The problem 

solver must be aware of the laws which oonflict ,T.tth his ideal solution, 

yet he must be prepared to pretend the laws do not exist temporarily. By 

this means it is possible to introduce a ne17 way of thinking. 

, ' 

. Brainstorming The individual designer can readily make use. of such 

teohniques as analogy to break throueh the "fiotitious restrictions" which, 

"psychological set" so frequently imposes upon the normal thought prooesses.· 

If these methods of thinking are developed t..l:ley are soon used without SXJY 

really conscious effort to generate new. ideas. 

It has bcen found that the inhibiting effect of "psychologioal set" 

oan be broken down and the process of generating new ideas considerably 

accelerated in a group "faoe to face" solution. Brainstorming is a group 

participation technique yr.,1ich has proved very sucoessful in this respect. 

A group of designers are assembled and every effort made to generate an 

atmosphere where all contribute freely. It is an essential rule for such a 

session that all ideas, however unoonventional and impromptu; will' be 

welcomed and that the criticism of ideas is not permitted. Eaoh person tries 

to build on ideas throvm out by the others. Combination and improvement are 

sought and the group looks initially for quantity of ideas. As the group 

interaction becomes more vigorous the quality begins to take oare of itself. 

All the idees generated are reoorded as the "Brainstorming" session proceeds 

and. are later appraised. Experience has shown that best results are achieved 

if thc recorded ideas are appraised by a panel which took no part in the 

original brainstorming. The main danger with this technique is that criticism 

may creep in and this vdll inhibit the spontaneous interaction of ideas. 
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Synectics In many respects this approach can be seen as a more 

soPhisticated and elaborate form of "Brainstorming". It involves the 

careful structuring and training of an integrated group of diverse 

individuals for the purpose of problem stating and problem sOlvin,-:;. Much 

of therepcrted work carried out in "Synectics" ,5 has been associated 

with research and it has yielded =.y useful facts on the Vlhole process of 

synthesis. 

The aim is to build up a working group which is balanced and at the 

sa:ne time representative of the skills available in the parent organisation. 

A wide variety of ability is reCJ.uired. The participants will normally fall 

in the 25 yrs. - 40 yrs. age range, have a high energy level and 

administrative potential. With regard to both background and education, 

diversity of experience and knOlvledge are essential. Their selection 

reCJ.uires considerable care and sldll if a coherent and integrated working 
, " 

group is to be established., A ,rlllingness ,to COIJll!lit themselves to the 

corporate objectives of the group is vital and they must possess a mature 

lively curiosity and a capacity to deal vrith facts and develop theories. 

In selecting the various members of the group, a balance of complementary 

traits should be achieved. 

Initially, ,the group is sUbjected to training to establish corporate 

awareness and stability. Problems are tackled in two stages. Firstly the 

whole problem is analysed and the strange is thus, made familiar. Secondly, 

by use of the various forms of analogy the familiar is made strang~ and 

solutions are generated. , ' 

S,ynectic Research T'ne early observation of"Synectic" groups, has 

indicated that five relevant psychological states occur during the process 

of synthesis:-

(1) Detachment - The viewing of a problem from a distance or way out. 

(2) Involvement - TIle close and intimate vievring of the problem. 

(3) Defernent - The conscious disciplining necess~J to prevent the 
acceptance of too pre~ture a solution.' 
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(4)'· Speculation - The allovring of the mind to run free in the search 
for ideas etc. 

(5) . Autonomy of Object - The state in V,11ich the conceptual solution 
emerges and seems to take eharce and have 
a drive of its own. 

Working synectic groups are nmv consciously encouraged to adopt these 

attitudes of mind in an orderly sequence as an additional aid to the 

already mentioned techniques.of analogy and viewpoint. 

Probably the most interesti~g discovery made by research workers has 

been the importance of emotional response in the process of synthesis. 

Such feelings have often been described as intuition or a pleasurable 

feeling of being right long before any pragmatic rationale is evolved. 

This emotional response is sometimes designated a~ Hedonic Response. 

~ectics research found th~t the selection of ideas was norwally hedonic 

and essentially aesthetic but rarely, if ever, logical. The process could 

therefore be described as using techniques of controlled pleasure seeking. 

Perhaps Sir Joshua Reynolds put his finger on the truth behind hedonic 

response. He believed that creative activity was "the result of the 

accumulated. experience of our whole life" and he warned against "an unfounded 

distrust of' the imagination and feel~ng in favour of narrmv, partial, 

confined, argumentative theories". 

I.Iorphology So far the investigations into the character of synthesis have 

focused attention upon the mental processes involved and a number of 

techniq)les for stimulating new ideas have been. explored •. It is novr 

appropriate to examine synthesis in a more mechanistic manner and illustrate 

it by the wide variety of solutions which might be thrmm up to ~ given 

problem. 

When .faced with a design problem it Vlould seem very attractive if 

nal."!:" possible soluti~ns were available for testing and selection.· In the 

field of scientific research it has been fou.~d that if all knm~ available 

data on a topic is set· out in a matrix, and provided the basic loCic of the 
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system is 'strong, then the gaps in the matrix represent, discoveries not yet 

made. This method of approach has been applied in various ,forI:ls to the 

design process. 

It is normally possible to break a problem down into a. nUI:lber of , 

sub-problems each with several sub-solutions. These sub-solutions can be 

arranged in many combinations taking one in respect of each sub-problem. 

Each combination then represents a possible design'solution to the whole 

problem. The nUI:lber of such possible combinations is usually large even 

when only a small nUI:lber of sub-problems are defined and there are a 

limited range of alternative sub-solutions. 

The application of this concept was developed in the U.S.A. from the 

1940's onvrard by F.' Zwicky. 25 It ha.s been extended and modified by malliY 

others including K. W. Norris 17 in this country. PrObably the classical. 

'example of its use was by Felix Wankel 26 in developing the design for 

rotary piston machines. 

In figure No. 20 a typical example of the sort of Ill.'ltrix which can be 

constructed is sh~mn. The parameters are very carefully chosen to represent 

the essential characteristics that t.'1e design solution must include. They 

are, in fact, very carefully chosen sub-problems of the total problem. The 

parameter steps are the alternative ways in which the requirement of that, 

parameter can be achieved and are alternative sub-solutions to the relevant 

sub-problem. Each parameter must be discrete and there can, be no overlap 

from one parameter step into another. 

It will. at' once be obvious that there will be an enormous munber' of 

alternative possible solutions ,thro'fm up by this method. In mD.t1iY cases the' 

vast arr~ of alternatives will be ovcTll'helming. The nUI:lber of para.'lleters 

necessary to adequately describe the total problem can also be ~ite 

extensive. Obviously there are a ntl.'Ilber of cases certain to arise where one , 

parruneter step is incompatible with one in a different·parameter group. 

These can be eliminated to reduce the alternaUves. 
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PARAMETERS PARAMETER STEPS 
I . Ii"l , ., 

ot 
:.::-

What th<: subjact Th<: MEANS sch ievi"'3 or n:. 
must 'SE: o~'HAVE' description .,of what the <to 

its ~",quir.d 5ubjact musr-'a( or- 'HAVE~-
. . ~, 

I.ct. 
IJJ ',-

CHARACTERISTICS 
.~. I 

.Il:: . 
- . 

. FORM Ractangular C~lind.r Cubit 
. I 

Sphere 

SIZE 1 Unit 'Z Units ' 3· Units 4·Units Define -Unit 

MATERIAL Stile I Alloy Plastic Cast II"0n ... 

Electrici~ 
Compre.5~(l.d Petrol Belt 

ENERGY SOURC/; 
Mr .- Engine Drive ... . . 

SPEED Low Medium· High 
D<zFinition 
R<zquired . 

TEMPERATURE Low Mad(um High 
Drzfinition 

.. 
. Rczquired ' 

. . 

P.ARAJ.!ET.!ill STEPS - HATRIX 

FE;ure lIo. 20 

Figure No. 21 shows a.."l alternative way.of setting out the morphological 

chart. Just one of the rnan,y possible alternative solutions is shovm. in heavy 

line. 

This appr6ach is interesting and can be in certain situ.~tions very 

useful to !:!ake exPlicit the possible options. It does, hOlvever, throw up 

in many·cases such a vast nwnber of options that verification and decision 

making is very comple:c. Moreover it must not be concluded that the use of 

creative thought has been avoided. The initial definitioh of the problem 

and the identification of paraT.eters involves creative thought of 

considerable competence. L"l rnan,y cases the parameters chosen vdll 
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Alternative form of morphological chart. 
. . .. ---_.-----.. - .. 

FIGURE: }.'O. 21 

significantly predetermine the possible soluUons. :;<;qually, the parameter 

steps or sub-solutions arc not al"mys i=ediately obvious. 

It is very difficult to divide a problem into pQrameter steps each of 

which is independent of all other steps. Christopher .tUexander 6 has 

developed a techniq).le intended to achieve such a breakdown and this has 

alreaqy been described briefly. 

Conclusions This section has briefly considered the thought processes 

. behind Synthesis. It has also indicated a variety of wo.ys in vlhich the 

Synthesis of ideas can be stimulated. These could well prove useful in the 

workill8 situation. Synthesis builds on what has gone before once ,!:lore 

emphasising that the design process is evolution~ and cyclic in character. 

The genero.tion of ne'7 concepts by random mutation is an obvious source of 

tmcertainty. gqually as with Incubo.tion the mystery and uncertainity of 

the mental processes also pervade this activity. Attention should also be . 

dra"lll to the interaction of synthesised concepts vdth both preparation and 

subsequent verification and decision. Once more a situation arises which can 

inject an ele!:lent of Cha'?.~ into the process. 

The conscious use of the techniques etc. discusned in this section is 

unusual at prenent in civil eneineering. 79 



2.08 E'TY.'lDPJIEN'l'ALDESIGN ACTIVrry : 'lERIFlCATION 

Definition: For the purposes of this thesis Verification has been, 

defined:-

"The logical and critical evaluation of concepts to deter:~ine their 

adequacy and provide an aid to decision making". , ' 

This broad definition has been further broken down into sub-

categories:-' 

'(a) Assessment of concepts and proposals to determine whether they 

meet the design brief or performance specification, are physically, 

reliable and worthwhile. 

'(b) Comparison of alternative solutions to indicate their relative merits. 

(c) Justification for the commitment of resources for further design 

or the implementation of the preferred solution. 

(d) Transformation. The selection and arrangement of data into a form 

suitable for use in decision making. 

There is some simi12rity between this acti vi ty 8l1d that of ; 

"preparation". Both :lk'\l~e use of sicrilar thought processes and are primarily 

concerr.ed mth the collection, generation and collation of ini'ormation. 

The essential difference lies in their relationsr~p to the creative act of 

"Synthesis". Whilst the activity of "preparation" sets the scene fOr the 

creative act, "Verification" is a detailed alld critical exploration and 

examination of the "Synthesised" solution in the,context of its future 

implementation and operation. 'Both look fOrlvard into the, f\lture. The former 

to a practical ,and manageable field for creative thought '~lilst the latter 

to concentrate attention upon the optimulJl wortln'!hile, solution and elilllinate 

ini'erior alternatives. 

Evolutionary Character Whilst at certain stages in design it is 

to take "leaps into the dark" if nevl ideas are to be born there is i~"'the 

whole process a quality of evolution. Each, st.e.ge relies heavily upon the 

previous stages and draws lareely u:?On the ini'ormation already accumulated., 
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When the activity of "verification" is considered this evolutionary 

<J.Uality is paramount. "Verification" can only take place in the context 

of prior "preparation" ar.d "synthesis". 

Numeric and &nnbolic C"necks It is appropriate before considering the 

various aspects of "verification" to make a comment upon the whole question 

of validity of information. In the computer world a hackneyed but very 

true adage is "Garbage in, garbage out". This adage is most relevant to 

the sphere of "verification". Careful checks are necessary to ensure that 

all assumptions, deductions and computations are valid nndnot sUbject to 
, " 

significant error • Far too often in the working si tua. tion insufficient 

attention is paid to adequate checking. The initial working through of a 

problem carries its own motivation for most designers.' Checking, hrnvever, 

becomes a tedious chore ?ften deputed to an inexperienced junior and 

sometimes not undertaken at all when wOrking under pressure. The 

consequence of error can be very serious. 

Computations fall into i;lvo broad groupn. There are those which are 

numeric and result in specific answern and those, which a.re symbolic and 

give general relationships that 'aJ:'e subsequently used to provide numeric 

answers to specific situations. 

Type of Check 

27 Checking 

Nuncrical Results 

1. ,Repeat Check 

2. Reverse Check 

Symbolic Results 

1. Repeat Check 

2. Reverse Check A ~~;:~:~ or '1) 

or Higher 
Mathematics 5. Al terna ti ve !.lethed 

Check 
5. Alternative Method 

'Check 

B Engineering Sense 1. Consistent '\'Iith 
experience 

2. Consistent yri th what 
is practical' 

5. Order of magnitude 
check. 

1. Dimensionally 
Connistent 

2. Limit conditions 
check 

5. Trend'check 

4. Sien check 

5. Order of magnitude 
check 
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Failure to carry out even simple arithmetic checks. can m.ve very 

serious design consequences. A local authority engineer preparing the design 

for a major roed scheme that is elir,ible for erant from the Department of 

the Environment is no~ally required to substantiate the scheme by an 

econoMic justification. In Leicester, a central area scheme valued at some 

£1,500,000 shOlored a return on investment of 22%. The 'schel!le Vias, therefore, 

favoured as 16~~ is considered an adeq>.late return. Problems of property 

acquisition mano it appropriate to delay half of .the scheme ru1d two 

econo!1ic studies v!ere then carried out. These gave returns of ~b and 2~; :.; 

respectively. An arithmetic check was then made of the original 

calculation. Several arithmetic errors ",ere fOll.'1d vrhich had led to a serious 

over-estimation in the first calculation for the total scheme. By this time 

extensive design had been completed on both SUb-schemes but grant was only 

forthcoming on the scheme elving 20% return. In this case failure to check 

led to considerable premature design work being underta.1<:en. With regard to 

the checks itemised in A, it is obvious tilat 5. is the most exacting and 2. 

to be preferred to 1. In the case of the Alternative·l!.etilod Check sitllations 

can easily arise where doubt is cast upon the validity of both original and 

alternative check method. This was the case with traffic flow predictions 

for the Leicester Traffic and Transport Plan where the results of tile 'bovo 

methods used shoY/ed major inconsistencies. In the event, Engineering Sense 

Checks indicated that one metilod had greater validity in the more congested 

area whilst the other was more reliable on tile outskirts of the city. 
I 

Engineering sense checks are very ioportant ani should not be ignored. 

In one office in which I'worked an inexperienced colleague designed a 

large reinforced, concrete 'two-way' slab roof to a rect~"Ult:l.t' undereround 

chn.rnber. The· ganger on site when supervising the steel fiY.ing drew his 

attention to the fact that tile heaviest reinforcement Was provided on the 

larger of the two spans and commented that in similar slabs he had built 

before it had a1ways been on the shorter span. /'!y colleague ,o,-as at once on 
'. . 

his dignity and told him to build it as shown on the drawing. rlhen the 
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shuttering was removed and the excavation backfilled, to the designer's 

embarrassment serious cracking took place and subsequently the slab had 

to be under pin.~ed at considerable cost. 

\7hilst checking is important at all stages of design "verification" 

is the last stage at which it is possible to detect errors prior to 

commitment of additional resources or implementation. 

Compliance with Performance Specification During the activity of 

"preparation" considerable information related to the design situation will 

have been accumulated. From that information was extracted a·statement of 

the essential characteristics and features of the re~ired design solution. 

This was the "performance specification" and established the constraints 

within which the ultimate desien must fall. In many instances these 

constraints will be limiting. There will be a threshold which must be 

achieved and beyond which the value of the design becomes increasingly· 

more attractive. 

The first stage of "Verification" is to check that each conceptual 

solution conforms to the performance specification and assess the adequacy 

Vii th vrhich each constraint is' fulfilled. T'nis operation ,7111 be simplified 

if during the "l?t'eparation" phase the constraints etc. were recorded in 

·written form. The mere process of vrriting a "performance specification" 

will have had a beneficial ef'fect in clarifying the thoughts of the designer. 

It will also ensure that at "Verification" importa.."lt issues are not 

overlooked. In practice, it is found that Civil Engineers seldom are as 

methodical as suggested. Far too much is left to memory a.."ld tr~s proves 
, 

disastrous when there are changes ·of staf'f or a scheme is transferl'ed to 

another team. This is particularly important on major schemes which ta..1<:e man.y 

years from inception to implementation. A major highway scheme for instance. 

seldom takes less than five years and frequently ~ch longer. 
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!.Iodels The use of models for predictive p'..U"poses was e=ined in the 

section entitled "Preparation". Various types of model ,were also described. 

At that stage in the desiZI'\ process nodels were mainly of value as 

simplified representations of real life counterparts. ,From models it was 

appropriate at that stage to predict future environ!nental and operating . 

conditions in broad terms so that design constraints could be identified and 

described. 

When the stage of "Verification" is reached, the models developed at' 

the "preparation" stage can be used as convenient testing devices to explore 

the performance of the alternative design solutions that have been postulated. 

Firstly, the models v~ll demonstrate the designs' adequacy in relationship 

to the "performance specification". Fcr example the Cement and Concrete 

Association have constructed a ~mber of physical models for the 
• 

investigation of elevated motorway concrete structures. The Mancunian Way 

was tested in this nanner. Similar scale models in concrete were 

constructed to examine the structural performance of thin shell concrete to 

venturi cooling towers used at Electricity Generating Stations. Mathematical 

Models are, of course, very widely used. The checking of the capacity of a. 

traffic signal installation, the analysis of a. structure or the performance 

of a district heating system are a few of the best examples that could be 

given. More recently, the use of "Digital Simulation Models" for 

verification purposes has mushroomed rapidly. Traffic predictions on a. 

proposed netwcrk or stress analysis of a structure are examples that spring 

readily to nind. 

At the "preparation" 'stage models were primarily intended to expose and 

postUlate the constraints within which the design should if possible fall. 

For this purpose, too much attention to detail may have a frustrating effect 

upon potential design options. When, however, the stage of "verification" is 

reached a greater attention to detail is appropriate. The aim is'~ot to set 

limits for the designbu'j; to explore-alterllative, solutions within those 

limits previously established. For example, in tIle field of Traffic 
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Eneineering at the "prepllration" stage in a transportation investigation 

Ilttention is focused on the schematic representation of journeys by "desire, 

lines". During the "verificatio~" stage those "desire lines" Ilre assigned / 

to each alternative ne~lork or transportation mix in an effort to' 

demonstrate the performance of each network. O:t'l a highway network at this 

stage considerable emphasis may well be placed on turning movements at 

junctions'-and their capacity. In the same way at the, "verification" stage in , 

structural design or drainage far greater attention is paid to detail. 

Table No. 5 gives 'a useful SUffirna-ey of the range of model building open 

to the designer.2S 

Whilst probably the most informative t:l1)e of model is the prototype it 

is unusual for such models to be constructed in municipal engineering. 

Under normal circumstances each project is the first and only implementation 
) 

of a specific design. In may cases similllr designs vdll have taken pl~ce 

elsewhere and these Ilre eCJ.uivalent to a prototype., It is, houever, sometimcs ' 

possible to mru1ufacture and test a prototype of one element in a projeot; 

For exrunple, on a new sevrage treatment YJOrks at Leio,ester a prototype 

compressed gas sludge heater and mixer was built and tested before sixteen 

more 'l7ere manufactured for installation in the slUdge digestion tan.1<::s. 

Equall;,:, in Leicester a prototype traffic signal controller with a bus 

priority facility vias tested, at a real junction in anticipation of its 

wider use 'witl:'.in the city. _Uthough few opportunities exist for prototype 

models in the realm of Public ,Works the use· of this approach has many, 

adv~.tages where appropriate. ' 

Bvolution of Perfomar.ce Specification Vlhen a performance specification 

is drawn up during the "preparation" stage 'this normally takes ple.ce vdthout 

the embodioent of' an actual design solution. At the "Verification" stage 

a number Of. alternative design solutions ydll have' been generated. The 
' .. -

test"ing an-il."exa,nim:tion of these design solutions yrill freCJ.uently bring to 

li;:;ht ne·.v 'features which could ~d. th advantage be added to the perforMance 

specification. In some situations it ma,y be possible to demonstrate that 
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Note - Table No. 5 is bkenfrom a lecture byL.B.Arch~r, 

entitled "Systematic Hethod for Designers". Design, 

Hay 1964, page 19135. " , '- .. 
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certain assumed essential "inputs" are avoidable and e~ually unforeseen· 

advantages "outputs" =y occur as a "bonus" with certain design solutions. 

For example, .:vhen designing a sevlage disposal 'works the input of porrer in 

the form of electricity vrould be assumed. "hen sludge digestion and power 

generation is exposed as an o~tion of one design the input of power beCOMes 

redundant. Again, when oonsidering alternative disposal processes for city 

refuse the production of a marketable agrieulturalcornpost might prove an 

additional bonus. 

Another way in which "verUication" can lead to an evolution of the 

perforr.lance specUication is where limiting ccnstraints have been imposed on. 

inade~uate information. The analysis of several alternative desigp~ gives 

the designer experience upon .. ,hi ch he =y choose to revise his limiting 

constraints. In fact, in some circumstances, such a revision is forced upon 

the designer because no design can be generated which fulfils contradictory 

constraints •. 

Thysically Feasible· There ere many stages during design Vihere the 

probability of success or failure has to be examined. It is obviously 

important during the "verification" stage that each alternative design 

shall be eXar.lined for physical feasibility. It is not possible for a 

designer to see all the steps that lie ahead before the design ydll be 

i!'lpleMented. 1.1. AsiMOIY 7 suggests that different criteria are appropriate 

as the design progresses from a basic need to a detailed design. At the early 

stages the emphasis is upon tractability of design or physical realisability. 

This is dominant when making a Feasibility study, a PreliMinary Design or 

even selecting the preferred design concept. With .Detailed DeSign the 

emphasis moves much more eto·· the time/cost elements in solving the 

prob~eni.::By this stage in a de~i~n it is fairly certain that the remaining 

smaller problems can be solved:' The ~uestion is hOlY long and' ~t'~hat cost. 

Asimow also presents a Theory of tllysical Realisability, figure No. 22, 

and suggests that a des"i.eners belief that a solution is realisable increases 

vdth:-
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(a) Favourable evidence that solutions exist to sub-problems. 

(b) Size of budget for project in time.and money. 

(0) The rate at which favourable evidence Ca) emerges '7ith 
expenditure on design. 

(d) Rapid increase in ·rate of (c). 

He also suggests certain mathematical relationships which can be used 

to express this theory:-

(dE) 
(ax)o 

Ylhere:- L = Confidence level in solution on a probability 
scale 0 - 1 

. r:- _.--
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E = Favourable evidence in decibels 
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The assessment of physical realisability does not only relate to the 

de'sign stage of a project. It must also pay due regard to the final 

implementation of the design. In the field of mechanical engineering or 

industrial design, preduction will normally involve the manufacture of a 

number of identical designs. Under these cir6u~stonces it is often possible 

to institute specific production processes to meet the need of a particular 

design. Regard must still, of course, be paid to cost of overheadS, time, 

labour and materials involved in production. When, however, the sphere of 

either Lrchitecture or Civil Engineering is considered most construction 

projects are more or less unique. It is therefore very important to give due 

weight to considerations of construction when assessing a 4esign. Wherever 

possible the use of staniord products is advisable and the construction 

process should be amenable to the types of general construction plant and 

labour normally available Often the designer of a construction project is 

well advised to conceive several alternative modes of construction. He will 

then be able to leave some element of choice to the contractor Who in the 

event will quite probably adopt a further alternative more appropriate to his 

oYm resources and competence. In civil engineering, belovr ground work for 

foundation or excavation and the various temporary.\"Orks involved in 

structures are areas where particular attention is appropriate. A typical 

example from Munici:oal Engineering would be the ::lode of erection to be 

adopted for a bridge. Another would be the manner of dealing with existing , 

sewage flovr whilst constructing a new underground structure on an existing 

live sewer. A third, perhaps the diversion of traffic 'whilst construction 

tal:es place in an existing highway. It is not unusual for erection or 

constructional requirements to dominate in the selection of alternative 

designs for civil engineering works. 

In the Institution of Structural Engineers' publicati?n "Aims of 

Structural. Design" 20 emphatlis is placed upon the erection costs of a 

project and it is pointed out that cost of materials cannot vary much but. 

cost of operation C3.ll VOIy \'ridely. 
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So far attention has been drawn to the tractability of the design to 

solution and implementation. It is also essential to consider the 

cOl'lpatibility between the elements of a design. Obviously such funilru!tental 

relationsr~ps as matching inputs and outputs where processes are in series 

is essential. In the design of traffic signal junctions the capacity on 

one junction limits the traffic that reaches an adjacent junction. The 

author, for instance, undertook modifications to underground conduits at 

an existing sevrage works where the capaci~ of the inlet plant was 16 m.g.p.d. 

but because of the low capacity of the pipework between the settling tanks· 

and aeration plant, only 9 m.g.p.d. could·be treated. Other compatibility 

aspects are geometrical tolerances, chemical tolerances, etc. 

Design A.~enable to Verification Earlier in this section the question of· 

checking design calculations and its importance was discussed. :E.'ven more 

important is the necessity that a design shall be amenable to trustworthy 
• 

analysis for "verification" purposes. vrnilst in recent years considerable 

advances have been made in the realm of mathematical and experimental 

investigation of designs there are still many indeterminate situations to 

be faced by a designer. Vlhere such an indeterminate situation presents 

potential risks which cannot be adequately assessed, the designer is 

prudent to s'elect an alternative design which is anenable to analysis • 

In the field of structural and hydraulic design, for example, there 

are many situations where the physical design shape is adopted because it is 

amenable to analysis. For exarnple, weirs of kno'lm characteristics are 

normally used. Circular or rectangular conduits are more frequently adopted 

. because these have readily determined flow characteristics and are easy to 

build. In sone cases the author has, for instance, induced an hydraulic 

jump in a. channel of water so that dovmstream conditions will not interfere 

with upstream conditions. This was necessary to make upstream flow 

characteristics determinn.te. In the realm of highway engineering it is 

sometimes advantageous to introduce traffic signals at certain points of 

traffic conflict in an attempt to make verification of operating conditions 
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more tractable. 

Consequences of IP..adequacy Whilst the prudent designer will by 

"verific3.tion" take all reasomble steps to encure the adequacy of his 

design, there can be no absolute freedol!l from risk of failure. All that can 

'be asserted is that the probability of such failure has been kept within 

acce9table limits. Whilst reasomble assumptions will have been made on the 

quality of materials and vrorkmanship that will be, achieved there is always 

a risk that l""rer standards llaY, in fact, be attained. Equally reasonable 

assumptions are mo,de concerning the loadine or operating ,conditions of the 

finished project but such conditions mieht be exceeded. The consequences 

of inadequacy should, therefore, beaccec)table ,in relation to the probability 

of the cO::Jbined risk of under-c3.?(J.ci ty ar.d overload. In so far as the margin 

of iinorance can be reduced so is it possible to devise more economic and 

efficient designs. Vlhere risks are high, it is COP.l.'l1on practice to adopt a 

large "factors of safety" and use material ,Tastefully. In some situations 

failure may purely result in an econor.d.c loss but in oJ"hers there may be 

serious risk to life. 

20 
~ne, Institution of structttral Engineers suggest that structural 

failures fall into two broad categories:-

a) structure ceases to be serviceable 

b) structure collapses 

in addition it su,:;gests that the response of thc total structure to 

failure of a single member can be divided into three groups:-

a) structwe collapses ir:u!lediately (exaaple, pin jointed truss). 

b) Progressive coliapse ta.1{es place (exar.1J?le, arch viaduct). 

c) Fail safe - reduced overall strength (e::renrple, a pile settle in 
centre of a group). 

It is obviously preferable to adopt designs which, fail safe. The 

designer should, therefore, attempt to devise his "'~'l1 estimates of the 

consequences of failure. Take an example from the field of sewerage design.' 
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The author was responsible fOr the construction of 0. foul sewer beneath a 

. large factory. Within the factory the manhole covers were sealed and bolted 

down so that in the event of surcharge no sewage could escape. Where the 

sewer passed through open space cnd the consequence of flooding was less 

serious the manholes were not sealed and·in the event of failure minor 

flooding was acceptable. In the design of flood relief ,vorks, on an 

existing ,'ratercourse an open channel was used wherever possible in 

preference to a culvert as the consequences of surcharge were 'far less 

serious. Take an eXaI!lple from traffic engineering. In the design of an Area 

Traffic Control Scheme in the event of failure at the central processor, 

the control of Signals reverts to the local installation. Whilst the 

efficiency of the network is reduced, the system thus fails safe. 

Ylhen consideri~~ ~ design it is essential to identi~ areas of 

accidental overload etc. which could have catastrophic consequences. ','lhen 

selecting between designs, preference must obviously be given to a design 

which is inherently stable. If possible, designsmich return to normal 

after overload without permanent damage are the most desirable. 

Maintenance - obsolescence or adaptability During the verification 'Process 

it is important to assess the maintenance costs etc. of alternative schemes. 

Low initia.l first cost is not always an indication of a Ylorthwhile 

investment. It is therefore necessary to find a m~ans of combininz all the 

costs and benefits associated with.a project during its eX?ccted life into 

a single measure of financial. worthiness. The technique most recently used 

for this purpose is "Discounted Cash Flow". Details of hovr this is calculated 

can be found in many economics text books and specific civil engineering 

worked eXru:lples are given in the Institution of Civil Engineers publication 

entitled "An Introduction to Engineering 'EconOmiCS"; 29 Briefly" the 

capital costs, operating costs, maintenance costs.together vlith all benefits 

are converted to their "net present value". These are calculated by taking 

the date at which the cost or benefit will acrue and by use of current 

interest rates on capital invested converting that sum of money involved 



• 

into the equ:i.valent sum of money at present day values. Items which cannot· 

reasonnbly be given a financial value are kn~~ as intangibles. It is often 

a temptation to ignore these but this can lead to a wrong decision. 

Recently, a joint project for the disposal of refuse by Leicester, 

Oa.dbyand Wigston was examined using this technique. Two alternative methods 

of disposal were available. One involved the construction of a refuse 

incinerator \Vi th a capital cost of £900,000. The other involved disposal by 

tipping in disused brick clay workings near l'eterborough. Here the capital. 

cost of' a transfer station was low but operating costs high due to hD.ulage 

etc. The method of "Discounted Cash Flow" demonstrated that on comparing 

"net present values" the incinerator '"TaS !:lore advantageous. Work, therefore, 

is now proceeding.dth the construction of tr~ incinerator. ~nere are a 

number of intangibles that were excluded from the investigation. For 

example, the air pollution due to incineration or the improvement to the 

environment by reinstating the old brick wor!dngs. 

PJlother point to re!:le!:lber is that changing needs may result in a 

project becoming redundant before it ha.s rea.ched the end of its physical 

.life. Sometimes there is a case for built in obsolescence. For ·exa.>:lple, in 

the U&'\. the sta.ndards of materials used for the construction of sewers is 

lower tha.'l that common in this country. It is contended that a 40-50 year 

life is adequate and compa.tible \vi th the life of the development serviced. 

In this country, it is quite COI:llllon for existing sewers to be retained and 

re-used when redevelopment takes place after a lapse of 60-70 years. In 

order to compare alternative designs it is advisa.blc to make an estimate of 

expected life of projects and by use of discounting methods to assess the 

implioations of initial costs and maintenance costs. 

Adaptability is a feature to be encouraged in most designs. Currently 

the stocks of buildings, particularly shops and offices, in this country 

is subjcct to considerable adaption. If the design is too purpose built it 

m~-J' preclude future a.da:;?ta.tion to o!->..anging needs. Recently in Leicester 

. structural modifications were designed for the a.daptation of' an existing 
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factory into a new Polytechnic building. TIhen the new Leicester Composting 

Plant vms being designed one concept gave a very compact arrangement of 

plant and equip!!lent within a COr.Wlon building. In the event a more spacious 

layout was adopted so that should adaptation be necessary at a subsequent 

date there was room 'for manoeuvre. Shortly after com:nissioning the plant 

there was a catastrophic fire and on reconstruction, modifications were 

, possible because of the spacious layout of the plant. Where possible 

flexibility should be built into designs; 

Qptimisation There are often situations valere a design concept can be 

varied with advantageous conseC])lences. Before cOlllparing alterr.ative .designs 

each solution should be optimised so that it will be considered in the oost 

a.dvantageous light. For example, before comparing the merits of three 

alterno.tive Ji:lgh~f .. :j\ll1ction designs of, say, a rou11d.about, traffic signal. 

intersection of gyratory scheme each !!lust be optimised. This optir.dsation 

would be for all criteria illlportant for the project and not just traffic 

perforl!laIlce. 

L. Bruce Archer 13 illustrates simply the problem that arises in any 

process of optir:rl.sation. Figure No. 25. l'here is 0. threshold in the state 

of rm.y desi[7l above which performance is e.cceptable and improves. He 

illustrates both co-operating of opposing objectives. Vlhilst in some design 

situations it is possible to reduce the relationships bemeen "fulfilment .... 

of objectives" and "state of property" to a mathematical flll1ction, the 

optioisationobtained is usually hiGhly theoretical. In many situations 

optiniso.tion will be an apprOl'.imate matter resting ver,,' !1Uch upon the 

experience and judgement of the en;;ineer. For exo.mple, it is theoretically 

. possible to optimisethe phasing for a cooplex system of linked traffic , - . . . 
" .'. ,,' _. ", ,", -

signals. In . practice , however, it is "usually foUnd that final optimisation 

is achieved' \ll1der operating conditions by maldng minor.var~ations in the 

phasing on a trial and error basis: 
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Com')arative ~valuation Having optimised the alternative design solutions 

it is then necessary to compare them so that the most advantageous can be 

selected. For such a comparison to be made the costs and tlw benefits of 

• 
each scheme must be measured in comparable units. Ideally this can only 

be achieved if all the costs and the benefits arise in cash or are readily 

measurable in money terms. Often this is not possible. This is most likely 

to happen in the Public Sector. There are, for example, =y difficulties 

in assessing the cash value of the benefits gained and costs incurred f'ro:n 

building a new sewage disposal works or providing a pedestrian footbridge 

over a busy highvray. Bngineers have always attempted, sometimes admittedly 

by very crude means, to evaluate their projects in economic terms. In 

recent years greater emphasis has been placed upon the importance of 

cost/benefi t investigation into public works projects. This undoubtedly 

results from the expansion ,of expenditure in tile public sector together 

with the growing influence of economists in the field of Government. The 

Institution of Civil Engineers has recognised the increasing importance 

of economics by recently publishing "An Introduction to Engineering 

Economics ,,29 

For a municipal engineer the cost/benefi t analysis of a hiehway scheme 

is a most appropriate example. At ,first inspection the costs al~ear simple, 

i.e. capital costs of construction and recurrent costs of road maintenance. 

Similarly, the benefits could be ,considered as,'reduction in vehicle 

operating costs, reduction in accidents, time ,saved by users and new 

development associated with generated traffic. It ,is relatively straight

forward to place a cost or monetory value on all these items except, perhaps 

the last one. Hore recently attention has focused on the intangible 

environmental costs and benefits and these are much more difficult to express 

30 ' 
in fiiwJ,cial terms. P.T. SheT\vood, suggests the following 9 factors that' 

should be explored:-
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1. Noise' 

2. Air pollution, 

5. Vibrations of buildings and pavements o£lused by heavy traffio 
movements 

4. Visual intrusion which includes suoh items as:-

(a) Life in the "shadow" of a major highvmy engineering 
struoture 

(b) Loss of privacy o£lused by road users bein..~ able to see 
inside houses and gardens 

(0) The effeot of road and traffio on the general view 

(d) Loss of charaoter or setting of historio buildings 

5. Physical interference, Vlhich includes the effect of the roads. 
and traffic on pedestrian mobility and the effects of congestion 
on vehicle mobility 

6. Severance due to cutting off residents from part of their 
neighbourhood or property owners from part of their land. 

7. Changes in the amOtmt or nature of recreational areas available 
, to the public. This includes the consumption of parks a.'Yld 
recreation grounds for road development and the loss of the 
peaoeful setting \'Ii thout physioal enoroachment 

8. The unoertainty oaused prior to the fixing of a line for a 
m£ljor road soheme (Planning Blight). 

9. The exoavation of road mnking =terials 

All the above effeots m~ be caused temporarily or permanently by road 

oonstruotion. 

It is obviously much more diffioult to plaoe a finanoial value on 

such items. Two main approaches are suggested. People can be interviewed 

a!ld £lsked to place a value on an amenity. Sueh questioning has been given 

added realism by use of moving films and sound traoks to describe situations • 
. 

Even so, suoh methods of measurement are of limited reliability. Frequently, 

if faoed wi th a challenge to spend their own money intervieVlers are not so 

willing to p~. Elqleriments are at present being ur.dertaken in conjunction 

with R.R.L. on tlns aspect of cost/benefit. A rather simpler and more 

practical technique has been to measure aotual,property values or even better 

to consider rents for various accommodation in different types of enviroruoent. 

Whilst it is easy to highlight the difficulties and weakness of using 
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cost/benefit for comparative evaluation of sche~es it is >not really possible 

to find a better approach. 

Often, it may be adeCluate to compare schemcs on a points basis ':Ihere 

conversion to financiai units is impracticable or ove~-elaborate. 

Whatever method of comparative evaluation is used the aim must be to measure 

each schcme in the same units of mcasuremcnt so that relative merit can be 

assessed. 

It is difficult to compare a low price 10\7 benefit scheme with a high 

price J-.igh benefit schcne 'when this happens an Economic Justification is 

made for both schemes. In the working situation such decisiol~ are usually 

not resolved on engineering grounds but on political grounds. Por exa":lple, 

in a recent case when two alternative multi-storeJ' car park schenes were 

being considered the one selected cost £100,000 more but enabled a narrO\v 

old shopping street to be retained. The choice was far ~ore influenced by 

public pressure to preserve old Leicester than the relative merits and cost. 

In the field of Public Works 'the engineer can only hope to eXi,Jose the 

major, issues so that political choices are not made in ignorance. 

Economic Justification The purpose of the previous section on "Comparative 

l!.'valuation" was to place alternative design pro!,osals in rank order of 

preference. For this purpose 'eomparisons were valid provided each scheme 

was assessed. on a similar basis. The worth or value of' a de~i6n solution 

must also be demonstrated in absolute terms before cO~":littir~ additional 

sco.re resources for further design or imple~entation. The form of evidence 

will depend on ,the stage in the design process and at what level of 

management is making the decision. Obviously at the early conceptual 

stage and at times \',hen major commitments of resources take place decisions 

in a Local Authority are made by lay representatives. For such decisions 

to be ~eaningfu1, they must be based on evidence expressed largely in 

finnncial and social terms. I'lhere decisions are of a more technical or 

detailed nature, conversion to fina.~cial ltnits is less essential because 
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the Engineer will make his judgement against a background of similar past 

experience. Even in such ,situations the conversion of evidence into 

finanoial terms helps by encouraging objective and discouraeingemotional 

decisions. 

To demonstrate the Economic Worth or Justification of a particular 

design solution it is necessary to assign reliable values to the items in 

the cost/benefi t equation. Some indication of techniques for assessing , 

true Vl"-1ue were mentioned in the previous section. Often it is necessary 

to go into greater detail with an investigation aimed at "economic 

justification" than one aimed at "comparative evaluation". This, of course, 

can be costly. For e=ple, in the preparation of the structure Plan for 

Greater Leicester the estimated cost of the Lend Use/1ransportation element 

, of the investigation for "comparative evaluation" of nine alternative 

strategies is £50,000. The subsequent "economic justification" will only 

, deal with four variants upon the preferred strategy and the I,and Use/ 

~ransportation element of the stuay could well cost £240,000. 

In the "private sector" of'industry the "economic justification" of 

any project will ultinately rest on the adequacy of the return on 

investment. The public sector of industry cannot use this same,indicator 

of eoonomic wortll as frequently the benefits that accrue from investment 
I 

are. dispersed !l.Ilong a .. Tide seotion of the popula tion. ~'he fundamental 

question in all situations is "rill the results repay the effort". 

In the field of major highYmS investment most schemes u.~ertaken by a 

Local Authority rank for 75~; or 100!& grant contribution from the Central 

Government. Before the Department of the EnvironmentyTill allocate resources 

to such a scheme on a rural highYlIlY, the Local Authority must demonstrate 

its economc justification.' This is normally done in accordance with a 

stD..l1dard procedure set out in Ministry of ~ransport Technical'Morandum 

, 51 
No. T.5/67. The fina~cial' indicator used in this case is the first 

year's return in benefits expressed as a percentage of capital investment. 

Informally it is generally accepted that a so..'J.eme vTi th less thD..l1 16% return 
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. will not be viewed favourably. The method used is very crude and open to 

abuse in that a local authority is tempted to "load" the calculations in 

favour of the scheme. It does, however, enable !.linistry officials to 

compare the relative merits of schemes on a rAtional basis ana assure 

Treasury officials that the return on investment is worthwhile ana "in step" 

with that in the Private Sector. The Economic Assessments used for rural 

highways ignore the benefits from such major variables as generated 

·traffic, long term strategic advantage and are not suitable for use in the 

urban situation where a road is part of a complex traffic network. 

Local Authorities sometimes have to conform to naticnally established 

cost/yardsticks. This approach has been used mcst extensively for Local 

Authority Building. Cost/yardstic!{s have been established on a national 

basis for school and· housing development. A scheme is accepted as "economically 

justified" if the required facilities are provided. at or below the cost/ 

yardstick. This method. is often criticised. as unduly restricting 

architectural design but in my view has much to commend it and could well 

be applied. in the field of llul'licipal Engineering. The und.erlyi.ng assumption 

is that the general level of cost for a facility throughout the country is 

a sound. indicator of economic worth. This is in part fallacious in tha.t all 

costs might be inflated. It is, hovrever, probably a good. method not unlike 

the "lfarket Situation" ,vh:tch actn as a controller in the l'rivate Sector. 

There is obviously great difficulty in comparine the merits of building 

a "Civic Theatre", "Old. Peoples Home" or "New Sewage Yforks". Whilst the 

economic justification of the project may be convincing in the ultbate the 

politicinn 'I'lill be forced. to make a comparative evaluation between cliverse 

equally economically worthwhile projects. In the· Uni ted. States of America . . . . 
a technique knmm as Program, Planning and Budgetary Systems has been 

developed. to assist in exposing the "opportunity costs" for alternative 

public services. This method, kncwn as p.p.n.s., is being used experimentally 

in several large Local Authorities in this country. Probably the most W'ell-

lmO'l'm are the Greater Lond.ori Council and Gloucestershi.re County Council. 
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The logic behind the concept of "Opportunity Cost" is. that where resources 

are scarce the incltmion of one project automatically excludes another. 

To be acceptable, a project must pass a double test of Yrorthiness. It must 

earn a minimtun return eo.ua1 to that reo.uired by investors on their money •. 

In addition, it must earn at least as high a return as could be earned on tlllJ' 
. . 

project which it displaces. 

When dealing vr.ith detailed design the economic justification of certain 

design aspects can pose difficult. problems. Probably.the most contentious and 

one seldom considered logically is that of aesthetics. It is very difficult 

to place an economic worth upon the textural finish of concrete or the shape 

of a civic open space. This subject will be dealt .nth in more detail 

subseo.uently •. 

"Economic Justification" must play an important role in the control of 

the Public Sector to ensure that sc= resources are used most advantageously. 

Verifice.tion frOll Inception to ImPlementation of DesiGn Tr.roughout this 

thesis the evolutionary character of design has been freo.uently ecrphasised. 

\'lliilst each "fundamental activity" will recur many times in most design 

operations the o.uality and emphasis will change from the stage of inception 

to implementation. At the early stages major decisions by senior management 

will largely predetermine the subseo.uent scope of the design. Decisions at 

this stage will often deal with vague ideas and the approach must be 

. "broad brush", As the detailed design stage is rea.ched there will be many 

minor decisions to be made. The choice be~7een alternative materials and 

specific items of alternative standard products is usually much easier to 

express in economic terms and comparative evaluation and economic. 

justification is made easier. For example, the choice bebreen providing a 

pumping station and pressure main to drain a new development or the 

construction of a deep trunk sewer in tunnel raises many problems; .7hen, 

hO'lfever, the choice bebreen cast iron or concrete for the main is considered,' 

this is more straightforward. 
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Transformation . In the section dealing TIith "preparation" the final sub';' 

section was that of l'ransformation. The same process is necessary in the 

handling of the data generated by "Verification". l!'rom the welter of facts 

produced by "verification" those relevant to the next decision stage must 

. be selected and arranged in a convenient· manner. It is very important to 

get the facts in true perspective and not to overload the decision process 

VIi th a surfeit of irrelevant information. If the facts are Vlri tten cutin a 

formal report the discipline of committing the information tovrriting is 

a great aid to transformation. Vlhen selecting and editing the material it 

should be expressed in terns intelligible to the decision-orucer. Often it 

is advantageous to supplcJ;1ent the vrritten report with a sumo='J of relevant 

facts expressed in a matrix or tahle. Further details of such devices will. 

be considered when the Fundamental Activity of "Decision" is examined. 

Conclusions This section draws attention to the various ways in which the 

adequacy and viability of designs can be examined and information provided 

as a basis for decision maki.ng. Verification is yet another link: in the 

evolutionary and cyclic process of design. It will expose those design 

solutions that are unsuitable and challenge the Sneculative acts of the 

designer. '.7hilst at first this oay seem an analytical logical process the 

act of verif.ication can easily sti!!lulate the synthesis of a new solution. 

Even this activity is not immuned from chaos. 
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2.09 FUNDAMEllTAL DZSIGN Ar::rrrI'l"i : DECISION 

Definition For the purpose of this thesis Decision has been defined:

"A conclusion - making up one's mind". 

In his book ":PZ:oduct Design and Decision Theory" M.K. starr 52 

describes the decision problem as foIIOl7s:-

"Given, a function to be performed. Then,' in general a number of 

possible ways to achieve this goal become app?xent ••••• The decision 

problem is to choose that strategy which best satisfied the decision 

maker's objective". 

The act of decision can be viewed as the crisis stage in the design 

process. A climax is reached inwhich,~~e designer or manager has 'to 

restrict ,the freedom for future development of the design. In the previous 

stages of ,"Preparation", "Synthesis" and "Verification'" there has been an 

outgoing searching attitude. Frequently the designer will let his mind 

wander at random'to discover new data, neW" relationships or new 

combinations. The decision, stage however, aims at concentrating attention 

upon asinsle outcome. "m the previous stages the s~Jllls of the creative 

designer are dominant. Vrhilst at times senior management may generate 

ideas, they normally originate with the designer. When hO"~vever.the field 

of decision is considered the situation is radically changed. The 

multitude of minor decisions are dealt ,vith by the designer but major 

decisions are the perogative of management. In the context of a large ,local 

authori ty the management hierarc.~y can be extensive reaching first the, 

level of chief officer but passing above to lay representative in both 

specialist co~ittee and corporately in the whole council. 

The definition of "Decision" as a "conclusion" has been 'broken down 

into sub categories:-

a) Choice of the preferred option from a number of alternatives 

and the rejection of the remainder. 
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b) Commitment of. resources in terms of time, manpower and 

materials to an approved course of action. 

It is logical ~o commit resources at the same time as·the preferred 

option. is chosen. In local government this is seldom possible fer three 

reasons:-

a) Most Local Authorities operate a yearly budget and a three or five 

year capital programme. Decisions to include new items are usually 

ratified each February er March and financial years. run from the following 

1st of April. The decision to commit resources therefere takes place once 

a year. There can be exceptions but these are not usual. 

b) Some local authority schemes also attract Central Government Grants. 

Allocation of grants is in accerd with long term plans and yearly budgets 

but decisions in respect of specific proposals take place at times largely 

determined by the administrative procedures for their approval. These can 

be at any time" during the year. 

c) Where the commitment of land is involved this is even mere 

unpredictable. Land is often acquired by compulsory purchase powers. Where 

mvners object a government inspector hears evidence and then advises the 

Minister on the justification of the c.p.a. In these cases the commitment 
( 

of land depends on the decision of the Minister and its timing is often 

unpredictable. The same is true of statutory procedures for imposing 

restrictions on public rights etc. 

In view of· the above the timing of decisions in respect of resources 

in Local Government can be impossible to foresee with certainity and seldom 

take place at the most logical time from the design point of view. Because 

the decisions affecting a scheme may be taken iridependently by three separate 

bodies this can. cause confusion and aberti ve work. i 

Prior Verification Throughout the examination of the fundamental design 

activities,. it has been emphasised that design is· an evolutio~ process. 

Each stage in the process builds upon those activities .which have preceded 
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it. The same is even more true of' the decision stage. Without the stages 

of' "Preparation" and Synthesis there would be no alternatives or even one 

. solution about which to make a decision. ECJ)lally, without the stage of' 

Verification there would be very scant evidence upon which to base a 

decision. 

The need for continuity and backgroUnd knowledge at every stage of 

the design process draws attention to the importance of continuity in 

staffing projects. It equally indicates that sound records of each stage 

will be vital if unavoidable staff' changes take place. 

!.Iaking a Decision The essential characteristics of a decision situation 

are:-

1. An objective 

2 •. Alternative courses of action 

5. Relevant factors. 

1. An Objective The first step.in the decision seCJ)lenCe is to identify 

the objectives to be achieved by the decision. 

For example, the objective may be very fundamental to the whole 

project such as to provide a new outfall sewer or highway and. make 

reservationof awropriate resources for design to proceed. At the other 

extreme it might involve a simple solution of surface finish to exposed 

concrete on a retaining wall. 

2. . Alternative Courses of Action There must be more than one coursc of 

action for a decision to be necessarY. It is important to recognise when' 

alternative courses of action exist'and realize that a decision is being 

taken. There are many si~uations in which decisions happen by default without 

theparHcipantsrealizing. For example, to abandon a project is an option 
"~:::"':',~"::',~:::,:~~-;?:: .. ,~-,?.~,~{:~.,{,:, :'.-: ........ :.'.';;-~ '. -. .<~-:. ,,'.' : -" . 

which is veri;' f'iequently overlooked. Quite commonly there are emotional 
. ~+"'. :,< '. ~.'/.:. .. -r", ' 

ovcrt3i1es andpe~soIial c'ommi tments which. make the decision maker reluctant 
, ;:,' "',:"" '. ' ': • < " , •• 

to recognize'this·'opti;n. In a local authority, sChem"es are sometimes 

pursued against the better judgement of an officer because they are 
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advocated by an influential council member. Once committed, such schemes 

are frequently implemented long after the politician has ceased to serve 

on the council. A bypass on the outskirts of Leicester was constructed 

under such circumstances and so little used that traffic regulations 

were introduced in the village to induce trB.ffic to use it. 

I 

Another option often overlooked is to postpone a decision. This is 

a real option and is particularly appropriate when the problem ,situation 

is in a rapid state of change or the decision is not critical in time. 

3. Relevant Factors There are a wide variety of factors that are 

relevant to the evaluation of alternatives and these,m~ be classified 

broadly as Resource, Technical and Human Factors. 

J.R. Dixon 27 gives a list of Relevant Factors for mechanical designs.' 

Below are listed those the author considers relevant to Municipal 

Engineering Table No. 6. 

a) Resource Factors 
TABLE no. 6 

RELEV A...".'P FACTORS 

1. Finances - cost, profits etc. 

2. Facilities for research, design and production. Availability? 

3. Skills for research, design and production. Availabili ty ? 

4. Materials for production, land etc. 

5. Organisation for research, design and production. 

6. Decision-mak::ing resources. 

b) Technical Factors 

1. Geometric - size, shape or profile. 

2. Weight and loading. 

3.' Foundation conditions. 
'" C ,', '~ -"!~" :.; :,_ . .. e". • .: •. ," 

, 4 .... Climatic conditiori~;' 
:- " ,~ -

"_';,'f'~'-;"'>' :"'~;" • ';.: 

'5; ·:,·.J?l;~:Sii'U:re efforts~ :solids;' fluids and 'gases. 
~:~;,; :','-'; ~ ." . 

'6:";" TUrbulence effects, fluids and gases. 

7. Friction and abrasion. 
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, . 
8. Strength and deformation or deflection. 

9. Stability, flexibilit,y, stability and redundancy. 

10. Inertia, momentums, impact, fatigue. 

11. Thermal insulation, waterproof, surface texture,noise, vibration. 

c) Human Factors 

1. Ethics. 

2. Others views of, the alternative. 

5. Resistance to change, fear of the new, psychological set. 

4. Aesthetic factors., 

5. 'Prestige and status. 

6. Personal performances, tastes and prejudices. 

7. Domestic and inter personal situations. 

8. K~otional response -, love, hate, fear etc. 

9. Social, community and political. 

A rational procedure for decision making Subse~ently in the same book, 

Dixon 27 sets out the rational procedure for decision making which is 

summarized below: 

1. State Objective. 

2. List alternatives. 

DECISION MAKING 

TABLE NO. 7. 

5. List as many relevant factors as possible. ' 

4. Reduce list by use of relevant factors. 

5. Reduce list of relevant factors in the light of 4. outcome. 

6. Conclusions:-

a) No remaining alternatives - more creative effort needed. 

b) No remaining factors - choose among alternatives or find other 
relevant factors. 

c) One remrlning~ternat~~:';,satisfactory 5. not retrace steps. 
"; :' ," . ,', '- ~ .:.'~'-',;',:~"/"':;";'" ' . 

, .",' d): one remaining releVantfe,ctor - select best ~i ternative. 
. . , '. "' ,~ .. ~. 

. ': 

e) Use a sCientific, techniqUe.' 
',~ .. ,. 

",,! ',: 

f) Still to complete - repeat process in more detail with great 
care •. 
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This Summary sets out very clearly·the decision process and indicates 

how by a process of gradual elimination, the preferred solution can be 

18 . 
identified. Figure No. 24 by E.V.Erick, illustrates the same concept. 

This illustration over-simplifies the concep·b and might be construed to 

represent the total design process from inception to implementation. 

f 
. Increasing detail. of 

splZcification and 
increasing rlZfinlZment 
of (Zvaluation. 

• 

THE DECISION ffiASE 

Figure No. 24· 

Sczarch Phascz 

( Expansion) 

Dczcision . Phascz 

( Reduction) 

Decision is a Compromise Dixon in his book gives the following 

description of decision making: 

"Decision making is compromise. The decision maker must weigh value 

jUdgements that involve economic factors, technical practicabilities, 

scientific necessities, human and social considerations etc. To make a 

"correct" decision is to choose the one alternative from among those that 

are available that best balances or optimises the total value, considering 
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all the various factors". 

The perfect solution to a design problem does not exist. Just to 

itemize a few characteristics rapidly highlights this point.'. The perfect 

design must be immediately and alwa;ys available at no cost, possibly 

occupy no space, require no energy to function,be infinitely adaptable, 

etc. etc. Such a solution is only available in the world of magio and . 

make-believe. In the real world the compliance with one re~uirement 

normally carries as an unavoidable corollary at least a disbenefit and 

often non-oompliance with .another re~uirement. 

For exaJllple a proposed major higlll'm;y on the west of Leicester will 

pass through a new town development of 40,000 population. It was deoided to 

put the road in cutting to avoid severance, reduoe visual intrusion of 

traffio and keep noise and fumes to a minimum. This solution has a number 

of serious disbenefits. The drainage of the development on the north west 

of the new' road is made more diffioult and the oost of the scheme inflated 

by increased excavation. The most serious disadvantage is that the road 

projeot has been substantially delayed because staged implementation of one 

of the· two proposed carriageways is precluded. This. could in the ultimate 

hamper and'de1a;y the development of the \"/hole area. 

Another example taken from the field of structural engineering was the 

design of the salvage hall at the Vlanlip Composting Plant. Refuse sorting 

and sludge c;rying equipment was located at first floor level so that salvage,· 

refuse and sludge could be disoharged by gravity but imposing very heavy 

loads on the floor. At ground floor level salvage was to be sorted 

involving the use of meohanical handling plant. To meet this last 

re~uirement columns should be kept to a minimum and widely spaced. Compliance 

with the latter increased the depth of beams to support the heavy 

e~uipment which in turn led to raised floor levels. These necessitated a 

greater length of inclined conveyors to.carry refuse to the first floor. 

The solution was therefore, a compromise. 
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From the illustrations given it is very obvious that nearly all 

design decisions involve compromise. 

Judgement - Fact and Value The validity and nature of Relevant Factors 

will now be examined in more detail. Relevant factors could be described 

as an admixture of facts and values. 

1. Verifiable Facts These are factual propositions about the 

observable world and can be tested as true or false. For example, a 

Imxnicipal Engineer faced with a decision situation in respect of a foul 

drainage scheme can know the lengths an,d sizes of the proposed sewers or 

the number of existing dwellings in the catchment area. Equally, he can 

obtain historical information on water consumption in the catchment area 

provided ,records have been kept by the water supply undertaking. Facts 

such as these can be obtained and verified. Things will not alter if 

prepared by a different observer or engineer. 

2. lion-verifiable Facts These are also factual propositions which 

can only be verified in retrospect at some future date in time. For example, 

the City of Leicester proposes as part of its transportation poliqy to 

provide Interchange Car Parks outside the central area of the City to meet 

the needs of commuters to the central area. These car parks will be 

serviced by high speed bus routes and be located conveniently adjacent to 

the major radial roads of the City. Car owners would cOlll!Jute to these car 

parks and complete their journey by public transport. Whilst it is possible 

to Undertake Market Research and predict both the growth of commuter demand 

and commuter behaviour, these facts can only be verified in retrospect 

once the facility has been provided. Facts of this nature are dependent 

upon the implementation of the design proposal. Such facts are not just an 

extension of available historical facts but are shaped and created by the 

design. Many of the facts used in decision situations are of this type and 
, 

the decision maker must form his mm assessment of their validity. This 

situation demands judgement on the part of the decision maker. 
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5. Values There is also'a third classification of relevant factor 

which cannot be validated by historical or future factual data. These 

have been classed as Values in this thesis. Decisions which are associated 

with values can be described as ethical if that word is used in its 

broadest meaning. Such decisions are often presented as "preferable", 

"good" or it is suggested this "ought" to be done. Whilst with Relevant 

Factors of a factual nature there is an inherent correctness, in the case 

of ethical matters there may be anuober of conflicting contentions each 

of which could be classed as "right" given the appropriate ethical premise. 

For example, a developer recently made a proposition to the Leicester 

City Council for the redevelopment of the land to the East of Loseby Iane 

for new shopping with a multi-storey shoppers' car park on the upper floors., 

This accorded to Corporation policy in that it provided a much needed 

central area car park near the retail market. It did however, destroy the 

old world character of Loseby Lane. The local press was instrumental in ' 

voicing public objection to this change in the character of Loseby Lane. 

SUbsequently a new proposal was evolved which retained the existing 

shopping frontage and also made it a pedestrian preferred street, but 

involved the council in contributing an additional £150,000. The decision 
, 

to accept this scheme took accou.~t of relevant factors of a non factual 

character. They were based upon a concensus of public opinion by elected I 

I 

members. For the present the decision is accepted and considered on amenity' ": 

grounds as "right". In ten years time the concensus of opinion may well have 

changed and at that time the decision could perhaps be, with equal validity, 

considered as "\'T!'ong". 

Frequently the work undertaken by a Municipal Engineer will drastically 

affect the lives and. well being of the community. As a public etJlployee he 

must try and safe-guard the greatest benefit, to the community. It is often a 

difficult "ethical" problem to establish a balance ,between adversely 

affecting a minority in the interests of a greater good. Whilst there are 

Statutory Powers to protect the individual and Elected Members are 
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sensitive to i.~justice there are still ~ occasions when the value 

judgements of the Municipal Engineer are paramount. This. sometimes 

contrasts sharply with the Private Sector of inilllstry where continued 

viability and profi tabili ty of the Undertaking is all important. 

Another source of value statements is the concensus of opinion of . 

professional experts. British Standards Publications, Codes of Practice 

etc. are commonly used in a decision situation. Whilst these pUblications 

often have as their basis a core of verifiable fact the recommendations . 

etc. are the product of the value judgements made by the panel that draw 

up the document. Their validity is based on human fiat· and may be subject 

to change with evolution of·industr,y and the societ,y from which they 

originate. 

Economy of Information One of the problems faced by all decisio~ makers 

is to sift the available evidence and reduce it to manageable proportions. 

There are very obvious physical limits to the volume ·of infomation that 

~ person can assimilate and use when making a ·decision. Many attempts· 

are made to reduce the Relevant Factors to a common unit of me~surement. 

The most obvious common unit used in monetary. It is however very much a 

matter of subjective judgement to try and convert such things as pleasure, 

. pain and even life itself into monetary units •. Such attempts usually 

result in disagreement if not between professionals at least between 

professionals and laymen. A very good example from .the field of Local 

Government is what value to attach to accidents when assessing highvla3 

schemes • 

. Growing Complexity In the last twenty five years there have been a number 

of factors vihich have increased the range of choice open to the decision 

maker and led. too often to a surfeit of information:-

a) Craft Industries - 'Vhen craft industries dominated construction 

there were many aspects that were predetemined by tradition. This 

restriction on options is rapidly vanishing. 
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b) Affluence - With the growth of affluence there is a greater 

demand for public works accompanied by a demand for higher environmental 

standards. The increased volume of work creates complexity as the schemes 

become interrelated in both time and space. They are also subjected to 

more stringent design constraints. 

c) Population Density - In Great Britain the grOlving population and 

increasing urbanisation also contribute to the interaction of schemes and 

public sensitivity to environmental needs. 

d) Technical Advance- Technical advance is probably the most 

significant and has resulted in a great increase in the variety of materials 

and techniques available to the designer. This factor when supplemented by 

much more sophisticated methods of collecting and handling data including 

the use of computers has not only increased design options but also made 

available a "jungle" of supporting evidence. 

standardisation 

a) Codes and Standard Specifications - The growth of accepted codes 

and standard specifications is beneficial in reducing the options and 

defining an acceptable norm. 

b) Large Industrial Units - The concentration of production into larger 

units has reduced the variety of products available limiting the options 

open to designers. 

c) Industrialization of Construction Industry - frogress in 

industrialization of the construction industry .is taking place slowly. 

Systems building such as CLASP and the use of standard bridge beams etc. 

illustrate this trend. The results are to reduce design option and thus 

lead to simplification of decision making. 

The above points highlight some of the problems found in reducing 

decision information to reasonable proportions. There,is no easy answer. 

In fact merely to be aware of· the problem will help to reduce the 

unnecessary decision information~ften provided. 
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Who makes a decision H.A. Simon 35 suggests that whilst factual and value 

decisions cannot really be isolated in essence the former is the realm of 

administration and the latter of policy. Vlhen applied to the work of' 

Municipal Engineering the consequences would be as follows:-

Agent 

Eng~eer/Designer 

L.A. Senior' or Chief Officer 

Politicians 

TYPe of Decision 

Factual dominated 

Admixture of factual' and value 

Value dominated 

There are several interesting case studies of actual designs' 

described by D.L. Marples. 34 He concludes that even where decisions are 

taken by senior management these normally appear to be a formal 

endorsement of conclusions already reached by the design staff. This is 

certainly commonly the situation in Municipal Engineering. For exa'llple a 

skeleton highway network for Leicester City was deduced by design staff 

but only formally accepted by the City Engineer after a lapse of some two 

to three years. Perhaps this situation is the natural consequence of the 

management structure. The designer has the greatest knowledge of' the' 

scheme and ought therefore to be in the best position to ensure that the 

evidence 11e presents to the decision maker endorses the decision he 

postulates. Vlhere his decision is not endorsed he has probably failed to 

"sell" his ideas or perhaps misunderstood the evidence, and political 

constraints. 

Decision Trees One of' the few case studies of' design in progress Was 

undertaken by D.L. Marples. 54 From his observations he. identified the 

design process as a decision tree. Figure No. 25 is taken from his paper 

entitled "The Decisions of Engineering Designs". 

The same situation in respect of choice between options is shown in 

figure No. 26. Here the choice between options is illustrated as a gradual 

concentration of approved concepts until the final solution emerges. 
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~ - Figure Uo. 25 is taken from a lecture by D.!,. narples I 
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I • entitled "The Decisions of Eneineering Design ". I 
Thc)nsti tution of Engineering Designers, .. L<mdon, July 1960 •. J 
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Both concepts emphasise completely opposite aspects of decision 

melting. That in figure No. 25 shows how greater detail is considered as the 

process proceeds whilst that in figure No. 26 shows how options are 

gradually rejected and effort concentrates upon the single ultimate 

preferred solution. It is useful to consider both concepts in juxtaposition. 

Cri tical Decisions Marples in his paper identified what he classed as 

critical decisions. These he observed had three main features. 

(1.) They were made by someone high up in the executive hierarchy. 

(2) Such decisions were normally treated as irrevocable. Subsequently 

it is assumed such a decision will not be revised. 

(5) The design team undergo marked changes at the time of decision • 
. 

Thereafter attention concentrates on the next set of sub problems. 

In the current· research similar critical decisions have been identified 

in Uunicipal Engineering and details will be given later in the text. 

Asimow 7 gives the foll~ving theory of critical decision making. 

Theory of Critical Decision Making 

(1.) Critical Decisions - formal and irrevocable - failure involves 

substantial loss • 

(2) Critical Decisions rest on comparison of utility and realizability • 
. ' 
(5) Related to a limited budget. 

(4) Level of confidence in solution important and influenced by 

experience and others reaction. \ 

(5) Where cost of design uncertain level of confidence a dominant 

factor. 

(6) Critioal decisions measure penalty of failure against value of 

success. 

(7) Made by the person who takes responsibility for failure. 
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Aids te Decision. Making These fall into two principal groups. The first 

are simple techni~uesfor marshalling relevant factors into a concise form. 

They are alreaqyin ewe in some design offices and help the decision maker 
'. . . 

te comprehend the essential features of the particular decision situation. 

The secend group have been developed te deal with the strategic consequences 

'Of the immediate decisien'upen ether subsequent decisions. These draw largely 

upen the skills 'Of the mathematician and generally involve the application 'Of 

prebability and games theery. Whilst these IIla¥ well have potential 

applicatiens current examples 'Of their use 'Often appear naive and misleading. 

This is because 'Of the difficulties in previding real infermatien en 

probability and making realistic mathematical models 'Of the cemplex 

situatiens. In view 'Of this the auther advises caution in over reliance upen 

their use. 

(1) Marshalling Relevant Pacters . 

(a) Tee Charts - This is prebably 'One 'Of the simplest ferms 'Of 

aid te decision making. The methed is te list beth the "Good" and "Bad" 

'features 'Of each alternative under censideratien. Those alternatives which 

have undesirable features that cannet be eliminated are rejected. 

(b) Decision l.latrix - .A. matrix can be used in various ways te 

express the relative merits of alternative solutions in a concise ferm. One 

way 'Of using this methed is to list the alternatives on one axis of a two 

dimensieml matrix and the relevant facters aleng the ether. ~'he matrix may 

be filled in by the "yes - no" device, by a.numerical grading system, by 

quantities if known, er ether relevant cemments. Figure No. 27 gives an 

example of a decisien matrix and is taken frem "Creative Synthesis. in Design" 

36 
by Alger & Hays. The auther has used this technique .'rhen drawing up a 

Select List for tenders • 

. (2) Strategic Censequences' 

(a) Games Theery - In mnny decisien situatiens the validity of 

the current decision is 'Only evident after the 'Occurrence of some future 

events. The likely eutceme 'Of these future events can be expressed in terms 
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~ _ Figure No. 27 is tru:en from· a t~~tb60k by Alger &Ha~S"~ 
I , e~t<~.;led "Crea.tive Synthesis in Desi@1u

, 'Prentice Hall"'1964;" "I 
.. +--'- , 
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of probability. By use of Games Theory such as the "Mini-Max" rule etc. 

it is possible to select .the course of action which involves the minimum 

risk of failure. Quite frequently the investigation of a problem or the 

implementation of a project can be approached by a variety of strategies. 

The two extremes are to investigate items in series or in parallel. By use 

of probability techniques and games theor,y it is possible to indicate 

which strategy is most'likely to result in a successful outcome ~th a 

minimum of' abortive effort. Uany design situations involve the solution 

of a wide range of sub-problems ?Jld quite frequently these have alternative 

solutions which are incompatible. For exacple if a number of alternative 

routes for a new road are being investigated the final choice may depend 

on finding feasible solutions to a whole range of sub;...problems i.e. 

Availability and cost of land, foundation conditions, conflict with 

underground services, structural prOblems of bridging rivers, etc. etc. 

What strategy should be followed. Each alternative line can obviously be 

examined until it proves impracticable and then the next examined or all 

schemes can be explored simultaneously. Equally the sequence in which·the 

sub-problems are explored can be varied. To apply games theory to such a 

problem of strategic decision requires an ability to place a reliable 

probability on the outcome of each investigation. At present it is difficult 

to see hO\'7 such probabilities can be obtained • 

. Cb) A.I.D.A. - In many decision situations there is an interaction 

betw'een one decision and subsequent decisions. A very good example from 

Local Government is the allocation of land for various types of development. 

Quite often·there are amenity and functional reasons why certain land uses 

cannot be adjacent. For example heavy industry VTould not ideally be 

located adjacent to a hospital. Equally certain land uses have similar 

requirements for services. Good road and rail access is desirable for 

industrial development and also an importimt football ground. A.I.D.A. is 

a manual or computer method devised to handle this type of problem and 

indicate which current decisions will leave open the most advantageous 
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future options. The concept behind A.I.D.A. is very attractive and it is 

encouraging that the value of adaptability in decision making is being 

recognised. At present there is only limited experience in the use of 

A.I.D.A. With increased use its validity will be tested and possibly the 

techniques developed with advantage. 

Whilst the available aids in common use seem simple the new concepts 

. in "strategic Consequences". may well be valuable in future years. 

Conclusions Decision making has been examined in detail. Some of the 

concepts and techniques should~elp'designers and managers to arrive at 

better decisions. The identification of Critical Decisions is very useful 

and will be developed subsequently. 

The Decision marks the climax of the cycle of fundamental design 

activities. It is followed by the more subservient activity of "communication". 

A favourable decision will commit to the next cycle in the process. It may 

well be a further more detailed design stage. This demonstrates the 

evolutionary and cyclic character of' the process. Again a decision to 

abandon the proposal or generate fresh solutions illustrates the hazards or 

speculative nature of' the process. Decision making does take some of' the 

Chaos out of design or at least contain it. 
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2.10 "FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN ACTIVITY - COI&!lJNICA'rIONS 

Definition 
, 56 

S.S. Stevens states that "Conmunication is the 

discriminatory response of an organism (object or mechanism) to a 

stimuJ.us". 

Such a definition is very broad and obviously involves a) Human to 

human, b) Human to machine or c) Machine to machine communications. 

The growing use of computers for design in Municipal Engineering makes 

this broad definition very relevant. These techniques involve frequent 

"Human to Machine" communications. With a growth of automatic plotting 

machines and the holding of information in paper tape or magnetic tape form 

there is also increasing "Machine to Machine" communications. Already 

highwa,y setting out information can be available to a contractor on magnetic 

tape etc. and it is reasonable to assume 'that magnetic tape etc. could be 

used to convey information now expressed in bill of quantities format. 

For the pJil:'Pose of this thesis "cormnunications" in the context of 

design has been defined as follows:-

"The act of issuing or receiving a re'l)lest or information" 

The process of design normally begins by'the receipt of a comnnul1oation 

indicating a need and re'l)lesting that a design solution be evolved to 

satisfy that need. The successful termination of the design process is also 

normally marked by the issue of a communication describing the proposed 

design solution and requesting that it be implemented. Between these two' 

terminal events the complex process of desigll takes place. That process 

normally involves many contributors each playing their special role. The 

muJ.tifarious contributors are liriked throughout the process by a complex 

net of co~unications. These are the sinews of, the design process bringing' 

togeth~r the many parts to form a whole. 

The character of a communication i~ influenced by:-

1. Purpose of Communication 
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2. Validity of Comlllunica tion 

:5. Mode of Communication 

These will be explored in a little more detail later in the text. 

Theory of Communications The process of making a communication is 

represented diagramatically in figure No • . 28. Every communication must 

obviously have .a source ~d a destination. It is a fundamental concept 

that all 'systems of co:::munication are potentially liable to error ana that 

no cessage as received is an exact replica of the original information 

prior to ,transmission. Claude Shannon 37 undertook research 'into 

communications and laid the foundations upon which the majority of the 

present theory has been developed; Techniques nOlv exist for the mathematical 

assessment of the capacity and reliability of communication systems. These 

demonstrate that as the capacity of the system is approached so the 

reliability of the message received degenerates. They also demonstrate that 

by including additional or "redundant" signals in a message the reliability 

of the message received can be greatly increased. The written vrord is an 

ideal example of how the validity of a message can be preserved by 

redundancy. In the English Language there is some 50% redundancy and even 

when quite a few letters are missing or wrong a recipient can restore the 

message to its original form with great reliability. Conversely most users 

of computers will have experienced the frustration caused,by abortive 

calculations where the whole "output" is worthless because of a single wrong 

symbol in the "input". In .this case the absence of 'redundancy in "input" 

data makes meticulous attention to accuracy paramount. 

In any communications system things which interfere with . the accuracy 

of the message being communicated are called "noise". 

For a message to be communicated it must be expressed in a "~" • 
.. ,. "", .,-.. ,~ .. ' 

This code sho1Jld be' common to both the source and destinat:i'.6n or obvi'ously 

'misunderstandings will take place. If it is desired to improve the accuracy 

of the communication the introduction of "feedback" from destination to, 
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.', riote - Figtlre 110. 28 is' taken from a textbook by Rosen~tein 
f;· . ..' .' ... ,., . .. ·.~<t, 
if':;entitled "Engineering Cqmr.mnication.s". Prenticc'Hall. . ",: 
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source ,viII expose errors in the communication. The system as illustrated 

in figure No. 28 will now be explained in terms of a few typical examples. 

A Conversation The source of the message is an idea in the mind of the 

speaker. This message is constructed by the speaker who acts as Encoder. 

The actual words used will in part reflect the educational skill of the 

speaker, Noise.,vill be introduced by such things as poor construction of 

sentences ,. misuse of 'I7OI'ds or dialect. In addition the speaker may wish 

to encourage the hearer to misinterpret the message whilst himself still 

sticking to the truth. Once transmitted the message will be subject to 

noise distraction by other sounds in the room,. distance etc. The hearer 

or "decoder" may be poor of hearing, not understand some of the words ana 

be distracted by concern for his sick ,vife or dislike of the speaker. He 

may also have preconceived ideas upon the topic communicated and distort 

the message to align \"Iith his mm opinions and prejudices. The validity 

of the communication will be increased if the hearer responds to the 

message. and makes a comment on its content to the speaker. This favours 
, . 

provision of "feedback". These sort of "noise" factors all reduce the 

reliability of the communication ~Jstem. 

Committee Renort Most Local Government officers will be very, familiar 

with the problems of making reports to a committee of lay representatives. 

T>.lPical sources of noise might be as follows: 

a) Encoder Noise 

1. Assistant Vlho drafts report too concerned with technical 

aspects to give proper weight to other issues, 

2.'Chief Officer alter vrording to'meet own stylistic ,fancy 

and distort technical facts, 

5. T,ypist miscopy'report. 
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b) Channel Noise 

1. Folding of report in envelope make vrords difficult 

to read. 

2. Report delayed in post and not reach committee in 

adequate time before the meeting. 

c) Decoder Noise 

1. The committee member may be uneducated and have difficulty 

in understanding the report. 

2. He maybe prejudiced against the Chief Officer who 

submitted the report. 

5. He may be so busy that he cannot concentrate on reading 

it or distracted by his ~ilaren watching T.V. 

4. An elector from his Ward may have raised the matter 

wi th him before the report arrived and on the limited 

distorted facts available the councillor may already 

have committed himself to a certain point of view. 

Communication between joint Designers i.e. Architect and Engineer 

a) Encoder Noise 

1. Architect resents having to explain and justify his 

point of view to an Engineer. 

2. Architect assumes Engineer hostile and unwilling to 

be persuaded. 

5. The Architect is short of design time· and in a hurry. 

b) Channel Noise 

1. Covering letter and drawings become detached in transit •. 

2. Print from dravr.i.ng poor, difficult to read and scale 

distorted. 

5. Delivered to wrong Engineer. 
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c) Decoder Noise 

1. Engineer feels he Vias Dusled on a previous issue by the 

Architect and is suspicious of present message. 

2. Engineer dce s not like Architects style of drawing. 

S. Engineer only interested in his cvm narrow design problem. 

Instructions from Designer to Contractor 

a) Encoder Noise 

1. Engineer realizes a weakness in original design and 

wishes to disguise this fact. 

2. Engineer ignorant of practical problems associated with 

executing his instructions. 

S. Engineer prcud of his education and wishes to impress the 

Contractor. 

b) Channel Noise 

1. Instruction posted to contractor's head office and 

reaches Site Agent with comments by the Area l~lanager 

added in longhand. 

2. Cup of tea spilt aver letter and drawing. 

These very simple exaruples readily demonstrate how most of the 

communications with which a designer is associated can be very easily 

expressed in the terms of the Theory of Communications. In many of the 

cases where distortion has taken place due to "noise" the "feedback" from 

destination to source of response information or reaction ,villimprave 

accuracy of message. Whilst it is probably unnecessary and impossible for 
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the designer to ascribe mathematical values to Channel, Capacity etc. the 

concept can be used to highlight the areas where the quali ty, of the 

communication system can be improved. In a lighter mood one might suggest 

that the Site Agent in taking the Resident Engineer out to lunch is 

taking steps to improve the communications system and remove some sources 

of noise. 

Purpose of Communication It is important to know what the communication 

is intended to achieve. 'From the point of 'view of design,communications can 

fulfil one or more of three purposes. These have been derived by 

observation of work in the Local Government context but could equally be 

applied to other areas of design. 

1.00 Working Documents 'With any design situation many facts, ideas 

etc. are generated and the designer finds it convenient to record these 

, matters for future reference. This avoids items being forgotten or 

distorted and enables the designer to handle complex design situations; 

Such communications are at times an externalization of the designers 

thought processes. Where a group of designers are engaged upon a project 

it is even more important to record these items so that ever-J participant 

has access to the available group knovrledge. 

This is an area of communications which is usually left to the 

discretion of the individual designer. Unfortunately the author's 

observations indicate' that it is often very inadequately executed. In a 

sense the working documents are an external record of, the designer at work. 

Typical examples are rough sketch idea~simple check calculations and 

lists of items to be reviewed. 

2.00 Design Communications The previous ,sections dealing with 

preparation, synthesis, verification and decision have each demonstrated 

the vast quantity'of information that is collected, generated and 

exchanged during the process of design. Much of this information is of 

only limited surVival value as its significance ceases once the accepted 
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design solution has been produced and or implemented. Yfuilst such 

information is important as the design evolves and often takes the form 

of notes, correspondence or dravdngs it is in a sense informal in 

character. T.ypical examples of these types of communication are:-

details of public utility services, manufacturers literature, statistical 

and survey information, estimates of property values etc. 

5.00 Formal Communications These communications have a more 

permanent impact upon the design and are normally associated with persons 

or organizations detached from the design function. Those commonly used 

by Municipal Engineers are listed:-

5.10 Reports or pronouncements associated with "critical 

decisions". 

5.20 Statuto~ procedures and requirements etc. 

5.50 The pre empting of resources. 

5.40 Production Documents •. 

5.41 General Conditions and Special Conditions of Contract. 

5.42 Specifications etc. 

5.45 Drawings schedules etc. 

5.44 Bills of Quantities - final accounts - quotations etc •. : 

5.45 Form of Tender. 

5.46 Supporting documents i.e. Soils Report etc. 

It should of course be remembered that many of the items in 5.40 

"Production DocUlllents" are complement~, should be consistent and must be 

. used in combination during the implementation. (This should provide 

valuable "redundancy"). . . 

In some instances it vdll be found that documents originally produced 

for one purpose are subsequently pressed into service for another. This 

can cause incongrous communications if the designer is careiess. Many 

sets of contract drawings are unfortun.-"tely a "rag bag" of communications. 
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ValidiEr and Permanency of Comm\L~ications The validity of many 

communications will change with time. For example an early sketch elevation 

of a building may well cease to be valid when the design has been 

developed in m~e detail. E~ually a plan showing thepreliminar,y 

alignment of a new highway may v,ell be superseded. Even some of the 

contract drawings will be superseded by changes in design found necessar,y 

during construction. ,Vhen a communication is first made it is seldom 

possible to predict its life cycle abd the uses to which it may ultimately 

be put. If however there is to be an economy in the production of 

communication so that wasteful generation of additional co:nmunication is to 

be avoided it is useful to identify the possible life cycles of various 

communications. The possible life cycles will also give guidance on the 

degree of sophistication that is vrarranted. For example a pencil sketch 

on detail paper may be ade~uate for immediate use but if many copies 

possibly modified will be re~uired in the future the preparation of an ink 

on linen or film drawing will be justified. Equally a model sui table for 

the designer to get a sense of three dimensional space does not warrant 

expensive finishes and realistic colouring. If however it is likely to be 

exhibited. to the public or a committee such expenditure could well be 

justified • 

. The following system of classification has been derived after 

examination of filed drawings and other documents in the Leicester City 

Engineers Department. It is suggested that if all communications were given 

a classification of this form prior to their preparation it would be 

easier to avoid vmsted effort ~n draughting, typing etc. producing 

inade~uate or over elaborate documents. 
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Classification 

1.00 Transitory 

2.00. Fundamental 

3.00 Potential 

4.0 Approved 

5.0 Revised 

Definition 

Unlikely to have any 
survival value after 
fulfillingimoediate 
purpose. 

A document which will 
after subse<J)lent 
addi tion of new 
information form a 
basis of other 
communications. 

A document which 
dependent upon 
subsequent decisions 
could become an 
Approved Communication. 

Communication forms 
part of a formal 
communication. 

An approved 
communication modified 
for unforese,en reasons. 

Examples 

Rough sketches to develop a 
concept: Check lists of 
outstanding '7ork: Trial 
approximate design 

. calculations: Notes on 
possible ideas and half 
formed solutions. 

The original survey of the 
site layout drawing of 
proposals to wInch may be 
added special details i.e~ 
services, street lighting, 
road markings etc. A bill of 
quantities. Letter modifying . 
a tender which will 
subsequently be bound in the 
Contract. A quotation from 
a nominated sub-contractor. 
Drawings and specifications 
from a specialist designer 
or manufacturer. . 

A number of tenders received 
for a project: Sketch plans 
of alternative design 
solutions: Report to a sub
committee or a subordinate 
to the chief officer. 

Council policy document: 
Strategic Plan: Detailed 

, design drawing. 

As built drawings: Modified 
design during construction. 

A classification of this type is fairly crude but could soon indicate 

the mode of communication most suitable. The classification of· documents 

in this way traCing their life cycle soon reveals how validity of 

communications change as the design proceeds. 

Modes of Communication The appropriate mode of co:nmunication should be 

selected, in cognizance of the following factors:-

a) Purpose 

b) Source and Destination 

c) Serviceable codes 

d) Degree of feedback 

e) Noise level 

f) Validity and permanency 131 



The following schedule sets out the modes of communication in common 

use in Local Government. 

1.00 Verbal 

2.00 Written 

5.00 Models 

4.00 Graphical 

1.10 Spoken -.face to face. 

1.20 Telephone !conversation. 

1.50 Recorded on tape etc. 

1.40 Written in long hand. 

1.50 Typed. 

1.60 Printed. 

2.10 Blysical to scale. 

2.20 Analogue. 

2.50 Mathematical. 

2.40 Electronic Computer. 

5.10 Sketches and cartoons (not to scale). 

5.20 Charts, graphs etc. 

3.30 Scale Drawings. 
" 

5.51 Location 11 (small scale) 

5.52 11 11 

5.55 Arrangement 

5.34 Detail 

It 

5.40 Projections 

5.50 Photographs' 

5.51 Montages etc. 

11 

11 

11 

(large scale) 

(standard) 

(special) 

In many situations design communications and in particular instructions 

to thc' constructor are conveyed by a combination of a number of the above 

modes. The most advantageous admixture is obviously a matter of speculation. 

One thing is essential each part of a communication must be compatible and 

complementary to the other. 
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Communication Links There have been studies made of the flow of 

com~unication in the field of architectural design. C.R. IUlrvey 38 gives 

examples of flow charts for various aspects of the design process. Figures 

29 and 30 set out the basic pattern of designprocedl.l:res as he identified 

them. 

. . 

These concepts are ver,y interesting and illustrate how communications 

must perform a vital role in any complex design situation involving many 

contributors.·These communications be~veen ccntributors could be described 

as links. SUbsequently in this thesis the author will identify such links 

and define their influence upon the design process in Municipal Engineering. 

Adequacy of communications . It is ver,y obvious that failures in 

communication will distort the design process and could if really serious 

frustrate the solution of the design problem. Designers deal in information 

and ideas. The ultimate outcome of their efforts is the implementation of 

the design ideas they have developed. Consequently the most important 

communication is that be~yeen designer and constructor. It should not be 

forgotten that the instructions to the constructor can never be more than 

a sketch of the idea and great reliance must be placed. upon the constructors 

ability to appreciate the designers intention. The designer therefore 

"proposes" whilst the constructor "disposes". 

In the fields of industrial design and mechanical engineering it is 

quite nOlual for production documents to be prepared by a detailer closely 

associated with.the manufacturing branch of the industry. Under these 

circumstances the design is adjusted to facilitate prOduction. Where mass 

production and assembly line techniques· are used this has many 

. attr8.ctions and specialist Production Engineers plBJl" an accepted role. 

In the Construction Industr,y the designer normally purports to prepare the 

majority of production documents. This reflects the "one off" nature of 

m~st projects and the limited industrialization·of th~ indu:str,y. Even so 

the Construction Industr,y designer uses many ;).tandard products, standard 

specificutions and standard details as a "sl-:·::·';hnnd"· means of communicating 
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his intentions to the constructor. 

The United Nations initiated a "study for the Irish Republic entitled 

"Technical Documentation for the Building Industry".39 This document" 

among many other" things draws attention to the way in which joiners, 

smiths etc. often make their O1m draw-lngs of the work involved because they 

" cannot "understand" the architects full size details. This seems a serious 

indictment of the designer and indicates a failure of communications. It 

is easy to visualize the communication trauma that could result from a 

flux of such septic documents. 

The convenience and reliability Vii th which the concept can be 

communicated places a limit on feasible design solutions. For example all 

designs are realized in three physical dimensions but dra,,;ings, the normal 

communication mode, are in two dimensions. It is therefore much easier to 

represent on a flat drawing, planes thD.t intersect at 900
• Difficulties 

frequently arise where planes intersect at other than 900
• For example 

I 

the detailing of a skew bridge abutment. Equally it is ver'J difficult to 

represent a complex undulating surface on a flat plane. The common example 

is the carriageway surface at an intersection. It is normal practice in 

this case to use contours and/or spot "levels both of which are a "snorthLcnd" 

stylized representation of three dimensions on a flat surface. The form 

used to communicate information should make it straight forward for the 

constructor to set out the proposals. Spot levels do this if placed at 

logical strategic points. Contours present more problems but some 

concepts cannot be" adequately and conveniently described by spot levels. 

The designer finds it easy to clrawstraight lines and circles whilst 

the constructor also finds these fairly simple to set" out and USUally -

straightforvrardto construct. This restricts communications and limits the 

thought processes of the designer and his proposed solution. In situations 

where non circular curves are used both designer and constructor have more 

difficul"t'J in COI:llOlunicating. The use of' spiral transitions in highway 

design was overcome by formulating standard curves available' to both 
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designer and conStructor. The "Cresswell Curves" are a good example of 

this. More recently the use of curves of a polynomial character has been 

developed in high~!ay design and these are both calculated and communicated 

to the constructor by use of a computer and computer print out. These· few 

illustrations demonstrate how the ade'luacy of communication techni'lues 

affect both design and construction. 

"The Aims of Structural DeSign,,20 Institution of Structural Engineers 

1969 draws attention to the problem caused when too maqy new and unfamiliar 

. features are introd~wed into a single design. This places an·excessive 

burden on the co:nmunication process and cen easily result in penalties 

such as high cost and even construction failures. The report suggests 

that ne\V designs should be achieved by evolution rather than revolution. 

Aids to Conununication Probably the greatest aid to communications is a 

lower reliance upon \Vord of mouth and higher reliance upon more 

permanent fores of communication. The latter can be less adequate due to 

absence of verbal feedback etc. but in general are far more .reliable. 

In the Leicester City Engineers Office designers.are re'luired to keep 

written records of the evolution of the design. These have proved invaluable 

\Vi th changes in staff etc. 

Recently at Leicester all the engineers in a design team dealing with 

the advanced planning of major schemes resigned in a period of three months. 

Continuity of design was only possible because comprehensive records 

existed. 

In the Leicester office a single design team prepares all major 

hig~IaYs .schemes to the stage where the concept is approved by the D.O.E. 

and land aC'luired. This procedure is used as the many schemes interact 

and must be considered as part of a total network. There are specialist 

design teams which then develop the scheme and prepare production documents. 

These teams receive a "detailed brief" when they commence a new scheme. 

TIns is accompanied by a record of the evolution of the scheme. Vlhen 
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unexpected serious detail design problems are encountered reference to the 

historical records are invaluable. On the L!elton Loughborough Link a 

saving of £50,000 at the detail design stage was possible because records 

showed a change in treatment of a large water main was possible. 

The major highway proposals for West Bridge were challcl'.,ged by local 

residents ",ho employed a well known civil engineering consultant to 

discredit the solution proposed. In the event the City Engineer by reference' 

to records was able to show the many alternatives that had been rejected. 

The' consultant publicly admitted he could not find one that had not been 

considered. 

The Department of the Environment often challenge designs and suggest 

alternative solutions. Recently on st. tlargarets Way to Humberstone Road 

the records demonstrated to the engineer concerned why his alternative 

ideas were impracticable. 

Equally the straightforward application of the concepts of simple 

Comounication Theory can make design contributors aware of the essential 

features of all communications. In the Leicester office design staff plan 

in advance the scope of documents that will be required to communicate a 

design to the constructor. This approach leads to improved commUnication. 

The education explosion of the past twenty years means that the 

contributors etc. to a design ought to be more articulate and able to 

communicate. This aspect is of course counteracted by ,the increase in 

design activity and lo\vcr emphasis now placed on the ability to write and 

draw in certain areas of education. 

The Ministry of Public Buildings and Works have made a valuable 

, contribution to improving communications in the building industry with 

their work on Professional COlhboration in Designing Buildings. 40 

Literature has been produced demonstrating h= the design of building is a 

team activity and special course arra..'1ged. These bring together specialist, 

designers into a simulated design situntion. The participants jointly carry 
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out a structured design exercise and experience the problems and importance 

of' com!nunications. These exercises could with advant"age be extended to the 

f'ield of civil engineering in local government. They YlOuld be particularly 

valuable f'or designers· engaged in congested urban areas. If Solicitors, 

Treasurers, Planners, Engineers, Architects and Valuers were to take part 

in a simulated design situation a great awareness of the "other man' sn 

problems could be stimulated. This could lead to better design through 

better communications. Some people favour !.!ultiDisciplinary teams. More 

recently the suggestion of' !.Ieta Disciplinary teams was made where 

communications are made easier because each specialist can participate in 

the others actual ;vork. So far some elementary exercises have been tried 

in the area of' land/use transportation planning with very limited success. 

Conclusions The theory of communications has been discussed and various 

aspects of' the subject examined. This section highlights the importance 

of this activity. In some respects it could be conceived as sub servient to 

the other design activities. Whilst it is the terminal. activity of' the 

cycle it also forms the sinews . linking together the many people and 

organisations involved in a complex design situation. Frequcntly it bridges 

the gap between activities and provides the essential continuity throughout 

the process. Slovenly communications is a common cause of' wastef'ul a.~d 

ineff'ective design. The importance of commUIllcation is further explored in 

a subsequ~nt section. 
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2.11 AIDS TO DESIGN 

Disillusioned The average civil engineer is largely unaware of' the ferment 

of' new methods f'or design that have been propagated in architecture, 

industrial· and mechanical design during the past decade. r,!any designers 

in these f'ields have already been disappointed by the lack of' apparent 

progress in making use of' these methods in practice. Nigel Cross 41 of' the 

Design Research Laboratory U."I.I.S.T. Manchester, Geof'frey Broadbent, head 
. . 42· .... 

of' the Portsmouth School of' Architecture and J. Christopher Jones :all 

subscribe to the view that "J.!ost of'the eff'orts of design methodologists 

have received negligible support from practicing designers". ECJ.ually whilst 

many practicing designers pay lip service to these methods the author has 

not yet f'ound any architect who admits to making wide use of them in his 

everyday work. !!any of' the techniCJ.ues seem to have been generated in the 

realm of' research or teaching and of'ten seem easier to teach than use. 

It may be that this disappointment is the consequence of over ambitious 

claims for the new methods and too great an optimism on the part of' 

potential users. There have been those who seek an all embracing infallible 

new method that can be a"JPlied to each and every design situation. In his 

42 recent comprehensive book "Design Methods" J. Christopher Jones after 

critically examining 35 methods postulates a complete systematic method 

which he hopes designers will f'ind of general application. Yihen reviewing 

the book in ":,funicipal Engineering" A. S. l,!artin commented "Either it was 

not \~itten for people like me or my experience makes it seem irrelevant 

. to most designing as we ImO\" it". Perhaps the real error lies in assuming 

that a new comprehensive method is either needed or possible. It is for 

this reason that this section has been entitled "Aids to Design". 

Is anything ne\7? 13 In 1966 Geoffrey Broadbent suggested "there is 

evidence already that, in certain (arChitecture) schools, systematic design 

can not only structure the teacher's and student's tasks •••••• ·but that it 

will also improve standards in design ••••••• This suggests that 
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architectural education has made a valuable contribution which in the long 

run will inevitably raise standards in practice". Two years later a 

similar review article has become "A. plain !.lan I s Guide to Systematic 
. &.3 

Design Methods" - and methods were novr acceptable only "provided that 

they can be slotted into a.sequence determined by the needs of architecture 

i tseU". VIe also read of "The !.lethod of COIlll:lon Sense" which he points out 

"~ look remarkably like what the architect thinks he does alrea.Co/". 

The author welcomes this more practical realization that new methods 

can best be used to improve the existing approach to design. So much of 

the design process is related to people how they think, hOlv they work 

together, react to physical situations and communicate with each other that 

it is unreal to imagine that some completely new design method lies around 

the corner waiting to be introduced. IfJhatever design method is used much 

of that design method must rely upon traditional procedures. Ylhen "New 

Techniques" are introduced in the field of management the common cry is 

"but we do that already". !.!any of the so called ne\'; ideas are often a 

systematic and conscious application in a sophisticated form of methods 

previously used in a very crude casual manner. This suggests there. ma;)' be 

some justification in asking "Is anything new"? 

It is very obvious that there is a multitude of well established "aids 

to design" v/nich are used without realizing their great contribution. 

For example the act of drawing and the commonly accepted conventions of 

such ~epresentations are probably some of the oldest and also most valuable 

"aids to design". In this section there is no intention to discount such 

important traditional aids. What is intended is to identify the innovations 

that have been taking place in the past decade and. attempt to indicate 

their relevance and likely value. 

Beware of Ghmicks Design. aids are like all else subject to fashion. 

Some of the techniques postulated seem to be the resu~t of trying to 

find an application for currently fashiop~le concepts and. ideas rather 
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than a desire to find a method to meet a'weakness in current design 

procedures. l!'or example Alexander's method of "Hierarchial Decoinposition" 

seems more an excuse to use "New J.laths" than a response to a weakness, in 

design procedure. Equally one suspects that many methods based on "Coillputer 

Techniques" owe'more to the desire to use a computer than response to a 

procedural need. Whilst it must be admitted that serviceable methods can 

be evolved in this way their worth must be proved and tested in practice. 

~Panacea It is easy to get a fixation on a design aid and attempt to 

apply it ,indiscriminately to many u.~suitable situations. Probably the 'most 

glaring exarnple is the use of "Brainstorming". To try and apply such 

group activity in many detailed design situations is c01.mter productive. 

Equally when used indiscriminately ateclmique loses its freshness and may 

be distorted to become quite useless. For example "Brainstorming" can 

become a f'rightening free for all. Design aids need using VIi th skill and 

intelligence. They are "aids" and not a substitute for goOd sound common 

sense. 

A Bandora's Box In all design situations ~~e capacity of the human 

intellect to handle and manipulate,facts places an ultimate constraint upon 

the complexity of the process. l.!any of the new aids to design generate a 

wealth of additional information not previously available. For this 

information to be productive it has to be carefully edited and reduced to 

manageable proportions. Take just a few examples. A cost/benefit analysis 

can highlight so many unpriceable social costs that the designer is still 

a long W3¥ aW3¥ from being able to make a "factual decision". Or again a 

sophisticated computer date-co-ordination service could easily generate at 

an early: stage in design far more information than can be properly 

controlled or used. The same is ,true of Computer Simulations ~nere a L.U.T.S. 

produces so much information on Traffic Predictions that confusion exists, 

in trying to assess a.~ overall poliC"J or netlVork. 1!orphological Charts 

could expose very many alterl1atives and easily lead to design effort being 

frittered aWD3 on too many alternatives. At times ''blinkers'' are needed if 
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progress is to be made. 

Recent Innovations Below are li sted in alphabetical order tvrenty-fi ve 

design aids which have been proposed !lT introduced in this country during 

. the past decade. It is difficult to obtain a truly comprehensive list but 

. the one postulated is considered to be adequate for the present purposes 

and is based upon a search of existing literature. 

1. ANALYSIS OF Dm:aCOImECTED DECISION AREAS (AIDA) (Luckman, 19(7) 

A Hethodof making explicit the incompatibilities between potential sub

solutions, so as to confine the search for feasible solutions to only 

compatible sets of sub-solutions. 

2. AP.PLI:;ID ECor:Ol.o:CS. Use of concepts such as Cost/Benefit Analysis 

etc. 

5. l3RAllTSTORJJDIG- (Osborn, 1965) (Jones, 19(6). The apparently vrell

knovm, but probably frequently mis-used, group participation technique 

of quickly generating a wide range of ideas for tackling a stated problem. 

4. CHECK LISTS (Jones, 1966). The also well-known method of 

evaluating solutions against a set of , previously established criteria or 

requirements. 

5. CLASSIFICATION (Jones, 1966). This is a technique borrowed from 

other fields such as zoology, where taxonomy is important for sorting a 

number of separate items into a pattern, so that major areas are defined 

for further action. 

6. CO!,PUrEE( SILlULATION. The use of computer models to predict and 

test design situations. 

7. DlCrA CO-ORDDrATION. Use of computers etc. to classify and locate 

information. 

8. 1"'VOLlJTIO:IARY .L,QREc/z.rnrG- (Goodwin, 19(9). A method of using the. 

past history of a product, to identifY previous major' areas of change, 

and to develop guidelines for designers seeking to generate innovations in 

the product. 
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9. FUNCTIONAL INNOVATION (Jones, 1968). A method of analysing the 

essential functions of an existing product, and seeking new components to 

which these functions could be re-allocated. ' 

10. GAl,m;s THSORY. Use of, probability etc. to selected best course 

of action. 

11. GOAL FAR.'UC ANALYSIS (Manheim & Hall, 1968). An eValuation 

technique, for comparing and choosing between pairs of alternative solutions, 

on the basis of a network of design objectives, or goals. 

,12. HIERARC-rlIAL DECOMPOSITION (Alexander, 1964). Alexander's method 

of mathematically partitioning a set of required performance factors 

into independent sub-sets. Solutions for these sub-sets can then'be 

proposed, and combined hierarchically. 

13. mr.l!:RACTION r,OO'RIG;;:S (Jones, 1963). A method of exploring and 

setting out in chart form the interactions between a number of elements 

within a problem. 

14. Iltr.,,;RACTION Ni!.'TS (Jones, 1963). The development of an interaction 

matrix into a representation of possible spatial relationshtps between 

the elements. 

15. L~TERAL THJ1lliI11} (De Bono, 1967). Some procedures for developing 

nevr wl33s of looking at a problem, so that one is not blinkered by • obvious' 

or traditional approaches. 

16. LITZP.xru'P.E SEP.RCEING (Jones, 1963). Techniques for finding and 

making the best uses of available literature. 

17. LOOICAL QUESTION CHAINS (Jones, 1965). A method of persistently 

follrnving up a superficial statement, until the basic reasoning behind it 

has been .exposed. 

18. r,!ORl'lIOLOGICAL C,IARTS (Horris, 1963). A method of setting out the 

total arrl33 of (theoretically) possible solutions to a problem, in the 

form of a matrix of features \711ich the d.esign must have, and the potential 
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means of achievine each feature. 

19. PERFORl,IANCE SP..!:CIFICATIONS (Jones, 1965). Specifying design 

requirements in terms only of functions to be fulfilled, and the limits 

within vihich sub-solutions must lie. 

20. REIATIONSHIP CHARTS (Duffy, 1969). A method of analysing and 

charting relationships be~veen components of a design. 

21. SOLU'.rrON PLOTTD:G (Jones, 1965). Plotting existing solutions on 

the basis of some pair of variables, to expose, areas in which to search 

for new solutions. 

22. SYNETICS (Gordon, 1961). A range of psychological "tricks" for 

generating novel solutions, 'using interdisciplinary group work. 

25. TEE CHARTS AND DECISION MATRIX. Methods for displaying advantages 

, and disadvantages of alternative proposals. 

24, VALlE ANALYSIS (Davies, 1966). A method of refining components to 

produce a more economical solution. 

25. WORD ASs:JCIATION (Broadbent, 1966). A technique for changing one I s 

vic;v of a problem by using nevr words to describe it. 

New Aids Reviewed All the aids to design listed are tactical techniques, 

none of which, used alone will provide a complete solution to a design 

problem. Previously in this thesis "Fundamental Design Activities" have 

been identified and examined in some detail. The matrix in Figure No. 51 

shows which of the twenty five a:ids might prove to be useful for each 

design activity and sub-category,' ,In an attempt to indicate the worth of 

a technique those where evidence exists of their use in a design situation 

are marked in orange. The remainder are shO'lm with a blank circle. There, 

is very little evidence of the use of'any of these techniques in civil 

engineering design. Those which have been used in local authority offices 

known to the author are marked with a cross. 
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It seems ve-::y evident that most of the new 'design aids have proved 

difficult to understand and apply to normaJ. working situations. There are 

those who argue that this is because methodologists are 'working towards a 

totaJ.ly new lcind of design situation. So far there is little evidence that 

such a new era is about to dawn. 

From th,e matrix one thing is very, obVious most of the techniques are 

concerned with the Preparation sta.ge of the process. There seems to be only 

a few intended to improve the most difficult stage of Synthesis. Whilst 

the number of new aids mentioned suitable for Verification is small this 

may be because many suitable Scientific Analytical. techniques have been 

av~lable for many years. 

Conclusions Vnhilst some progress has obviously been made in developing 

new design techniques there is no evidence that they are being widely used 

to improve or change the normaJ. design activities. Many of these new 

techniques make more explicit the true character of the design process. 

Perhaps there may be more value· in this deeper understanding of the 

process than the application of a specific technique. Some techniques vrill 

of course become of increasing importance i.e. Applied Economics; 

Computer Simulation; Data-Co-ordination, but many seem more likely to be 

still born • 

• 
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2.12 AESTill:TICS IN MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING 

Definition The Oxford Concise Dictionary defines aesthetics as "an 

appreciation of the beautiful or an awareness of what is in accordance 

with good taste". Sir Arthur Zddington has defined aesthetics as a 

"sense of the fitness of things". Another interesting definition is the 

"Science of Perception". Tnis last definition which can readily be taken 

to embrace both aspects of the dictionary definition is rather more 

comprehensive in its meaning and is the one which the author has adopted 

for this thesis. Such a definition is obviously more appropriate to 

MuniCipal Engineering which is concerned with the practical realities of 

civilised living and not one of the "f'ine arts". 

The Institution of structural Engineers ,20 pUblication "Aims of 

structural Design" concludes with the following sUl!l.':1ary:-

itA good design has certain typical features - simplicity, unity and 

necessity. 

Simplicity is common to excellence in all the arts - that impression 

of ease vmich is usually the result of intense eff'ort. The structure in 

~lich evident difficulties have been painfully overcome lacks excellence. 

Simple does not mean elementary; a structure suited to its purpose and 

easily constructed !:lay be of great analytical complexity. 

Unity neans a single thing, not just a heap. The unity of a small 

span bridge will be quite other than that of a power station; but both are 

formed of separate parts which are made to serve the whole, and if' whole 

and parts are ,reIl designed, the unity TIill be seen. 

There is a st.,]?erficial li.ni ty vr;1ich is to be avoided. How easy to hide 

a chaos of 1l.'lrelated parts behind a screen of a bold and eye-catching 

pattern! And how eo.sily - and with ~7hat disastrous results - the parts can 

shOl"r through! 

The last feature, necessi"bJ, is perhaps the key. How magnificent' the 
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result if there is nothing in a structure but that which is necessary! 

This is not a paradox; the mind' is at rest in the acceptance of necessity, 

but is uneasy in the presence of the wasteful, the superfluous, the 

factitious. 

Not that these characteristics are to be aimed for directly. They 

are that by vmichgood design is recognised; they are attained by the 

single-minded pursuit of the specific purposes of a structure - its 

function, safety' and economy. 

A design that satisfies functional requirements practically and 

economically is the least that is expected of the designer.Tn~ very 

,magnitude of his responsibilities" however, imposes on him the ceaseless 

pursui t of excellence". 

This definition could readily be transcribed so that,it was 

applicable to the work of a MuniciPal Engineer. Equally it is easy to see 

how such a definition embraces Sir Arthur Eddington's definition of aesthetics. 

The author has certain reservations about the unduly restrictive implications 

of the quality of necessity. These will become obvious in the subsequent 

section dealing with "Useless Work". In his excellent book entitled the 

"Aesthetics of Engineering Design,,44 Fred Ashford suggests that aesthetics 

from the standpoint of an engineer; means an "elegance of realisation". 

Such an elegance must be tasteful and combine the quaUties of grace, 

simplicity and economy. 

Why Aesthetics" The subject of aesthetics arouses in most municipal 

eneineers'a certain uneasiness and in some cases actual hostility. This 

probably has its origins in the early training of engineers \'There great 

emphasis is placed upon mathematics and the applied sciences. In many cases 

this early distrust of clualities which cannot be expressed in, mathematical 

terms is reinforced by the misunderstandings which so ccmmonly exist 

between the civil engineer and his architectural and planning collea.,"Ues who 

place great emphasis on aesthetics. 
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For any design to be successfll1it must once implemented have the 

following two essential characteristics:-

a) It must function proper~ and satisfY the purpose for which 

it was constructed. (In some cases a design may be found to be 

adaptable and meet subsequent needs." This is, hO\vever, a bonus). 

b) The implemented design must be acceptable to those human 

beings that use it or Vlhose environment is affected by its 

existence. 

Proposition (a) is obvious and straightfornard. If it does not 

function it is not successful. '7hilst the satisfaction of this reqQirement " 

may lead to an aesthetic solution to the problem this will not necessari~ " 

happen. 

In the case of proposition (b), "its validity is fairly self-evident. 

No implemented design is successful unless it is both capable of 

functioning and also re~red to function. The use of a facility depends 

upon the confidence of the potential user. A very simple example of this 

is the provision of pedestrian actuated traffic signals. At a certain busy 

interse'ction in Leiccster, pedestrians seldom use the push buttons because 

they don't believe,it has any effect on signal sequence. E~ally, in 

. cases .,;here fUllctionally ade~ate designs are implemented these can be 

rendered useless if their adverse effects upon the enVironment become 

unacceptable to socie~; In·the field of public service there are many 

examples where designs are frustrated because of their social consequences. 

Sometime ago the City of Leicester proposed the construction of a new 

crematorium. There was a short list of some five suitable sites. From a 

functional point of view and also with' reference to acceptabili ~ to the 

bereaved, all the sites were suitable. In the event, adjacent residents' 

objected so strong~ that a sixth site was finally adopted that was slight~ 

less ade~te functionally but caused minimU!n offence. 
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When the question of acceptability to human beings is involved there. 

is immediately the problec of hUl!laIl perception. The aesthetibs of a " 

design is concerned.dth a firm visual statement and confident recognition 

by the human observer lcading to favourable reactions. Probably the most 

familiar example to the engineer is the w~ in ,'mich a perfectly level 

soffit to a beam appears to sag. This is overcome by putting a slight 

camber on the soffit of a beam. 

So far we have only consid~red thos'e aspects of design which affect 

the ser~ceability of.the solution. Aesthetics can also have a more 

positive side. ,~ should not function be combined ,vith pleasure. This 

also is the other aspect of the aesthetic contribution to design. If 

se~ceability can be combined with pleasure then the design is. indeed of 

high quality. 

Perception Perception plays a ~ tal role in an ina! viduals reaction to 

a'design solution. Humo.n perception has its own irrational elements \'mich 

lead to the rejection of an otherYase perfectly sound functional design 

and cannot be ignored if a design is to be made acceptable to both the 

user and society. Whilst it would not be appropriate to deal in depth with 

perception in this thesis, a superficial examination of the subject is 

necessary if the true significance of aesthetics to the Uunicipal Engineer 

is to be illustrated. 

Human perception takes.place by.a chain of acti~ties. The eyes are 

firstly stimulated by the light images and send a message to the brain. 

In the brain the stimuli received are compared wUh the stored experience 
, 

of similar pre~ous stimuli patterns. As a result of these comparisons the--

characteristics of the observed scene are deduced and are, therefore, very 

dependent on previous remembered experience. Situations can easily arise 

where no relevant previous' experience exists or such experi~nce 'i'8 incorrect 

and misleading. Perception is not only conditioned by sight, the other 

senses normally pro~de supplementary stimuli to the brain. It is, hovrever, 

- easily shown that perception is often irrational and incorrect. 
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Sense Impressions Two simple well-lmown examples of this aspect of 

perception are shovffi in figure No. 32. In figures 32a and b two lines of 

the same length are perceived as of different length because the mind is 

conditioned to see objects in perspective. In the case of figure 52c the 

tapering shape creates uncertainty and the perceived length will be less 

than the actual. There are obviously many situations vthere a user of a 

design must judge a dimension. Faulty perception of this form could lead to 

serious. consequences. For example, we have all as motorists experienced 

the difficulty of judging vehicle speed ",hen leaving a motoIway and 

returning to the normal road network. other relevant examples are judging 

distance, height' of a bridge or width of a traffic lane. Even more complex 

is to judge the curvature and superelevation of a bend and assess a safe 

vehicle speed. There are many accident prone bends v.nere faulty perception 

is the major cause of accidents. 

Basic Visual Elements Visual elements are abstractions \vithout weight or 

movement but the mind often ascribes qualities to them that are not always 

represented by the real hardware. A few elementary well-lmoYffi examples are 

shovm in fig=e No. 35. The relevant quality which perception ascribes to 

each abstraction is noted in the figure., Some illustrations from Municipal 

Engineering will demonstrate this feat=e. IJany, modern bridges cannot be 

constructed \vith a horizontal span. Visually such bridges appear less stable 

than those that are level. This ,supports the point made in figure - a and c. 

Another example is the exposed face of a retaining wall. If this slopes 

, outward it gives an impression of greater security. TIhere verti'cal lines 

are induced by indentation etc. this impression is reinforced. An 

interesting example of abstraction figure 55f giving a sense of low stability 

or lightness is the pedestrian guard rail betvteen Hyde Park and Park Lane, 

sec figure Ho. 34. In Leicester the same physical characteristics were 

obtained, see figure 553 but the impression was heavy and clumsy. 

Visual coopeti tion Various shapes are shown in figure 35a and it is easily 

seen how these compete .rith each other. In figures 550, c, d and e examples 

of unity are gi vcn. 152 
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PARK lANE - HYDE PARK BARRIER •. 

FIGURE No. 34. 
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Workmanshin The designer will obv:i.ously hope that the workmanship will be 
. . 

good. Ari workmanship is an approximation and whilst good v~rkmanship 

. carries out and sometimes improves design, poor workmanship can often 

tmT.art a design. Inti<is respect all products etc. might be v:i.ewed as an 

imperfect realisation of a design idea •. Not infrequently, designers 

overlook the contribution made by workmanship and sometim~s expect skills 

that are not available. In the realm of music, a successful concert is 

dependent upon both the score and the performers. This is equally true of 

a construction project where designer and constructor both play a v:i.tal 

role. Bad workmanship can frustrate the very best design. Whilst good 

workmanship can elevate. bad design they cannot oVercome fundamental 

inadequacies. 

Workmansr.in of risk a.'1d certainty In his book "The nature and art of 

.1.5 . 
workmanship" Dav:i.d IYe - div:i.des Vlorkmanship into two groups according to 

its dependance upon indiv:i.dual skill for its quality. Workmanship where 

skill is essential for quality is classed as "Workmanship of risk" whilst 

those activ:i.ties which are automated are classed as "Workmanship of Certainty1l. 

He uses ti1e following illustrations:-. 

Hand=iting = workmanship of risk 

Typing = Workmanship of limited risk 

Printing = workmanship of certainty 

Obviously handwriting depends upon the individual's skill whilst a vast 

number of high quality printed copies can be produced with certainty once· 

the press is properly set up. The tools for "workmanship of certainty" 

obv:i.ously are themselves a first or subsequent generation product of 

"workJn..anship of risk". These divisions are not clear cut and much workmanship 

in the construction industry lies in the transition betw'een the two classes. 

It is not easy to find many examplcs ~f.~e WorkmanShip of. Certainty in 

1.lunicipal Engineering. Many standard products brought on to site are 

obv:i.ously of this type, i.e. kerbs, bricks, pipes, beams etc. Automation of 

on site· workmanship is far less cOl!lI:lon.A concreting train for road 
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construction, an autocatic tunnelling maciline or the repeatea use of 

purpose made high quality concrete shutters are a fevr examples of workmanship 

of a high level of certainty. Each still retains elements of risk and true 

mass production is still very uncommon in the 'construction industry. 

Vrorkmanship of Certainty is more normally carried out in a factory 

environment and its application to the construction industry is being 

achieved by prefabrication of elements of the design. 

From a construction point of vievr workmanship should be considered of 

good ~ity if it meets the physical and visual standards intended by the , 
designer. This point is simply but perhaps naively evidence,d by the' phrase 

"to satisfaction of the ENGINEER" 'Which frequently appears in specifications 

used in Municipal Engineering. 

QJite often bad workmanship becomes firstly apparent by its adverse 

effect~ upon the visual properties of the project. This usually has aesthetic 

consequences long before functional properties are impaired. For example, 

on the ~'riday street Underpass Bridge in Leicester the side wall shutter 

moved during concreting making an ugly bulge. structurally, there were no 

adverse consequences but the aesthetic effect made demolition and re-

concreting essential. Another typical example is the slight horizontal or 

vertical misalignment of a highway kerb. Functionally the consequences are . -
very minor but aesthetically they are most unattractive. Because of this 

factor bad workmanship frequently has serious aesthetic consequences that 

si te staff often feel obliged to condone because functional properties are 

adequate. ~ne cost to the contractor of rectifYing such defects for purely 

aesthetic reasons is often argued by him to be out of proportion to the 

benefit that will be achieved. Under such circumstances, the aesthetic 

properties of municipal projects are very vulnerable'to poor workmanship. 

Materials The physical properties of materials are very fundamental to 

the functional adequacy cf a design. l,!aterials are also very important in 

evoking the desired aesthetic character. They provide the colour and textural 

qualities of a conatruction project. Such materials c['.n often, because of 
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the irrational nature of perception, cause the observer to end0l7 the 

finished design wIth quite important qualities. Many modern reinforced 

concrete car parks contrast harshly and 'unsyrtpathetically with the existing 

urban scene. In a new car park at Lincoln, warm red brickwork was used for 

the parapet walls giving the structure a character more in harmony with the 

surrounding development. Some years ago, the Nottinghamshire County Counci~ 

made a practice of surfacing the central lane of three hnetl7c-way roads 

,71th a different coloured aggregate. This made motorists more aware that 

this lane was for overtaking. Tunnel~ and subways are very gO~d examples, 

where materials, carefully used, can offset some'people's reluctance to go 

belOl7 ground. The underpass and pedestrian subways on the St. Nicholas 

Circle scheme in Leicester were faced vdth light coloured tiles to create a 

sense of cleanliness and airiness. The cost can be high but this must be set 

against the waste if, a subway is not used because people find it unpleasant. 

In contrast, but, equally effective, in the new metro stations in Paris 

materials have been usea to reflect in some cases the location of the 

station. The Louvre is a typical example where the impression of a museum is 

created. Another example from northern Europe is the use of bricks, etc. 

for highvray surfaces. Many British motcrists aware of the bumpy conditions 

of set paved roads at home and in Belgium are taken by surprise Vlhen they 

drive wi th comfort on a smooth brick paved road in' Holland or Northern 

Germany. 

Certain materials have inherent properties and their use in some 

unnatural situations can be disconcerting. Shortly after the second World 

War vih!,n wood was in very short supply many attempts vrere made to produce 

panelled precast concrete fences. ~'ew of these were successfullargeJ,y 

because the material was often textured in an atteopt to' ape a wooden, cast 

iron,or ''1I'ot iron fence. Subsequent developments in the new material of 

prestressed concrete have been more successful. Probably the classical 

engineering example is the famous early cast iron bridge at Ironbridge, 

Shropshire. Here the wedging and pinning is very reminiscent of wood 

construction. 
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Useless Work All designs include useless work. The average civil 

engineer would, however, express a desire to reduce such useless work to a 

minimum. There is, however, often a reluctance to recognise the wide range 

of "useless work" even in a simple Engineering Project. The concepts of a 

straight line, regular curve, flat surface, a squared corner, vertical or 

horizontal planes, etc. are valuable ideas but their general use creates a. 

lot of' work which from a functional point of' view could be described as 

"useless". For example, the f'lat surf'ace on the exposed f'aces of' the 

average mass concrete retaining wall are not functionally necessary but 

aesthetic in origin. This is self'-evident by the use of rough shuttering on 

unexposed surf'aces. Regular and horizontal coursing of brickwork etc. is, in 

f'act, f'ar more aesthetic than functional in origin.'The verticality of'many 

street posts and alignment of' guardrails,' etc. is within certain limits· 

more a matter of' aesthetic appearance than physical necessity. !Jany many 

examples can be f'ound of "useless" work which is commonly considered 

essential because of' aesthetic reasons or convention and the need to convince 

the user that the structure is serviceable and safe. T'tle author would not 

contend that many of' these conventions should be abandoned but points out 

that even the most "earthy" of' engineers does many things unconsciously for 

aesthetic reasons. 

style or Fashion While in some respects style or f'ashion has a capricious, 

influence upon the desiener this is very much less true f'or the municipal 

engineer .than f'or example the clothes designer. In part this is perhaps a 

function of the lif'e C'.fcle or permanence of the product. Many civil 

engineering projects have an expected life of at least 50 years and this makes 

the evolution of style gradual. An accepted style ca,r; be an asset to a 

designer as he frequently must rely upon it to enable him to communicate the 

essential properties of his design to the users. ,This poiht CEL~ be most 

readily illustrated by a 'feYT examples from the field of the traffic and 

hiehway eneineer. Some eight years ago, Leicester city ,constructed its f'irst 

channelised traffic light controlled intersection at the Vfoodgate junction. 
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At the time there Vias adverse press comment and the suggestion that such 

complicated arrangements were um7orkable. Since that time junctions of this 

style hava become more common in Leicester and elsevlhere and even strangers 

motoring through Leicester can rapidly comprehend the functioning of such a 

layout. A style or fashion has been established and proves very serviceable. 

In recent years the Road Research Laboratory has developed the Mini 

Roundabout. Under test conditions this has proved very efficient. At present 

a few such roundabouts have been built at Peterborough, Cardiff, Manchester 

etc. Before the full benefit· can be expected this style of roundabout must 

become an accepted experience of the majority of motorists, i.e. 

fashionable. When the first motorway was built in this country drivers were 

very cautious and found the complex interchanges etc. difficult to negotiate. 

Fashions in design are n0;7 well accepted and motorways are used as a normal 

facility, 

Style er fashion is often the consequence of the inherent characteristics 

of the materials used or workmanship.' For example, from the nineteenth 

century and before until the mid-twentieth century brickwork was the main 

material used for construction of large sewers. This lead to a style of 

sewer construction which relied upon the arch for strength. When the author 

worlced in Leeds during the late 1950's this fashion was still in use although 

precast and insitu concrete vras well established and an accepted alternative 

form of construction. Since that date briclc arches for sewers and manholes 

have been largely superceded by reinforced concrete. The arch had oany 

advantages in manholes as a single trade built both walls and roof and'.the 

process was continuous with no need to wait while the concrete hardened and 

shutters were removed. The shortage o'f skilled sewer bricklayers was the 

primary reason for the change. 

In some of the older Underground stations in London the styles dictated 

by the use of plate girders are still evident .-;hUst the current styles have. 

been influenced by the use, first of cast iron, and subsequently of 

concrete tunnel segments. Bridge s~les also very much reflect changing 
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materials, V/orkmanship and structural analytical competence.-

Aesthetic satisfaction lIo conSideration of aesthetics and design would be 

complete 1vithout some mention of the possibility of obtaining pleasure 

from a design solution. So far, attention-r.as been concentrated upon the 

more servLceable aspects of aesthetics. 

In the section dealing with synthesis, attention was drawn to the way 

in which a design solution sometimes seems to achieve an "Autonomy of 

Object" and the designer becomes entranced by the concept. From such a 

situation strong forces of motivation emanate and most designers 1vould 

accept that these provide a source of personal satisfaction or intellectual 

pleasure. The author would suggest that this sense of satisfaction is 

related both to the functional and aesthetic fitness of the solution. There 

are occasions "mere functionally adequate solutions that fail to give 

aesthetic pleasure offend a designer's sense of rightness. For example, 

designs were recently prepared in the Leicester office for pedestrian 

footbridges to provide access to a multi-storey car park and hotel complex 

at St. lTicholas Circle. Some six alternative-concepts Vlere considered but 

all seemed to the designer clumsy and there has been poor motivation in the 

development of the selected solution. The solution is functionally 

satisfactory, but lacks an aesthetic ~ality. 

It is a common complaint by site staff that workmen on construotion 

sites lack the skill to produce good Ylorkmanship. Whilst this IllilYin part be 

true, the author suspects that it may also be due to a lack of adequate 

motivation. T;").e extensive use of monetary bonus and piece'lork systems is 

obviously geared to a maximum output of minim~~ acceptable ~~ality. Tflese 

tcchni~cs may be ~ite valid ill manufacturing vmere vlorkmanship of certainty 

dominates, but could be counter productive where workmanship of risk is 

involved. Vihilst workmanship of risk plays a vital role in the construction 

industry, incentives more subtle than piecework bonus are probably essential. 

yn1en working as a resident engineer on (lrain3ge projects in leeds the a~thor 

found that e;ood workmanShip could be encouraged and developed vrhere aesthetic 
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aunearance of the finished brickwork and concrete was used as a measure of .. 
performance. It was also found that a bricklayer who prided himself on the 

accuracy and a::?pearance of h:is work also usually produced sound watertight 

joints. It could perllaps be implied that the aesthetic quality of an element 

in a construction project may be a useful added motivation for a worbnan. 

So far no consideration has been given to the emotional pleasure the 

finished project may give to users and sooiety. This aesthetic quality must 

not be ignored for the totality of human experience can often be as 

advantageously affected by amenity as by functional qualities. It is very 

easy to be a barbarian concerned only vri th economic worth and insensi ti ve 

to aesthetic pleasure. 

Functional Design This concept is often expressed implying that it is one 

style of design. Such a view is misleading. All satisfactory designs must 

fulfil their intended function and are, therefore, functional. Functional 

design can be construed to mean a design tllat purely fulfils a set of 

preconceived functional needs. Such a concept is highly unreal as experience 

shows that all designs do useless things and can at times provide incidental 

advantageous facilities. The motivation for a purely "functional design" 

must therefore really be economy of cost and the consequences are of "stark 

simplicity". A more realistic approach is to see function as cne of the 

limits imposed upon the alternatives available to a designer. 

Aesthetic Examples 

Storl11'lrater Overflows In many local authorities at least the older areas are 

drained on a combined system in which foul and surface wnter flow in a simple 

pipe. For economy it is normal practice to relieve the flow in such sewers 

at time of 'heavy rain by discharging untreated 1T.ater direct to the nearest 

watercourse. The foul sewage is diluted with large quantities of rainwater 

and pollution is not very significant. Such discharges often contain floating 

faeces and other offensive objects. Whilst in small quanti ties these may not 

be serious pollutants they are a frequent cause of public complaint. I 

therefore suggest that this is a case of aesthetic offence and that in addi tim-, 
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to meeting pollution criteria the stormwater overflow design should satisfy 

aesthetic criteria. 

London Road!gvington Road Junction At this intersection three lanes of 

eg)lal 1rldth are provided in the southern approach from London Road. The 

• contours of the road are such that by an optical illusion the nearside lane 

appears much narrO'ffcr than the other tvro. This lane is, therefore, very 

little used by traffic. It is therefore suggested that the aesthetic 

character Qf the junction is not very satisfactory. 

Minor Cross Roads The driver's perception of priority at a·cross road is 

often far more influenced by width of road and house building line than by 

traffic signs and road markings. There are a number of accident prone 

junctions where this happens in Leicester. The visual character of the area 

conveys a false message to the motorist and causes accidents. Similar 

problems occur where through traffic is tempted to use culs-de-sac that are 

not signposted and appear of traffic significance. 

Sout!w,ates Underyass Portal The approach ramps to this underpass have 

slightly battered walls and the underpass is of rectangular cross section. 

This results in the portal appearing to be supported by unreasonably thin 

tapering side walls. The proportions are ve'r'J misleading but it would be 

an exaggeration to suggest tJ:1.a.t apparent weakness discourages traffic. It 

is, hovrever, an example of aesthetic deception. 

Direction Sign Layout In the illustration the ~rords are riot readily 

associated with the direction indicators. These could be laid out more 

effectively. Figure No. 56. 

'£raffic Signals B10tograph shows an attempt to reduce a surfeit of 

signposts; The· horizontal arms, vihilst structurally adequate, do not appear 

adequately supported or an integral part of the structure. Figure No. 57 •. 

st. Hargarets ',ray Bridp,e The V shore supports by their optically unstable 

characteristics give the bridge a floating a."ld light quality which would be 

far less attractive if simple vertical supports were used. Figure Ho. 58. 
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Paved Zone, Leeds Certain streets in the central area of Leeds have been 

subjected to a traffic regulation order excluding all vehicles fro~ 

entering the streets between 10.0 a.m. and 6.0 p.ro. except for delivery to 

premises within the street. The intention is to discourage vehicle traffic 

. fro~ using these streets and encourage their use by pedestrians. These 

streets form a series of continuous routes through the shopping area. At the 

same time as the traffic regulation was introduced the vrnole character of the 

streets was changed. The asphalt carriageway was paved to be similar and 

continuous with the paved footway, various amenity features were introduced 

such as trees, flOl'1er boxes, seats, etc., making the streets look like 

pedestrian ways. The pedestrians have assumed precedence in these streets 

and will only tolerate vehicles in the street if they are obviously serving . 

premises. Drivers of private cars that use these streets are liable to have 

their cars bru,ged and kicked by pede::.trians and in some cases have sought 

police protection. 7ms illustrates hovf by maldng it vIsually obvious that 

pedestrians had priority in these streets, they have made the area 

predominantly pedestrian and vehicle drivers go slowly ana. give wn:y to 

pedestrians. Aesthetics have been used to convey a message to the users. 

Motorway Bridges - West Hiding of Yorkshire The County Surv-eyor of the 

West Riding has caused colour to be used very effectively on certain seetioP$ 

of the motorways in his county. Colour panels have been fitted to edge beallls 

and railings painted in carefully chosen colours. By using the same colour 

on groups of bridges their interrelation is suggested and interest added for 

the highway user. The colours chosen for parapet railings in some cases make 

the railings barely. visible against the skyline giving the bridges slender 

clear lines. 

Drivers Perceived Sneed One of the problems or' road safety is the 

instability of the relationship betl'reen real speed a."ld the sensation of 

speed experienced by the driver. Perceived Speed is related as much to the 

special geometry of the driver's surrour.dings as to the actual vehicle speed. 

This often leads to drivers misjudging speed with serious conse'l.uences. 
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The Road Research Laboratory in a recent report LR.409 46 describes research 

in this field using a "Moving Road" smulator. It is hoped that ultimately 

methods will be evolved so that the special geometry of the highway can be 

constructed to aid the driver's perception of the real vehicle speed. Under 

such circumstances, the aesthetic design of the hi~~ might make a major 

contribution to road safety. In June 1971 actual experiments took place on 

Stevenage Bypass. 

Saffron Lane Sports Centre When the Saffron Lane Sports Centre was being, 

built at Leicester two aesthetic characteristics of the design were raised. 

Athletes, Runners etc. were most anxious that the tracks should be located 

so that they would be subjected to the minimum of visuaJ. distraction 

whilst they were competing. On the cycling track a footbridge was provided 

for competitors to gain access to the central arena. cyclists contended 

that a subway would have been preferable because whilst the headroom over 

the track was more than,adequate, the competitors were distracted when 

approaching it in a race. 

Conclusions The Engineer may pride himself on' being concerned with 

functional designs that spring from his skilful application of his scientific 

training. This section, however, illustrates many instances where the 

aesthetic implications of a design are e~ally important for its success. 

For the manager controlling civil engineering designers, this injects yet 

another dimension of complexity and a't times irrationality into the Vlork of 

staff under his direction. Aesthetic considerations, properly used, may 

powerfully motivate designer and constructor and equally guide the user to 

talce better advantage of' the facility provided and at the same time give 

satisfaction to many members of the community. 111e unfortunate consequences 

of ignoring aesthetic considerations are only too obvious. 
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5.0 A I''RA!.lBWORK FOR DESIGN 

5.01 LOCAL GOVERNMENT AS CLIENT 

In some quarters it is fashionable to make odious comparisons 

between the Yro¥ in which design takes place in local government as 

compared with private industry. Frequently such comparisons are more 

emotive than factual. There is however a real need to identify the 

principal differences between design carried out in the two sectors of 

industry. 

Frequently design in local government proceeds in an.erratic wnnner 

with considerable abortive effort and abnormally long.unpredicted delays. 

O'Reilly 47 records the sorry story of an Architectural Consultant 

undertaking the design of a Civic Centre for a large Local Authority. The 

"Outline Design" overran on estimated time by 67Cf'/o and "Scheme Design" by 

500%. In addition the first six designs were rejected by the council. He 

suggests that the primary cause for the delays etc. were poor communications 

and co-ordination both within the client and architect organizations and 

also between the two organizations. These causes of inefficiency can 

obviously be reduced with improved management by client and architect. The 

author of this thesis however would also contend that because of the 

:fUndamental characteristics of the organizational structure of local 

government it faces rather different management problems to those in 

private industry. 

1. AdeCJ).la te Moti va tion 

2. " Brief 

5. Effective Feedback 

4. " Sanctions 

In the follcrNing section a variety of s~ylized organisations from 

firstly Private and then Public Industry will be examined against these 

criteria. 168 



Principal Participants 

In most design and. produce situations there are five principle roles 

or participants:-

a) Consumer. The person or persons v.ho will use the finished 

design or those whose ~ is ~ by the design solution. 

b)' Sponsor. The entrepreneur or controlling bodies that ~ a 

need and take steps,to meet it. 

c) Designer. The person or persons who propose a design solution 

that meets the need within the constraints imposed of which a 

primar,r constraint is finance. 

d) Constructor/Producer. Those who implement the proposed 

design solution. 

e) Sales and I.!arket Research. The person or persons who provide the 

~ between the Consumer and Designer etc. (This function 

varies considerably dependent upon the organizations involved). 

These five participants are grouped in various ways dependent upon 

the industry and organizations concerned. Their relationships are 

dominated by three principle factors. 

a) Need 

b) Product or implemented design solution 

c) Cost of the product or services needed etc. 

In the follOwing sections the simplified characteristics of various 

organizations will be examined with particular reference to their impact 

upon the designers working environment. Whilst the situation in private 

industry will be exenined first this will prepare the scene for a better 

appreciation of the problems faced by the designer who is employed in 

Local Government. The latter often creates a more complex enviro~ent than 

private industry. 
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"Of'f' the Peg" versus "Bespoke" desip,ns 

Bef'ore considering organizations in detail it is useful to examine 

brief'ly these t\vo broad groups of' design. 

There are firstly those design solutions f'or which there is a ready 

market f'or a number of' identical prcducts. Typical examples that are 

f'amiliar tc us all are motor cars, washing machines, furniture, certain 

clothes etc. These products are normally purchased "of'f' the peg" and are 

selected from a range of' standard products. Examples of' these f'rcm civiL 

engineering are discussed in the section on "Hierarchy of' Design 

Achievement It. 

Many of' the "of'f' the peg" products f'amiliar to the Civil Engineer 

conform to standards co~~only accepted such as those of' the British 

standards Institute. The ready market f'or large quantities of' identical 

products makes both the m3!luf'acturing and sales of' the products f'airly 

-straight f'orward. It also simplif'ies the task of' the designer who may 

become more concerned with the process of' production than with the actual 

design of' the standard product. In such a situation the designer is only 

involved whe~ a new product is initiated or an old pr,oduct modif'ied. The 

designers time is t~eref'ore spread as an overhead on a very large number 

of' items of' production. 

When we turn to "Bespoke" designs we at once think of' the man's suit 

made to measure and f'it the individual needs of' the customer. This concept 

of' "Bespoke" designs is fundamental to the construction industry. The 

majority of' work undertaken by Town Planner, ,Architect or Civil Engineer 

is concerned with "Bespoke" designs specially developed f'or the particular 

site and client's needs. There is a certain limited amount of' industrial 

building and standard designs f'or domestic housing or certain motorway 

bridges but these are the exception. Where a pro~uct is "Bespoke", designed 

f'or a special situation and only one example built the designers time f'orms. 

a signif'icant charge against the cost of' the f'inished product. Equally 

because in a sense every design is a prototype the risk' of' unforeseen design 
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inadequacies occurring with each project is substantially higher. 

It is very obvious that the role of the designer engaged on "off the 

peg" designs is quite different from that of th<:l person engaged on "Bespoke" 

designs. Nearly all civil engin<:lering design in Local Government is "Bespoke" 

in character. 

PRIVATE nIDUSTRY 

"Off the Thg" Design Case 1 

The "Off the Peg" product is primarily the sphere of private industry. 

In figure No. 59 the relation.'lhips between the participants in the design 

a.~d produce .situation is depicted as a fl~ff diagram. The manufacturing 

organisation is shown as embracing the four main roles of Sponsor; Designer; 

Constructor/P.r:oducer and Merchant i.e. Sale/Market Research; by selling 

the finished product direct to the user. In the past it was quite common 

for a separate "middleman" between producer and consumer to undertake the 

sales role. Designs in this area are legion. From the field of civil 

engineering, guard rails, prefabricated structures and mechanical plant 

including pumps are typical examples. 

In this situation the sponsor, designer, producer and merchant 

participants have a common purpose. It must be their aim to sh~N an 

attractive return on capital employed so that the manufacturing organisation 

stays in business and if possible expands. Other manufact-uring organisations 

will produce competing similar products and the designer gets an indication 

of the consumers response to his design by the level of sales. He also gets 

an indication of the calibre of his design by the profit margin it will 

bear and still compete with alternative products. This organisational system 

is simple and the roles and relationships such that a designer should be 

encouraged to produce adequate and economic designs. In the event of poor 

design both feedback and srulctions should create a cybernetic organisation. 
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"Bespoke" Design ~ Consultants Case 2 

Unlike the "off the peg" designs the consumer of a "Bespoke" design 

cannot examine the actual al tcrna ti ve "hardware" and then make an informed 

choice. One approach to "Bespoke" designs is tc' carefully select and 

appoint a. specialist consultant of: proven ability. In this W3¥ whilst the 

"hardware" is not compared at least the alleged competence cf the designer 

is evaluated. In figure No. 40a the organisations as they commonly exist 

where a Consultant is employed have been depicted as a flow' diagram. Unlike 

the previous example there are no longer many consumers but just one. The 

potential consumer of the "Bespoke" design and the Sponsor become the 

Client. It is the role of the Consultant to prepare the design to meet the 

client's needs and then assist the client in the selection and supervision 

of the Constructor (Contractor). The flOl" diagram illustrates that it is 

a complex relationship between the three participants. Firstly the Client 

obtains information on the Consultants available and selects the one he 

prefers. He must then supply to this Consultant a Brief setting out the 

design problem. The Consultant will then seek more details of the Client's 

needs and design constraints before he can complete his design solution. 

For these services the Consultant is normally paid a fee which is a 

percentage of the cost of implementing the project. Once construction begins 

a three cornered relationship is created "nere the Consultant controls 

the Constructor and the Client P3¥S the cost. 

If we examine the designers position in this situation the forces 

motivating and controlling his activities are subtly different. Tne 

consultant's aim is to st3¥ in business and make reasonable profits. Profits 

are related to .the margin between design costs and a set percentage of the 

cost of the project. Profitability therefore results from higher 

construction costs and lower design costs. St3¥ing in business depends on 

the finished design being not only to the satisfaction of the client in 

both performance and cost but also of merit in the eyes of potential clients. 
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Whilst the tension between these two often opposing aims frequently 

results in satisfactory design the market forces to ensure good and 

economical design are weak and indirect. The codes of professional conduct 

among consultants make co:npetition betweencorwultants restrained ~d 

mitigates the impact of the sanctions imposed by the desire to stay in 
/ 

business; A recent Monopoly Commission report has commented adversely on 

this aspect of Architectural Consulting. l'he organisation is therefore less 

responsive than Case 1. 

"Bespoke" Design - Package Deal Case :5 

In an attempt to bring design and 'construction closer together and 

also to give the Client a chance to select at least between embryo designs, 

the "package deal" organisation has come into being. The organisations and 

their relationships are shown as a flovT diagram in Figure No. 4Ob. As with 

the previous example Consumer and Sponsor become the Client. The Client 

then submits a brief to several "package deal" companies which submit 

competing'design and build'tenders. From these the Client selects and engages 

the preferred "package deal" company. l'his system places a strong incentive 

upon the designer to prepare for tender presentation attractive and 

economical designs. He may be tempted to create situations where extra costs 

will be subsequently claimed from the Client. For the design to be 

successful it pre supposes that the C~ient can really 'assess his own needs 

and prepare an adequate brief. In many cases the Client whilst 'getting a 

design that meets his own Brief does not get the best solution to vfllat are 

really his full needs. In many situations needs and the brief evolve as 

design proceeds. This does not easily happen in a true "Package Deal". 

This organisational system provides strong motivation for the designer but 

can be we!lk in situations where it is difficult for a'Client to provide ~ 

adequate brief. Both feedback and sanctions are fairly effective because of 

competition between "Package Deal" companies and the need to be profitablo 

and stay in business. 
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Full time design staff Case 4 

The third variation on the organisations for "Bespoke". designs is 

the employment of designers on the Client's O"TI staff. This situation 

simplifies relationships and should create a good environment for the 

designer provided the Client .can provide an adequate range of work. The 

aims of the designer can be easily integrated into the general aims of the 

Clients organisation. Because such a client organisation ,illl be extensive 

it may be more difficult to isolate the costs and profitability of the 

design activity. This will make the market forces controlling the designer 

weak. Feedback .illl be very good and sanctions effective on poor design 

but less certain if design costs are high. 

Pt-ivate Industry - General 

These four examples demonstrate how in many private industrial design 

situations the constuner is intimately involved in assessing the adequacy 

of the design solution and can apply either direct or indirect monetary 

and esteem sanctions where designs are -considered unsatisfactory. Feedback 

and sanctions are normally more immediate in the case of "off the peg" 

designs •. 

PUBLIC nmUSTRY 

Local Govern~ent - Finance 

It has been seell that in Private Industry the consuner organisation 

makes direct payment to the design organisation. In this situation he knows 

what he has received for his money and is in a position to form a judgement 

upon its VTorth to him. Vlhere he is dissatisfied he can usually apply direct 

or indirect financial sanctions. In the case of Local Government the 

financial transactioll is much more complicated and it is seldom possible 

for the individual user to identify hovr nr..1ch he is paying for a particular 

facility. The main fin.-mcial reasons for his inability to identify his ovrn 

contribution are as follO'l[s:-
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1. Local Rates are levied according to the rateable.value of: 

property and cover all local services. Whilst the rate demand 

normally divides the rate poUndage amongst the services 

provided few rate payers actually calculate the charge to them 

for each service. 

2. Central Government Grants. Grants are paid to Local Government 

in respect of various aspects of the.services provided. Whilst 

the rate ,demand usually shows the amount of Government Grant it 

is impossible for a taxpayer to identify how much of,his tax 

payment is attributable to the Grants paid to Local Government 

in his locality. 

3. Method of Funding. Expenditure in Local Government is funded 

by a combination of loan a.~d direct ratefund payments. The 

various ratios of the tvro funding methods will make the true 

cost of a service to a ratepayer impossible to assess. 

4. Capital assets and debts. The assets 'and previous debts of the 

local authority make it still more impossible for a ratepayer 

to identify the actual cost of a facility or ser-r.ice. 

Comprehensive Provision by Local Government 

In Private Industry a consumer pays for what he takes. The situation 

in Local Government is the reverse. A ratepayer/taxpayer contributes to 

the overall cost of all the services provided. He takes advantage of only 

those particular services that are relevant to his current needs. Because 

of this he obviously pays for many facilities that he cannot use. 

Therefore the method of collecting rates and taxes, the complexity of 

financing expenditure and the selective take up of facilities provided 

makes it impossible for a ratepayer to judge if he is getting value for 

money. He stands no real chance of seeing how much they cost him and'little 

prospect of even being aware of what facilities he has used. 
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This fundamental difference between Private Industry and Local 

Government means that financial sanctions cannot be an effective control 

over design. This is even more true when it is appreciated that activities 

involving expenditure on design and implementation form a small part of 

the' total expenditure and provision of services a larger part. In Local 

Government there is usually an excess of demand over supply and the price 

mechanism does not operate to supress demand. 

Local Government - Tradi~~ Undertakings 

A few local government services operate as Trading Undertakings and 

in theory can show a profit. Uarkets and Public Transport are the best 

kndvm examples. Many markets still make a worthwhile prof'i t but most 

public transport undertakings make a loss and receive a subsidy. 

Local Government - Communitr Consumers Case 5 

A large number of designs fall into this group where the general needs 

of ths community are met. In such a situation the consumer is usually captive 

and has no alternative but to use the service provided .• T'ne drainage or 

high'nay ne~70rks of' a city or county are classic examples of' such designs. 

In f'igure No. 41 the flO'" di~aram depicts the roles and relationships of 

the participants. The salient feature is that the connumers are ,individual 

members of the public seldom organised adequately to express their views. 

Their primary means of communication with the designer is by private 

approach, local press and radio, pressure groups or by the local party 

political machine. Each of these methods is faulty and the designer gets a 

very distorted response. Whilst the party madlines are intended to fulfil 

this role the multHude of conflicting group ,interests make it difficult for 

a reliable measure of public reaction to be made explicit., As demonstrated 

earlier the Community Consumer has no real means of judging value and cost 
- ------------

of designs to him nor any meaiun&ful~f'inanciar sanctionstoapply. The~- ,-- ,--c 

votes at Local Elections are the final sanction such,a'vote must ho,7Qver 

express many often conflicting objections and views. 
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Members of Council are therefore responsible to represent the 

Consumer when they deal with design proposals. Because of the shortcomings 

of this system various means are introduced to expose the consumer's 

needs and reactions and also protect his interests. The designer in a 

local authority often has to identify need and postulate a brief based on 

his own assessment of the consumers need. He must therefore be very 

concerned for the general good of' the community consumer. E'l.ually he 

cannot expect a readymade brief'. This means that brief'S can be notoriously 

unstable and evolutionary in local government. Often this ca~es 

considerable abortive design. 

As there are no real competing forces to ensure value for money 

Central Government often control the standard of design and level of 

expenditure. In highway design the Department of the Environment makes a 

clo::;e technical and financial e7..ar.lination of all proposals on principal 

roads and freqaently insists on design changes. The cost of projects are 

evaluated in terms of "cost/benefit" and "economic return" on investment. 

Again in some cases design standards and cost yard sticks are established 

on a national basis to ensure that desigr.s are "value for money". Even so 

these controls concentrate upon economic Vlorth of design and ignore the 

cost of tUldertaking the design. );lore control is needed in this area. The 

normal method is to compare design costt of schemes against the fees a 

consultant would charge. This makes a crude measure of efficiency. 

From the foregoing it is obvious that in Local Gove~~ent the designers 

role is more complex and confused. He is also subject to less reliable 

sanctions and much depends on his integrity and concern for public good. 

In figure No. 43 more detailed flow diagram of the Community Consumer 

'situation is depicted. It wHl be seen that the roles and relationships 

are very complex and the pressure on the designer make his role quite 

different from the previous cases. 
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Local Government- Client Situation Case 6 

There are in local government a number of designs where the Client 

. situatioIl exists. These are situations where the Council itself becomes the 

primar,y user of the facility. In some cases the council are under a legal 

obligation to provide such a facility. For example the proper disposal of 

sewage and refuse. Another example is the provision of a Highway Depot so. 

that the council can fulfil its obligation to repair roads. In other cases 

because a council may decide to provide a sports stadium, rowing course or 

swimming pool a clear brief is soon evolved and the facility. is to be 

operated by the council. Here also a semi client situation is established. 

The flovr diagram for this situation is shown in figure No. 42. This 

case is very similar to Case 4 and where a consultant is employed similar 

to Case 5. Sometimes the Civil Engineer will act as a consultant to a 

designer in another department. :B'or example the provision of estate roads 

. and sewers or the structural deSign for an architectural project such as 

housing, schools or civic buildings. 

General 

From the examples given it will be seen that the designer in local 

government is subject to a variety of situations. Some are far more complex 

than those in private industry whilst others very similar. It is hcmever at 

once obvious that the organisational structure creates special problems 

and is very much more complex than most private industrial situations. ,lhilst 

motivation may be high it is. often more ephemeral than a profit motive. 

Briefs can often prove unstable and are difficult to formulate. In some 

situations feedback is poor and is in most cases prejudiced because the 

consumer resents paying rates and taxes. Equally sanctions whilst they 

exist in the form of political action are an unreliable indicator of real 

design success or failure. 
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3.02 HTh'RA .. llCHY OF DESIGN AC'dIEVEMENT 

The physical consequences of man's design activities can be arranged 

in an hierarchy according to their scale and complexity. Underlying all 

man's creations are the basic constituents of energy and matter from which 

they are constructed. The uppermost stratum is of great complexity being 

the community structures of our highly developed civilisation. Here the 

interaction of the physical and the social add to the variety and 

complexity of man's creation.' In some instances the boundariesbe~veen 

stratum are not easy to define. Equally, certain items do not fall easily 

into one or other stratum and in some instances a whole arr~ of stib

hierarchies often exists within a stratum. There i's', 'however, a certain 

consistency in the divisions and by identifying the salient characteristics 

associated with each level guidance is obtained on the best design strategy 

to be adopted for a particular situation. 

In figure no. 44 six stratum have been illustrated, and in I'igure no. 

45 a few typical examples from municipal eno~neerir~ inserted to indicate 

the items falling into each level. The hierarchy is in il0 way complete or 

comprehensive and many more items could be added particularly in the lower 

levels. In an attempt to indicate the omission of many details the family 

trees a't'e shmm ending in broken lines. Whilst the hierarchy shown falls 

largely within the sphere of municipal engineering and the construction 

industry most hierarchies would embrace a. much wider range of specialist 

activities. For instance, if Land Use/Transportation were to be examined 

the hierarchy would include a verJ wide range of specialists. The' more 

important would be Tmm Planners, l,lunicipal Engineers, Architects, Building 

and Civil Engineering Contractors, Mnnufacturers, Material Suppliers, 

Businessmen, Tr811Sport Operators, ,etc. 

Raw l.!aterials - The whole of man's built environment has been achieved by 

his mrurlpulation of the matter of th(~ universe by the controlled 

application of varioQs forms of energy. Designers have identified hlunan 
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needs and devised design solutions to satisfy thos.e needs. Energy and 

matter are ·the designer's raw materials. In figure no. 45 it will be 

observed that a few simple raw materials suoh as clay, iron ore, wood and 

chalk are the basis of many complex creations. 

Comuonent Level - This is the lowest level of man-made objects. They are 

objects each of which in isolation does not satisfy a hwnan need. When, 

hov/ever, a chosen selection of components are arranged in a specific manner. 

they function together to meet a hunan need. Obvious examples of items 

appropriate to this level are nuts, bolts, bricks, pipes etc. In addition, 

combinations of .simple components are made to create complex co~onents such 

as electric motors, valves, p~ps, gear boxes, lifts, stairs, etc. It will, 

therefore, be evident that a sub hierarchy of simple components combining to 

form more· complex components freqaently occurs. Equally it is evident that 

the same component recurs many times in different combinations to meet 

different needs. Pipes are used for sewers, water supply, gas supply, 

compressed air, etc. Again, such items as electric motors· or pumps and 

gear boxes are common components for many different designs. In some situations 

components can be very specific. A B.M.C. mini car body pressing can only be 

serviceable for that single design and many other such instances could be 

given. The fact, however, that a vast number of identical B.lJ.C. mini cars· 

are manUI'actured means that many identical components are required. 

Because of the universality and/or multiplicity of many components it 

is often practicable to mass produce components with attendance economies in 

design and production. 

Product Level - Products result from a combination of two or more components 

in such a way that they together are capable of meeting a hwnan need. For 

example, the conbination of a blade and handle, i.e. two co~ponents, produce 

a kniI'e which is a product that meets a hwnan need. IDlers such products meet 

human need in the context of an ind:i. vidual or small er'?up of people and can 

be used with negligible impact upon the larger groups of the community they 
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have for convenience been designated as "Independent Products". A laym 

mower is a typical independent product. l~oducts of this character do not 

form significant items of a mare complex design stratum, their design field 

is easy to define and their design environment quite stable. \7hen 

civilisation was less developed and technology less advanced, most products 

fell into this category. Under those circumstancesprior to the Industrial 

Revolution, design and manufacture was largely controlled by craft 

Imowledge and experience. This lead to stable and reliable products of 

proven worth. Evolution and the development of design was slow but major 

failures of design uncommon. 

Many products, however, are not independent in -their operation and can 

only meet a human need, whilst at the same. time interacting with other 

products. Moreover, such products whilst meeting the needs of those who 

control or desire their operation frequently interact VQth and affect members 

of the community unassociated with the initiator. Vfuere the use of a product 

has significant and far reaching consequences outside the immediate sphere 

of concenl and control of the initiator it can no longer reasonably be 

designed or operated in isolation. Products vffiich fall into this category 

therefore form items of more complex designs and are significant parts of 

designs included at high stratum levels. Equally their design field is 

less easy to define and the design environment can in some instances be very 

far from stable. For example, whilst the motor car is a product which meets 

a human need, because of its interaction with other motor cars and its 

impact upon the highy~ ne~7orks etc. it cannot be designed or used in a 

closed field and stable enviro=ent. Obviously the significance of the 

interaction VQll vary dependent upon the number of products and the level 

of congestion caused. Products of this type have been designated "Dependent 

Products". The variety and complexity of "Dependent Products" is very much 

the consequence of-modern community life and the many achievements of 

technology. 
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Project Level - A project normally meets a variet,y of human needs and is 

the result of a combination of a number of products. Once again this 

stratum can be divided into t>vo categories. There are many projects which, 

whilst being a combination of products and meeting a .variet,y of needs in a 

sectcr of the community, are still self sufficient and have only limited 

interaction with other projects. A factory, warehouse, swimming pool or 

Sports Centre are typical exaunples. W"nilst interaction with other schemes 

and projects does take place it will not normally be significant unless it 

imposes too heaV'J a demand on other facilities such as water supply, 

transport, land use etc. Such projects are often loosely linked to other 

projects but the field of design can be adequately defined and the design 

environment remains acceptably stable. Items of this character have been 

designated "Independent Projects". 

There is, however, a category of projects which are very obviously 

parts of a larger design. Frequently such projects either extend or improve 

an existing larger system or are the first staze in the progressive 

implementation of a larger system design. lYPic~ examples of such projects 

are sections of a new highway, a bridge, a section of sewer or water main 

etc. These projects norm~ly have a potenti~ to meet human need which can 

only be :f'ully exploited ""hen a larger part of the total system has been 

implemented. Such projects have been designated "Dependent Projects". The 

design field for a dependent project ~= only be adequately defined and 

stability introduced into the design environment when the total system has 

been designed in broad terms. For this category to be adequately. undertaken 

work f.!ust first have been completed in the next higher stratum. 

Systems Level - ~ne essential characteristics of the ~J'stem are its 

dynamic properties, its complexit,y of. design and impact upon a large sector 

of the communi'bJ. The national motorway network, regional water supply or 

the proVision of a sewerage system are typical examples. A total system is 

never implemented complete as one operation, it is usu:u for this type 

of design to be realised in stages over time and gradually brought into 
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service. In the first instance, a.total strategy is designed for the system 

and this divided into projects for implementation. This is an area of 

design v!here the sheer complexity of the problem makes solution a daunting 

task. With the growing' complexity of community life there is a trend for 

systems to be combined to form even more intrs.ctable design problems. In 

this area man is undoubtedly on the fringe of his current design competence. 

Systems fall into two broad categories. There are those Which because 

of their impact upon the community and interaction with many diverse 

existing organisations should be designated "Public Systems" and there are 

those which can still remain "P.rivate Systems". Public type systems were 

first to evolve and now with the combination of varied private organisations 

and growth of large commercial empires the "Private System" has come 

into being. 

P.robably the most disturbing dimensions of systems design is the 

dynamic character of its implementation. As stages are implemented these can 

radically interact. with previous stages and the design environment causing 

this to be modified. Y/here such dynamic changes are taking place the design 

strategy must also be adaptive to match the instabilit~ of the design 

environment. 

COr.lr.1unity Level - This is the area Yihere people are of primary significance 

and design problems move out of the realm of the physical world into that 

of the inter personal, political or organisational arena. In figure no. 44 

two major zones of energy movement are suggested. These have been 'called 

Poli tical and Business Flux. It is from the complex interaction of these 

forces in combination with the total community interests that policies for 

designs proceed .and complex trade-offs betvTeen conflictil1g interests are 

resolved. It is the sphere of pressure groups, vested interests, power 

complexes and social concern. In its ovm often illogical manner problems 

are resolved "hich are insoluble by the normal techniques adopted by 

designers. The impact of its activities are most intimately felt in the 
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Systems Level but can extend. to all levels. 

General - In levels (5) and (4), it has been possible to identify both 

independent products and projects. ~~ilst these are to some extent subject 

to Community Influence etc. their design can be approached with reasonable 

confidence of environmental stability. TIhen level (5) is considered the 

universality of many components makes a stability of design possible. 

The area of greatest uncertainty and instability is level (2) where Systems 

design must frcquently predetermine the design fields and. assume stable 

design environment for levels (5), (4) and (5) on inade~ate, information 

in a changing enviro~~ent subject to the vageries of level (1). 

It can be broadly accepted that level (1) is the domain of the Social 

Sciences, that level (2) the common domain of both social and physical 

sciences, ,v,lilst in levels (5), (4), (5) and (6) the physical sciences 

dominate taking varying cogmzance of the information available from the 

social sciences. 

, Subsequently it will be demonstrated that for the above reasons and 

others to be dealt with shortly design strategies in the levels (2), (5), 

(4) and (5) must vary to accommodate the different situations. 

Design Botmdaries - The Hierarchy of Design can be portra;yed as shown in 

figure no. 46. Components are grouped together to create products. Products 

combine to form projects. The latter in turn. often are part of a larger 

system. These design boundaries often overlap and are really purely for 

convemeI'..ce as discussed in the section entitled "The Design Field". 
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3.03 DESIGH STRATEGIES 

The term "design stratee;y" is defined for the :Present purposes as 

the sequence of actions taken by a single designer, a design team or a 

co-ordinated number of design teams in order to evolve a viable design 

solution to meet a previously recognised need. This sequence of activities 

shotud be tailored to match the circumstances of the design being 

undertaken. 

In the previous considerations of the design process attention has 

on several occasions been focused upon the inherent uncertainity which 

surrounds any creative activity. It must therefore be a primary objective 

for any strategy to reduce uncertainty. ~'his is best done by ensuring that 

iteration is kept to an acceptable level, risk of design failure highlighted 

at the 'earliest possible moment and escalation of costs or extension of 

design and implementation period dravm to the attention of management as 

soon as evident. These objectives ore most ccnveniently acllicved if the' 

total process is broken down into stages which are, in so far as is possible, 

self-contained. It is then possible to review progress at ,the end of each 

stage report to the design sponsor and obtain authorisation of all resources 

before commitment to proceed with the next stage. All reasonable steps should 

be taken to avoid iteration between stages and iteration within each stage 

is kept within bounds by the control of escalation of costs and extension 

of time. 

Example from Mechanical l'ingineering - A number of examples, are available 

from the field of Mechanical ililgineering and thcsepresent a fairly 

consistent strategy. This strategy is,. of course, intendecl for the design, 

manufacture and distribution of components and products which.are either 

mass produced or where at least a considerable number of identical itemsare 

produced. Figure no. 47 which is taken from "Introduction to Design" 7 

by Asimow sets out the strategy and figure no. 48, which is taken froer

"Introduction to Creative Design" by D.H. Edell 4-8 illustrates the 
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,,~ - Figure No. 47 is taken from textbook, by !-!. Asimow 

entitled, "Introduction to Desien". Prentice Hall. 

, Figure No. 48 is taken from textbook by D.H. Edell 

en'ti tled "Introduction to Creative DesiOl." 
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production - consumption cycle for mass produced products. 

9 
Example from Architecture - The Royal Institute of British Architects 

published a Plan of Work for the design and construction of buildings in 

their Handbook of.Eractice & Management. This plan of work is more detailed 

than the illustration from Mechanical Engineering and takes positive steps 

to try and bridge the co-ordination and communication gaps between the ma.w 

participants in the building team. Figure no. 49 sets out the tvrelve stages 

of the RIBA Plan of Work. It will be observed that the seotion E - H 

dealing Vlith working doc1.L':lents is sub-divided to match the four major aspects 

of the contract documents. This sub-division seems rather elaborate but is 

probably adopted by the architects because of the different specialists 

involved at these stages. otherwise this strategy is very similar to those 

used in I!unicipal Engineering. 

Critical Decisions - In the section 2.09 "Fundonental Design Activity : 

Decision" attention is dravm to certain decisions which have been called 

"Critical Decisions".34 These were identified as having the follovring three 

main features:-

1. They are made by someone high UJ? in the executive 

hierarchy. 

2. Such decisions are normally treated as irrevocable. 

3. The design team undergoes marked changes at the time of 

decision. 

Earlier in this section it is sl~gested that the prim~J objectives 

of a design strategy \vould be achieved if the total design process is broken 

dovm into self contained stages. This would obViously be the. case if each 

stage terminates with a Critical Decision as defined above • 
• 

The mechanical engineering design strategy taken frou "Introduction 

to Desien" by Asimow 7 is explained in some detail in the book. Below are 

listed the decisions Wh:'C:1 termillr"J.te each of tb,e l'rinIDrJ Design stages. 
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stage Ultimate Decision 

1. Feasibility Study Select a set of financially feasible 

and usef'ltl solutions. 

2. Preliminar,y DesiGn Select the accepted proposal or 

solution. 

5. Detailed Design Accept the improved detail design. 

In each case the decision will need the authority of senior 

management, probably the Board of Directors. ,Such decisions will be regarded 

as irrevocable and the design team be radically different once it has been 

reached. In fact after stage three ,the Detailed Design moves, into the field 

of the Production Engineer and Salesman rather than the true desigp~r. The 

three stages therefore terminate 'l'1i th a "Critical Decision". 

The example of the R.I.B.A. Plan of Work is set out in considerable 

detail in the original publication. It schedules the more important 

activities at each stage and indicates whether they should be taken by Client, 

'Architect as Manager of Team, Architect as designer or one of the other 

specialist contributors. In the following schedule the decisiop~ which 

terminate each stage have been abstracted from the plan of work and set out 

by function. 

Stage A 

Inception 

Stage B 

Feasibility 

Stage C 

Outline 
Proposals 

Client 
Function 

Appoint remain
der of design 
team 

Architect 
Manager 

Function 

Decide to abandon' 
modi~ or proceed. 
Confirm appointments 
and agree timetable. 

Decide outstand
ing issues and 
instruct further 
action. 

Architect 
Desir,ner 
Function 

Specialist 
lhmction 
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stage D 

Scheme 
Design 

stage E 

Detailed 
Design, 

stage F 

Production 
Information 

stage G 

Bill of' 
Quantities 

Client 

Approve scheme 
and agree ideas 
nO'N frozen 

Decide all 
matters put 
forward for 
decision " 

~ 
) 

Decisions within 
scope of previous 
decisions 

Agree tender list 
and appoint site 
staff. 

Architect 
Monager 

Obtain team 
Agreement 
to design 

Architect 
Designer 

Agree 
Contract 
Particulars 

SpeciaUst 

Agree 
Contract 
Particulars 

From the above it will be seen that stages A to D involve the client 

in important decisions Which will not be readily changed and once the next 

stage begins there will be an expansion of the design tean. 'I'lhilst Stages 

E and F terminate with decisions by Client and Designer these are Critical 

Decisions of much lower significance. Stage G terminates with the Critical 

Decision on inviting tenders. This example illustrates hovr Critical Decisions 

form the obvious demarcation bet,~een stages. 

Design Strategies for l"unicipal Enrjineering - In the earlier section 2.02 

"The Design Field" the basic concepts behind setting limits to a design 

problem are discussed. Subse'l.uently the section 5.02 "Hierarchy of, Design 

Achievement" suggests that for convenience the whole spectrum of design 

problems can be arranged in a six level hierarchy according to the scale of 

complexity of the design:-

1. Community Level 

2. S,vstems Level 

5. Project or Scheme Level 
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4. !roduct Level 

5. Component Level 

6. Raw !:!aterial Level 

If the Figure No. 45 is examined it becomes evident that Civil 

Engineers are primarily involved in the design of Systems and Projects. 

\Vb~lst at the detail design stage of a project he m~ design products for . 

certain specific purposes but this becomes a subsidiar,y part of the project 

design and not really product design in the sense of a manufacturing 

organisation. Equally at times special components m~ be designed and the 

winning of raw material. undertaken but this is more the exception than the 

rule. Civil Engineers are essentially concerned ,nth the design of Systems 

and !rojects. In the next two sections Strategies will be developed for the 

Design of SJ'stems and !rojects by civil engineers Vlorking in local government. 

In local goverTh~ent the Council and Committee of ~ Representatives 

forms the senior executive decision making body. By observing the stages at 

which Committee make Critical Decisions relevant Design Strategies are 

evolved. l'hese Strategies can in part be tested age~nst the !rogramming 

networks used for Systems and !rojects. 
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5.04 f. STRAT""nY POR TEfr: mSIGN OF A SYSTEM 

fu the 'previous section it was'sUggested that a strategy ~or desig~ 

should. break the process into self contained sections. Each section 

should i~ possible terminate with a "Critical Decision". The two eXlllllples 

o~ strategies in current use were' ~otU1d'to meet these criteria. VnxLlst 
" 

it is fairly simple to analyse a strategy once it has been postulated it 

is much more di~ficult to explain how such a strategy has been evolved 
• 

to meet a specific area of desi~ 

A strategy for the design of a system in Local Government is 

postulated in figure No.50. This strategy was evolved in the light of' the 

criteria discussed in the previous section. It was in part determined 
; .. 

by the networks used at Leicester to programme the design of various systems 

,ana. also as a ,result of an, examination of those "Critical Decisions" which 

were normally made by council committees. The suitabilit,y o~ the strategy 

for the design o~ a system will now be discussed and demonstrated. 

The System in Local Government The concept o~, a system was outl:l.ned in 

the earlier section entitled "An Hierarclw of' Design Achievement". Local 

CTOvernment is pr~ily concerned with "Publio Systems" These '" US1lal~ 

have a significant impact upon the life and well being of' the community 

at large. LL1<:e 0.11 systems they are dynamic in character. Because of' this 

'and the phySical, and ~inancial limitations under which they are 

constructed they are normally implemented as a series of' separate projects. 

'fur the purpose of' this study it is assumed, that the design of a 

system is a planning exercise which does not directly issue in pllYsical 
, . ' 

adaptation of' the built environmemt. The, implementation of' the 

proposala involves more detailed a.esign which is undertaken often by a 

number of specialist groups concerned with specific aspects of' the system. 

Equally, the present strategy for design assumes ,that the system being 

designed is extensive and will be implemented as series of projects to be 

• executed sequentially. 

Because the system is a dynamic creation built over time in a 

changing environment and its' very implementation will further change 198 
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that environment, provision must be made for monitoring progress and 

updating the system design proposal.s. P.rovision has been made for this to 

take place as. part of the strategy in figure No. 50. 

The Civil Engineer employed in Local. Government is likely to be 

'. deal.ing with a variety of systems. Some will be complex closely in~egrated 

systems making heavy demands upon the ingenuity and skill of the 

designer. The Transportation Plan for public and private transport in an 

Urban Environment is a prime example of such a system ·problem. At the 

other extreme the design problem'may concern a very lOosely'knit system 

. and invoJ:vevery little more than a simple programming exercise. The 

improvement of a street lighting system would be such an.example, or the 

provision of an adequate system of highway direction signs. 

Needs Research The first indication that a systems design problem m~ 

exist will often be the observation of a number of similar and possibly 

related cases of need scattered about the local authorities district. 

The identification of these related needs and initiation of action can take 

place in various ways. 

Sometimes the needs will lead to an expression of public concern. Such 

public concern will be brought to the notic'e of elected members of the 

local authority:-

a) PUblicity in the local. press and radio supplemented by 

public demonstrations and action by pressure groups; 

b) Lobbying of elected members to press for action; 

c) Presentation of a formal petition to the Council; 

d) Lobbying of the. Local. Member of Parliament to press for 

action both local.ly and through the appropriate department 

cC central government; 

e) Correspondence with the full time officers of the authority. 
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Action in the above form draws the attention of the Local Council 'and or 
, , 

its committees to an "apparent need". In response to this the full time 

officers will normally be instructed to investigate the "apparent need" 

and report on its merits and the authorities, duties and powers to resolve 

that need. 

Needs are not always readily observed by members of the public nor 

are they always a cause of public concern. This may be due to, publio 

prejudice or because the immediate indicators of a future need are 

,'disguised. In these oircumstances Council Members themselves may take 

direct action or officers, being more aware of the overall situation, will 

draw the need to the attention of members. Where the latter is the case 

officers obviously test the validity of the needs before raising it with 

elected members. 

In some situations the need will be recognised by central government 

and legislation may be introduced instructing a Local Authority to deal 

with specific systems problems. Vntilst in other circumstances Central 

Government and Ministerial Departments may bring more subtle pressures to 

bear on the local authority. The latter are often linked with veiled 

threats to wi thold financial resources in the form of gran~s. 

A systems design starts with response by the local authority to an 

"apparent need". The first stage as shown in figure No. 50 is "Needs 

Research" (Goal Recognition) and the aim is to define needs and 

responsibilities and provide evidence for commitment of additional 

resources to pursue the design problem. 

The designer facing a new Systems Problem may be ignorant of its 

real extent and nature. It is therefore prudent to be generous when 

selecting the initial study area in the hope that the ultimate ~stem 

Design will not fall outside this area. The enlargement of the area at 

a subsequent date may be difficult whilst the additional expense of the 

more generous study area from the start would have been negligible. 
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Systems and Resource Analysis The second stage shovm in figure No. 50 is 

entitled "Systems and Resource Analysis" ('Cask Specification). This stage 

aims at an analysis of the existing or potential system, current policies 

and available resources together with the prediction of future needs. It· 

terminates with the definition, of attainable objectives and a justification 

or otherwise for pursuing the current design venture. 

If the limits for "Needs Research" were wisely chosen there is every 

prospect that those appropriate for this stage ydll fall substantially 

within that area. This stage aims at effecting a "trade off" between 

Intensity of Need and Scarcity of Resources to define '?-l1 acceptable 

specification for t~e proposed system. 

Conceptual Design The previous tv/o stages have been mainly concerned with 

the definition of the problem and the analysis of need. In this stage the 

dominant purpose is to synthesize design concepts and compare alternatives 

and formulate major policy decisions. If the previous work has been 

satisfactorily undertaken the lim! ts of the selected "Conceptual Design" 

should fall s1.1bstantially within those covered previously. 

Completed Design Doc~ents The last tvro essential stages in the design 

process are largely dictated by the design documents that are required to 

communicate its outcome. As a result of the previous stage "Col'.ceptual 

Design" a preferred solution will have been selected. This must then be , 

worked up in detail. It will then be described in the "Long Range Plan". 

This is therefore the titlc given to the next stage. 

The Long Range Plan This dcc1Elent will depict the system as it is 

envisaged at some date in the future when it has reached an advanced state 

of development. It is usually incorrect to look uIlon such a design as a 

description of the ultimate or' final state in the evolution or development 

of a system. !'Jost systems remain dynamic and' have no finite and date. In 

fact they will usually continue to evolve and be :nodif~ed so long a,s they 

can be justifiably adapted to fulfil the changing demands. This dynamic-
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timeless nature of a systems design is often evidenced by the Long Range 

Plan giving details for say 15 years then 50 years hence. The latter is 

obviously in ver.y tentative terms. 

A Firm Progra.'IlIlle Plan A system will normally be broken down into projects. 

Each project will be designed and implemented to accord to the overall design 

but as a self contained project. Unless a design is implemented it is purely 

a paper exercise of limited academic interest. It is therefore normal to 

supplement the Long Range Plan with a Firm Programme Plan. This latter 

will identify the scrrpe and sequence of those projects which should be 

implemented as the first stage towards the Long Range Plan. It will also 

define the appropriate date for implementing each project. The period 

covered by the Firm Programme \vill depend on the time necessary to process 

a project from inception to fUll implementation. It should cover a 

sufficient period to ensure there are enough projects in the pipe line to 

maintain continuity and avoid too frequent updating of the Firm Programme 

Plan. 

The completion of this stage makes possible the detailed design and 

implementation of projects and is examined more fUlly under the section 

dealing with the "strategy for the Design of a Project". 

The Irrnamic Situation One of the u.~derlying characteristics of systems as 

considered in this section is that they are dynamic, i.e. subject to ch£ulge 

with time. A strategy for the design of a system must make provision for 

dealil\'; with the cha.'1gine environment within which the system is implemented. 

This has been shOl'm diagramatically on the right hand side of figure No. 50. 

The system is shown as sUbject to change both as a result of the implementation 

of' each project and also wi ththe natural changes that result in the 

environment over time. 

)' . t . •. OnJ. orl.ng In order to take account of the dynamic nature of the system a 

design stage entitled !to~ toring has been introduced. It could be regarded 

as a stage that once initiated should continue as long as the system exists. 
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This stage in the design of systems has freC].uently been neglected 

in the past. It has too often been presumed that once n system design has 

been approved and adopted its staged implementation is all that is necessary. 

Some designers even seem to act as if Utopia is just around the corner, and 

wil1 dawn if only and when the total system is complete. l'his naive optimism 

overlooks the dyna.'11ic nature of the system. It is therefore vital to monitor 

the growing system. Yardsticks for monitoring should have been established 

during the design stages and significant departure from the predicted 

situation should at once initiate the next stage vihich is the strategic Review 

of the total system. 

strategic Review (Feedback-reo.lly Feed forwards) The purpose of this stage 

is self evident. In some situations vnlere personnel have changed and different 

design solutions are in vogue, there may be an undue temptation to initiate 

too radico.l a revision of the strategic Plan. It must o.lways be remembered 

that in most cases the work already completed creates a stability and trend 

which can only be radically altered after substantial additional construction 

has been undertaken. 'i/here the time scale is extended the impa.ct of a ne\'! 

concept will be slow in creating a measurable effect. There is also the 

serious danger of overcorrection of discrepD.-~cy. 

Designers' Experience Whilst this is not really part of the design 

strategy it is a by-product of the toto.l process and has been included for 

completeness. The importance and value of this aspect can be too easily 

overlooked if a mechanistic view of the strategy is taken. 

A Cyclic strategy Each of the contributor'J stages in the strategy for the 

design of a system have now been examined. In' the sections of the thesis 

dealillg with Basic P.dnciples considerable. el!!phasis has been placed upon 

the random progression of design and the iterative element in the process. 

The arrows on the figure No. 50 show the linkage bei,-ween the stages and 

movement both within and between stagels. P.rogress by design "success" is 

shown by a full arrow whilst iteration by "hazard" shmv in an outline arrow. 
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Whilst the aim of the strategy is to suppress iterationbet-lVeen stages these 

are sometimes inevitable. The overall iteration that results from Monitoring 

and strategic Review can activate the re-design process at any of the 

subsequent four stages dependent upon the extent to which the .environinent 

of the system has changed. It will have been' observed that- the Design lTocess 

for a System is rather different from the examples quoted earlier from 

l.!echanical Engineering and Architecture. 

F..xamples 

Example 1 The following example of a systems design in the City of 
. 

Leicester demonstrates the va1idi~ of the strategy proposed. Table 8 records 

the major stages in the design ~rocess for a system. They took place under 
) 

the pressure of circumstances and no preconceived strategy 'vas adopted. 

Flood .Alleviation There was a hea1l'J and prolonged period of rain in the 

City and County of Leicester on the 10/11th July 1968 when some 5 inches of 

rain fell in 24 hours. At the time the ground ,vas already saturated with 

rain which had fallen in the previous few days. Serious flooding took place 

in the city and a considerable number of properties including dwelling 

houses were affected. There were three main forms of flooding. 

a) The watercourses caused flooding due to excessive flow and the 

high level of water in the River Soar which was 5ft 6 inches above normal. 

b) Some stormwatersewers proved inadequate to accommodate the 

exceptional runoff due to the heav,y rain and flooding resulted., 

c) Certain foul sewers in catchments where combined sewers exist were 

surcharged and caused flooding. 
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FLOOD ALLT!.'VIA.TION 

Table No. 8 
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It will be observed that the stages of the design oan be identified 

in the terms given in the strategy shown in figure No. 50. The Speoial 

Committee met at times other than of critioal deoisions during the 

. System and Resource Analysis stage. This was oaused by the further 

flooding on the 2nd November 1968, the Public Meetings'. were really 

part of the systems analysis process and beoause reports were heard from 

the Trent River Board as well as from the Counoil's own officers. It would 

. be wrong to assume that no work was begun on the next stage of the 

strategy until the previous was completed. This overlap was caused by 

publio pressure and a desire to telesoope the design process to obtain a 

raPid outoome. The Design has already issued in IllIl.I1Y f'lood alleviation 

projeots and the drainage systems are being monitored as work prooeeds. 

A Stzmtegio Review is already taking place and the soope and sequence 

of individual projeots has been modified between March 1968 and Deoember 

1971. 

The above example shows how the strategy fcr design of' a system is 

verified by an aotual systems design oase study. It is suggested that the 

oonscious adoption of the strategy f'or the design of a system would havs 

helped to programme this design and give added oonfidenoe to offioers and 

members involved. 

Example 2 

The City and County of Leioester havs jointly embarked upon a 

Transportation study for Greater Leicester. This work is being undertaken 

by the Consulting Engineers, Soott Wilson Kirkpa trick & Partners. The 

work will be punctuated by reports which will be submitted to the wcal. 

Author! ties and Department of the Environment. These reports are 

detailed bel~v and the stages as proposed in the strategy for design 

of a system set along-side. The information is taken from the consulte.nts 

proposals. 
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Report and Contents 

(Department of Environment press for 
Transportation study) . "'. 

(1) Projeot report stating reason for and 

method of study 

(2) Report on traffio surveys eto. 

(5) Report on calibration of transport model. 

(4) Fbrmulation of Strategies for 1986 & 2001 

(5) Testing and Evolution of strategies 

(6) Report on Continuation 

stage of strategy 

Needs 

Research 

System 

am. Resource 

Analysis 

Conceptual 

Design 

Long Range Plan 

Monitoring 

& strategic Review 

It will be observed that (2) (,) combir.e to form System and. Research 

Analysis. The stage 'Firm Programme Plan does not occur because staged 

implementation is being left for stibse~ent oonsideration by the Local 

Authorities and the Department of the Environment. 

This example also illustrates how the strategy for the design of a 

system is verified by the working situation. 

Conclusions 

The author has .found that the strategy proposed is applioable to all 

design examples he has examined. It is therefore being adopted in this 

thesis as a framework for the design of a system. The validity of this 

strategy is demonstrated by the Stylized Networks developed in Seotion 5.07. 

This strategy if adopted as the skeleton behind a network for 

systems design'l'lOuld help to contain iteration and ensure that critical 

decisions are made at the correct time. Often such deoisions are made by 

default er never made and abortive wcrk oreated at.a more advanoed 

stage of the design. 
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15.05 A STRATEGY FOR THE DESIG11 OF A ffiOJEGr 

In the earlier section on Design Strategies it was suggested that 

a strategy -for design Should break the process into self contained 

sections demarked bya "CriticaJ. Decision". This approach was applied in 

the previous section to the design of' a system and will noW be applied to 

the design of a project. 

A strategy for the design of a project in LooaJ. Government is 

postulated in figure 110. 51. The suitability of the strategy for this 

purpose vdll now be discussed and demonstrated. 

The Pro,ject in Local Government 

In the section dealing with the "Hierarchy of Design Achievement" 

there were two main categories of project. There was the "independent 

project" and. the "dependent project". In the case of the latter a number 

of. projects are' grouped together to creata a System. Examination of 'real 
I . 

projects suggests that the same. strategy is equally applicable to both 

types of. project. The major difference being that where a. project is part 

of a larger 'system design the early stages of the project design can be 

rapidly completed with minima]. effort. At the later stages, however, great 

similarity exists between the two categories of projects. 

For the purpose of this study it is assumed that projects issue in the 

physical adaptation of the environment. Although implementation is a vital 

final link in the process it will only be dealt with in superficial terJlls; 

because this thesis deals primarily with design. 

The majority of the design work undertaken by the Civil Engineer in 

Local Government will be in connection with projects. Such project:! will 

not be very different from those encountered in the field of Consulting . 

Engineers or private industry. 

Probably the greatest difference from private industry will be in 

respec~ of decision making. In Local Government all major deoisions are 

made by the Elected Members either in committee or at council. The 

provision of finance i3 the most crucial basis of control. C::,:·~;,·,i.n ·209 



decisions by Local Government are also subject to endorsement or vote by 

Central Government. This is also closely linked with financial provision in 

the form of Government Grant or authority to borrow' money. fuese decisions 

penetrate the design process and in certain cases are only taken at a 

specific time each year. 

·99 The R.I.B.A. Plan of Work fue R.I.B.A. Plan of Work is given in outline 

in figure No. 49 below. There are many common features between design in 

both the building and the civil engineering industries. In practice many 

construction companies deal with work for both industries. Probably the 

essential design differences 'revolve around the architects conce= for an 

enclosure of space for man's convenience \v.nilst the civil engineer is more 

concerned with the adaptation of the physical world for man's convenience •. 

Obviously there is a. difference of emphasis with the former having high 

regard for aesthetic form 'ihilst the latter is very much motivated by economy 

in 'energy and materials. This difference is howe-ver unlikely to radically 

change the strategy for design. 

After a -very careful examination of the twelve stages given in the Plan 

of Work it was decided to consolidate certain stages as follows. 

A. 

B. 

c. 
D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

J. 

K. 
L. 

M. 

Plan of '7ork for a Project 

R.I.B.A. 

Inception 

. Feasibility ~ Briefing 

Outline Proposals 

Scheme Design ~ Sketch Plans 

Detail Design 

l'roduction Information ) 

Bills of Quantities ~ Working 

Documents Tender Action ) 

Project Planning ) 
Operations on Site 

I 
Site 

Completion . Operations 
Feedback 

) 
) 
) 

1 

Inception 

Feasibility 

Prelimimry Design 

Scheme Design 

Detail Design 

Production . 

Documentation 

Implementa.tion 

Feedback 
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The first five stages have been left unaltered. VnLllst in some cases 

the first t-.'IO stages may merge it was felt worthwhile to leave them 

unaltered. One of the differences between the Architect and the Civil 

Engineer is in respect of the use of specialists. The architect uses more 

specialists· than the ci vi1 engineer and relies heavily upon them at the 

stage of preparing working documents. This is most marked in respect of 

the preparation of the Bill of Quanti ties and dealing with tenders •. The 

architect delegates this role to the Quantity Surveyor whilst the civil 

engineer retains the duty under his own. direction. Because of. this 

difference the Production Information, Bills of Quanti ties and Tender· 

Action stages have to be consolidated to a single stage called 

Production Documentation. Whilst the sub division of the Site Operations 

m~ well be justified they have been consolidated to Implementation and 

Feedback as indicated earlier. The modified plan of work is· shown as a 

flow diagram in figure No. 51.· 
Inception of Project 

In the previous section it was noted that a systems prob~em is 

evidenced by a number of similar and related cases of need scattered in 

the local authority district. Many projects are initiated by observation cf 

a special need in a localized area. Such need can be expressed by 

demooratic means as in. the case of a system. Equally in.many cases the 

technical officers of the authority will be in the best position to 

identify the need and draw it to the notice of elected members. 

Projects can also spring from a Strategic Plan for a System. In 

addition quite a number of projects in a local authority will be initiated by 

work undertaken by priVate or public developers. Industrial or Housing 

development m~ make the building of a new road or sewer a matter of 

urgency. Equally many structural projects are sub projects of a building 

or larger civil engineering scheme. 

The aim of this section is to define the needs and see if the Local 

Authority are responsible and can justifY a more detailed look at the 

problem. 
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Feasibilibr stugy 

The second stage shoT:1 in figure No.51 is entitled "FeasibilitY 

study"~ In the first stage the local authorit',r-s responsibility and the· 

validity of the need were exposed. This stage aims at defining a d.esign 

brief including setting realistic cost limits for the project. 

Consideration is given to the tractabili~. of the problem and the 

justification for its inclusion as a project worthy of serious design . . 

consideration.·Far too often this section is inade~uately and hUl~iedly· 

completed. Subse~uent embarrassment results if it is found that the 

problem cannot be reasonably resolved within acceptable cost limits. 

Yr.here, of course, a StrategicPlan·has been prepared· as· a result of a 

~stems Design" this section should be completed qpickly. 

Preliminary Design 

The two previous stages have been mainly concerned with the design 

problem in general terms. In this stage the emphasis is on the generation 

" of alternative design solutions and the selection and adcption of the 

preferred d.esign. The deaisions that terminate this stage vlill enable 

resources to be committed and will impose additional· constraints on the 

future options open to the designer. Prior to this stage design costs 

have been the only commitment incurred. From this stage onwards a decision" 

to abandon or make major changes in the "brief" will involve substantial 

abortive work, delay and possibly financial loss if committed resources are 

no longer required. 

Scheme Design 

The aim of this stage is to complete the "brief", ·resolve all 

significant design issues, pre-empt all essential resource a and prepare 

for the implementation of the project. 

It is at this stage where the specialist designers of various 

descriptions begin to play their important role. After this stage ~r.1y . 

very exceptional cireQTJlstances justify significant design or programme 

alterations and all resources are fully committed for the completion of 

the project. Cha.ngea or abnndonrnent will normally involve substantial213 
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financial loss. Far too often the stages prior to this are virtually 

omitted and scheme design is undertaken without ade<J).lB.te previous 

investigations. This can result in . serious embarrassment if acceptable 

and worthwhile solutions are not forthcondng at a reasonable cost or 

vastly superior solutions are generated during stage E . "Detailed Design". 

Detail Design ~ Production Documentation 

In figure No. ::;). the two stages Detail Design and Production 

Documentation are shown taking place concurrently. There will in fact b.e 

continuous interaction bev"een these two stages as shown •. The aim of 

these stages is to resolve all points of detail, prepare all documents 

necessary to implement the Project and select the contractor. 

The civil or mtL~cipa.1 engineering bill of quantities is far less 

complex than that used in architecture. Equally, it is commonly drawn up 

by an engineer. At this stage progress is cften made intermittently on 

both detailing and preparation of <J).lantities. This has many advantages as 

the intention of the design detail will be fresh in the mind of the 

engineer as he prepares the quantities. 

Implementation 

Once this stage is reached the designers contribution is virtually 

complete. Certain unavoidable redesign may be necessary because of 

unforeseeable site conditions and some design of temporary works may be 

required. The aim is to appoint a contractor, supervise construction, 

co~ordinate vrork and authorise payment to the contractor.· 

This stage sees the realisation in physical form of the designer's 

hopes and aspirations. It is often a salutory experience for him to hear 

the workmen cOI:l!l1ent on the wea.knesses in the design from their point of 

view. 
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The Dynamio Situation 

Theprojeot in Civil Engineering isusualiy unique and no re-oyoling 

takes plaoe during production as in the oase of mass produotion in the 

Meohanioal Example. Equally whilst redevelopment does take place the life 

oyole of, El. projeot will often be between 40 and 100 years. This is too 

long to·be relevant to the present concept. The situation ~s dynamio in 

that Designer's Experience will influenoe subsequent designs if 

continuity oan be aohieved. In addition. where the project is one taken 

from the Firm Programme' of El. System Design the Feedbaok will affeot the 

Strategio Plan and may influence the next projeot in the pipe line •. 

A cyolio Strategy 

Each.of the oontributory stages in the strategy for the design of a 

projeot have nO\'{ been examined. In the seotions of the thesis dealing . . 

. with Basio Principals considerable emphasis has been placed upon the 

random progression of design and the iterative element in the process. 

The arrows on Figure No. 51 show the linkage between stages. Progress 

by design "Sucoess" is shown in a full arrow whilst iteration by "Hazard" 

shown in an outline arrow. The same conyention was used in figure No. 50 

for this strategy for the Design of a System. In addition a full arrow 

and cross have been used to shOW the oyclic process when the project is 

"dependent" and part of a system for which a Long Range Plan and El. Firm 

ETogramme Plan have been prepared. It will be observed that the overall 

iteration is less than that in the Strategy for the Design of a System. 

The va1idi~ of this strategy is demonstrated by the Stylized 

Networks developed in section 5.07. 
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3.06 !f!!TiIORK AHU,YSIS 

The !,Iethod In" Britain both the Imperial Chemical Industries and the 

Central Electricity Authority (now the Central Electricity Generating 

Board) were using the concepts of' network analysis by 1955 and 1$57. 

respectively.F.E.R.T. (Program, Evaluation and Revenu Technique) an 

American version of the method, was used for the Polaris Missile project 

in 1958 and enabled the project to be completed two years ahead of schedule •. 

During the last decade netv~rk analysis has been further developed and is 

mM widely used in Civil E.'lgineering. Richard Costain and John Laing 

Construction pioneered the introduction of the method for the planning. and 

control of civil engineering contracts. In the last few years it has been 

,7idely applied to the design, administration and implementation of Local 

Authority projects. Since 1968 the Department cf the Enviro~~ent has 

insisted that all highway schemes ranking for grant and costing mere than 

£250,000 are programmed' by network analysis. It is assumed that the reader 

will be familiar with the general technig)les involved in network analysis. 

Those're'luiring more detailed knowledge ar'e referred to "Critical Path 

Method" 49 by A.T. Armstrong-';/right or "Critical Path Analysis in Practice,,50 

Edited by Gail Thornley. Fcr completeness a very brief description is given 

below'. 

The method consists of the division of the project into clearly 

defined discrete activities. Each activity is then represented graphically 

by an arrow on a network of arrows which covers the total project. 

Activities that follow each other during the project are drawn as arrows in 

se'luence the. direction indicating progress. Parallel arrows are drawn to 

show activities carried out concurrently. A complex project will be made up . 

. of many se~uellces and their interrelationship is illustrated by the direction 

of the arrows. Once the logic of the netvrork is completed details of' 
duration, cost and resources can be assigned to each activity-....and. the rate 

of progress, costs and allocation of resources examined and controlled for • 

the whole project. 
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Networks are used to programme and control most projects in the City 

of Leicester. A Project Co-ordinator in the Management Services section of 

the Town Clerk's Department prepares and updates simplified networks for 

the many projects throughout the whole'of the Authority. In many cases 

detailed and simplified standard networks exist which are completed with, 

, project information. 

The 'wo networks are compatible and only differ in their level of 

detail. The Chief Officers and special Project GroUps meet regularly and 

'use these simplified networks to review the large range of projects under 

their control. In this WfJ¥ they exercise a corporate management control 

over the 'Nark of the authority. ,This method of management by a Chief 

Officers Group has been adopted by most of the larger and progressive lOcal 

authorities. At present networks 'are not used in Leicester City by 

elected members. 

In the City of Leicester departmental project planners are employed by 

both ,the City Architects and Engineers Departments. These project planners 

prepare the detailed networks. They also provide the 'es.sential liaison 

betvreen the departments and the Authorities Project Co-ordinator. In the 

City Engineers Department standard detailed networks are now in retr.1lar 

use for the following projects. 

1. Highways I (over £250,000) 

2. Higlnvays Il (under £250,000) 

5. Highways III Publio Works 

4., Drainage 

5. Flood Alleviation Schemes 

6. Housing Estate roads etc. 
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Resource Levelling One of the desirable aims of network analysis is to 

enable design staff to be allocated between the various network activities 

according to a logical priority. Equally networks should be so programmed 

that the work load matches the available resources at all stages. It is 

obviously wasteful and unrealistic for staff to be under employed at one 

stage of the design and there to be insufficient staff to match the 

programme at. another. Resource levelling is usually achieved by a process 

'of iteration. A draft network is prepared assuming freely available staff . 

resources. Then the staff demands of such a network are examined and. peak 

demands reduced to level resource needs by judicial protraction of selected 

activities. In this WSS' management assist ill resource levelling. 

In local government civil engineers offices, designers are grouped 

into design teams. At Leicester the design teams vary in size from one to 

, eight persons. Below is listed the composition of, a typical team with 

relevant skills against each member. 

1. 

2. 

5. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Title 

Senior A~sistant Engineer 

Assistant I~ngineer 

Assistant Engineer 

Graduate Trainee· 

Senior Technician 

Technician 

Description 

Team Leader, Qualified professional and 

experienced designer. 

Graduate and experienced designer. 

Graduate recently completed training. 

Inexperienced - undergoing training. 

Experienced in specific techniques etc •. 

Draughtsman or tracer. 
\ 

The six persons listed form an integrated terun where several members 

will be involved in carrying outmost activities •. Tea~ members are 

complementary in their roles and not really interchangeable. Whilst the more 

senior member can normally perform the duties of the less senior member 

, it is seldom efficient for them to do so. The technician w:i.ll for instance 
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be very much more proficient at tracing than·the assistant engineers. 

E~ually the Senior Technician may be more proficient than the engineers in 

preparing. detailed drawings. Lack of experience will prevent the graduate 

trainee from doing the .work of. the assistant engineer. From this it will 

be readily seen that the team is the smallest real unit of m8npower for 

design. The capacity of a team can obviously be changed by varying its 

size but it should always be regarded as the working unit. In most design 

situations several activities on a network will be progressing at the same 

time within one team. Equally these concurrent activities will often 

progress erratically dependent upon their respective demands for particular 

skills and their dependence upon external sources for information and 

service. The design team staff structure therefore causes concurrent 

activities to interact through their variable demands upon a common work 

unit. Because of this· resource levelling is very complicated and in 

Leicester has been best achieved by varying vlith time the size of the 

design team to match work load. 

In mechanical production or some civil engineering construction. the 

interaction due to team working is much less significant and individual 

men can be treated as the work unit. This makes it possible to use standard 

computer programs for resource levelling. l.!any of the legal and 

administrative duties from similar projects ,vill·be undertaken by one man 

in another department of the authority. For example the legal and 

administrative work for a Compulsory Purchase Order or the Engrossing of 

a Contract are often the responsibility of a specialist in another department. 

In these circumstances the relevant activities from many separate projects 

will interact and may impose a constraint upon the time for starting and 

completing such activities on any individual project. This adds a further 

complication to resource levelling. The author has so far found it 

impractical to use these methods in the design context. 

Discrete Activities The logic of network analysis assumes that each 

activity is discrete and does not interact \"lith either se'luential or parallel 
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activities. The many administrative, legal and procedural activities 

associated with a civil engineering project can be easily isolated and 

shovnl as discrete activities. It is often far more difficult to break the 

actual design process down into these discrete parts. For example in the 

Standard Detailed Nebroz-k Highways I has 25 real design activities out 

of a total of 220 activities. This has a natm"al tendency to draw attention 

to-:--the----;;~piex administrative,·· ieial~ anclproceduraJ: framework wi thin- \7h:i.ch~. ~ J 

the design takes place. It fre'l.uently highlights potential sources of delay 

and is invaluable in clearing the jungle of pape!"\vorlc that can so ee.sily 

frustrate'the programmed implementation of the finished design. Most 

designers therefore find this aspect of nebrork analysis a great advantage. 

One purpose of network analysis is to expose the "critical path" of 

activities which determine the minirlUm time in which a project can be 

completed. The "critical path" .in local government projects invariably lies 

through the administrative legal activities and this also explains the 

greater depth of detail normal in this field of activities. 

The concentration of attention on non-design activities has its 

disadvantages. It is easy to overlook the large commitment of staff 

resources associated with many design activities and fail to notice hON 

little staff resource is associated with many non-design activities. The 

more serious conse'l.uence is the difficulty of making a reli~ble estimate 

of the staff resources necess~ to perform a large design activity and 

subsequently monitoring the progress. Work record sheets can be used to 

measure staff resources consumed. The assessment of the proportion of the 

design activity already completed depends however upon a subjective 

judgement by the design team leader and is obviously liable to considerable 

error. This inability to break the design aspect of the project into discrete 

activities of reasonable size means tp~t ne~"rork'~~alysis is often a crude 

management tool in this respect. 
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Fixed time activities It is important to realize that certain activities 

take a pre-determined time ,Vhich cannot be reduced by.the use of additional 

staff resources. These.activities often involve 'a. very small staff 

resource element. For exaonple the legal t:i.me· required to give notice etc. 

for a C.P.O. etc. is prescribed by statute and cannot be'reduced. Activities 

of this type create a straight jacket within which the other activities must 
_. __ ...... __ ...... _- '.'--'."-- .. _---_._---_.- ------ .-~-.---------------.-,.--~-----.~-

fit • 

. Another complication of Local Authority networks is the cyclic 

character of committee and council meetings. Ina City committees and 

council normally meet on specific dates each month. The situation is even 

more restricted in a County where the. council only meets every three months. 

Under such circumstances to miss a council meeting causes serious delay. 

Both the City and County schedule of meetings is also disrupted when the 

local elections take place adding another dimensions to the time grid against 

\vhich certain activities and decisions in particular are set. . 

Ladder Activities In an attempt to overcome the problem of interrelated 

activities a network techni@e known as laddering can be used. This device 

is used to compress se@ential activities into a modified form of concurrent 

activities. For example the conventional detailed design of a reinforced 

concrcte structure can be broken down into the following activities. 

a) Detailed calculations of reinforcement. and sizing of bars •. 

b) freparation of detailed drawings of structure. 

c) Tracing of detailed drawings. 

d) freparation of bar bending schedules. 

e) Take off CJ.uantities for ccncrete, shuttering etc; 

f) Draft Bill of Quanti ties. 

g) TYPe and copy Bill of Quantities. 

Such activities could be regarded as seCJ.uentinl. In this case the time 

to complete the detailed design would be obtained by £!.dding all the 

indi-v1dual times together. 
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V/here the structure is complex and many drawings are involved each -, . 

of the above activities can commence once sufficient of the preceeding 

activi~ has been completed for work to begin. There is therefore a time 

"lead" between the start of each activity and a time "lag" between the 

finish of each activity. This is shovm in network form in figure No.- 52. 

- _____ ~ __ There are_<J)l.~~B: _ nUlllber_ of~sig~l3i tuatiol1~~ere thi~ devi~e ~~=-make ___ J 
it possible to split a large activity into related parts. Without the use I 

of laddering the only w~ of splitting such a design activity into parts I 

would be by using in the example seven sequential activities. This is of 

course quite u.'U'eal where a large te~ is emJ?loyed on a project and 

different members are proficient at different activities. 

Design Iteration In the section of the thesis dealing vdth Basic 

Principles considerable emphasis has been placed upon the iterative 

character of design. Network Analysis does not len9-. itself to depicting 

design iteration. In so far as iteration takes place within a single 

activity its effect and possible protraction of that activity can be 

expressed in terms of probabili~ and enumerated by giving each activity a 

longest and shortest duration. There are however situations where unforeseen 

developments in one activity will force the designer to retrace his steps 

through several already completed activities. Iteration of this type cannot 

be readily expressed on a network. Once it has taken place the network can 

be updated and previously completed activities re-introduced with revised 

times~ In some situations where revision of the design at specific stages 

has been. previously experienced on similar projects an activity for 

"revision of design". can be introduced. Iteration is however very difficult 

to foresee and is prObably best covered by the introduction of a 

"Contingency Time"between prerlicted completion on the network and the dead 

line for completion. Such a provision would be consumed as iteration toolc 

place and the network fell behind time. It has becn the authors experience 

that nearly all networks used for design in tile Lei.cester office are subject 

to overrun due to iteration. The introduction of a contingency time for 
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iteration would' add greater reality to such networks and should be adopted. 

With experience they coul~ be expressed as a percentage of the total 

duration of the network •. 

At times during design, savings on the predicted duration of an 

activity can arise if unexpected information comes to light. For example 

----... - survey time· was reduced.on.one_project when a reliable existing survey was 
- -~--'-- . .......:....---- --~.- -------~ .--

unearthed. Such occurrences are far more the exception than the rule. 

In some respects a ne~~rk analysis for a design project resembles a 

"Snakes and Ladders Board". It is however suggested that there are many 

more "snakes" than "ladders" and this is largely due to the iterative 

nature of the design process. A network cannot adequately depict these 

hazards and users of network an.:W.ysis must always guard against overlooking 

them because they exe now shm~. In 'the City of Leicester eA~nditure on 

Capital projects in the year 1969-70 fell 4C% below that predicted and in 

1970-71 the short fall was 20%. The iP.lprovement· in predicting expenditure 

was probably due to a wider use of ne~"lOrk a'1alysis. It is hmvever 

pointless to hope to reduce the shortfall much further by a net.vork analysis 

method that makes no allowance for the hazards of delay by iteration. The 

use of a 10 or 15% "Contingency Time" 'on the network would be a realistic 

approach. Unfortunately this suggestion would not meet with ready 

acceptance by those Chief Officers of the authority vmo are unfamiliar with 

the iterative nature of design. Equally Elected I.!embers have little sympathy 

for the Expert Professional Officer whose projects are delayed by these' 

unforeseen situations. . 

Critical Decisions and ~eeze Dates In the section of this thesis 

dealing with Decisions reference is made to Critical Decisions. One 

characteristic of these decisions is that they tend to be treated as 

irrevocable. Such decisions. therefore form barrie~s beyond which iteration 

seldom truces place. Ne~vorks can be made less i?ubject, to delay by iteration 

if these decisions are identified in advance and steps taken to ensure 

that Senior !.!al1aeement "makes them at' the specified date. This has been 
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attempted in Leicester by giving a Freeze Date for Critical Decisions after 

which significant design chanees are only allowed unaer very exceptional 

circUlllstances. So fa.r this system seems to be effective and is nO\'t being 

more .videly applied to projects. 

Specialist Design Sections In the City Engineers Department at Leicester -

---__________ ''~Specia.listDesign sections. exist, for_the J()ll~,\·tork. 
1 • • ~ ----"-

a) Drainage : Foul and Surface Water Sewers. 

b) Estate Development. 

c) Floods : Brooks and Watercourses. 

d) Highways (unaer £~.l) 

e) Highways (over £~I) 

f) llachanical Services . Heating eto. . 
g) Street Lighting. 

h) Structural Design Architectural 

i) It It : Civil Engineering 

j) Traffic Engineering. 

k) Waste Disposal : Sewage and Refuse. 

Many large Lccal Government Civil Engineering Departments are divided 

into similar specialist sections. The design of most projects \vill involve 

design activities in a number of specialist sections. For network analysis 

to-operate effectively it is undesirable for any single activity to be the 

responsibili~J of more than one design seotion. \~ere tyro or more sections 

are responsible there is obviously a ready made case for friction and 

misunderst~~dirig. 

Braided Activities The prOblem of dividing the truely design activities 

into discrete activities of'suitable size has already been discussed. 

With th0 introduction of Specialist Design Sectioml it is obviously even 

more important to isolate those design activities or parts of design 

activities relevant to each seotion. In many cases the sub division of a 

design activity into specialist parts produces sub activities that are not 
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discrete. They therefore conflict with one of the basic assumptions of the· 

concept of Hetwork Analysis. The. author has chosen the term Braided 

Activity to describe such non-discrete parts of a larger design activity. 

The design activity in this case is made up of a group of Braided Activities 

that whilst taking place concurrently also interact throughout their duration. 

They are. like threads that intertwine to form one discrete activitya."ld ~ust 
---.------ -------- . ----- -----·--------0 _____ . ____ .. ____ . ___ . ____________________ ~~ 

be treated for network analysis on a single activity. It is-obviously------

important that a group of braided activities shall. be seen to have a common 

identity and also be different from other activities. A suitable~convention 

would be to give a colour overllW code as shovm in figure Ho. 55. Where 

the network is handled by computer letter or nW1lber sub co(les coulcl be 

used to identifY. There is a facility available with both the I.B.I.I. and 

r.C.L. standard computer programs for coding this type of braided activity. 

In the LB.].!. programs such activities would be considered as belonging to 

one "field" and could be printed out either individually or collectively. 

Figure No. ·54 shows two grade. separated junctions on the st. Hargarets 

Way - Humberstone Road J.lajor Highway' Scheme =rently being designed in 

Leioester. Both junction A a.'1Cl. B include a flyover with pedestrian subways. 

The subways will in both caEles interfere with existing trunk foul and 

surface ¥later sewers. Junction A has a ground level traffic light controlled 

. intersection whilst a roundabout is provided at Junction B. If "re consider 

the design activity "Prepare. an outline design" this could be sub-divided 

into the following braided activities. 

a) J-Iighway Design 

b) l'raffic Design. 

c) Flyover Design 

d) Flyover FOlrodation Design 

e) Subway Design 

f) Diversion Foul Sewer 

g) " Surface Sewer 
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At the outline design stage these braided activities will obviously closely 

interact a.~d could not reasonably be regarded as discrete. For example -

the type of flyover construction will alter the hir;h'"ay vertical design 

and the foundation design. Such foundations could easily affect both the 

diversion of sewers and the location of the sub-ways. The interactions ore 

shown as a matrix in figure ·No. 55. These activities are. certainly not 

discrete ·and cannot be used in a network in the normal manner. 

Examule of Laddering ·and Braiding Figure No. 56 is an extract from the 

actual network for the st. l.largarets Vlay - Humber-stone Road Scheme. It is 

to be noted that Highway Design, structural Design, Drainage Design and 

TTaffio Signal Design are shown as discrete activities storting at node (265). 

!l:'hese activities are not in fact discrete and to show them on the netvrork 

in this manner is misleading. Equally they do not expose the specialist 

aspects of the design in adequate depth. In addition. as all the activities 

start at node (265) it could be assumed that. the struc~ral design of the 

subway could begin as soon as Firm Prograili Decision Vlas received from the 

Department of the Environr.lent. When the Firm Program Decision arrived the 

only design team able to start was the structural Team engaged on subways. 

After a few weeks design it was obvious that they had begun prematurely 

. and could not proceed in advance and independently of Highway Design. 

In ]'igure No. 5:3 the network has been revised ·using the concept of laddering 

with "lead lines" and also the concept of "Braided Activities". This 

revised network shows that subway design must not start until some progress 

has been made with foundation design. It also makes it very clear that all 

the braided activities interact and the project leader must ensure that the 

specialist teamswork on the overall problem together. 

As design progresses a further sub division of design activities 

might be made by location. The more detailed design foll~ving activity 285 

Figure .No. 55 could be divided into tv,O groups of braided activities one 

for jlmction A and the other for junctioilB. In the eXatlple shown in 

figure No. 55 a division by location has not been shown in the interests of 

simplicity. 229 



A caricature of reality Network aru:U.ysis is a vr:rry useful planning . 

technique for breaking the proposed design process into convenient 

activities and t~en arranging those activities in an optimum logical 

se<J.uence. By focussing the attention on a logical pattern for design the 

avoidable chaos and confusion sometimes associated with design is greatly 

reduced. In the section of. this thesis dealing with Basic Principles 

attention has already been drawn to the unpredictable, random occurrances 

and mutations which form a fundamental part of the design process. Various 

techni<J.ues have been suggested for making allowances in the network to 

cover such eventualities. These techni<J.ues lead to a more reliable 

forecasting of the duration of design. At the same time because the 

unavoidable chaos and confusion which sometimes accompanies design is not 

expressed in a logical network there is a temptation to assume tr.at it has 

been banished from the process. 

The cynic might suggest that a network is a caricature of reality 

purportrated by junior management to mislead senior management into 

assuming that design can be a wholly logical process. Senior mane.gement will 

obviously be attracted by any method which claims to take the risk an.d 

uncertainty out of the 'design process. Those managers vmose background is 

legal or financial' are obviously more suseptable to this misapprehension 

than a person who has at one stage of his career experienced for himself 

the vagaries of design. There is also the risk that inexperienced young 

designers ma;)" become so wedded to the logic of network analysis that they 

resent unavoidable iterations when they occur. 

1Thilst network analysis has proved a very valuable aid to the 

management of design it' would be wrong to overlook these risks. In so far 

as networks distort the understanding of the design process they must be 

treated with caution. 
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. 5.07 STYLIZF.D NETWrnKS 

The previous seotion dealt with the use of Network .Analysis as a 

management aid for the programming of the design prooess. Network .Analysis . , 

provid~s a very useful oonvention to desoribe the design prooess. In 

this seotion the author presents Stylized Networks 'Which have been 

evolved to describe in a standard, simplified form the design process for 

a system and a projeot. These Stylized Networks will subsequently be· 

used to analyse the design prooess in more detail and the problems of 

. oommunioation and oollaboration assooiated with designs 'Which involve 

oontributions from a number of speoialists. 

The networlcs used in most design offices have been developed to . 

meet the immediate needs of management and in response to an aotual 

design situation. In Leioester City networks of this type have been 

refined and have beoome typioal standard networks forspeoifio design 

situations. Beoause of their origin such networks do not display tmy very 

obvious similarity of form. Earlier in this thesis strategies f~ the 

design of systems and projeots -were developed. These strategies have 

been used to divide. the working networks into stages. By a process of 

cross oomparison between working networks it has been possible to evolve 

networks that have a common format yet adequately describe the design 

process for speoifio types of design. 
~ 

These networks are simplified and use activities that are of a 

similar order of magnitude. In the seotion on Network' .Analysis 

attention was drawn to the way in which ma.n;y networks delJ.l with 

administrative, legal and prooedural aotivities in detail but shOw very 

little detail of truely design activities. This thesis is ooncerned with 

the design prooess and with this in mind the Stylized Networks have been 

·developed to focus attention on design and give only broad information 

on the more, peripheral activities. There are two General Stylized 

Networks one for S,rstem Designs and the other for Projeot Designs. These 

are set out below. In addition a number of specific Stylized Networks 
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have been prepared £or the categories o£ design currently taking place 

in the Leicester Of£ice. These cor£orm to the £ormat o£ the Stylized 

General networks and. use the same systems o£ annotation. The latter· 

are given in the appendiL 

stylized Network - §ystem Design - General 

Stage A. Needs Research (Goal Recognition) 

Aim : To de£ine needs and responsibilities ani decide i£ "System and. . 

Resource Analysis",Stage is justi£ied. 

Outline. Network 

Re£. 

1-2 

2 - :5 

:5-4 

4-5 

4 - 6· 

4-7 

4 - 8 

9 - 10 

10 - 11 
" 

11-12 

12 - 15 

Activities 

. Description 

Evidence o£ inadequacy of system 

Form organisation to investigate 

ldenti£y. areas of related need and 
select limits for investigation 

Survey present and predicted needs 

" current action by 1..A. and others 
to meet needs 

Assess responsibility of L.A. and others 
and consequence of inaction 

Assess public concern and. pressures 
calling for action 

Eval.uate and enumerate needs 

Estimate resources required to complete 
Stage B 

Prepare " Needs Report A"· stating needs 
and justification to proceed to Stage B 

Decide to abandon or iterate or proceed 
to stage B 
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Stage B. s,ystem and Resource Analysis (Task Specification) 

Aim : To analyse eristing situation, predict future needs, define - . 

attainable objectives and decide if· "Conoeptual Design" Stage is jllll.tified. 

Outline Networks 

Ref 

1-2 

2-5 

5-4 

5-5 

6-7 

7 - 10 

5-8 

5 - 9 

10 - 15 
I I 
I I 5 - 11 J _J - --~- 5 - 12 -

15 - 14 

14 - 15 

15 - 16 

16 -17 

17 - 18 

Activities 

Description 

Locate or develop models of system 

Select preferred model 

Survey existing system and performance 

Survey related systems and interaction 

Define scope of investigation 

Calibrate Model 

Survey existing commitments 

Identif.y relevant trends and growth 

Predict potential need or demand 

Assess available resources 

Explore solutions applied elsewhere 
including performance and costs 

Expose major policy options, threshold 
a!ld ceiling cost and performance levels 

Formulate attainable objectiVes 

Estimate resources to complete stage C 

Prepare "System Report D" stating 
attainable objectives and justi~ 
Stage C 

Decide to abandon, iterate or proceed 
to Stage C 
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Stage C. Conceptuai Design (Outline Proposals) 

Aim : To prepare alternative designs, evaluate and select preferred 

. concept· and decide if "Long Range Plan" Stage is justified. 

Outline Network Activities 

, , 

Ref Description 

1 - 2 Generate alternative design concepts 
and define physical limits 

2 - 5 Verify and amplify data cn problems, 
constraints etc. 

5 - 4 Develop design concepts in context of 
additional information 

4 - 5 Test alternative designs, evaluate 
including staged implementation and 
strategic flexibility 

5 - 9 Assess resources necessar,yto implement 
. alternatives and pay off . 

1 - 6 Examjne projected availability of 
resources and willingness to commit 

4 - 7 Analyse data, alternatives, etc. and 
prepare for consultation 

7 - 8 Consult relevant authorities and groups 

9 - 10 A.~yse and evaluate representations 
and formulate modified recommendations 

10 - 11 . Estimate resources to complete "Long 
Range Plan" Stage D 

, 
11 - 12 Prepare "Conceptual Report' CIf indicating 

major policy choices preferred proposal 
and justification to proceed to stage D 

12··· 15 Decide to abandon or iterate or proceed 
to Stage D 

15 • 14 Examine current commitments in context 
of selected concept 

14 • 15 Ensure resources conserved and approved 
options proteoted . 

'" 
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stage. D. Long Range Plan 

Aim : To resolve all major issues and complete Long Range Plan with. 

programme for implementation 

Outline Network 

Ref 

1 - 2 

2 - 5 

5- 4 

1- 5 

1 - 6 

12 4- 7 

1 - 8 

7 - 9 

9 - 1.0 

1.0 - 1.1 

4 - 12 

1.2 - 13 

1.1 - 14 

14 - 15 

15 - 16 

16 - 17 

.17 - .18 

18 - 19 

Activities 

Description 

VerifY and amplifY design requirements 
and constraints 

Generate alternative solutions within 
selected strategy 

Analyse and evaluate alternatives 

Assess constraints dictating phasing 
of projects 

Formulate criteria for establishing 
priorities 

Prepare reasonable estimates 

Assess alternative sources of finance 
and public or private implementation 

Generate alternative progra.mn:es for 
implementation 

Prepare cash/flOW estimates etc. 

Analyse and evaluate alternative 
programmes 

Prepare for consultation 

Consult relevant authorities and groups 

Define first phase of implementation 

Analyse and evaluate representations 
and formulate modified recommendations . 

Estimate resources to complete stage E 

Prepare "Long Range Plan Report DIt 
indicating choioe cash/flow - programme 
and justification to proceed to stage E 

Decide to ahandon or iterate or proceed' 
to stage E 

Abandon obsolete reser-lations, commit 
resources and protect approved options 
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Stage E. Firm Programme Pl.M 

~ : Prepare and. justify first phase of implementation and. pre-empt 

all necessary resources 

outline Network 

Ref 

1- 2 

2- S 

5 - 4-

1- 5 
........ 1- 6 

7- 8 

8- 9 

9 - 10 

10 - 11 

11 - 12 

12 - 15 

15 - 14 

14 - 15 

\ . 
ActiVJ.ties 

Description 

Divide Firm Programme Plan into discrete 
projects 

Prepare budget estimates for each 
project 

Prepare "brief" for each project stating 
major features and objectives 

Examine programming constraints 

Re-assess available resources 

Generate alternative programmes in 
context of constraints 

Analyse Md evaluate alternatives 
Select preferred programme 

Assess resources re~ired for project 
design 

Assess resources required for 
implementation 

Prepare "Firm Programme Report E" stating . 
resource needs and justification for 
commitment 

Abandon or iterate or proceed to project 
design 

Commit resources 
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Stage F. Monitoring 

~ : To investigate changing circumstances and effect of new projects 

and initiate a review of programme etc. when required. 

Outline Network Activities 

Ref Description 

1 - 2 lI.easure progress with Firm Programme Plan 

1 -:5 Measure project performance standards 

1 - 4 Measure system perfonuance standards 

2 - 5 Analyse and" evaluate against predicted 
performance 

5 - 6 Prepare "Progress Report F" reviewing 
progress and recommending future action 

6 - 7 Decide to proceed with current proposals 
or institute a strategic Review 

Stage a. Strategio Review (Feedback - iteration) 

Aim : Initiate policy review and revision of "Long Range Plan" and or . - . 

up date "Firm Programme Plan". 

Outline Network Activities 

Raf Description 

1 - 2 . Detailed analysis and eValuation of 
progress 

1 - :5 Consult consumers etc. affected by plan 

4 - 5 aenerate speculative policy changes 

4 - 6 Assess significance and justification of 
review 

7 - 8 Estimate resources required to up date 
"Long Range Plan" and "Firm Programme Plan" 

8 - 9 Prepare"Strategic Review Report a" 

9 - 10 Decide to proceed or abandon review 
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Stylized Network - Project Design - General 

Stage A. Inception of Project 

~ : To explore and defirie needs and responsibilities and decide if a 

"Feasibility Study" is justified. 

Outline Network Activities 

Ref Description 

1 - 2 Evidence of' inadequacy or future need 

2 - 5 Survey present need 

2 _. 4 Estimate future need 

5 - 6 Analyse, identify and evaluate need 

5 ~ 7 Assess the Local Authorities ·powers, 
responsibility and consequences of inaction. 

5 - 8 Assess public concern and pressures for 
action 

9 - 10 Formulate objectives to meet the need 

.. 10 - 11 Estimate the resources to complete Stage B 

11 - 12 Prepare "Inception Report An stating needs 
and justification to proceed to Stage B 

12 - 15 Decide to abandon or proceed to Stage B 
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Stage B. Feasibility study 

. Aim : To explore possible solutions and. decide if the preparation of a 

"Preliminary Design" is justified. 

Outline .Network Activities· 

. p..' 
. 

Ref Description 

1 - 2 Examine interaction between project 
objectives with other needs and ventures 

1 - 5 Collect information on existing 
facilities and future developments 

1 - 4 Collect information on design needs and 
major constraints 

5 - 6 Formulate performance specification 

5 - 7 Examine similar projects and set· 
realistic cost limits 

8 - 9· Estimate resources needed to complete 
Stage C 

8 - 10 Assess probabili~ of resources being 
available to implement project 

11 - 12 Prepare "Feasibili~ Report B" giving 
"Outline Brief" and justification to 
proceed to Stage C 

12 - 15 Decide to· abandon or proceed to Stage C 
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Stage C. Preliminary Design 

Aim : To prepare preliminary designs, formulate and agree a "Brief" 

decide if and when projeot should proceed and commit resoUrces. 

Outline Network Activities 

ReI' Description 

1 - 2 Generate sketoh designs and define 
physioal limits of projeot . 

2 - :5 Obtain details of site and more details 
on problems and oonstraints 

:5 - 4 Develop preferred designs 

4 - 5 Analyse and evaluate alternative designs 
and prepare a "Brief" . 

4 - . 6 Assess all resouroes required to . 
implement the project 

4 - 7 Assess available resources and projeot 
in relation to Firm Programme Plan 

8 - 9 Prepare "Preliminary Design Report C" 
giving firm brief and. programme 

9 - 10 Decide to abandon or proceed with or 
without modified "Brief" and mske fim 
oommitment of resouroes . 
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Stage D. Scheme Design 

Aini .: To complete the "Brief". resolve aJ.l significant design. issues, plan . 

the implementation and pre-empt aJ.l essential resources. 

Outline Network Activities 

. Ref Description 

1 - 2 Verify and amplify information on design 
requirements and constraints 

2 - 5 Develop and refine the design and 
determine aJ.l significant aspects of 
construction 

5 - 4 Obtain estimates and design details for 
specialist aspects 

5 - 5 Prepare plan for implementation and 
reserve aJ.l esselltial resom'eea 

5 - 6 Prepare a Cost/Plan and Final Estimate 
of Project 

5 - '1 Assess nature of contract and procedure 
for selecting contractors 

8 - 9 Prepare "Scheme Report D" giving 
programme, cost estimate, advice on 
finance and tendering . 

9 - 10 Authorise preparation of contract. 
documents, invitation of tenders and 
pre-empt all resources 
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Stage E. Detail Design and Production Documentation 

Aim : To resolve all points of detail, prepare all documents necessary' 

to implement the project and select contractor. 

Outline Network Activities 

I 
L-- I 

I --

RefDescription 

1 - 2 Select all standard documents and 
drawings appropriate to the Contract 
Document -

1 - 3 Complete all outstanding aspects of 
design including detailing etc. 

1 - 4 Prepare a full Bill of Quantities 

5.;.. 6. Collate and check complete contract 
documents 

5 - 7 Review programme and institute all 
notices and processes 

8 - 9 Obtain tenders and examine all relevant 
factors 

9 - 10 Prepare "Project Report Elf dealing with 
tenders 

10 - 11 Select Contractor and authorise 
construction to proceed etc. 
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Stage F. Implementation 

Aim : Appoint a Contractor, supervise construction, co-ordinate work and 

authorise payment to contractor 

Outline Network 

stage G. Feedback 

Activity· 

Ref Description 

1 - 2 .. Enter into contract with selected 
tenderer 

1 - 3 Serve· all notices and agree contractors 
programme 

4 - 5 Co-ordinate ·all activities and superv.l;eo 
the Contractor 

4 - 6 Redesign site modifications where 
essential 

4 - 7 Measure work and authorise payment to 
Contractor 

4 - 8 Record final form and nature of project 
as constructed 

9 - 10 Certi~ project complete. 

~ : Expose weaknesses and defects in design to improve future performance. 

1 - 2 Report on implementation. 

2 - 3 Report on· operation of completed project 
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Conclusions By a process of iteration the networks evolved are 

compatible with each other, also conform to the de,sign strategies and a 

standard format. It is contended that these are adequate representatives 

of the design process concerned and will be used subsequently to analyse 

the process. In addition the stylized networks for a system or a project 

form a very useful basis from ,which to develop a specific network for ,the 

design of a system or project. In this respect these networks provide a 

useful management aid. 
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5.08 THE: RAMIFICATIONS OF TIlE reSIGN ffiOCESS 

The designer and his team are of course central to the design process. 

In local government the design team.cannot work in a vacuum. Many of the 

activities initiated and controlled by the designer have wide ranging 

implications for other officers of the local authority and IllllllY members of 

outside organisations including members of the general public. The team 

will collect information from many separate sources. Equally as the design 

is deveioped numerous consultations are often necessary if the finished 

design is to conform to the requirements of the users, be.compatible with 

its environment and acceptable to the general public. In many cases 

the design team will rely heavily upon detailed design by experts and 

specialists outside the team and in some cases outside the local authority 

concerned. 

This section explores the many ramifications of the total design 

process and identifies the contributors associated \Tith specific types of 

design. 

Contributors 

In local government design is undertaken on behalf of the Council 

who are elected members. Liaison with the Council is channelled through 

specialist committees that are serviced by tile senior officers of that 

department which is carrying out the design. within that department there 

will often be a range of specialist teams upon which the design team can 

draw. The City Engirieers Department, Leicester is divided into highly 

specialised teams and the examples developed subsequently are based upon 

this form of departmental organisation. 

There are also within the local authority organisation IllllllY specialist 

departments whose interests must be accommodated and that will also 

provide specialist assistance to the design team. Those departments given 

in the examples are based upon the pattern currently existing in Leicester 

Ci ty which is a Coun"o/ Borough with comprehensive powers and 

responsibilities. The relationships with the Police whilst not being a 

department of the local authority has been included under their genera1245 . 



form of. relationship. This is justified by the close historical and 

. working links· that exist. For example senior police officers attend. 

council committees and their advice is frequently sought by the members. 

There are many public bodies outside the local authority that are 

frequently major contributors to the design teams work. The relationship· 

with such bodies is closely regulated by statute. From time to time the 

activities of one local authority will impinge upon another local 

authority. In these cases also there are statutory provisions. Such 

relationships are often however supplemented by formal agreements between 

the Councils of those authorities. 

. Local Government functions within the overall content of Central 

Government. There is therefore frequent liaison between the design team 

and various central government departmentB. This relationship is complex 

being largely based upon departmental regulations, orders· etc. Overlying 

this relationship is of course the political interchange that can emerge 

between local and central government politicians. 

In many instances one of the major contributors to the v.~rk of the 

design team are of course the members of the general public. TheZ1' can be . 

in organisatiol19both commercial or social, culturel or political but also 

as. private individuals. 

Finally the designer may re~e the specialist services of 

manufacturers or consultants to deal with some aspect of his work. 

Bel0?7 are tabulated the principal contributors with whom the design 

team in a local authority will have a liaison. For clarity the function. 

of the design team itself has been sub-divided into that of the internal 

functioning of the design process and that of project mw.a.ger and 

co-ordinator. This highlights the joint managerial role of most team 

leaders in local government. 
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Con~ibutors to the design processes being undertaken in Leicester City 

Engineers Department •.. 

1. Elected Members (Council. and Committees) 

2. Senior Officers of Department 

5. Project Manager 

4. Project Designer 

5. Traffic Engineer 

6. Highway Engineer 

fl. Drainage Engineer 

I Design 
Team 

8. Structural Engineer 

9. Lighting Engineer 

10. Maintenance 

11. Technical Reference 

12. Programme and Secretarial 

15. Legal 

14. Treasurer 

15. Estates 

16. Housing 

17. . Town Planning 

i City 
Engineers 

Dept 

18. Public Transport Buses (Both within & ) 
(outside LoA. ) 

19. Water Supply 

20. Police (Not within L.A. but close link) 

21. Electricity Supply 

22. Gas Supply 

25. Post Office Telephones 

24. British Railways 

25. Rivers and Waterways Boards . 

26. Consultants and Specialists 

27. Government Departments 

28. General PUblic 

29. Other Local Authorities 

. BO. Contractor or Direct Labour 

Local . 
Authority 

Organisation 
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The Contribution 

The relationship between the contributor and the design team will be 

influenced by the organisational framework. linking the participants. It 

will also depend very 1D1.1ch upon the contribution that is being sought by 

the design team. The supp~ of factual information is the most innocuous 

form of contribution whilst the delegation or imposition of a deSign 

fu:i:tction could be far more contentious. At different stages in the design 

the same contributor may be making a quite different contribution. 

ECJ).lally at different stages the designer will be focussing his own 

attention on different fundamental activities and be therefore subjected 

to quite different management pressures. It is therefore desirable to 

examine the contributions at each stage of the design process to attempt 

to und.erstand the relationship between the design team and the· 

contributor. A better understanding of these relationships could lead to 

more effective design and highlight ~s in which management and 

organisational structures could be modified to facilitate better 

relationships between the participants. 

In trying to classify the nature of contributions to the design 

process due regard has been paid to the ideas developed early in this 

thesis on the Fundamental Design Activities. It must also be accepted· 

that the contribution being made to one activity will not necessarily 

fall neatly within a single classification. This problem has been borne in 

mind when selecting the classifications. Those that are finally proposed· 

have proved fairly practical in their application. Where there is an 

overlap the dominant classification will be used. 

The stylized networks alrea~·developed conveniently match the 

classifications now proposed. The persuit of one activity,v111 often 

involve a number of: separate contributors each often playing ths~. own 

role. 
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Classificat10n of Contributions' 

1. Management. For convenience this acti tity has been divided into 

two functions:-

Decision : A concluaion-making up ones mind. 

Organise : This word has been used because decision making 

which is a fundamental design activity is normally taken to be part of the 

management ~ction as well. Organise therefore is defined as to control, 

initiate, co-ordinate those necessary activities involved in the total 

process of design but excluding decision making. and design activities • 
• 

2. Design.· The design process has already been examined in 

. considerable detail and the following Fundamental Design Activities 

identified:-

a) Preparation : The systematic exploration of needs, 

problems or situations and their resolution into 

simple elements grouped in a logical and meaningful 

manner. 

b) Incubation : A largely subconscious ~otivity that 

111 this context will be assumed to be part of Synthesis • 
• 

c) Synth~sis. : The creative act of. generating new 

concepts or original re-arrangement of separate 

elements to constitute a design solution. 

d) Verification: The logical and critical ew.iluation 

of concepts to determine their adequacy and proVide 
• 

. . an aid to decision making. 

e) Decision.: A conclusion-making up. ,ones mind. 

In some instances a contributor will in fact complete the full design 

process for part of the project within one activity in the stylized 

network. Where however the design process is ·spread over a langer period 

and the individual fundamental activities can be identified this will be 

done. Equally certain design decisions will be dealt with by Senior 
• 

Officers and in a few cases critical decisions are made by the Elected 

Members. These can be shown.' 249 



5. Supporting Activities 

. a). Inform: Factual information is one of the essential "raw 

materials" from which the design team evolve a design solution. Many 

contributors will supply faotual information. This can largely be 

regarded as a neutral non-oontroversial contribution. 

b) Constrain: There are' many situations where :the designer 

seeks more than faotual inforrea.tion and needs to know the views and 

opinions of the contributor. In this case the contributor is being asked or . 

iulOlved to iinpose.· his own oonstraints upon the aotivities of the design . . 
team.' These 'oonstraints will be taken into account by the designer in 

reaohing his design solution. The weight and importanoe to be attached to 

suoh contributions is oomplex and oan add tension to the relationship 

with the design team. In some respeots this is the halfWay stage to the 

delegation of an aotual aspect of the design solution to an outside 

contributor. 

c) Administer: There are many situations in ,\frl.ch the designer 

.. will rely upon another oontributor to take administrative action so that 

the design can prooeedwith reasonable hope of sucoess. For example legal 

notices are often required, :Permission !!lUst be obtained for certain 

actions. Resources must be purohased or reserved in adequate time for 

suocessful implementation of a proposal. 

Specific Stylized Ne~vorks 

Stylized descriptions of design activities hAve been evolved for 

speoific types of design and annotated in accordance with- the General' 

Stylized Networks previously developed. Using these deSCriptions and,af'ter 

a detailed observation of design in progress, tabulations have been 

produced indicating which contributor is associated With each annotated 

. activity. By using symbols it has also been possible to record 'the nature 
.' . 

or cO.minant charaoter of each contribution. This is .based on the .. 
classification already desoribed. 
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This technique has made it possible to record ill a sinrplified form 

many of the complex ramifications of the design process. It also 

enables a qualitative comparison to be made of the design process for 

different types of design. Tabulations are shown for the following 

specific types of design:-

Fig No. 57 Independent Project (i.e. Ne'7 Public Works Depot) 

11 n 58 Sewerage Project 

11 n 59 1~jor Highway ~oject 

" n 60 Structural Project (Hi~) 

n n 61. Estate Development (Roads and Sewers) 
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:5.09 AN k"iALYSIS OF !ROJECT DESIGN 

Before embarld.ng upon an analysis of project design it is essential. 

to acknowledge the limitations of the tabulations illustrated in 

figures Nos. 5'7-63.. These cannot be regarded as precise documents. In 

Bome projects the full range of activities will not be necessary whilst 

in a few cases additional ones may arise. For example all Major Highway 

Projects vdll not include structurai Design. In some cases land may not 

have to be acquired ·etc. Again in a few instances additional activities . 

will take place. A project close to the boundary of one loc·al authority 

will probably make consultation with the neighbouring autilority essential. 
.. . 

Again the intensity of the relationship between the contributor and 

the design team will vro:y from one project to another.· E~ly the 

intensity of the relationships will vary during the progress of the design. 

For example· at the early stages of the design of a sewerage ~'oject the 

Public utilities will be asked to supply factual information upon their 

existing mains. This relationship will be of low intensity. When however. 

the desS.gn is being developed the same Public UtilitY will be asked to . 

re-design the main layout to accommodate the new sewer. The intensity of 

this relationship will obviously be greater. Again the intensity of 

. relationship with a property owner in the congested city centre will be 

greater thDn a farmer on the outskirts although both are ai'fected by a 

p"t'oject. 

Within these limitations it is contended that the tabulations can 

provide valuable information on the design process. 

A Check List. In ita very simplest the tabulation can be used as a check· 

list to ensure that all appropriate contributors are involved I".t the 

proper stage of the design. The tabulations given in figures 5'7-63. could 

.. obviously be expanded and adapted to match the specific needs of actual. 
( 

working design progro.mn:<! r.etworks. In this form they would provide a 

valuable new aid for the "project manager". At the same time as a check. 

list was developed it would be possible to identify those occasion..., when 

a meeting of selected contributors would expedite the, design process. 257 
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The development of such check lists to supplement present network 

programming should be very worth while. 

Basic Principles The tabulations illustrate how the Fundamental Design 

. Activity identified in the section on Basio Principles occur during the 

evolution of the design. There is suffioient evidence to.· confirm that 

the sequence of "Preparation, Synthesis, Verification Deoision and 

COllllllUnication" are a valid general statement of. the process. 

The tabulations indicate that during the early stages of design the 

emphasis rests on Preparation. This is followed by stages dominated by 

Synthesis and Verification. During the last two stages there· is a natural 

increase in the attention paid to Communications. 

This overall cycle of the Fundamental Design Activity is supported on 

m~ repetitions of the same cycle of Fundamental Design Activity at a 

subsidiary level. In the section entitled "Abstract Representations of the 

Design Process" a number of diagrams are given describing in an abstract 

form this very situation. The investigations therefore endorse the 

. concept of the design process as postulated in the sections on "Basic 
\ 

Principles". 

One practical outcome of this aspect of the analysis would be to 

identify those skills that are dominant at each stage of the design. The 

design teams could then be strengthened to meet the changing demands of 

the process. The author suspects that the temperament most suited to 

collecting detailed information may not be the same as that of an able 

inova.tor. Again a competent detailer preparing production documents may 

not be so effective at the process of. Verification. There is obviously 

. room for further investigation into this field of design personnel. 

'Decisions The tabulation·clearly highlights those Critical Decisions 

that mark the end of each stage in the design strategy. In the examples 

each· such decision is shown as being taken by the Eleoted Members. 

This will not always be the case in practice. Some Local Authorities 

give considerable delegated powers to their Chief Officers. Equally on 
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srna.ller projects it might be possible to deal wit.':l more than one Critical 

Decision with a single apPToach to the elected members. 

This form of analysis is not very suitable for a clear exposure of 

decisions. The problem of decision and design was explored in detail by 

Marples and his Decision Tree technique obViously concentrates attention 

far more adequately upon this aspect of design. 

It has not proved very practical to identify sub-critical decisions 

in the tabulations. This is understandable because these sub-cri tical 

decisions are very closely integrated to the actual individual design 

project. Whether they are taken by Senior Officer or P.t-oject Manager or 

even Designer will depend upon the management style of the Chief Officer 

and the exigency of the design situation. 

External Design and Constraints The tabulations make it possible to 

identify those activities where contributors actually carry out part of 

. the design or impose serious constraints upon the design team. It is very 

important to be aware of these areas of interaction. These activities can 
make the work of the design team far more difficult and even frustrate 

the solution of a design problem. The "project manager" will wisely pay 

close attention to ensuring good communications and good personal 

relationShips in progressing these activities. 

One of the major prOblems in this area is the motivation of the 

contributor. For example if the contributor is. a Bus Company their 

primary concern will be improving or protecting public transport operations. 

Where two Bus Companies are concerned it is not unknown for each 

contributor to be motivated to improve his operating conditions at the 

expense of the other. Conflicts of this type can impose unreasonable and 

very partial. constraints on a designer. Again where a Public Utility 

Undertaker is designing the relocation of his main..'l for a new sewer he 

has little incentive to find the cheapest ealliestsoliltion. The 

alterations are for him an unwnnted item of extra work. It is easy for 

his motivation to be to ensure tr..At the relocated main improves the 
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service distribution of his Utility in that area. This can easily be to 

the detriment of the actual Sewer Design. Even where the Structural 

Design of a highway bridge is involved it is easy for the structural 

engineer tO,be more concerned with getting satisfaction from the bridge 

design than enabling the optimum highway solution to be achieved. 

,These examples illustrate some of the problems. The tabulations at 

least' focus attention on these activities that need special attention by 

the "Project Manager". 

, --. 

Communication Links When a contributor is involved in an activity there 

is a Communication Link be~veen the contributor and the project manager. 

The Communication Links for the projects analysed have been counted ,and 

are shown in the histograms in figure No. 62. 

These histograms demonstrate certain aspects of project design. 

In all cases the number of Communication Links build up to a peak as the, 

design proceeds and then fall a~ again. There are fewer Communication 

Links during the Detail Design and Production Documentation stage, 

than that of Scheme Design. This is of course understandable as all 

major design decisions are made once the Scheme Design is completed. 

The histograms in this case disguise the actual build up of 

activity. The Communication Links during stages A and B will often be ver,y 

simple. In most cases the supply offllctual information. The Communication 

Links become far more complex during stages C. D and E. when constraints, 

design solutions to sub l?roblems etc., are involved. 

Range of' Contributors The tabulations make provision for up to 28 non 

team based contributors. This range is in part the product of using 

specialist design teams within the City Engineers Department. There are 

however m~ contributors from other Local Authority Departments and 

,from outside organisations. The,growth in the range of contributors is 

the consequence of expanding technical !movrledge. increasing complexity 

of modern living and greater specialization by designers and others. 
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Contributors can play differing roles in relation to thc "design 

project". Some design projects are in fact sub projects of larger projects. 

For example the Estates Development Project is a sUb-project ,of an 

Architects Housing Development Project. Equally certain contributors within 

a local authority department playadominant role in the design. 

For example. the Traffic Specialist takes a dominant role in the design 

of a highway project while the structural or dra:!n1l&3 engineer a 

subsidiar.y role. 

Organisational Barriers The links between contributors, and the design 

team will be influenced by the organisational barriers they cross. If' 

the design team includes all the necessary skills to solve the design a 

very simple interaction exists. When however a number of separate 

specialist teams within a single department are involved there are more 

riaks of misunderstanding, lack of co,-operation and even conflict. Where 

, serious conflict arises the Chief Officer is in a position to resolve 

differences. Equally within a' department the specialist will own a common 

loyalty and probably belong to a single profession. 

When the links cross from one department to another problems are 

more likely to arise. Often departmental and professional loyalties worlt 

against understanding and co":operation. Even in this situation there 

is the corporate loyalty to the Municipal Authority that can transcend 
. 

J the tensions of departmentalism. Equally most local authorities nO'I( have 

a Chief Executive and a Chief Officers Group. These will resolve serious 

conflicts. Failing this the elected members themselves are in a position 

to have the final word. 

Many of the communication links cross from one local authority to 

another or to some publio body. In such situations common loyalties 

seldom exist 'and there is seldom'a common manager or group who can resolve 

con(fUct. Vlhere conflict does arise it' has to be de,alt with by compromise 

between senior officers. This barrier to communications is obviously the 

most likely to cause serious problems for the design team.' 
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In figure No. 62 the histograms show the proportion of links which 

. cross each barrier. Local Government Re-organisation is planned for 1974. 

At that time two tier local government will be introduced in County Borough 

areas and certain functions transferred to regional bodies. Histograms 

. in figure No. 62 indicate the changes in communication links that 

re-organisation will cause in a County Borough for a "Major Highway Project", 

and a "Sewerage Project". It will be seen that in both cases there will be 

an increase in the links crossing departmental and authority barriers. 

This will obviously make the designers task: more difficult. 

Independent Projects Projec~ which are contained within a bounded private 

site involve much fewer communication links. The design team is really 

very much in charge of the total situation. Most Architectural Projects 

and private industrial projects are of this simple form. 

Interdependent Projects The examples of a Major Hi~ Project and a 

Sewerage Project both fall in this group. They form part of a larger. system 

design and do not lie within a bounded private site. The work takes place 

on public land where contact ani conflict can be rife. Where such projects 

form part of' a Long Range and Firm Programme Plan the first tviO, stages of . 

design will be very much reduced. Problems of this type can,be very 

demanding of a design team and the project manager. 

Sub-servient Projects Mar(y projects contribute to a larger more important 

project. For example the Structural Project contributes to the tlAjor 

Highway Project and can have no meaningful purpose in isolation f'rom that 

project. Equally the Estate Development Project is sub-servien't to a 
• 

Housing Project. In both of these cases the early stages of design require 

little of the designer. His role is in the mnin one Of giving advice. He 

begins to contribute and take charge of his aspect of the overall project 
, 

as the Preliminary Design is completed. In the, stages of Scheme Design and 

Detail Design and Production Documentation he plays the full role. These 

differences are well illustratedby'the histograms. 
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Project Manager The tabulations demonstrate ~te dramatically the 

managerial role of the team leader. In order to highlight this aspect, the 

work of the team was divided into "Project Manager" and "Project Designer". 

As Project Manager the team leader not o~ manages and leads the design 
, 

team but also acts as manager-co-ordinator for all those contributors 

outside the design team. It will be observed that in the llxa.mples given 
- . 

nearly every activity relies upon the "Project Manager" dealing with 

outside contributors. 

. It will be seen that maQY of the contributors belong to non-
. rt . 

engineering disciplines. The "Project Manager must therefore be able to 

communicate with such specialists and experts and also be able to 

appreciate their point of view. Without some' degree of empathy at the 

least there are bound to be misunderstandings and at the worst distrust 

and ultimately open hostility. Failure in communications will obviously 

preclude good design and will hamper and even frustrate a design solution 

in some instances • 

. In the past Municipal Eng;i.neers have had a very broadly based 

training. Some would even suggest they are a "Jack of all trades and 

master of none", Be that as it may maQY Municipal Engineers also hold a 

Town Planning qualification, have often been involved in simple 

architectural projects and acted as an estate agent in proPerty negotiations. 

Equally having worked in the Local Government environment they have had 

regular contact with members of other professions such as solicitors, 

accountants, medical officers, education officers, housing managers and 

social workers. This training and background experience should be valuable 

in the role of "Project Manager". One point worth noting is that few 

.' Senior Assistants receive any training in management before acting as 

"Project Manager". Again an examination of teohnical literature would 

suggest that management training is directed at senior management and very 

scant attention paid to the needs of the "Project Itf.anager", 
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From examination of the tabulations end the histograms it will be 

seen that the demands placed upon the "Project Manager" vary widely from 

"Major HigJnva:y Project" to a "structural Project". The five examples 

given rank in the following order with regard to the role of "Project 

Manager". 

1) Major Highway Project 

2) Sewerage Project 

. 3) Estate Development Project 

. 4) Independent Project 

5) Structural Project 

Most Demanding 

Demanding . 

Least Demanding 

Conclusions This section highlights man.y of the problems of undertaking 

. a design project. It also confirms the validity of man.y of the theoretical 

basic principles set out earlier in this thesis. 
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3.10 THE CONrROL OF THE DESIGN ffiOCESS 

The manager is concerned with three principle tasksl-

a) Deciding what is to be done. 

b) Organizing and assembling the required resources. 

c) Controlling and keeping a check upon work whilst in progress. 

Earlier in this thesis the process of making decisions has been examined 

in detail. The organizing and assembling of resources has been dealt with in 

the various sections and control is now examined. 

This section Will also include a number of practical suggestions that 

if adopted could improve the level of control. Very little factual evidence 

is available on some aspects of this topic and suitable lines for future 

research are therefore suggested. 

A control system for the design process will have two primary 

objectives. 

a) Adequacy of Completed Design To ensure that the completed design 

is adequate both in terms of total cost end performance, i.e. Control of 

the design. 

b) Efficiency of design process To achieve a high level of design 

output by completing the design on time" keeping abortive work to a minimum 

and ensuring that the optimum proportions of staff time are directed to 

design, i.e. Control of process. 

In the ultimate objective b) will be subordinate to objective a) as 

design cost is contributory to the total cost of a completed design. Equally 

·the efficient design of an inadequate solution has very little merit. 

J.!easures taken to achieve one of these objectives may well affect the 

achievement of the other. "For example a process for a more adequate control" 

by management over design decision making could also reduce abortive design 

work. It might equally increase wastage of design time .caused by awaiting a 

decision by senior map~gement. 
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Control is achieved by two principle means. 

a) Establishing processes that ensure that each level of 

management can play an appropriate and positive role in the design and 

decision making processes. 

b) Introducing measurements of performance that indicate those 

areas of the organisation where improvements should be made by management. 

Design Productivity Below are listed the principal ways in which "the time 

of design staff can be wasted or misapplied together with typical examples. 

Situation. 

1. Design staff waste time 

Design staff do not apply themselves 

. conscientiously to their work and 

time is wasted. 

2. Design staff held 1.!P 

Design staff are prevented from 

working because there is no suitable 

work with which they are able to 

prcceed. 

5. Design staff used wastefully 

Design staff undertake work that 

should be performed by staff of a 

different level of competence. 

4. Design staff do unnecessary work 

Design staff undertake work that is 

not necessary for the solution of 

the design or work at too early a 

. stage in the process vii th the risk 

that it will prove abortive. 

Exrunples. 

Excessive periods of relaxation or 

social interchange between staff • 

Awaiting a decision from senior 

management; Awaiting transport or 

. chainman to go and make a survey; 

Awaiting prints etc. 

. Professional Engineer doing work'. 

of a technician (i.e. tracing). 

Qualified and experienced structural 

engineer undertaketraffio 

engineering design •. 

Prepare drawings or calculations 

that are more sophistioated or 

aocurate that a oontraotor oan 

implement. Prepare detailed 

quantities before design has been 
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5. .Aborted Work 

Completed design work made abortive 

by actions and situations Which the 

design staff could not control or 

avoid. 

6. Design impracticable 

~agement reverse a decision. 

Serious error in basic aerial, 

survey. Cut back in capital 

expenditure'. 

The design has to be modified during Materials not available. 

construction in order to implement Tolerances too stringent. No work-

it. men with the necessary skills. 

7. Design operationally inadequate 

The completed design has, to be 

modified to accommodate operating 

conditions. 

Satisfactory temporary works cannot 

be provided. Reinforcement too 

congested for concrete to be 

completed. 

Highway does not drain. Structure 

deflects too much. Drainage channel 

chokes with rubbish,. 

Improvements in productivity can be divided into two groups at any level 

in an organisation below top management. 

a) those within the control of personnel at the level considerlod. 

b) those not within the control of personnel at the level considered. 

For improvements to take place in group a) it is necessary to increase 

motivation whilst those in group b) may be in'response to an exposure of 

inadequacy by various forms of feedback and control. 

standard of Design Design standerds are usually defined, by the two criteria; 

cost limit and performance specification. These will normally be stipulated 

in a "design brief" at an early stage in the design process. Subsequently 

detailed design may lead to modifications of the I~riefn but these will 

normally remain within the broad boundaries already established. 
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In the section "A strategy for the design of a S,rstem" the second 

stage is entitled "Systems and Resource Analysis". (Task Specification) • 

. Th1s stage terminates with. the definition of attainable objectives i.e. a 

design brief in terms of cost limits and a performance specification. Again 

in the section "A strategy for the Design of a Project" the second stage is 

entitled "Feasibility study". This also terminates with the design brief.· 

which includes the setting of cost limits. 

The work involved in preparing a suitable design will depend very much 

upon the· stringency of the design brief in terms of performance 

specifications and cost limit. Whilst there is no real prospect of 

measuring the relationship between the performance specifications - cost 

limits and work involved in completing an acceptable solution it is 

illuminating to examine the forms of. such a relationship. 

In figure No. 65 curves have been drawn to illustrate the sort of 

relationship that exists. It is assumed that a performance specification 

exists and that each design whatever its standard does meet that 

specification. In general terms the performance specification can usually 

be met with minimum design preparation costs provided an uneconomic cost 

of implementation and operation is acceptable. Equally if the implementation 

and operation costs are to be .kept to a minimum the cost of preparing the 

design will escalate •. The combined cost of designing, implementing and 

operating is shown and the optimum total cost is marked as point A • 

. Previously it·was suggested that the 'Design Brief' would define both the 

"Performance Specification" and the "Cost Limit". If the· oost limit· is to 

be realistic it should be somewhat higher thanthe optimum shown by point A • 

. A suitable Cost Limit is shown by point B. In such circumstances a design 

which complied with the performance specifications and fell on the curve 

between B· and C could be assumed to be the result of an effective use of 

design resources. From this it is obvious that at least in theory a design 

brief which provides a performance specification and 'cost limit also 

establishes the design effort that can be justified. 
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Design offices in local government of reasonable size will undertake 

a sequence of similar designs. For example:- Private street Works; Housing 

Estate Roads; Principal Road Schemes; Urban Motorways; Foul or Surface 

Water Sewerage Schemes; Reinforced Concrete Structures; Steel Structures; 
,. . . 

Reinforced Concrete Bridges or Steel Bridges. In each of these spheres of 

design the performance specification will be largely pre-determined by Codes 

of Practice and Standard Specifications etc. supplemented by the conventions 

of,the office. For practical purposes therefore all the designs prepared 

for a similar type of scheme will be to the same performance specification. 

Again most offices operate a routine estimating procedure to set cost 

limits for a scheme. In the circumstances it might be fair to assume that 

for specific spheres of design, in a specific office, under similar 

management control, there will exist a relationship' between the cost limit 

set for a scheme and the cost of preparing the design. Because of the 

inadequacy in estimating cost limits, variations in actual standard'of 

design achieved, together with variations in performance between design 

teams this relationship can be expected to be crude. 

Feedback The evolutionary improvement of the standard of design based on 

previous design inadequacies is obviously sensible. In practice many factors 

in a Local Authority design office prevent this from happening. ' 

Feedback of design inadequacies fall into two groups:-

a) Constructional Inadequacies that make implementation more difficult. 

b) .Operational Inadequacies that, detract from, the optimum use or 

performance of the implemented design. 

The majority of civil engineering' construction in local government is 

executed by contract. In such circumstances a Resident Engineer safe guards 

the interests of the local authority. Often this resident engineer will, 
~ 

have previously been involved in designing the scheme. When constructional 

inadequacies arise he will feel implicated and prob~ly take steps to 

mitigate'their effects. Equally he will not be anxious for such inadequacies 
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to be publicised to other designers as this might undermine his standing 

as a good designer. Perhaps efforts should be made to hold from time to 

time a forum amongst design engineers where they are encouraged to share 

details of constructional inadequacies. One advantage of an independent 

engineer acting as Resident Engineer is that he is unlikely to be 

reluctant to share Constructional Inadequacies with his colleagues. 

On a recent major contract, st. Margaret's Way, an informal meeting 

was called when the contract was finished at which the contractor was 

invited to make constructive observations on the details of design. This, 

meeting was attended by team leaders engaged on similar d.esign projects. 

The meeting was a great success ana everybody made helpful contributions. 

A considerable number of useful points of design and construction were 

exposed to the benefit of those designers present. Copies of the minutes 

of this meeting are given in appendix E., It would be profitable if such, 

meetings were a regular feature of the work of the department. 

Qperational Inadequacies 1funy of the designs prepared by local government 

engineers provide facilities used by the public at large. '\There obvious 

operational inadequacies are evident public ,reaction is usually vociferous. 

There are however IDa-~ instances where inadequacies can only really be 

identified if actual performance is seen against the aspirations of the 

, designer. It is suggested that a formal inspection and report on the 

operation of all major projects should be prepared at a reasonable time after 

a schemes completion. 

This has taken place on a few major schemes. For instance the 

Consulting Engineers, J.D. & D.!.!. Watson, 51 published .a paper in the 

Journal of the Institution of Civil Engineers such a report dealing with 

the West Middlesex Drainage Scheme designed by tr..em. As a designer engaged' 

on main drainage I found this report invaluable. 
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Management by Exception The control of staff can be. exercised in one of 
\ 

two ways. 

8.) Close contact can exist between the manager and the .. worker. The 

worker will be subject to frequent regular supervision and 'receive guidance 

and comment upon the progress of his work. lillortive or wasted work will , 

be kept to a minimum by frequent observation. This relationship frequently 

exists in a design team between the lower level technicians and their 

supervisor. 

b) A framework is established by the management and the worker is 

given freedom to operate within the defined limits. Matters that fall 

outside the framework are considered as "exceptions" and are referred to 

management for action. In many design offices a considerable freedom in 

design is deputed to senior designers. Such freedom is essential if 

opportuni ty for irmovation is to exist and senior management are to be 

protected from becoming over involved in detailed design. 

The control of design teams in the Leicester office purports to operate 

the second and more enlightened form of control which is often described 

as "Management by Exception"" This form of control operates effectively 

. where a sequence of similar types of project are being designed. In some 

offices there will be a codefied policy for designs of this type which 

provides an adequate framework against which exceptions can be. identified. 

Even where policy is not codefied experience soon establishes an unwritten 

code. The situation is different where a team is engaged upon unique or 

unusual one off projects. In such a case no standard framework can be 

reasonably expected to exist in advance of the preparation of the design. 

Unfortunately in an office where the majority of projects are repetitive 

in character it is easy to overlook the absence of a standard framework to 

guide the designer in dealing with the unusual project. Under these 

circumstances design can proceed in a direction unacceptable to the manager 

but without he or the designer automatically becoming aware of the 

situation. Where non-standard projects are being designed it is necess~J 
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for the manager to define when he ,wishes to be 'consulted on progress and 

set limits for the intervening period. The designer can then identify those 

circumstances that warrant an earlier re-approach to management. The 

frequent omission of this elementary form of management control is a common 

source of abortive ana wasted design. 

In the sections dealing with design strategies stages were identified 

that 'terminate with major critical decisions. At lower levels each tier of 

management should identify the appropriate sub critical decisions that 

punctuate the design at that level. Where this procedure is already in 

, operation it normally takes place in an informal manner without any 

documentation. The absence of documentation has made it impossible in this 

research to identify and measure those instances of failure which so 

obviously bedevil 'such design activity. 

Cost Limits At' an early stage in the evolution of any design it is usually 

necessary to set a cost limit for the proposals. Far too often such Cost 

Limits become 'accepted as firm estimates for the final proposal. When the 

first cost limits are reqUired the design has seldom advanced far enough 

for even the most primative of quantities to ,be calculated. Costs are 

therefore often deduced by ranking against previous schemes of a similar 

nature. This is a crude method and where previous experience is not 

available estimates become little more than wild guesses. For schemes of a 

more familiar character costs based upon length of highwa;y or sewer or 

cubic content of structure' are commonly used. 

52 The Bighwa;ys Economic Unit of the Department of the Environment 

produced a very interesting estimating procedure for large inter urban 

dual "carriageway road schemes. By applying multiple linear regression 

analysis to topographical data, extracted mainly from 6 inches to 1 mile 

Ordnance Sheets mathematical models have been devised that give surprisingly 

accurate estimates of total scheme costs at a stage when the profile of a 

road project is available in broad outline only. Estimates produced,by the 
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correct application of the models at the planning stage may be expected to 

be within "!2q% of the actual tender cost in 90% of the cases in which they 

are used. The Department state that this accuracy closely approaches that 

of conventional estimates prepared 5 years later upon a basis of fully 

detailed designs and supporting quantities. 

The development of mathematical models for estimating purposes pre

supposes access to considerable factual data on many comparable designs. 

Because of this an individual local authority is unlikely to be able to 

develop this technique except for the most mundane and familiar type of 

scheme. Schemes of this type seldom present a major estimating problem. 

In order to gain access to sufficient data on specific categories of 

scheme it would be very worthwhile for groups of Local Authorities to pool 

their resources. Further research in this field would be profitable and 

help to establish standards of measurement for a more adequate control of 

the design process. 55 

Consultants Most Local Authorities employ sufficient professional staff" 

to design and supervise the civil engineering work they initiate. There 

is usually a reluctance to appoint an outside Consultant. Councillors 

assume that the use of their Own staff is cheaper and resent paying a 

Consul tants fees. E'lually Chief Officers ~suallj'" prefer to enhance their 

status and demolwtrate their competance by doing all design within their 

own department. Some small authorities with limited resources of their own 

have no alternative but to use consultants. E'lually the larger authority 

may choose to use consultants to IIieet a peak demand for design facilities 

or where an unusual special one-off design is involved. Local Authorities 

are reluctant to make tempor~ appointments for special design needs. 

In Leicester City for instance the New Wanlip Se,vage Disposal Works was 

designed by a specialist consultant, J.D. and D.M. Watson. Where several 

local authorities oombine to design a joint undertaking it is also 

oonvenient to use oonsultants. For example the New Refuse Destruotorilir 

Leioester, Wigston and Oadby was suoh a joint venture and Piok, Everard, 
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Kesy and Gimson are the consultants. Again the Land Use Transportation" 

Stu~for Greater Leicester which involves City and County is also being 

prepared by a specialist consultant, Scott Wilson & Kirkpatrick. 

Although Local Authorities only make limited use of consultants they 

provide an alternative to design by full time staff. The Consultants fee 

therefore establishes a real ceiling to design costs which should not be 

exceeded by use of full time staff and makes a crude numerical measurement 

of efficiency possible. 

There are several scales of Consultants' Fees available. Those in 

most general use are published by the Association of Consulting Engineers~4" 

This Association has published fees and conditions of engagement for a 

variety of situations. Their most revised recommendations were pUblished 

in Dec. 1970~5 These are not yet acceptable to the Local Authorities 

Associations or Department of the Environment. In the circumstances those 

fees ~ublished in March 1965 are currently used by Local Authorities. 

The Consultants Fees include design and the proportion of fee attributable 

to desigri"i-,i"a.S"sUmed to be 7afo of the total fee. Fees are calculated 

from final costs of the completed design as implemented. Additional charges 

are made for certain out of pocket expenses and abortive design. Such 

charges have been ignored in the following table. 

Cost of Work 

£ 

5,000 

10,000 

50, ()OO. 
50,000 

100,000 

250,000 

500,000 

1000,000 

Civil Additional 
Engineering Reinforced 

Fee Concrete 
£. £ 

575 595 

700 1,020 

1,820 2,720 

2,800 4,420 

4,900 8,245 

10,675 18,870 

19,425 55,870 

55,175 69,670 

CONSULTANTS DESIGN FEES 

Table No. 9 

fees for: 

or Steelwork 
£ 

468 

765 " 

1,955 

5,145 

5,695 

12,495 

25,120 

44,570 
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In addition consultants undertake work on a time and. materials basis. 

Teclmical staf'f are charged at 15p per hom. per £100 of salary per annum. 

If it is assumed the effective working hours of an employee are 1650 p.a. 

the scale of charges imply a.gross overhead for the consultant based on 

wages of 147.5% 

These figures provide a usefUl base against which to measure the cost 

of design by local authority staf'f. 

Local Authority Design Costs The realistic allocation of overheads to . 

the cost of employing fUll time staf'f engaged upon design presents certain 

problems. The normal local authority engineers department undertakes many 

other functions beside those of preparing designs. Firstly they are 

responsible for servicing comnittees and other corporation departments, 

this generates considerable non design work. In addition by statute they 

exercisc control of such items as development, pro-vide an information 

service and frequently operate direct labour services such as public 

cleansing and highway maintenance., Conversly, the design function of the" 

department can draw upon the legal and. other expertise of corporation 

departments when the need arises. Having carefUlly examined these many 

features the following schedule has been prepared as a realistic costing 

of design staff employed in the City Engineers Department, Leicester. 

Cost of Employment of Er,p;ineeJ:13' Base 1970/71 Actual -
" * Salary Personal" Admin. Fixed Total Total Cost 

Level. Variable Semi Variable Cost" Addition Cost per per 
Cost Cost . Annum hour 

"" 

£ % ~. % % £ £ 

1250 21.0 28.0 24.5 75.5 2170 1.25 

1750 "" 20.1 28.0 17.4 " 65.5 2890 1.70 
2250 19.1 28.Q 15.6 60.7 5620 2.10 

" 

" 

2750 18.4 28.0 11.1 57.5 4550 i 2,50 
5250 18.0 28.0 9.4 55.4 5050 2.80 
5750 17.6 28.0 8.1 55.7 5770 5.50 
4250 17.4 

" 

28.0 7.2 52.6 6490 I 5.75 
" 

,. Note The cost per hour, is the gr ss hour, per year, less all.owa ce for 
sick; ho idays statute ry and yearly, iving a calculated net hours f r thc 

- " year. 

" 
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These costs malce due allowance for accommodation, administrative 

support staff etc." and are considered to be truely comparable to the costs 

incurred by a consultant when undertaking design. It will be seen that the 

overhead is between 75.5% and 52.6% whilst the overhead charged by 

consultants on engineering staff was 147.5%. The costs shown in the table 

provides a useful basis to compare design costs of full-time employees and 

design by consultants. 

In the Leicester office it has proved a salutory experience for 

engineers to be reminded of the cost of an hour of their time. I suspect if 

Councillors and Members of the Public were made aware of the cost of 

dealing with the more frivolous of complaints and enquiries there would be 

.a reduction in such time wasting items. 

Work Study There is no real evidence that Work study methods commonly 

used in the production industry have been successfully applied to the 

design process. Work Study practitioners have expressed concern at the 

rising cost of the indirectp.a,yrole in many organisations. Indirect areas 

in industry cover the areas of Research and Development; Engineering and 

Drawing Offices;IToduction Plaiming and Control; Sales; Marketing; Tool 

Rooms; ~hchine Shops; !fuintenanceDepartments; Warehouse and Stores as well 

as the conventional financial and clerical areas. In a paper entitled 

. Control of Indirect .A:i:eas E. de B. Marsh; 56 Director, Federation Advisory 

Services suggests that by purely imprOving management control productivIty 

. can easily be improved by as much as 20 - 25%. For Drawing Offices and 

Engineering in private industry he suggests the average utili7.ation in·' 

uncontrolled areas is likely to be as low as .50 to 4Q%. 

In certain offices attempts have been made to measure standard times 

for design activities. The methods have often involved re-drawing designs 

and measuring activity times. These studies only measure the very superficial 

part of design and get nowhere in aSsessing the desig;ner's thinking time. 

There seems no prospect of Ill'\Y advances in this area. The technique of 

activity sampling may be more relevant. 
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Activity Sampling Activity sampling is a work study technique used 

extensively in manufacturing industries and to a much lesser extent in the 

construction industry. It consists of observing a fixed group of people at 

random intervals and systematically recording each person's activity at the 

moment of observation. Activity sampling is statistically reliable within 

specified limits and from a comparatively small representative sample it is 

possible to determine how people spend their time over a longer period. 

There have been several experiments using these techniques. 

. . . 57 
This technique was used by John White and details of his findings 

are given in "How Consulting Engineers Spend Their Time". He gives a 

detailed analysis of how the various levels of staff spend their time. 

Table. No. 11 shows those for design staff. 

Senior I Engineersf 
Assistant Jhnior 

Activity Engineers Engineers Engineers 

Percentage of Total Time 

Out of office 40 I 24 I 22 15 

• Percentage of Office Time 

Drawing 4. 6 16 55 

Telephoning 20 9 7 0 

Writing 9 :11 6. 0 

Technical Reference 8 14 9 4, 

Discussion 59 55 
. 

20 1:1. 

Instructing 4 4 2 5 

Designing & calculatin,c 11 . 

15 28 16 

Tracing ) 0 3 :11 

Filing ~ 5 5 2 9 

Miscellaneous ) 15 7 8 

Waiting for work 0 0 0 5 .. .. 

How Consulting Engineers 
58 

sEEmd their time 
. Table No. 11 
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In this survey 42 members of staff were under observation and in all 4469 

observations were made. Three observers were used and the observations 

took plaoe over seven working days. The author states ·that the 

observations were made with the co-operation of the personnel involved. 

58,.59. . . 
The. National Building Agency have undertaken Activity 

Sampling in Architects Design Offices. These have usually been. based on 

about 500 observations. Figure No. 64 shows the results obtained by two 

such surveys. In comparing these results with those of J. White it is 

interesting to note that he makes no reference to non-productive time • 

. This casts doubt upon the validity of his results. Surely some time was 

used non-productively. 

~ ·pilot Activity: Sample surveys have been carried out in the design 

offices of Leicester City Engineers Department. The results of one of these 

surveys is shown in Figure No. 65. These surveys were intentionally carried 

out without the knowledge of the staff concerned or senior management so 

that. an unbiased indication of the potential of this method could be 

obtained. Obviously if the method were to be used for management purposes 

it would have to be done officially with full consUltation. The pilot 

surveys indicated that very useful information on how individuals spend their 

working time could be obtained. It was also fairly certain that if such 

information were available the more effective use of time could be 

encouraged at all levels of management. It would indicate if the levels of . 

staff in the team matched the type of work taking place and would highlight 

shortages of work, and ade'l.uacy of available skills to meet demand. In some 

instances it might be found that a proper balance of attention did not 

exist between certain activities. Further more it would alert senior 

management to any excess of non-productive times so that corrective action 

could be taken. At present management can only make subjective judgements 

on how staff spend their time. The normal work allocation sheet or time 

sheet can be a dubious document and in some qcrarters is referred to as 

the "weekly lie sheet". 
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The pilot studies did indicate certain practical problems.' Whilst 

surveys of this type would be simple and cheap in theory they might be 

difficult to carry out in civil engineering design offices. Problems fall 

into two main' areas. 

a) Staff Reaction staff naturally are suspicious of work study methods. 

This in part springs from its origin on the factory floor and the 'somewhat 

arrogant attitude of many work study operators. Equally professional 

officers are reluctant to admit that their time might be more effectively, 

used. In general I feel certain they wish ,to give Ha fair days work for a 

fair days pay". A second point is that the working situation is bound to be 

changed if staff realize that they are under observation. T'nis could of 

course be advantageous in that they would be, more careful to ensure their 

time was properly used. 

b) The Observer In the pilot study the observations were made by the 

Chief Assistants. The random times for making observations were selected in 

advance by use of random number tables. It was found that the discipline 
, 

of ensuring that the'observations were made at the correct time was 

distracting and disruptive of the Chief Assistants own work. They were also 

in no position to take random samples of their own activities. For this 

reason the observers should be ideally independent of the working unit being 

studied. In Leicester and many similar Local Authorities where design teams 

work in small drawing office's the entrance of an observer from outside 

would affect the observed activity. 

Possible Technigtles In view of the above two alternative methods for 

activity sampling in small drawing offices are suggested. 

a) Senior Assistant The Senior Assistant in charge of the design 

team, which usually numbers 4 to 8 engineers" could be excluded from survey 

and make the observations. This would obviously encourage a tightening of 

control. It would ho,~ver distract the Senior Engineer from his normal work 

and be incomplete because the Team Leader, he would be excluded. 
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b) Public Address §Ystem In the Leicester Ci~ Engineers Office a 

public address system exists and the receptionist can speak to every 

drawing office at the same time. If the receptionist were issued with a 

clock pre-set, to indicate when observations were tO,be made she could 

announce the observation over the public address system. In each drawing 

office the Team Leader or his appointed standby could then record the 

observations for that office. This would of course rely upon the, integrity 

of the observer to make an honest record. Even if the observer chose to be 

dishonest in making his records he would still be aware that non-productive 

work was being disguised. As a senior assistant is responsible for the output 

of his team this would be a sound incentive to improve disoipline. Provided 

the full co-operation of the staff could be obtained useful statistics 

would be obtained on how design staff use their time. 

If observations were made in the Leicester Office using the second 

technique reliable results could be obtained quite rapidly. This method is 

far preferable to that of Senior Assistants carrying out their own survey. 

It would be worthwhile running a pilot survey by Senior Assistants to get 

them used to the techniqQe and become more aware of the type of problems 

that exist within their own staff. It is fairly certain that the focussing 

of attention on use of time by undertaking an activity sampling survey would 

itself lead to an immediate improvement in the actual use of time. In 

addi tion the statistics gathered 'I'1Ould be very useful for improving the 

control and organization of staff for future work. 

Historical Records Historical records can provide control ir£ormation' 

about the qQantities and relationships of the input/cutput of manpower and 

work in the design p ocess. Most Civil Engineering Design Offices,will keep 

certain historical rec ds. Such records may be suitable for establishing' 

standards of performance. They will certainly be a useful guide if the 

existing system of records is to be modified to provide information more 

relevant to a cont:rol system. The relevance and validity of historical 

records in the City Engineers Department, Leicester, will novr be examined. 
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Establishment and Capital Expenditure Establishment records provide 

information on the distribution of actual working time throughout the year. 

The availability of staff for design is shown in figure No. 66 for the 

calendar year 1970. From this it will be seen that the national bank 

holidays are assooiated with a substantial reduction in available working 

time. This is because staff ohooseto extend the national holiday with 

additional day of annual leave. It is interesting to note the reduction in 

available manpower during the summer school vacation. The statistics do 

not show the trUe situation as during this periodunaergraduates are 

temporarily employed for the duration of their summer vacation and new 

recruits from school or university usually join the department at this time. 

The information shown in figure No. 66 gives some indication of available 

resources which might assist in the realistic programming of future schemes 

but is of very limited value for control. 

An aspect of control worth exploring is the balance of various levels 

of staff in each design team. The present establishment statistics gives 

some indication of the existing balance. Staff engaged upon design fall 

into four principal groups:-

Professional Engineers 

Graduate Engineers 

Technicians 

Graduates under training and 
sandwich course students in industry 

Technical Staff 

Table No. 12 

% 
.20 

52.5 

29.2 

18.5 

The percentages given are those existing in the year 1971. From this 

it will be seen that there is a high proportion of engineers receiving 

professional training in the office. This places·an added responsibility 

upon professional staff and has a disruptive influence upon tl~ smooth 

operation of the design teams" The trainees are nearly as numerous as the 
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professional engineers. In ·recent years all possible steps have been taken 

to· increase the proportion of technicians in the office and reli~ve 

engineers of many of the more routine tasks in the design offices. Whilst 

it is obvious that control should be exercised over the composition of the 

design teams the information at present available gives no indication of 

the optimum balance between staff of different abilities. Control in this 

sphere would require more detailed research into optimum team structure •. 

The City Engineers Department, Leicester, is primarily engaged upon 

design work for the Traffic and the Public Works Committees. In addition 

the department undertakes civil engineering work on behalf of a number of 

other committees. For example roads and sewers are designed and 

constructed for the Housing Committee's Residential Estates and for the 

Estates Committee's Industrial and Commercial Development. The department 

also provides a consultancy service to the City Architects Department for 

the design and implementation of structural work and mechanical, heating 

and ventilating services. Such work will be associated With expenditure by 

many of the other Committees of the Council. It is not practicable to 

extract from the Corporations accounting system the capital expenditure of 

the latter groups of committees which is attributable to the design and 

construction undertaken by the City Engineers Department. 

Even if it were possible to extract the capital expenditure generated 

by the design work undertaken in the City Engineers Department it would not 

give a very useful measure of the annual output of design. The duration of 

the design process for a project will depend upon many factors. Probably 

the most significant are the total cost of the scheme and the complexity of· 

the administrative and legal processes needed to bring it to fruition. 

Because of these and other factors the design process can be extended over 

a period ranging from a few months to in some cases many years. TIrl.s is 

illustrated by the programme of Traffic Committee highway projects shown 

in figures No. 67 and 6~. There the design period will be seen to·commence 

between several years and a few months before construction commences; 
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Because of this it is incorrect to assume that the capital cost of design 

implemented in one financial year can reasonably be related to the volume 

of design executed either in that year or even the previous year. A 

general indication only of design work load can be deduced from the coup~il's 

capital programmes. 

From this section it will be seen that in their present form 

establishment and. capital expenditure information is of limited use in the 

control. of manpower and work. 

1TIlilst the information is of interest when considering the overall 

functioning of the local authority and the· department it dOeS not provide 

relevant information that can be used. as a ba.sis for the control of the 

design process. Because there is insufficient segregation or homogeneity 

in the annual capital estimates it is necessary to analyse the input/output 

of manpower and work at the level of system or project design. 

Departmental Programme In 1965 it was decided that an attempt would be 

made to programme the civil engineering sections of Leicester Ci~ Engineers 

Department using a computer •. Previously a departmental programme had been. 

prepared and updated manually. The rapid and continuou3 updating of this 

programme was proving an impossible burden and it was hoped that by using a 

computer the turn round time and work involved in updating the programming 

would be substantially reduced. The aim was to use the computer to analyse 

work performed and undertake a continuous revision and updating of the 

programme. Input and updating was to be on a monthly basis and the computer 

package should require the minimum of manual participation. The latter would 

be largely of a clerical nature i.e. COllating and providing only factual 
. ; 

information on actual performance and changes in priority and work load etc. 

Wherever possible the system was to be cybernetic so tllat performance 

records would be used to·refine prediction techniques. 

~lst the Leicester Corporation r~d at that time. a computer tllis was 

not considered of adequate capacity to accommodate the size of program and 
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storage necessary for the Departmental Programme. A Computer Agency was 
p , 

therefore employed to prepare the software and run the program on their 
I 

, large U.N.,I.V.A.C. 1107. A system specification was prepared by an engineer 

, in the office and the agency quoted a lump sum price to prepare the software 

and rates to operate the computer program. Whilst the agency purported 

expertise in this type of work it became subsequently obvious that they had 

not previously undertaken work of this complex! ty and that the lump sum 

, price was inadequate for the work involved.' 

Eventually after many problems the agency honoured their commitment 

and the computer package was brought into operation and used experimentally 
/1'(lt~, 

for a period of two years. During that time many errors in the software 

became evident and these were in so far as possible rectified. It proved 

however impracticable to devise rigorous test routines to isolate all 

errors and in some cases correction was frustrated by the format of the 

program. The experimental operation of the Departmental Pr~gramme was 

abandoned after two, years beca.use there was no real prospect of making the 

system operate without re-writing the program. \1hilst there were errors in 

the logic these were not very serious and could have been modified. By the 

time the Computerized Departmental Programme was abandoned the individual. 

programming of projects by network analysis was being introduced into the 

department on a large scale. As part of the original Departmental Programme 

various techniques and systems for measuring the performance of work in the 

department had been introduced. It was decided to maintain these systems in 

the hope that 'useful data on work measurement would become available. 

Subsequently. a simple data processing computer program was introduced for 

the historical analysis of production information. 

The details of the system that was retained is set out below:-

Prime Document - Work Allocation Slleet : A weekly Work Allocation Sheet was 

introduced. These are completed by every member 'of the design staff. The 

available working hours are allocated to the nearest half hour against the 

various work classifications. It is the responsibility of the Senior, 
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Assistant - leader of the design team to ensure that the sheets are properly 

completed. 

Work Classification : Work was classified as follows 

a) Absence: Holiday, Special Leave, Education, Sickness etc. 

b) Routine Duties : Work not associated with a specific scheme. 

This may involve giving technical advice, dealing with enquiries, 

administration etc. 

c) Schemes : Each scheme is given a reference code and time allocated 

according to following categories·:-

i) Preliminary Investigation 

ii) Design 

iii) Construction 

Epivalent Man-day: E.M.D's It was decided that as the whole of design 

etc. is team based the Senior Assistant would be used as a basic unit for· 

work measurement. An ECJ)livalent Man-'day is defined as the amount of work 

. done by a Senior Assistant in one day. Equivalent Ratings were devised 

primarily related to salary so that every persons time can be converted to 

E.M.D's. 

Output Ratings: It was assumed that the E.M.D's necessary to complete any 

of the three stages of· a scheme was related to the cost of that scheme. 

This assumption can be justified on basis of.consultant's fees.· Schemes 

were arranged into groups of similar types of work and output ratings in 

E. M.D' s devised and related to the scheme cost. These relationships were· 

basei). on existing records and consultants fees etc. It was accepted. that 

their basis might be unreliable and that when more records were available 

they would be refined. 

:B'igures Nos. 69 and 70 show the assumed relationships for various types 

of scheme and in addition actual measured ratings for completed schemes are 

superimposed. Preliminary Investigation and Design have been combined. This 

proved unavoidable because it v~s found impracticable to define a reliable 
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boundary between the two stages', Whilst the results available are limi t~d 

it seems evident that the ratings give an indication of the E.M.D's 

required to design a scheme. They do however fluctuate. 

Work Allocation Sheets The reliability of these documents depends upon 

the assistant concerned. 

Whilst e=ors are minimal where an assistant is engaged. upon one or 

two schemes in a week they could be significant where a large number of 

schemes are involved. Figures Nos. 71-74 show the allocated working hours 

for a selection of teams during the year 1971. It will be seen that those 

teams engaged upon major projects devote a substantial part of their 

working day to design whilst the teams undertaldng more general work only 

,allocate 50% of their time to d.esign. Because of the different classification 

of work it'is not possible to compare these results with those for,activity 

sampling. 

Networks and Resources The use of network'analysis for progressing the 

design process has already been discussed. In its simple'form a duration 

only is assigned. to each activity. Networks of this type are based on the 

assumption that there will always be sufficient resources of manpower to 

achieve the assigned duration. The network can become a much more 

sophisticated planning device if in addition to duration the required man

power resources could be used. 

The National Building Agency59 have been responsible for introduc?ing 

a number of network programming and control systems for Architectural 

Design Offices. A noteworthy example of design management for a large office 

is the procedures which were established for the Works Division of the 

Ministry of Finance, Northern Ireland., The Division employs some '300 

prOfessional and administrative staff and undertakes the design of capital 

works to a value of about Mm p.a. with at least 150 projects live at any 

,one time. Projects undertaken include universities, ~aboratories, pOlice 

stations, post office installations and a variety of Crown Buildings. It 
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was obvious that this system warranted the use of a computer to handle the 

information. A master network was drawn up to representeall. the design 

procedures and staffs involved and covering all the likely alternative 

procedures which would be followed. for a wide range e of project types. 

These networks were then rationalized into aelibrary of ~4 skeleton networks 

to represent six stages of design'e The skeleton networks can be so combined 

to represent the total design situation in the division at any time. This 

was supplemented by a resource estimate file by professional di\~sion and 

individual activity. The scale of fees normally charged by consultants 

in private practice was used to calculate the resources· of design staff that 

could be justified for each stage of a project. These resources were then 

distributed between the constituent activities based on the experience of 

professional staff. A manual was then produced explaining the system and 

·values of staff costing. These were issued to all staff involved. At the 

same time the time sheets for the division were
e 
modified to match the format 

of the new management system. The system once in operation produced by 

computer a bi-monthly analysis giving schedules of performance etc. as 

shown in figure No. 75. The National Building Agency has been responsible , 
for installing similar· systems in design organization of various sizes. 

For example the system· was applied to a private firm of architects employing 

a professional staff of 55. 

Throughout the United Kingdom the Department ·of the Environment has 

established a number of Road Construction Units. These are civil engineering 

offices charged with the design and.construction of new national motorways 

and major·trurk road schemes by contract. Whilst the design dffices are 

frequently associated with the County Surveyors Offices their organization 

and co-ordination is supervised on a national basis by the Department of 

the . Environment. A national.~ystem has been devised to use network analysis 
. . ~ . 

as a basis fOr planning and programming the· design process and assessing 

the manpower reCJ.1lired. .This system has been devised based upon historical 

information. The total manpower requirements for the road design are 
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estimated by the use of mathematical factors:-

Where 

Motorway Line = 111:. = 40 x L Manweeks. 

Side Roads '= MS = 12 x (S +R) J.larnre eks 

Interchanges = MI = 4OxKx48 xI+ 24 x J 

L = u,ngth of main line of road in Km' s. 

S = No. of side roads requiring alteration of less than 
1 Kin length. 

R = Total length of Km's of alterations above 1. Km to side 
, roads. ' 

K = Total length of free flow interchanges in KM's. 

I = No. of two level interchanges. 

J = No. of at grade roundabouts or equivalent intersections. 

The above factors axe used for rural schemes and an' urbanity factor of 

1. 5 semi urban and 2 for urban schemes is suggested. In addition a further 

factor to cover degree of difficulty can be included. 

Bridge structures are dealt with separately and the manpower 

re~uirements for 'design are' calculated based upon the type of structure 

with additions and deductions for various features, site conditions etc. 

The whole system is related to a standard skeleton network which gives 

detailed activities from the start of design to the completion of the 

contract. Manuals exist which give factors for the estimation of duration 

times and manpower demands for each activity. 

This management system is very interesting as the activity duration and' 

manpower demands are calculated from physical measurement of the salient 

features of the sketch design. These factors are also based on historicai 

data and not dubious estimates based on e~uivalent consultants fees as in 

the previous exaJllple. In many ways the Road Construction Units are very 

advantageously placed to devise a 'system of this sort. They belong to an' 

extensive organization engaged upon many large schemes which lk~ve common 

'features. This should provide considerable reliable and consistent historical 

data upon which to base trustworthy predictions. l'here are many obvious 
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,advantages in basing the estimates of manpower on physical features and 

expresssing the results in man weeks of work. These units should remain 

valid irrespective of rising construction costs and rates of pay. The 

relationship, might of course be' varied if radical new aids' to design were 

developed. 

, The use of networks in the two forms illustrated above has great 

potential. Unfortunately the former example relies too heavily upon dubious 

estimates whilst the latter operates in a specialist field anc1 few; local 

authorities could attempt to establish such a system because there is a 

great variety of designs and a dearth of valid historical information. 

Target Setting One very useful way of improving a designers motivation 

is to establish targets for'each stage of the design. Most designers are 

conscientious and will try to honour such commitments. A target will 

therefore increase the probability that the stage is completed within the 

target time. Where too pessimistic a target is set the completion time is. 

unlikely ,to be improved. Equally if a very optimistic unreal target is 

set designers will not feel committed and it will not greatly improve 

performance. If however an optimistic but feasible target is set there is 

a good probability it will be achieved. Target setting at about 7C/fo non 

targeted time is suggested as satisfactory. This method of optimistic targets 

is applied consciously or sub consciously in many'management situations. 

It is suggested that if applied consciously to design, improvements in 
\ 

productivity will take piace. 

PrOgramming and Control If optimistic targets are used for control purposes 

this will conflict With times used for programming. Programming is aimed at' 

ensuring that events take place on time and that resources are available when 

required. The times used for programming must therefore be such that they are 

unlikely to be exceeded. Such times are not however optimistic enough for 

target setting. This can obviously be overcome by using a target time and a 

latest time for programming purposes. The designer,should then aim for the 

target but meet without fsil the latest time. Control could be exercised by 
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management if designers had to account for delays in any stage not 

completed by the target time. If however the activity times are used for 

both target setting and programming either the schemes 'will often be late . , ' 

or design proceed at too leisurely a pace. In Leicester City target times 

are used for programming and schemes freq,uently run late. This confusion 

between times for targeting and programming is very common. 

Management by Objectives (M.B.O.) This is a modern management teohniq,ue 

which could be applied to the control of design staff. The'main purpose 

behind the techniq,ues is to stimulate a frank and critical dialogue between 

subordinates and superior with the objective of improving performance. 

Based upon the facts, exposed by this dialogue the subordinates "key tasks" 

are identified and jointly agreed with the superior. At the same time the 

resources and management provisions that are necessary to perform those 

"key tasks" are also jointly agreed. Particular attention is paid to those 

areas of the subordinates work where improvements of performance could be 

achieved. The next stage is to agree "targets for performance" and establish 

a "control system" SO that actual performance can be monitored by the 

subordinate. An "Improvement plan" is then introduced msking the appropriate 

provisions of resources, management changes and initiating the "control 

system". After about six months a "Job Review" will talce place. Subordinate 
, 

and superior will discuss actual performance, in the light of the "measured 

information" provided by the management "control system". If the previous 

targets have been achieved consideration,will'be given to the feasibility 

of raising targets and also establishing other spheres where improvements 

could be profitably persued. If the targets have not been achieved the 

reasons will be exposed by a constructive dialogue. Those additional 

resources and management provisions req,uired to ma1ce reasonable targets 

possible will then be jointly agreed. As a result of the "Job Review" a 

revised "improvement plan" will be introduced together with a strengthel".ing , 

of previous inadeq,uacies in the organisation. For suqh a system ,to vmrk it 

is desirable that the subordinate should see, some reaJ. correlation between 
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his performance and promotional prospeots. Some would even suggest on 

actual incentives· scheme but this could be counter productive by adding 

undue tension to the dialogue between subordinate ana superior •. 

For a system of this type to be really effective it should be applied 

to a whole department. It would of course be ideal if it were integrated 

as a sub system forming part of a Programme Planning and Budgeting exercise 

for the whole local authority. In this section the concept and outline of 

the M.B.O. system have been explained, there are of course many detailed 

aspects that would ne·ed amplifying it it were being introduced to a working 

situation. It is however contended that a system of this type is a very 

suitable basis for the control of the design process. 

Recommendations Below is outlined a comprehensive system.for the control 

of the design process. It is suggested that the prediction of work content 

of. a proposed design based upon historical data is ur~ikely to be more 

reliable than + or - 20%. As improved productivity is unlikely to be higher 

than 20 - 25% such predictions of work content cannot reliably be used as 

a basis for measuring improved productivity. The current proposals therefore 

concentrate.onincreasing the motivation of the design staff by management 

techniques and exposing misuses of design staff time in the hope that the 

latter will be reduced. Each feature of the recommendations will now be 

outlined and a schedule has been prepared shaming their relevance to the 

misuses of design staff listed under "Design Productivity". 

Management by Objectives This technique -already .described should be used 

as a framework for control and the following strategies deployed. 

1) Written Design Briefs Wri tten design briefs should be isaued to 

and agreed with design staff before the work begins. The overall brief 

provided by top management should be supplemented by a more detailed short 

term brief agreed between the design team leader ana his supervisor. It 

should stipulate at which stage the· next consultation"should take place 

and define design boundaries which must not be penetrated without consent 
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_______ ,Control Written design briefs 
Use of ---:'~iques short and long run 
design staff ti~ " ' 

Design staff waste 
time 

Design staff held up 
'. 

Design staff used 
wastefully 

Design staff do 
:unnecessary work' 

Abortive work 

Design impracticable 

Improve motivation. 
Management care and 
interested 

Exposethose decisions 
Manage'ment intEHlcCt'; 
deal with 

Define limi ts ~Ii thin 
which work should 
properly proceed' 

Enable responsibility 
for aborted work to 
be attributed 

. 

Design operationally Expose alleged design 
inadequate '. needs 

Justified and proper Clarify instruCtions 
use of time to design staff 

Activity sampling 
. 

lfuke measurement and 
exposure of 'time 
possible 

~ake measurement and 
exposure of time 
possible , . 

.' , . 

,Make measurement and 
exposure of time 
possible, ' 

" .... 
Q) 
Q) 

... ' . 

Programming and 
Target Setting 

Targets improve, 
motivation.to work· 

Work Allocation 
. Sheets' 

No adequate record 

Programming reduces Enable design staff 
delays and exposes to record time. 
who is responsible' ",ressure on Managemen 

Programming makes 
assessment of skills 
needed more pos,si ble 

Target setting ,imposes 
pressure on staff to 
concentrate on 
essential 

... 
",ossi bili ty of 
recording 

Enable design staff 

, , , 

Job Reviews 

Tighten control by 
senior assistqnt 

Improve performance 
of senior management 

More suitable 
provision of staff. 
Tighter control by 
senior assistant 

Tighter control by 
senior assistants 

..cl 
Ul 

Programming fewer 
decisions made by 
default 

torecorcrTiriie'~ Improve management 
.: 
0 
'r! .... 

C1l 
0 
0 

..-< 

..-< ... , . 

"11 , 
.!2 ... i 
M • 

I 0 
, 

Q) 

..cl 
0 

. Encourage and aid 
, carrying out 

CONTROL OF STAFF, 
TABLE NO. 13 - , ' 

",ressure ori management process 
to avoid is Ilossible-' 

Enable design staff, 
to record time . 

Enable deSign staff 
to, record time 

,Enable' desigit iitaff, 
to· 'record time, ,. 

, . 

Improve standard of 
. design 

',di tto ' 

Maintain at 
acceptable level 
below consultants' 
fee.s , ." 
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of the supervisor. Writte~ briefs of this nature bound into the job record 

file form the essential foun!l.ation on which a:ny control system should be 

based. 

2) Activity Sampling The regular use of this technique .would provide 

factual data on actual use of design staff time. It would provide a. 

necessary check on the reliability of Work .Allocation Sheets. More important 

it seems the only possible way of measuring the following items:~ 

a) Design staff. waste time 

b) Design staff held up 

c) Design staff used wastefully 

3) Programming and Target Setting The interrelation of these two 

aspects of control must be accepted but the different criteria involved in 

each must be respected. 

An absolute ceiling for design costs is of course the equivalent 

Consultants Fee. To exceed this should initiate an investigation into the 

reasons. 

Programming should be based upon predictions of time and resources 

using rationalized historical data. Records of such data should be 

maintained and its reliability improved. The data for allocation of capital 

resoUrces for construction etc should be based on this information. In 

addition the programme. should include target dates for each activity the 

duration of which could be reduced if design staff productivity is increased. 

Initially a prcaucti vi ty of 130% could usefully be assumed. Design staff' 

control data and documentation s.!J.ould relate to target dates and not 

programming dates. If target dates are achieved it might be possible to 

bring forward capital expenditure. In any event design staff could be 

.. deployed on next a.esign. This approach gives management r~~stic programming 

and optimistic target dates to motivate and control design staff. With the 

introduction of target date motivation the changed rate of output should be 

taken into account in using historical records. 
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4) Work Allocation Sheets If possible a more explicit and rapid 

feedback of time allocated to a design against target allocation should 

reach the senior assistant team leader as part of M.B.O. 

In addition new classifications of work should be introduced:-

a) Abortive work - redesign time 

b) Redesign time - instigated from site 

c) Redesign time - instigated because operational 
inadequacies of completed scheme 

These are armed at measuring misused time. Each week the team leader's 

superior must authorise the time allocated to these classifications and.a 

record of nature of redesign etc be made in the job record file. 

Reference to this information will be required at the M.B. O. Job Reviews. 

5) Job Reviews In accordance with the normal M.B. O. procedures 

"Job Reviews" shall take place at six monthly intervals. The measured 

control information shall be taken from both Activi~ Sampling.and Work 

Allocation Sheets. In addition to the regular job reviews there should be 

three special reviews related to scheme progress:-

a) Design Completed Review - This will probably replace one of the 

six monthly reviews and should include a lop~ look at the job from start to 

design completion. 

b) Construction Completed Review - This should bepreceeded by a 

Contract Review at which the Resident Engineer and Contractors Agent eXBllline 

the practical construction of the job in an objective positive manner and 

make suggestions for future improvements. The Construction Completed Review 

will take a long look at the job from. start to end of construction including 

measured time spent on redesign from site and Contract Review. 

c) Operating Review - At the end of the Contract Maintenance Period 

the functioning of the constructed scheme shall be critically e:camined and 

if necessary modifications initiated.· When these have .been completed the 

Operating Review shall assess the design ete of. the total project. 
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If full benefit is to be "obtained from the Job Reviews the findings 

should be collated on a departmental basis and an annual bulletin of new 

. approaches to design circulated to all design teams. 

Conclusions At present the methods of control in general use in the 

City Engineers Department do not indicate the level of performance achieved. 

Equally there are only informal methods to motivate and control. the out-put 

of design staff. A more formal method is suggested. 

1) Motivation for the designer to ,work effectively 

2) Design Brief adequate to identifY needs and prepare solutions 

5) Feedback to ensure designer and manager will improve efficiency 
of process and ade~aqy of designs 

4) Sanctions to encourage the designer to respond to feedback 
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4.0 CO:i'iCLUSIOI!S 

This research has endorsed the\author's previous view that 

Hunicipal Engineers could benefit from a more theoretical understanding 

of the "Design Process". Few are a'~are of the ideas on this subject 

that have been g".nerated by Architects, Hechanical Engineers, 

IndustrinlEngineers and Psychologists. These developments are 

outlined in Chapter 2.01enti tled "Background". 'Subsequently they 

are examined in more detail in Chapters 2.02 to 2.10 dealing ~rith 

Fundamental Design Activities, Chapter 2.11 Aids to Design and 

Chapter 2.12 Aesthetics. 

Hany of the design situations encountered by lr,unicipal Engineers 

'are growing in scale and complexity. The reasons for this are given 

on pac:es 19,20 and 112. In addition, the proliferation of 

specialist designers (pages 13 and 225) together with the extended 

range of the contributors to a design (page 247) exnmined in 

detail in Chapters 3.00 and 3.09 add greatly to the complexity of 

some design situations. A prime example of a very complex system 

design situution is the p~eparation of a Transportation Plan for a 

conu~bation. This is c1.Uctlssed on pages 50, 1132, 200 and 208. 

Further ex~ples are also given on pages 1137 and 188. Simple design 

situations still re!!lain and these are normally Independent Projects 

(page 187) included in the ,detailed analysis of projects in 

Chapter 3.09. ,fell knOlm exa:::ples are Private Street Horks, 

Housing Estate Roads and Sewers o~ ).jinor Road Improvements. 

'l'here is evidence that some Icunicipal Engineers are experiencing 

difficulties in complex design' situations (pages 12, 13 and 14). 

Gordon5 (see page 20) contends that a better un(lerstnndine of the 

process should help designers to perform competently. This 

assumption seems valid and it is equally reasonab10 to aSSUlne that 
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such greater understanding will help both educationalists and 

. nanagers who deal lIi th designers. 

The autl:or has found the study of the design process both 

stimulating and frustrating. This process has an enigmatic quality 

which is elusive and fascinating. Ed,'lard De Bon023 drmlS attention 

, to the two opposing processes of "vertical" and "lateral" thinking 

(pages 69, 70 & 71). An intricate web of these tiro ~rays of thinking 

underlies any design process and clearly accounts in part for its 

eniematic quality. This is nade nore explicit and other, contributory 

causes explored throughout Section 2.0 which deals liith "Basic 

Principles". On page 40 it is postulated that the process is 

"Evolutionary", "Cyclic", "Speculative" and "Chaotic". This 

viel1 is confirmed by the conclusions on pages 64, 66, 79, 102, 

121, 167 and 181. In addition, the evidence demonstrates how 

design is a "personal" process. Ideas are born, tested and modified 

by individual and personal participation. EquallY, unity and those 

other qualities of a "Good Design" (pages 148 and 149) rp-st upon 

the individual ability of the overall "Project I:anager" (paees 

264 and 265). Set these factors in the context of Local Government 

as explored in Chapter 3.01 and discussed on pages 9, 10 and 221 

and 245 to 248 and the reasons for the enigmatic quality of the 

design process become very obvious. 

L~ response to these essential characteristics of the desien 

process, a Philosophy of Opportunism and Containment has been 

evolved as this thesis proceeded. The "opportunism" eives rein 

to the process of lateral thinking, ;Ihilst "contni=ent" uses vertical 

thoueht to reduce abortive work. There must ahrays be a delicate 

balance between those t;/O as one is the antith3sis of the, other. 

"O!,portunisn" encouraces the innovating ability of the 

designer. Chnpter 2.07 discusses various l1ays of improving 
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creativity l~hi1st the whole section 2.0 is punctuated with ways of. 

helping the desiener in this respect. The Design strategies on 

pages 199 and 212 flake provision for iteration so closely linked 

to a policy of opportunisa. C~apter 3.06 takes it into account 

>Then dealing with neh/ork analysis. In particular, on pages 
J 

222, 224 and 230 the inability of networks to depict iteration 

is deaonntrated. The flexibility given through "Hanagement by . 

Exception" is discussed on pages 273 and 274 whili3t the i3ystem of 

Control suggested on page 307 uses llanagement by Objectives as 

a fr~ework to incorporate opportunism into control. 

Containment is aimed at keeping within acceptable limits 

the consequences of the cyclic, speculative, chaotic and personal 

character of the design process. In Section 2.0 logical tech-

niques are dealt with in detail. Subsequently on page 191 

Critical Decisions are used as the key to Desien Strategies 

that 1'lill contain iteration. These are supported by Activity 

Charts as discussed on page 257. 

Al'll'llication. This study took place l~ithin the Leicester City 

Engineer's Department. The recomflendat:l.ons no" made are intended 

for general application. It is accepted that local circurrstances 

l·rill dictate those recommendations which can be adopted in the 

Leicester office. 

There are five main phases in the career of municipal . 

engineers :-

1. Undergraduates 

2. Graduate Trainees 

3. Desiener 

4. Design!Nanager 

·5. Departmental Hrulllgeflent 

(J,t University) 

(T.J.:.E. Scheme or Sandwich 
Students) , 

(Experienced team member) . 

(Senior Assistant at . 
Leiooster, Le. team leader). 

(senior Officers) 
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The first four phases are self-evident. During the current 

research it became apparent that senior officers above team leader 

or Design!Hanager level only played an ..intermi ttent part in the 

design process. TheY·liere principally involved in critical 

decision making (page 117) and overall organisation (pages 251 

to 256); For this reason the fifth phase of Departmental 

J.lanagemen t was introduced. 

Recommendations are nOl1 made both for the improved training 

of !-lunicipal Eneineers throughout their careers and also .for 

the more effective management of design offices •. 

r,oCl'll Goverrment. A civil engineere!:lployed in local government 

is frequently subject to pressures he is often ill equipped to 

meet. His training is largely focused on the applied physical 

sciences, ~lhilst in practice he is lforking in a field "here social 

sciences are equally relevant. Chapter 3.02 dra~/S. attention to 

this by shOliing hOtT designs at cOIrulluni ty, system and project level 

are often an amalgan of the SOCial and physical sciences (pages 

183 and 189). 

This problcm is made !:lore acute because he is often expected 

to play several roles in the confused syndrome of consumer, 

sponsor, desicner, constructor and market researcher that exists 

in Local Government. Chapter 3.01 examines this in detail and· 

.highli.:;hts the special problems of designingpublic ~/Orks in a 

si tuation llhcre normal "market forces" seldom operate (page 180). 

Place this in the context of a large multi-function local authority 

controlled by a council (page 9) of politically !:lotivated, 

elected lay representatives and the potential cO!:lplexity of the 

designers l"orking enviro=ent is obvious. 

Too often civil engineers ju~t resent these complications 

. of Ilorldng in Local Government and refuse to cone to terms :iith the 
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reality of the situation. The only answer is a broader under

standin{: of such subjects as politics, economics and socioloey. 

Formal education at all levels, including undergraduate is 

recommended. This should be supplemented once the civil en/:ineer 

is employed in Local Government by attendance at ciommi ttees as an 

observer and a >lider dis semina tion of the political reality 

behind en{:ineering decisions and designs. At present there is 

no training provided in the political aspect belol~ senior officer 

level. 

The Desir;n Process. Fel' procti"cising·civil. en/:ineers will have· 

had any formal trainin{: in design as a process. Their design 

exercises at University commonly er.rphasised mathematicai analytical 

techniques (see pase 12), often dealt >dth structures and seem 

unavcidably artificial and seldom to have made the student m<are 

of the nature and va{:aries of the desien process; Subse'luently 

as Graduate Trainees in Local Government, they will have partici

pated in the work of a design team. ~\'hilst the better training 

schemes /:ive experience in several specialist teams, the eJ:lphasis 

is upon acquiring specific skills ahd seldom provides tuition in 

ho>i to undertake desien. There is a presumption that the ability· 

to design \fill be acquired simply by exposure to a desien situation. 

Because of· this most competent practisin{: civil en/:ineers find 

it impossible·to conceptualize the design process. 

This thesis contains information from >lhich a Civil En/:ineering 

Design ~!anual could be prepared. If chapters 2.02; 3.02, 3.03, 3.Q4: 

3.05 and 2.03 I'lere edited and brought toeether in that order, s 

manual could be prepared that I<ould conceptualize the civil 

engineering design process. 

It is reco~~ended that such s manual be prepared and used 

for trsinine both the experienced civil engineers and nel' graduates. 
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Those members of Departmental Hanagement'most closelY,associated 

Id th design should also be encouraged to read the manual. 

Design/Hanagers and Designers should attend small group sellinars 

where the contents of the manual and its relevance l{ould be 

explored. Once the concepts presented in the manual are accepted 

by designers a new graduate training scheme should be introduced. 

'new recruits to the training scheme should be interviewed and 

technical inadequacies in their University courses identified. 

These inadequacies should be remedied by prescribed reading or 

attendance at short courses. This ~rould take place during, their 

, training period. An Induction Course dealing with the Design 

Process 1fould be held based upon the Civil cmgineering Design 

lianual. Thereafter, the emphasis during training should be to 

give experience and tuition in preparing actual designs. The 

team leaders (Design l.:anagers) 1'lould act as tutors. At regular 

intervals there should be a Design Forum l'lhere trainees l{Quld 

discuss their designs and share the problems faced and lessons 

learnt. 

'(he introduction of such a training scheme, nould be easier 

if more Universities counteracted their present emphasis upon 

applied physical sciences by including some social sciences in 

their courses. In addition, students should be encourages to 

see civil, engineering as a creative career, and introduced to 

, "lateral" as 1-/ell as "vertical" thinking (page 69). Equally. they 

should be made to realise that speculation plays a large part 

in their work and they must be competent at "value" as well as 

"factual" judeements (pages 108 to 112). 

Ai,dB to Desim. A ~:ide spectrum of nel" methods and aids to design 

are described in chapters 2.05 to 2.9. In chapter 2.11 the 

appropriate applications of bcntyfive of the better kn01'ffi 
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-
techniques are examined and shown in a matrix (page 146). It 

is also noted on page 140 that there is a mIllxed reluctance 

amonz practicing designers to adopt any unfamiliar technique. 

The acceptance of new tec:hnique:J by I;unicipal Engineers ldll, 

therefore,depend upon demonstrating their value in working 

si tuations. Earlier (page 311) it was observed that some Municipal 

Engineers are finding difficulties beclluse of the scale and 

complexity of certain design situations. Systems Designs and, 

in particular, transportation systems designs are notorious in 

this respect. It is, therefore, likely that neli techniques ;lill 

be ,more acceptable to designers in these fields •. The author 

recommends that new techniques to help creativity should first 

be tried and ftJlalogy and Brainstorming are most suitable, (pages 

73 to 76). These should be follolfed by the use of systematic 

techniques to improve decision making. Tee Charts and Decision 

Hatrix are most suitable (page llS). Provided these techniques 

prove their Iforth in the more difficult design situations it should 

be easier to propagate their use in other fields. 

At this stage a !·;anual of Design Techniques should be prepared 

based on chapters 2.05 to 2.09. Those already experienced in 

the above tecrJliques should be invited to discuss its content 

a t a seminar 1'lith a viel; to finding applications for other new 

techniques. In this }lay, new ideas could be introduced in the 

area of greatest need and those that prove serviceable can then 

be disseminated to other designers. Hel·, techniques should be 

introduced elo\011y and carefully otherldse the deeigner's natural 

. conservatism may.be reinforced and n91; ideas rejected Irithout a 

fair trial. In the ultimate, even the most effective technique. 

is certain to prove 110rthless unless it receives the designer's 

I'holehearted support and acceptance. 
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If the traininc in the design process has already been 

favourably received there ~1ill be more hope of a successful 

introduction of new techni'l.ues. Throughout it should be remembered 

that often so-called ne~r techniques are really refinements ot 

methods 'already, loosely applied. 

~!ore Universities could with advantage prepare the ground 

for the 11ider use of neH techniques by including lectur,eson 

this topic in their courses. Perhaps greater reality would exis,t 

if the lectures ~rere given by practicing civil engineers and 

illustrated by real design situations. 

Hf'lnnr;ement. 

(a) SYstems pond Pro~ects. In chapter 3.02 it is sho,,'Il that 

!-:unicipal E!lgineersare pril'larily engaeed upon the design 

of Systetls and Projects. Under pressure, there is, all-mys 

'a temptation to press on Iti th the project design and ignore 

the need for an overall system design. 

It is recommended that a greater effort should be made 

to identify all systems that HarraIlt attention and initiate 

their desien. On pages 199 and 212 suitable strategies for 

both syste~s and project designs are given. These should be 

used Ilidely ani refined and modifi,edin the lig.'lt of actual 

experience. The adoption of these strategies will require 

changes in design networks. 

(b) Pet1Tork t.nal"sis., The inadeq.uacies of many current net~lorks 

in respect of desien r.1?..nagement a::e dealt 1d th in Chapter 3.06. 

It is recolnl:lended that netlmrks be revised and made more 

design orientated. In particular, Ladder (page 221) and 

Braided (nac;e 225) Activities should be introduced toeether 

111th an identification of critical decisions nnd freeze 

~---------------------------------------------------------------- -
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dates (paee 224). The Stylised lletworks, Chapter 3.07 and 

Appendix A. may prove useful in draldng up more logical 

net,·rorks. 

(c) Activity Charts (pages 252 to 256). It is recommended that 

Activi ty Charts be developed to supplement ITetlfOrks 

(Chapter 3.08). These expose the complexity of each stage 

of design, identify contributors and hi~hlibht the specific 

skills required by the design team. They should prove a 

valuable "aid memoir" to the design manager and guide depart

mental management in the deployment of staff. 

Activi ty Charts also identify ~Ihich specialist design 

teams arc subservient (page 263) and demonstrate uhich design 

manager should co-ordinate and manage the total design. It 

is reco~~ended that these different levels of responsibility 

should be recognised and appropriate poners deputed. 

Activity Charts, together with Design strateeies, high

light the illogical administrative "straight jacket"~;i thin 

\/hich design is required to take place. It is recoI"..roended 

that attempts to modify procedures to match design logic 

should be made. The major obstacle to change is likely to be 

Central Government. 

(d) DesiP'll/r.:anrt",er. The management role of the project manager 

(page 264) 1. e. team leader or design manager is hiehlighted 

by the Activity Charts (pages 252 to 256). In many 'respects 

he c,ould be compared ui th a competent mariner sailing often 

an uncharted sea. There are many occasions when successor 

failure rests alone, as it were, on the seamanship of the 

designer. 

It is recommended that no designer should be promoted to 

Design Hanager without receivinl> training in Communications, 
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Control of 3taff and ':Iorking in Groups •. The latter is most 

important as in compl.ex design situations he will be required 

to obtain the constructive,. willing co-operation of many 

diverse contributors (pages 247 and 261). Often he has no 

really effective manacement relationship Idth such contributors 

and goodlfill is vital. 

The existing career structure in Local Government 

encourages design managers to press for promotion to Departmental 

11anagement. In this ~1ay it is suspected skilled design 

managers are often lost to become mediocre senior officers. 

It is recommended that there should exist a fe~1 posts for 

senior design managers. This elite could ensure a con-

tinuity of high quality design in an office. 

(e) Specialists. This thesis highlights the complexity that 

results from the increasing use of specialist design teams 

(pages 225, 247, 260 and 261). Too often it is assumed 

that setting up specialist teams must improve the efficiency 

of design. It is·recammended that specialist teams should 
• 

be cnrefully revie>led and, .if possible, replaced by multi-

. disciplinary teams. ' The needs of the specialist might be 

. safeguarded by the elite senior design manager acting as a 

consultant adviser to specialists Horking in mixed teams. 

·This concept needs further development. 

(f) Control. Chapter 3.10 deals with this topic in great deta.!l 

and demonstrates the inherent problems of controlling design. 

It is recommended that the systeo of control proposed on 

page 307 should be adopted in part or Hhole, dependent upon 

circumstances. 

(g) COll'::lunications. ',/hen the author commenced this research, he 

had hoped that the wealth of past communication'in the 
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Leicester Office would provide a valuable source of information 

on the desien process. This line of research had to be 

abandoned because such communications were inadequate, 

confused and incomplete. 

The Activity Charts (pages 252 to 256) and analysis of 

communication links (page 260 and 261) emphasise the" magnitude 

and importance of communications. Chapter 2.10 describes 

in detail "the theory of communications and variOUS techniques. 

There is in most offices a desperate need for better " 

c"ommunications and desisn records. This need for improved 

documentation is made more urgent by the increasing size of 

deSign offices and complexity of designs. 

It is recommended that comprehensive procedures for 

communications and documentation of desien be evolved. These 

should be ~lritten but make ample use of graphs, drmdnes and 

sketches. " 

There is also a need for training in communications at 

all five levels of the career structure. 

General. The adoption of the above recommendations will be 

influenced by Local Government Reorganisation l<hich takes place 

on 1st April 1974. Prior to that date it might not be appropriate 

to make too radical c~~nges in the management structures of existing 

municipal eneineering offices. It is suggested that the emphasis 

nOl1 should be upon training better deSigners and managers. This 

should be supplerlented by the introduction of improved techniques 

such as Design strategies, NehlOrk Analysis and Activity Charts. 

illiilst it is highly desireable to improve the control of deSigners 

this should be done Id thout major changes in the management 

stnlctures and bearing in mind the redistribution of functions 

under reoreanisation. It Hould also be appropriate to examine 
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~. in the next few months the alternative ~anagement structures and 

assesstheir co~patibility to the needs of a design office. 

In 1974 new management structures will be introduced for all 

local zovernment offices outside the Greater London Area. This 

. could provide an opportunity to take advantage of the findings 

of this research. In these Circumstances, it is therefore very 

appropriate that the present research has taken place at this 

time. The author hopes that this research will lead to the more 

efficient preparation of better designs by Hunicipal Engineers. 

The author ~dshes to record his appreciation of the 

encouragement and help given by J.;r. ;i.R. Shirrefs, the City Engineer 

of Leicester. He is also very indebted to the mimy members of 
\ 

his staff ~7ho ~rillingly assisted in this research. Particula.r 

mention should be made of those draughtmromen 1;110 prepared the 

numerous illustrations and the typists for their contribution. 
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5.0 APPENDIX "A" 

,§PECIFIRD STYLIZED Nl!!Tl'10P.KS 

These nett/orks, which are set out in tabular form, have been used 
for the preparation of the Activity Charts. 

(1) INDEPENDE~~ PROJECTS (i.e. new Public Works Depot) 

·stage A 

Rei'. 

1-2 

2-3 

2-4 

5-6 
5-7 
5-8 
9-10 

10-11 
·11-12 

l2-l3 

stage B 
1-2 

1-3 

1-4 
5-6 
5-7 
8-9 
8-10 

11-12 

12-13 

stage C 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 
4-5 

4-6 

Inception of Project 

Description 

Evidence of inadequacy in existing facility and need for new 
provision. 
Collect information on defects of present facility. 

" ". current proposals for improvement. 
Collect information on anticipated expansion of sOl"Vice 
requirements. . 
Analyse, identify and evaluate need. 
Assess L.A. powers, responsibility and consequence of inaction. 
Assess pressures requiring acticn. 
Formulate objectives to meet need. 
Estimate resources to complete Stage B. 
Prepare "Inception Report A" stating needs and justification 
to proceed to stage B. 
Decide to abandon or proceed to Stage B. 

Feasibility Studl 
Collect information on depot requirement for L.A. 

" 11 "" long term strategy. 
Collect information on operation and natura of.oxisting·depot 
Locate possible sites for project. 
Collect information on design needs and major constraints. 
Formulate performance specification. 
Set realistio cost limits based on other projects. 
Estimate resources required to complete Stage C. 
Assess probability of resources being available to implement 
project. . 
Select preferred site. 
Prepare "Feasibility Report B" giving outline brief and 
justification to proceed to Stage C. . 
DeCide to abandon or proceed to Stage C. 

Preliminary Design 

Generate alternative sketch deSigns and define main features 
and limits of project. 
Collect additional information on operational requirements. 

n " 11 11 soil conditions. 
11 n n 11 similar projects completed. 
" 11 11 11 facilities available at site. 

D9velop preferred alternative schemes with constraints. 
Analyse and evaluate alternative designs and prepare "brief 
for preferred scheme. . 
Assess all resources required to implement the project. 
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4-7 

8-9 

9-10 

stage D 

1-2 

~-4 
~5 

~-6 
~-7 
8-9 

'90:-10 

stage E 

1-2 

1'"4 
5-6 
5-7 

8-9 

9-10 
10-11 

Assess available resources and project in relation to 
Council Capital ProgTamme •. 
Prepare "Preliminary Design Report C" giving a firm brief· 
and pl'ogTamme. 
Decide to abandon or proceed ·wi th or without a modified 
"Brief" and make fim commitment of resources. Initiate 
land acquisition. 

Scheme Desi gn 

Verify and amplify information on operational requirements. 
" "" " " soil conditions. 
11 "" " " planning requirements. 
11 \"" " " available services. 

Develop and refine the design within constraints. 
Obtain professional ~lidance on aesthetics. 
Determine all significant aspects of construction. 
Consider problems of construction and ensure scheme feasible. 
Submit scheme drawings for comment and approval by client. 
Obtain estimates and design details for specialist aspects. 
Prepare a detailed programme for implementation of scheme. 
Select specialists and pre-empt resources in adequate time. 
Obtain planning approval.. 
Prepare cost/plan and final estimate of scheme. 
Assess nature of contract and procedure for selecting contractor. 
Prepare "Scheme Report D" giving progTlll!1me cost estimate and. 
advise on finance and tendering. 
Authorise preparation of contract documents, invitation of 
tenders and pre-empt all resources. 

Detail Design and Production Documentation 

Select Conditions of Contract, Form of Tender, Specifications 
and Method of Measurement. 
Select necessary standard detail drawings etc. 
Complete all outstanding aspects of design. 
Consult with user client. 
Prepare additional drawings. 
Prepare a full Bill of Quantities. 
Collate and check complete contract documents. 
Ensure that all resources for construction to proceed are 
available. 
Review programme for implementation of scheme. 
Invite and obtain tenders. 
Examine tenders and revise estimate etc. 
Prepare "Project Report E" dealing with implementation. 
Select Contractor and authorise construction to proceed. 
Appoint site staff. 

(2) .SlWERAGE PROJECT 

Stage A 

1-2 Ev:i.dencc of inadequacy of existing or need for new 
sewerage system. 

2-3 Collect information on flooding or surcharge. 
" n 

11 structural adequacy of sewers. 
" " " pollution of water courses or 

infil tration. 
" n " current proposals for sewers. 

2-4 " " " propcsed development. 
" ". " delayed development. 

5-6 Analyse,. identify and evaluate need. \ . 
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5-7 

5-8 
9-10 

10-11 
11-12 

12-13 

stage B 

1-2 
1-3 

1-4 

5-6 
5-7 
8-9 
8-10 

10-12 

12-13 

stage C 

1-2 

2-3 

4-5 

4-6 
4-7 

8-9 

9-10 

stage D 

1-2 

Assess L.A. powers, responsibility and consequences of 
inaction. 
Assess public concern and pressurcs for action. 
Formulate objectives to meet the need. 
Estimate the resources to complete stage B. 
Prepare "Inception Report A" stating needs and justification 
to proceed to stage B. 
Decide to abandon or proceed to stage B. 

Feasibility study 

Collect information overall drainage needs and strategies. 
" "existing sewerage (F. U. &. S. W.) 

Prepare plan with levels and define catchment. 
Collect information on existing and proposed development.' 

11 " " present and tu ture needs 
adjacent catchments. 

Design constraints including river board policy, capacity 
of pumping station, sewage works, etc. 
Formulate performance specification. 
Set realistic cost limits based on other projects. 
Estimate. resources required to complete Stage C. 
Assess probability of resources being available to 
impl~ent project. 
Prepare "Feasibility Report B" giving outline brief and 
justification to proceed to Stage C. . 
Decide to abandon or proceed to Stage C. 

Preliminary Design 

Generate alternative sketch designs and define main features 
and limits of project. 
Collect information on Public utilities. 

11 n n Soil Conditions. 
" .11" Highway Proposals. 
n . 11 n Standards. for design. 

Develop preferred alternative schemes within constraints. 
Undertake drainage calculations. 
Prepare approximate estimate of project costs. 
Analyse and. evaluate alternative deSigns and prepare "brief" 
for preferred scheme. 
Assess all resources required to implement the project. 
Assess available resources and project in relation toFirm 
Programme Plan. . . '. 
Prepare "Preliminary Design Report COl giving a finn brief 
and programme. 
Decide to abandon or proceed with or without a modified 
"brief" and make firm commitment of resources. 

Scheme DesiP,ll 

Verify and amplify information 
n " 11 " n 11 n " 

on public utilities. 
11 existing sewerage. 
n soil conditions and 

n 11 n n 
other physical constraints 

" highway proposals. 
n n " " 11 development proposals. 
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I 

2-3 Develop and refine hydraulic design td thin constraints. 
Determine all significant aspects of const~lotion 
including dimensions and location of conduits and 
ancillary structures. Consider problems of construction 
and ensure design feasible •. Submi t scheme drawings for 
comments and or approval to public utilities. 
Obtain estimate and design proposals from public utilities 
nit" ,It " n specialists. 

Examine availability and cost of essential resources 
including land. 

3-5 Prepare a detailed programme for implementation of 
project. Select specialists and pre-empt resources in 
adequate time. Initiate land acquisition, wayleaves etc. 
Serve statutory notices on public.utilities. 

3-6 Prepare a cost/plan and final estimate of Project. 
3-7 Assess nature of contract and procedure for selecting 

contractors. 
8-9 Prepare "Scheme Report D" giving programme, cost estima~~ .• 

and advice on finance and tendering. . .:'. 
9-10 Authorise preparation of contract doauments, invitation 

of tenders and pre-empt all resources. Obtain ~.l 
necessary approvals and statutory powers. 

Stage E 

1-2 

1-3 

Detail Design and Production Document~ 

Select, Conditions of Contract, Form of Tender, 
Specifj.cation and Method of· Measurement. 
Select necessary standard detail drawings, etc. 
Complete all outstanding aspects of design. 
Co-ordinate all aspeots of design inoluding Publio utilities. 
Consult and prepare provisional works programme for 
implementation Diversions eto. 

1-4 
5-6 
5-7 

8-9 

Prepare all additional drawings to fully desoribe project. 
Prepare ~~ll Bill of Quantities. 
Collate and cheok oomplete oontraot doouments. 
Ensure that all resouroes for oonstruction to prooeed are 
available. 
Review progra~e for implementation of projeot. 
Serve notioes for land etc. and notify interested parties. 
Invite and obtain tenders. 
Examine tenders and all relevant factors and revise estimate etc. 

etc. 
9-10 

10-11 

Sta~ F 

1-2 

1-3 

Prepare "Project Report E" dealing with implementation. 
Select ~ontractor and authorise construction to proceed. 

. Appoint site staff. 

Implementation 

Notify tenderers. 
Prepare and sign contract. 
Service notice to start on Contractor and initiate 
liaison meetings. 
Obtain and approve programme of work. 
Approve suppliers and sub-contractors. 

4-5 Supelvise const~ction. 
Co-ordinate Public utilities, etc. 

4-6 Re-design site modifj,cations where essential. 
4-7 11easure work and autborice pay'J!snt to contractor. 
4-8 Record final form and nature of project as oonstIucted. 
9-10 Certify project couplets. 
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stage G 

1-2 
2-3 

Feedbacks 

Report on implementation. 
Report on operation of completed project. 

(3) MAJOR HIGHWAY PROJECT 

stage A 

1-2. 

2-3 

2-4 

5-6 
5-7 

5-8 
9-10 

10-11 
11-12 

12-13 

stage B 

1-2 
1-3 

10:.4 

5-6 
5-7 
8-9 
8-10 

11-12 

. 12-13 

Stage C 

1-2 

2-3 

Inception of Proje~ 

~vidence of inadequacy in existing highway and need for 
new high11ay. 
Collect information on traffic congestion, accidents 
and complaints. 
Collect information on existing access requirements. 

" "" maintenance costs and structural 

" " 
adequacy. 

" geometric and vertical profile of 
highway. 

11 "" current highl1aY proposals. 
Collect information on possible growth of traffic. 

" 11" proposed development. 
Analyse, identify and evaluate need. 
Assess L.A. powers, responsibility and consequenoe of 
inaction. 
Assess public concern and pressures for action. 
FOl~ulate objectives to meet need. 
Estimate resources to complete Stage B. 
Prepare "Inception Report A" stating needs Blld 
justification to proceed to stage B. 
Decide to abandon or proceed to stage B. 

Feasibility Study 

Collect information on overall highllay strategies and needs. 
" " " exis ting highway. 

Prepare small scale plan of location. 
Amplify information on existing and future dcvelopment 
C.D.A's etc. 
pbtain infol~tion on existing traffic statistics. 

" 11 11 predicted traffic flows. 
" " " design standards. 

Formulate performance specification. 
Set realistic cost limits based on other projects. 
Estimate resources required to complete Stage C. 
Assess probability of resources being available to 
implement project. 
Informal discussions With Regional Controller. 
Prepare "Feasibility Report B"giving outline brief and 
justification to proceed to Stage C • 
Decide to abandon or proceed tQ stage C. 

Preliminary Desien 

Generate alternative sketch designs and define main 
and limits of project. 

features 

Collect information on Public utilities. 
It It 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" Selferage. 
"Soil Conditions. 
" Traffic design standards. 
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3-4 

4-5 

4-6 

4-7 

8-9 

9-10 

stage D 

1-2 

2-3 

3-5 

3-6 
3-7 

8-9 

9-10 

Stage E. 

Develop preferred alternative schemes within constraints. 
Undertake traffic calculations. 
Obtain budget prices for structures and preliminary designs. 
Prepare approximate estimate of project costs. 
Compare schemes by cost/benefit analysis. 
Consult interested parties on merits of schemes. 
Prepare "brief" for preferred scheme. 
Assess all resources required to implement the project. 
Define limits of land take. 
Assess available resources and project in relation to Firm 

, Programme Plan. 
Consult with Regional Controller. 
Prepare "Preliminary Design Report C" giving a firm brief 
and pl'ogramme. 
Decide to abandon to proceed with or without modified 
"Brief" and make firm commitment of resources. 
Initiate C.P.O. 

Scheme Design 

Verify and ampli~ information on Public Utilities. 
" 
" 11 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" n 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" .. 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Develop and refine traffic and 
constraints. 

" existing and proposed 
sewerage. 

" existing high~Tays. 
" soil conditions. 
n 'physi cal constraints, 

land values, etc. 
" development propooals. 
" traffic requirements • 
" pedestrian requiremento. 

geometric design within 

Initiate structural deSign and detailing. 
Design new road drainage and modifications to sewerage. 
Consider problems of construction and ensure design is 
feasible. 
Obtain estimate and deSign proposals 

" It "It " 

" " " " n 

Consult interested parties. 

from Public UtiUties. 
" specialists. 
11 structural section. 

Prepare a detailed programme for implementation of scheme. 
Select specialists and pre-empt resources in adequate time. 
Serve Statutory l'otices. " 
Initiate road closures and T.R.O's. 
Prepare cost/plan and final estimate of scheme. 
Assess nature of contract and procedure, for selecting 
contracto re. 
Prepare "Scheme Report D" giving programme cost estimate and 
advice on finance and tendering. 
Authorise preparation of contract documents, invitation of' 
tenders and pre-empt all resources. 
Obtain all necessary approvals and statutory powers. 

Detail Design and'Production Documentation 

1-2 Select, Conditions of Contract, Form of Tender, Specification 
and J.lethod of Measurement. 
Select necessary standard detail drawings, etc. 
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1-3 

1-4 
5-6 
5-7 

8-9 

9-10 
10-11 

Complete all outstanding aspects of design. 
Co-ordinate structural design.· 
Co-crdinate design of Public utilities. 
Consult and prepare provisional works programme, 

traffic & sewer diversions, etc. 
Prepare addi tional drawings. 
Prepare a full Bill of Quantities. 
Collate and check complete contract documents. 
Ensure that all resources. for construction to proceed are 
available. 
Review programme for implementation of scheme. 
Serve outstanding notices. 
Invite and obtain tenders. 
Examine tenders and all relevant factors and revise 

estims te, etc. 
Prepare "Project Report E" dealing with implementation. 
Select Contractor and authOrise construction to proceed. 
Appoint site staff. 

(4) STRUCTURAL PROJECT (HIGHWAY) 

Stage A 

1-2 
2-3 

2-4 
5-6 
6-7 
5-8 
9-10 

10-11 
11-12 
12-13 

Stage B 

1-2 
1-3 
1-4 
1-5 
5-7 
8-9 
8-10 

11-12 
12-13 

Stage C 
1-2 
2-3 
3-4 
4-5 
4..;6 
4-7 
8-9 
g..;10 

Inception of Project 

N.A. . 
Provide information on structural adequacy of existing 

structure. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 

Feasibility Study 

N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
Set realistic cost limits based on other projects 
Estimate resources required to complete Stage C. 
N.A. 
Advise Senior Officers 
N.A. 

Preliminary Design 

N.A. 
N.A. 
Prepare preliminary structural design and budget prices. 
Prepare assessment of alternative structural designs. 
Assess resources required·to oomplete design. 
Assess available design resources. 
Consult on "Preliminary Design Report C". 
N.A. 

.' 
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Staee D 

1-2 

3-4 

3-5 

3-6 
3-7 
8-9 
9-10 

stage ~ 

1-2 
1-3 

1-4 
5-6 
5-7 
8-9 
9-10 

10-11 

Scheme Desien 

Verify and amplify loading conditions etc. 
"" n soil conditions. 
"" "desien standards. 

Obtain aesthetic advice on structures. 
Obtain revised design for higlUTay. 
Develop and refine structural design. 
Determine all significant aspects of construction. 
Obtain approval of "Fine Arts" and "D.O'.E." 
Obtain estimates and design proposals for piles 
Obtain estimates and deSign proposals from specialists. 
Prepare profframme for method of construction. 
Select speciaUst and pre-empt in adequate time. 
Prepare a cost/plan and final estimate of structure. 
Hake representation on form of contract and contractors. 
Comment, on "Scheme Report D". 
N.A. 

Detail Desien and Production Documentation 

Select necessary standard detail drawings, etc. 
Complete all outstanding aspects of design. 
Consult with Hiehway Designers. 
Prepare additional drawings. 
Prepare a full Bill of Quantities. 
Provide dratdngs and bill of quantities. 
Review constructional programme. 
Inspect structural tender details. 
Advise Senior Officers. 
N.!. 

(5) ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (Roads and Selters) 

Stage A 

1-2 
2-3 
2-4 
5-6 
5-7 
5-8 
9-10 

10-11 
11-12 
12-13' 

Stage B 

1-2 

1-3 

1-4 

5-6 
5-7 
8-9 
8-10 

11-12 
12-13 

Inception of Pro.iect 

N/A. 
N.A. 
If.A. 
If.A • 

. If .A. 
If.A. 
Provide information to Arohiteot on deSign standards. 
Provide assessment of resouroes to oomplete Stage B. 
If .A. 
If.A. 

Feasibility study 

Collect information on strategy for provision of publio 
transport, garaging eto. 
Collect information on highways invioinity of site. 

n "11 sewers It" " n 

" "" publio transport" " " 
11 "" design needs, i.e. construction _ 

higll11ay standards - parking and 
access standards. 

Formulate performance specifioation. 
Set realistio cost limits based on other projects. 
Estimate resources required to oomplete stage C. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
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stage C· 

1-2 

2-:3 

4-5 

4-6 

4-7 
8-9 

9-10 

stage D 

1-2 

2-:3 

3-4 

:3-5 

:3-6 
:3-7 

8-9 

9-10 

stage 

1-2 

1-:3 

1-4 
5-6 
5-7 

8-9 

10-11 

E 

Preliminary Design 

Architect generates alternative sketch designs. 
Receives copies of sketch designs. 
Notify Public utilities of Scheme. 
Provide comments on adequacy of highway and footway layout. 

" "" It " traffic & public transport. 
It """" parldng and garaging. 

Collect information on soil conditions. 
Develop ltithin constraints high~lay sketch designs. 

It " "drainage It " 

Prepare approximate estimate of project cost. 
Submit comments to Architect on alternative sketch designs, 
and indicate preferred layout. 
Assess resources.required to implement engineering aspect 
of project. 
Assess available engineering design resources. 
Architect prepare "Preliminary Design Report C" giving 

a firm brief and programme. 
R.A. 

Scheme Desim 

Architect supplies refined 1/500 layout. 
Verify and amplify information on deSign standards. 

" " " " " Public Utili ties 
requiroments. 

Develop and refine design of highways and footways. 
" " " It" sewers. 
" " " "" parking & garaging. 

Obtain estimates and design proposals from Public Utilities. 
Initiate Structural Design. 
Prepare plan for implementation. 
Initiate demolition if necessary. 
Prepare a·Cost Plan and Final Estimate of scheme. 
Assess nature of contract and procedure for selecting 

. Contractor. 
Submit details on Roads and Sewers Contract. 
(Scheme Report D) to City Architect. 
Authorise preparation of contract documents ~~d invitation 

. of tenders. 

Detail Desim and Production Documentation 

Select, Conditions of Contract, Form of Tender, 
Specification and ~!ethod of Heasurement. 

Select necessary standard detail drawings, etc. 
Complete all outstanding aspects of design. 
Co-ordinate final design of Public Utilities. 
Prepare provisional works programme. 
Prepare additional drawings. 
Prepare a.full Bill of Quantities. 
Collate and check complete contract documents. 
Ensure that all resources for construction to proceed are 

available. 
Review programme for implementation of project. 
Notify interested parties. 
Invite and obtain tenders. 
Examine tenders and revise estimate, etc. 
Select contractor and authorise construction to proceed. 
Appoint site staff. . 
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5.0 APPENDIX B 

nOTES OF li~~?'l'INO FI~LD AT G:r,yy F~IAR;J! IJ ~ICESTErr 
0" ~'l'''3DAY. 4 JA?rrJA.'1Y 1972 

Present: Mr. D.C. Smiler, Director, Gallifords Ltd. 
D. Sulley, Site Agent 11 11 

n.E. Sharpe, Assistant City Engineer ~HT~ D. Raper, 11 11 11 Gi'l 
I. Bentley, City Engineer's Dept. 
D.E. Edl':ardS, 11 11 11 

J. Thompson, 11 11 11 

D.r. :'lood ,- 11 11 11 

G.R. Roberts, 11 11 11 

}!.J. Hocken, 11 11 " 

1. The purpose of the meeting nas to give design office staff an 
indication of the problems and difficulties encountered on site and 
to p::-Ovide inforr.lation ~Ihich 1·/ould be useful both in the design and 
construction stages of future contracts. 

2. It ~/as important to have good communications betl1eCn client and 
contractor • 

. The follo~ling oboervations concerning the st. J.!argarets i1ay ccntract 
and the Abbey Park Road/Belgrave Road Junction Improvement tender 
I;ere made by Gallifords, ni th some of the cortments made by the Ci ty 
Engineer's Dept., ;Ihich does not necessarily agree with Gallifords' 
observationo. 

3. The first =jor l'roblco on oite mlS concerned 1-lith setting out and 
checking, espcci:llly on major highuay sche~cs in urban areas. 
Difficul ties in establishing base lines uere experienced due to 
obstructions such as existing buildings, moving traffic and parked 
vehicles. 

4. El:Jel;here, an expert consultant using elaborate equipment had been used 
for the overall ~ettincr out. H01JeVer, this frequently led to the 
discovery of errors in the data presented on drs1finGs but at least 
IJas at a staee I·,hen corrections could be made I·Ti thout costly delay 
on site. 

5. Setting out right throuGh. the job should be done preferably before 
cOlmnencement on site and considering the complexity of' modern hiGh\{ay 
schemes and the elaborate eqUipment required for accurate setting out, 
l1hich the average site staff 11ere not capable of dealing ~Ti th, it 113.S 

suggested that the .c1ient a~d contractor should jOintly employ and 
share the cxpen:les of such a consultant. This ;rould cost about £200 
a Ifeek and ~TOuld require about a month, dependine upon the size and 
complexity of the scheme. 

Coarnent: If this \fas going to lead to the discovery of errors in the 
setting out data provided then perhaps it lias too late e.nd the 
consulta~t might, to advantage,· be employed durine the design staGe. 
This ~rould, of course, bE! prior to demolition so exinting buildings 
\·Iould be an even biGger probleo. 

6. Gallifords ho.d started a month early on' si te and had immediately 
commenced setting out. Several errors had been disclosed. 
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7. Once the client had fixed the commencement date, the contractor 
should be allOl'led to proceed at Id,) o~m pace according to the ;lorks 

. prograr:me. Delays on site do cost tb3 contractor money. 

8. Problems \·lere created by the mi::ture ;f "hirrh,mys" and "structures" 
settin8" out data. StI'llcturcs on compound curves l1ere a special 
problem. Parapets should preferably be "fixed" to tIle stI'llcture 
rather than the kerb ag the finished kerbline ~ras dependent on the 
eye of the kerblayer. It Has very difncul t to set out curved 
parapet edges in space and more information, such as off-setts from 
the edge beam, should be provided. 

9. Hanholes are usually shOlm as small circles on the plans but some 
manholes are required to be located very accurately. The positions 
of these should be detailed on the plans and they should be marked 
"cri ti cal " • 

10. There is a tendency for "winding" to occur in long reinforced concrete 
columns especially with unlapped large diameter bars. Unlike steel 
columns, this cannot be corrected once the columns are placed. To 
overcome this the cover tolerance to the steel reinforcement should 
be increased to preferably 2t". 

The "winding" was transferred to the'cross-head beams. 
tolerance was also required between pre-cast deck beams and 
cross-head beams, particularly around curves. 

Greater 
the 

11. The contractor was responsible for the co-ordination and completion 
of services installations but had no legal right for dOing so. It was 
felt that the local authority ~TaS in a better position to superviSe 
progress and ensure the co-operation of the statutory undertakers. 
It was felt that regular meetings with the statutory bodies were 
required and that the meetings should be chaired by the person to 
whom the Resident Engineer is responsible. . 

Comment: The reg~lar meetings were a good idea but if held,. then the 
Resident Engineer must be in the chair. 

12. The difficulties and problems of actually plaCing the services in the 
ground, arranging the order of the various services in the footways 
or deciding, in some instances, which services must be placed under 
the carriageway and threading particular ser-vices through, under. or 
over the others as required, ~las generally lef.t· to the contractor. 
This usually led to difficulties and discord and was felt to be wrong. 
It ~;ould be of great benefi t if a full-time co-ordinator for services 
was responsible for all these things and this could possibly be one of 
the duties of the Assistant Resident Engineer. 

l~. Trial holes to establish the position of services and sewers to enable 
the job to go ahead lfere also left to the contractor. HOllever, it 
~18S necessary at times to knOtt levels of serrices for placing of 
sewers etc. so trial holes in these circumstances should be·the 
responsibility of the client. Generally, there Ims a lack of direction 
from the Resident Eneineer regarding trial holes even though they ~lere 
well lIorth the money. . 
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14. It ;ras felt that the Resident )in"incer and the Site Acent had been 
left too much to themselves. Rceular monthl.ysite procress meetings 
l;"Quld have taken the steam out ot; the "battles" and led to a better 
relationship. J.!onthly meetings shou1d .. be held in futuro vHh 
representatives of management from both sides attending, say, every 
third meetine. 

15. On the question of powers delegated to the Resident Engineer, Ga11iforls 
>!ere someHhat disconcerted at the powers the Ilecident Engineer assur.ted he 
had. Both the Resident Engineer's and the Agent's po>!em should be laid 
d01ffl. at the cor.unencemcnt in the contract. Some ,lOrkable means of 
resolving claims on site should be achieved and it l·ras tho~eht that the 
combination of defined pOHers and nonthly site neetings lwuld greatly 
assist in this direction. 

16. Though shutter stripping tir.les were snecified and adhered to, Gallifo!-ds 
felt that lrhere cube strengths sholmd that the concrete l·ras strong 
enough, the contractor should be a1l011ed to strip earlier. It is 
easier to m:lke £Oood if the shuttering is removed ,Then the concrete 
is still green. The Resident Engineer s!lollld inspect the shuttering 
and its supports and give his approval for concretine to take pIece. 

17.' Larcer sizes of ,:huttering ~!ere generally preferred. Re-use of 
shuttering affects the concrete finish but smm shutter1.ng seeMed 
to improve 'Iith use. The cover to the reinforcement could also affect 
the finish, e.g. to avoid honeycocbing either increase the covei:' or 
reduce the size of the aggregate for a given cover. All the various 
persons involved seemed to have different opinions nnd sta..'1dards 
regardinG concrete finishes and it was hard to satisfy everyone. 
It uas also very hard to meet the strength, ;Iorkabili ty and finish 
requirements and it ,TaS SUlmested that the concrete mix desigt! should 
be left to the contractor •. 

18. Gallifords thought that most sUP11liers of ready-mix concrete co-operated 
very lfell and that site mixing of concrete uou1d be a retrolJl'ade step. 
Althou(3:h the firms concerned ,rere supplied from more than one source 
of aggregate, etc. 'Ihich miCht lead to colour variations, the use of 
ready-mix leads to bigger pours, fe'fer joints, better concrete and 
better finish. 

19'. Pumped concrete ,ras good in that fewer air bubbles resulted and surplus 
1fater was removed. Bad concrete just lfould not go through the pump. 
~ll'lping meant better compactibility and generally a better product but 
economically it required big pours. Comparative costs ,·/ere:-

by crane 20p per eu. yard 
by pump 50p to £l per C'-l. yard 

but pumping led to savings in time. 

Abbey Pllrk 'load!BelGrave Road Junction Tender' 

20. The nel'r Standard Hethod of I!easurenent inVOlved the contractor in a lot 
of extra 1l'ork in takins off. quanti ties and producinc bills for 
tem!,orary l-Iorks. Since the old bill no. 1 lillS no lonGer included 
nll the oneoats must be "l1o;:ed for in the rates. Concequently, the 
quantities stated in the bill must be accurate; if the actual quanUties 
~/ere less than those in the bHl, the contractor ,·IDUld under recover· 
his onco:::ts. A balnncing item in the bill ,·:as necessary. It liGuld be 
interesting to compare the temporary "orks in the tenders received. 
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21. Gallifords consIdered that six contractorS on the tender list Ims 
ideal Ilnd that a nine to ten weeks tender peried tIas reason"ble. 

22. A traffic diversion scheme should havEt been outlined in connection 
ldth the 1'Ii110\'1 Clrook diveroion for Hhereas the brook diversion ~ras 
within the control of the cOJ1tractor, traffic diversions Here not 
n'lcesnarily so, l·rore information of thin sort "ould lead to more 
realistic prices from the tenderers. 

23, Gallifords ;lere not yet in a position to state "hether the more complete· 
information and dra;rin<;s issued at the tender stage under the new 
system led to a cheaper job, As stated earlier, it certainly meant 
more work for the contractol', For example, the asphalting trade "ould 
not accept the' neu method of pricing. Another insta.'lce lras similar 
shuttering partly in pile caps and partly thirty feet above ground 
included in the same item in the bill. 

24. Gallifords asked why a computer critical path neblOrk programme Ims 
insisted on and did not accept that this was essential for the 
efficient control and executicn of the contract. 

Comment: This I'/1lS incorrect. The contract documents do not specify 
a computer program. 

25. IU th regard to nominated sub-contractors, it lms better to let the oain 
contractor appoint the specialict sub-contractors as too r.1a'1Y conditions 
;lere laid dOlm by the sub-con tracto!'s Hho were not subject to retentions. 
The main contractor was in a much stronger position to bareain llith 
them than the client. 

26. Gallifords knouledge and exporiencel·ri th regard to the con tractor' s 
ap!,roach to problems 1{ould be available to the City Engineer's 
Department if required during the design stage. 

27. J.!r. 3harpe concluded the meeting by thanking :·!essrs. Sadler and Sulley 
for a most interesting and informative afternoon. 
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